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PREFACE

Upon returning to school after many years of professional work as a
cameraman and communications technician, I was assigned to write a paper on
some artifacts of Roman origin in the Royal Ontario Museum.

I chose, with-

out much hesitation, to write the paper on Roman Glass objects.

As I engaged in research and read related books, I studied particularly F. Newburg's works, Glass in Antiquity and Ancient Glass , and
3
Kisa's Das Glas im Altertume.
The result of my studies was that I fell in
lovewith this subject to such an extent that I have not stopped being fascinated by ancient glass nearly eight years later.
It was a natural result of my new sphere of interest that I would
combine my skills as a photographer and film maker with my desire to study
glass.
America

I visited some of the leading collections of ancient glass in North
and Europe and collected over 4,000 photographs as a result of these

visits.

Early in my studies of glass I felt the need to understand more of
the technological problems of glass-making to be able to study the products
of ancient craftsmen.

I was lucky to gain the friendship and confidence of

a recognized glass artist, the Master of Glass at the Sheridan College of
Applied Arts in Toronto, Karl Schantz.

He allowed me to join him at the

"glory hole" of the glass furnace and together we experimented with glass to
reconstruct the working methods and conditions of ancient glass makers. Later
in this work, I shall refer to our experiments in more detail.

A happy and fruitful association with the Corning Museum of Glass
and acquaintance with some of its excellent curators not only provided further
stimuli but also valuable advice and instruction for me.

1.
2.
3.

Neuburg, F., Glass in Antiquity, London, 1949.
Neuburg, F., Ancient Glass, London, 1962.
Kisa, A,, Das Glas im Altertume, Leipzig, 1908.
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It seems appropriate to thank all my mentors and tutors at this
point for their sharing of their time, wisdom and access to their collections.
Besides many others, a few should be mentioned by name.

Foremost, I wish to

thank my teachers Dr. V. Vanderlip, Dr. R. Fisher and Dr. L. Toombs, for their
original introduction to the subject, and Dr. S. Goldstein and Dr. R. Brill
from The Corning Museum of Glass.

Special thanks go to Dr. D. Harden, whom

I met in the British Museum; Dr. G. Lehrer from the Museum Haaretz in Tel Aviv;
Mr. K. Schantz, Master of Glass at Sheridan College of Applied Arts in Toronto
who spent many an hour experimenting with me in front of a hot furnace and Mr.
R.W. Smith, who received me so hospitably at his house in the hills of New
England.

Many others deserve thanks also for their patience and help, and

their contribution to this paper will be reflected in the credit given to the
respective collections as mentioned in the typology chapter.

My supervisors

at Wilfrid Laurier University should receive thanks for permitting me to engage
in my studies.

I thank Ms. Sheila Watson for her work with the typing and

editing of so many pages; without her patience the many changes that were
necessary could not have been done in time.

In collecting some of my limited experience and pictorial evidence, I
hope to make a small contribution to a most fascinating subject:

Glass In The Roman Empire.

May, 1980
Wilhelm E. Nassau,
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INTRODUCTION

While the title of this work promises preferred treatment of glass
in the Roman Empire and the typology prototypes were selected mainly from
that era, the first chapter will provide the reader with the most important factors of glass history before that period.

It may be suggested that

one could not understand the technology and also the geographical distribution of Roman glass without some knowledge of its historical development.
The early glass industry was a relatively small industry of craftsmen making luxury goods that were not used for mass consumption.
and flourish, the glass works

To exist

needed a feudal political system with a

group of consumers that could afford and would appreciate that kind of
luxury artifacts. The association of glass workshops with the Egyptian
court during the New Kingdom and, to a lesser degree, with the Mesopotamian
rulers can therefore be understood.
The Hellenistic society seems to have given less emphasis to glass
than metal ware and pottery, but it still provided enough support to allow
continuation of the trade on a smaller scale.

The splendour of Imperial

Rome allowed a new peak in luxury glass production.

With the invention of

glass blowing it became possible to produce glassware for a less exclusive
consumer market. The exploitation of new technology allowed the increase of
different types of objects and the use of new decoration methods. The study
of that period will be the main subject of this work.
Because of the intense studies of the technological aspects of glassworking undertaken by this author, strong emphasis will be given to the manufacturing process of the described objects, not only their external appearance.

When selecting artifacts for discussion, preference was given to ob-

jects that had been seen by the author himself, rather than studied only from
books.

Some restrictions had to be made because of the vast amount of glass

objects that have been collected by museums and private collectors. While
this selection was, of course, arbritrary, it is hoped that the most numerous
and most interesting types were included in this study.

4

The geographical and chronological development of glass working did
not always follow a continuous line of progress. The reader will therefore
be asked to excuse certain transgressions of a chronological or geographic
order.

Certain processes, as for example cutting and polishing, were impor-

tant at various times and places.

It was tried to group related artifacts

together and follow certain technological facts across the border lines of
geographical, typological and historical nature, even when this caused some
repetition of facts when discussing another group of related artifacts.
The reader is invited to use the glossary for explanation of technical terms.

Reference to related illustrations is made in the text (e.g.

See Figure . . . ) .

Reference to typology pages is given by noting the appro-

priate Plate No.

(e.g.

cf. Plate

). With regard to bibliographical

footnotes, the full title of a source is given once only, if only one work
of this author was used.

When more works of the same author are used for

reference, abbreviated titles are used to allow the reader to distinguish
between the works. A key to these abbreviations and the full titles of
these publications can be found in the bibliography pages at the end.
Information about Museums, inventory numbers and other related data
is given with the illustrations in the text portion where that information
was available to the author.

A cross reference between chosen typology

prototypes and related illustrations in the text portion are given on the
typology pages where this is possible.

All illustrations are by the author

unless otherwise indicated.

The author has attempted to collect in one work a multitude of
information that is otherwise available to the interested scholar only by
the study of a great number of various publications which can rarely be
found together at one place.

It is hoped that this fact, together with the

results of the author's own observations may be useful
interested in ancient glass.

to the persons
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CHAPTER I

GLASS

1.

BEFORE

THE

ROMAN

EMPIRE

Natural Glass (Obsidian)

About forty million years ago, when the surface of the earth was
disturbed a great deal by volcanic eruptions, great masses of natural glass
were formed.
natural silica

Today, this glass is called obsidian.

Volcanic heat fused

deposits in the earth with limestone and sodium compounds

such as rock salt into black, brown or greenish masses of mineral.

As a result of the violent, uncontrolled mixing of the ingredients,
obsidian varies in colour and consistency not only from site to site of
origin, but also shows inconsistency on one and the same site. Usually,
one may find large quantities of sand, brimstone and other contaminating
matters enclosed in the deposits

of obsidian.

The volcanic activities

caused the obsidian to show clearly various strata of different quality
and large homogeneous pieces are relatively rare.
page 6).

(See Figures 1 and 2 on
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FIGURE 1

Natural volcanic glass forms a whole mountain on the Island
of Li pari in the Mediterranean near Sicily.
FIGURE 2

Outcrop of natural volcanic glass (obsidian) on the Island
Vulcano near Sicily.

7

Obsidian, therefore, can be called glass of various density, having a
hardness of 6.5 (Brinell scale) and a specific gravity of 2.32 to 2.38.
Because of the hardness of obsidian and its ability to flake, not unlike
flint, man in prehistoric times collected it and worked it skillfully to
make tools and weapons.
As obsidian, like flint, flakes according to certain principles,
it could be given sharp edges of reasonable durability and provided man
with knife blades, arrowheads and spearheads.

(See Figure 3, below.)

FIGURE 3

The Corning Museum of Glass.
Spearheads and arrowheads
formed from natural volcanic
glass in prehistoric and even
historic times,

8

2.

Man Made Glass And Related Materials

While obsidian may have served a useful purpose only, e.g. tools
and weapons, it was also used for decorative objects, once men had learned
to work the hard and brittle material creatively into predetermined forms.

Before continuing with the historical facts, one should first familiarize oneself with the chemical and physical characteristics of the
material called glass.

First one must learn to distinguish between glass,

faience and glaze. All three, in principle, consist of silica fused with
other materials.

Glazes and glass always contain soda or another alkali,

while faience contains only a very small quantity of soda.

Modern glass may

contain from 6 to 10 percent lime and from 15 to 20 percent soda or potash,
while faience will contain only 2 percent lime and 0.2 to 1.0 percent soda.

A.

Glazes

Since glass and glasslike substances depend on prolonged and

intense heat for their manufacture, man did not make them artifically until
he had learned to build kilns and melting furnaces. These industrial skills
were of course

also a necessity for the making of good pottery and for the

melting and shaping of metals.

One can assume that the first production of glazes and, perhaps later, glass proper
happened as a coincidental
4
men may have undertaken.

was the result of some uncontrolled event and
byproduct of other pyrotechnical ventures that
A glaze is a glassy layer, applied in one or

more treatments to a surface of clay or another suitable material. The
glaze is, in some cases, mixed with the material before firing and in other
cases applied after an initial firing.

During the firing the components fuse

with each other and also the surface to which they are applied.
4. Lucas, A., Ancient Egyptian Materials and Industries, 4th Edition,
Arnold, London, 1962, p. 156.

9

When man cooked his food in primitive clay vessels, some traces of
common cooking salt (NaCl) or sea salt may have reacted in the heat of the
fire with the surface of the vessel to form a kind of glaze, allowing man
the rational conclusion that he could repeat this process at will.
would of course

Glazing

not only technically improve a clay vessel, but also en-

hance its appearance.
E. Nolte states that the first glazed stones to be used as decorative objects appeared together with the first artifacts made from copper.
A study of early glazed objects by Stone and Thomas refers to a survey of
glazed objects from the late fifth millennium to the late second millennium
The authors place the origin of glazing technology in regions of upper Mesopotamia and conclude that it spread from there as far as Egypt.
Lucas writes that glazed steatite was the earliest glazed material
from Egypt since many glazed steatite beads were found at Badarian sites.
This puts the use of glazes on carved steatite (soapstone) into the fourth
8
Millennium BC,
Glazing of objects made from quartzsand is ranked second
in chronological order and faience objects with a glaze fall into this
category, beginning in the predynastic period.
The glazing of pottery
came, according to Lucas, later since the glazes used for steatite would
not readily adhere to clay objects.
B

- Faience

As stated above, faience represents a material that was usually

covered with a glaze. The core of faience objects is often of different
colour and texture than their glazed surface.

Faience objects were shaped

from granulated quartz powder, often held together by a liquid, such as milk
of lime.

Sometimes the objects were formed in molds.

Initial stages of

firing v/ould bake the particles together to a crystalline mass of considerable

5.

Nolte, E., Die Glassqefasse im A!ten Xgypten, Berlin, 1968, p.4.

6.

Stone, J.F. and Thomas, L.C., f,The Use and Distribution of Fayence in
The Ancient East and Prehistoric Europe," Proceedings of the Prehistoric
Society, N.S. XXII, pp. 37-84.

*>.
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strength.

Sometimes another layer of material was applied over the core.

The final glassy surface was obtained by glazing and refiring.

Lucas des-

cribes the colour of the core material as ranging from white over various
shades of gray and yellow to even some varieties of brown and red.

He

ranges faience in date from predynastic times to the fourteenth century AD.
The glaze covering the faience objects was most frequently light
blue or turquoise coloured , but sometimes was white, yellow or brownish in
colour.

Before the final firing of the objects, various decorations were

often painted onto the surface of the object.

Faience objects ranged from

beads and pendants, inlay pieces and tiles to various vessel forms and the
well known scarabs and shawabty satuettes. (See Figures 4,5 and 6 below, p.
11)
FIGURE 4

Metropolitan Museum of A r t . Beads made from f a i e n c e ,
Egypt, New Kingdom.
7.

Lucas , o p . c i t . ,

p.156.

8.

No!te, o p . c i t . ,

p.4,

9.

Lucas, o p . c i t . , p. 161

10.

I b i d . , p. 157

FIGURE 5

The Corning Museum of Glass. AShawabty
and glazedT (Empire period).

figure molded from faience

FIGURE 6

The Corning Museum of Glass
faience figure.

A cut reveals the inner structure of a

12

c

-

Glassy Faience (Frit).

and slightly different

A material that is harder than ordinary faience

in colour, showing light bluish tones is called

"glassy faience" by Lucas.

He describes it as a material that could be

classified between glass and faience.

Various objects made of crystalline

vitreous materials but without the homogeneous structure of glass have been
called by the term "frit".

They may range from overfired faience to incom-

pletely fused batches of glass, but frit
logical predecessor of glass.

should not be taken as a chrono-

Lucas also mentions a kind of faience that

begins to occur at about the time of the twentieth dynasty and that includes
12
lead oxide - a component also found in late glazes.
D.

Glass.

Glass is made by heating the components (ie. silica, soda and

lime) together in a crucible.

Only when properly fused will it take on a

glasslike appearance and will show a noncrystalline homogeneous consistency
throughout.

Obviously, not only the right components, but also prolonged

exposure to proper temperatures of about 2000°F (1200°C) is necessary to
form proper glass, a task not easily achieved with ancient technology.
Forbes states:
Scientifically speaking, glass is an undercooled
liquid with a very high viscosity. ...that has
'solidified' but failed to crystalize. Glass is
therefore a liquid with sufficient rigidity to be
put to use, it has a peculiar state which is almost
a fourth state of matter. Some of its qualities are
most important when shaping glass objects. 13
Glass is usually in a peculiar state of limited stability, a
fact that leads to its easy destruction by impact of mechanical force, or
by a sudden change of temperature.

While the physical anomalies of glass

account for its unique appearance and character, the glassmaker must cope
with the instability to avoid the loss or damage of his products. When

11. Lucas, op.cit., p. 165
12. Ibid, p. 163
13. Forbes , R.J., Studies in Ancient Technology V, E . Brill, Leiden, 1966,p.114.
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the necessary conditions of temperature are not met during manufacturing
or working of the glass, "devitrification" can occur, fragmenting the glass
into pieces or at least changing its appearance drastically.

The rate of cooling of hot glass is very important to maintain its
delicate state of stability.

An incorrectly cooled glass object may break

by itself as a result of inner tensions or it may break when touched with
a tool.

The maintenance of carefully controlled temperatures and their gradual decrease at the proper rate, the "annealing",

is just as important as

the accurate chemical consistency of the ingredients.

Very small changes in

the chemistry of the mixture of the "batch" can change the colour and characteristics of the glass drastically.

Problems of this kind create difficul-

ties even for today's sophisticated glass industry.

One can, therefore,

appreciate the difficulties faced by the ancient glass makers, but also admire their remarkable results even more.

We must establish the significant fact that early in its history,
artificial glass was, unlike obsidian, used more for its decorative qualities
than for its practical usefulness.

It can be assumed that glass as a material

for artifacts was the outcome of the use of the glaze. Because of the technical difficulties, only small quantities of glass could be produced at a time.
Technology and tools had to be developed and repeatable procedures with the
exact knowledge of quantities and composition of ingredients had to be found
before a glass workshop became a possibility.

3*

Geographical Distribution of Early Glass Techniques.

A. Mesopotamia.There is little archaeolgical evidence of actual glass vessels
before 1500 BC.

It can be safely assumed that glass in limited quantities

14

was indeed made in Mesopotamia before this date.

The first use of glass

must have been the imitation of coloured precious stones that were highly
desired as luxury objects.
Above all, the lovely blue lapis lazuli was so much in demand that,
in various ancient texts, the glassmakers were referred to as "the makers of
14
artificial lapis lazuli".
A number of clay tablets with detailed descriptions of the rituals and technical procedures associated with the making of
"artificial lapis lazuli" have been excavated and have been studied by Oppen(5-

heim and others.

fc V

(See Figure 7, below).

Figure 7

British Museum. A clay tablet
with ancient Mesopotamianglass
recipes. While the tablet is
dated to the seventh century BC
and was found in a temple of
Miniveh, the text may be a copy
of an older text.
16,

14. Oppenheim, A.Leo; Brill, Robert.H.: Barag, Dan; and Von Saldern, Axel,
Glass and Glassmaking in Ancient Mesopotamia,Corning: The Corning Museum
of Glass, 1970, p.10.
15, Ibid.
16. Ibid.

p. 82
p. 10
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These Mesopotamian tablets and their implications have been the
subject of an earlier paper.

A detailed description of their content

would be beyond the scope of this chapter.. To summarize briefly:

one

may be surprised about the accuracy of the ancient recipes and there can
be no doubt that the Mesopotamian artisans could manufacture glass of a
variety of colours and qualities.

The peculiar climatic conditions of Mesopotamia, together with the
vulnerability of the early glass, may account for the few and rare archaeological finds to complement the ancient texts.

It seems that glass objects

have survived the many centuries until their excavation relatively well in
Egypt.

The tombs of Egypt could have been a better environment for the

preservation of ancient glass than the sites of Mesopotamia where periods
18
of moisture alternated with periods of dry heat.
Ancient glass could be classified as a soda lime glass, containing
about 60% silica, about 20% alkali (sodium or potassium oxides) and the remaining portion

consists of

lime and a variety of other chemicals that

were instrumental in giving the glass its colour.

Chemical analyzing was

done by various scientists, amongst them Dr. R. Brill from The CorningMuseum
19
of Glass, whose figures I have used as a source.
The high alkali content brought the melting temperature to a comfortable 725 C.

The use of soda lime glass allowed the ancients to

work with relatively low temperatures in their primitive wood-fired furnaces,.
This type of glass is, unfortunately, also vulnerable to chemical corrosion
in a moist environment, which may account for the rare surviving pieces of
the early periods in Mesopotamia, where rainfalls and irrigation provided

17. Nassau, W.E., Antique Glass And The Ancient Texts, paper presented to
Dr. L. Toombs, Dept. of Religion & Culture, Wilfrid Laurier University
1976.
18. Nolte, op.cit. p.15
19. Oppenheim, op.cit., p.122
20. Forbes, op.cit., p. 116
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moisture to the archaeological sites.

A few finds, on display in museums, will be discussed briefly:

a

lump of bubbly blue glass was found at Eridu and was dated to the early
part of the Third Dynasty of Ur (21st century BC). 2 1

This piece, now in

the British Museum, would be extremely early if the dating can be accepted.
(See Figure 8, below).
FIGURE 8

British Museum. A lump of blue bubbly glass, was found at Eridu and
was dated to the Third Dynasty of Ur (21st century BC).
A number of pendants, decorated with stars originate from the
Hurrian city of Nuzi,eastof Assur.

These artifacts can be dated, accord-

ing to the excavator, R.F. Starr, to the end of the 15th century BC. (See
Figure 9, page 17.)

21. Hall, R.H., A Seasons Work At Ur. London, 1930, p.213.
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FIGURE 9

Left: The Corning Museum of Glass. 63.1.26. Pendant, from Nuzi
Hurrian, 15th century BC, made from translucent greenish-blue glass
Right: Wheaton Collection. A similar pendant made from Lapis lazuli
is shown for comparison.
FIGURE 10

British Museum. W.A. Dept.
134901. Fragments of a
mosaic beaker from Tell al
-Rimah, Mesopotamia.
Fifteenth Century BC.

FIGURE 11

British Museum. W.A. Dept.
120659. Core formed ovoid
bottle, opaque white glass
with turquoise trailed decor.
From a Kassite burial at Ur,
Mesopotamia. Approx. 1300 BC,

The British Museum displays fragments of a mosaic beaker from Tell
al-Rimah dated from the 15th tentury BC. (See Figure 10, page 17). This
remarkable piece is not only one of the oldest glass artifacts, but also a
22
very early sample of a vessel made in the mosaic glass technique.
Harden
describes the piece as follows:
Composed of circular sections of white, red (now mostly oxidized
to green), yellow and dark brown (or dark blue?) opaque rods, set
in horizontal zigzags to form the whole vessel in a pattern which
has the same aspect inside and outside. The sections in each zigzag are all of one colour and the pattern thus consists of repeating groups of four zigzags of white, red, yellow and dark brown,
always in this order reading downwards.
23

22. Oppenheim, op.cit., p. 145,
23. Harden, D.B., Painter, K.S., Pinder Wilson, R.H., and Hugh Tait,
Masterpieces of Glass. The Trustees of the British Museum, London,
1968, p.25.
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The British Museum also displays another vessel from Dr. Woolley's
excavations from a Kassite grave at Ur.

This unfortunately badly restored

vessel represents an early example of the coreforming technique similar to
the Egyptian coreformed vessels.

(See Figure 11, page 18). The coreform-

ing technique will be discussed below on page 25 .
B. Egypt.

Leaving aside the question as to whether Egypt or Mesopotamia

was earlier in glassmaking, it is clear that around the 15th Century BC
glassmaking began

on a larger scale in Egypt.

Some authors speculate that

this upsurge in glassmaking was the result of the campaigns of Pharaoh Tutmose III (1490 -1437BC) into Asia Minor.

They assume that Tutmose brought

skilled glass artisans from their homelands and set them up in his capital,
24
to provide the court with luxury glassware.
It is obvious that a glass
industry providing rare, skillfully made luxury objects would have to be
associated with an economy that allowed for this kind of production. The
18th Dynasty provides some of the most significant achievements in outstanding glass craftsmanship.
The practice of burying pharaohs in rock-cut tombs has of course
helped to preserve some of these works for posterity.

Despite the efforts

of tomb robbers in various time periods, quite a few of these treasures have
now found a proper place in museums.

A cup with the cartouche of Tutmosis

III, in the Metropolitan Museum of New York, may be mentioned as one example
2
of vessels that, because of their engraving,gives some evidence for date.
(See Figure 12, page 20). The typology and chronology of Egyptian vessels,
has been treated in great detail in an excellent thesis publication,written
by Elizabeth Nolte.

26

24. Nolte, op.cit., p.10.
25. Ibid., p. 13.
26. Ibid., pp. 154-178.
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FIGURE 12

Metropolitan Museum of New York.
No. 23.9. Cup with the cartouche
of King Tutmosis III. 15th Century
BC from Wadi Qubbanet el Airud.
(Parts replaced).

a) Some Important Forms. I wish to refer to Egyptian vessels only from the
viewpoint of manufacturing techniques and the origin of some typologically
important shapes and forms. Before the production of glass vessels was a
routine affair and some styles and shapes for glass vessels had been established, shapes and forms were taken from already existing vessel forms that
had been made in stone, metal or clay.
Especially the Egyptians had for a long time manufactured vase
shaped vessels from stone. The lengthy tube-shaped form is known as alabastron
and contained

oil or cosmetics and the cup was used as ceremonial vessel

or libation cup.

Pilgrim flasks were made from clay and faience and bowls

from clay or other materials were also relatively common.

Varieties of

these forms were also created as glass vessels and, as we shall see later.have
been continued to be made from glass and other materials. On Figure 33 s page
36, the author has selected a number of forms that were used for glass vessels
in Egypt and that continued to survive as forms,

21
FIGURE 13

Metropolitan Museum of New York.
26.7.1175. Mosaic glass goblet
of Egypt Empire period. Early
mosaic technique and a treasure
of Tutmosis III.

FIGURE 14

Metropolitan Museum of New York.
44.4.49. Coreformed aryballos.
Egypt Empire period. Purchased in
Cairo.

FIGURE 15

Toledo Museum of Art.
Coreformed amphorisk late
Egyptian or early Hellenistic.
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A few selected samples will be illustrated by photos from the
collections.

Figure 12 on page 20, represents the stemmed cup. The

small vase or goblet in Figure 13 on page 21, is another example of a
basic form.
with handles.

Figure 14 also on page 21, represents the spherical aryballos
Figure 15 on page 21, shows one of the many amphora shaped

vessels and a typical Egyptian form is the container of eyeshade, the Kohl
tube as shown in Figure 16 on this page below.

FIGURE 16

The Corning Museum of Glass
71.1.4. Palm column falsk
(eyeshade container),
closed coreformed. Late
18th Dynasty, 1400-1225 B.C.

The magnificent vessel in fishform in Figure 17 on page 23, marks the
beginning of zoomorph forms to be created in glass.

23
FIGURE 17

British Museum. 55.193. Coreformed vessel depicting a fish.
Egypt Empire period from Tel Amarna.

Here it seems proper to remind the reader that glass has, during
the millennia of its existence, always forced the craftsmen to follow certain techniques demanded by glass's unique physical characteristics.

Cer-

tain shapes are favoured by this peculiar material or dictated by the critical behaviour of glass during the manufacturing process.
say that glass teaches its masters.

One can safely

Some of these problems may have dis-

appeared or may have been replaced by others as work technology changed,
but some remain unchanged until today.

The early problems had been over-

come.

b) Manufacturing Sites And Furnaces.

As we have mentioned already, temp-

erature control and handling of the hot material seem to present the greatest difficulty, while control of the cooling of the finished product presents
another problem that will result in destruction of the artifact if it is not
solved.

The limited technology of furnace construction and size andmaterial

of the melting pots (crucibles), together with some problems of a technical
chemical nature had to be overcome before adequate quantities of glass could
be produced and be kept in liquid form.

24

While various sites of glass manufacture have been found in Egypt,
27
we still do not know much about the shape of the furnaces used.
Dr.
Nolte

concludes that the furnaces were similar to the ones used for the

melting of copper.

She tries to explain the fact that no actual glass

furnace had been found by stating that these were small and primitively
built

from clay, had a short life, and had disintegrated completely after

their life ended.

Dr. Nolte lists the sites of glassworks in chronological

order as follows:
a) Malkata 1401-1363 BC (Amenophis III) excavator Newberry and
Metropolitan Museum
(Near Luxor)
b) Tel el-Amarna 1363-1346 BC (Amenophis IV) excavator F. Petrie
(Near Darb Esbaida)
c) Lisht and Menshieh XIX and XX Dynasty 1224-1082 BC.
is north of Abydos and Menshieh near Memphis

Lisht

Various fragments and leftover glass particles have been found at
these sites, as well as various forms of melting vessels with glass residue
28
clinging to their surfaces.
Some of Sir Flinders Petrie's finds of test
strips and glass droplets can be seen in the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford.
(See Figure 18, text page 25). The colours range from the familiar light
blue, turquoise over dark blue, purple and black to green and yellow varieties, as well as opaque white.

Dr. Nolte also mentions some relatively

clear glass samples in pale transparent green which seem to have been only
29
an intermediate step of the production.
Two forms of crucibles are mentioned in Petrie's report:

one flat

saucer shaped pan for initial fritting of a diameter of 25cm and a depth of
8 cm, and one deeper crucible with a diameter of 6 to 8 cm and a depth of
30
6 to 8 cm for the final melting and colouring.

27. Douglas,R.W. and Frank, S., A History of Glassmaking, G.T. Foulis,
Henley on Thames, London, 1972, pp.96-101.
28. Nolte, op.cit., p.25.
29. Ibid., p. 23
30. Petrie, F., Tel El-Amarna, London,University College, 1894, p.25.

Ashmolean Collection, Oxford. Glass canes brought from
Egypt by Sir Flinders Petrie. Empire period.

The glassmakers in antiquity seem to have made their glass in at
least two stages.

First the ingredients were heated in a flat pan and

fused into an only partially homogeneous mass which still contained many
impurities.

This process is often called "fritting".

After removing

slag and grossly impure glass the remaining materials would be heated
again for a longer time in another crucible to yield the final product,
homogeneous glass.

Raw materials used were fine desert sand containing some lime and
alkali salts from the Natrun Lakes in Wadi Natrun and also alkali salts
that were obtained from plant ashes.
potamian texts).

3

(This is also suggested by the Meso-

*

c) Coreforming Of Glass Objects.

There is no doubt that the technology of

the Egyptians was far enough advanced to produce glass of good quality, but
perhaps slightly different from the glass that was used in Roman times. As
for the way of actually forming the glass artifacts, a number of widely disputed theories have been developed.

Most scholars agree that the vessels

were formed at relatively low temperatures by covering a core, sometimes
called a "sand core", with small quantities of glass, reheating it and adding some more glass to be fused with the previous portion.

Speculations a-

bout the core material were brought forward which leave some doubts about
their technical feasibility.
31.

Petrie's speculation that the sand core was

Oppenheim, op.cit., pp. 124,125.
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held together with textile pieces bound with string seems highly unlikely
to this author as the textile would burn up as soon as the hot glass was
32
applied.

Dominik Labino, an American glass artist, working in association
with the Toledo Museum, has produced some sand core vessels in his studio
and described the process in an article in the Journal of Glass Studies VIII,
_____

1966.

-

Since no photographs of the actual experiment were available to

this author and information beyond the article mentioned was difficult to
obtain, it was decided to experiment with this technique and plans were
made to keep an accurate photographic record of the experiments as well as
to film the actual process as an instructional aid for future studies.
In close co-operation with Mr. Karl Schantz, Master of Glass at the
Sheridan College of Applied Arts in Toronto and with the co-operation of
this school, which

allowed us the use of its facilities, the experiments

were started in the summer of 1975. After the two of us in long and at
first frustrating experiments had found how to make a suitable core that
would withstand the mechanical stresses of the process, Mr. Schanzt actually
produced a number of experimental vessels.

Thanks to the interest shown by Dr. Sydney Goldstein and Dr. Robert
Brill, who encouraged further experiments and secured financial assistance
for the production of the film document, the experiments continued for two
more years.

The film is now finished and is currently being shown at The

CorningMuseum of Glass.
While the experiments with Mr. Karl Schantz are to be continued with
regard to mold pressing and other processes, the corewinding experiments
should become the subject of another paper.

I shall mention here only that

we constructed a furnace in the yard of the College, based on my studies

32. Petrie, F., Arts And Crafts Of Ancient Egypt.

Edinburgh, 1909, p.192.

33. Labino, D., "The Egyptian Sand Core Technique; A New Interpretation,"
Journal of Glass Studies, Vol. VIII, The Corning Museum of Glass, Corning
New York, 1966, pp.124-167.
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and fired it with wood as described in the clay tablet texts.
Figure 19 below.

See

The temperature could be raised to 1100 °C, adequate to

make the glass materials fuse.

Experimental furnace to demonstrate the ability of primitive glass
makers to obtain the required temperatures by wood fired furnace
and natural wind conditions.

When making the cores we took care to use only materials that would
have been available to the ancient Egyptians. The main ingredients were
regular pottery clay mixed with approximately equal amounts
pottery sherds.

To facilitate

of crushed

the proper expansion and contraction that

had to be equal with that of the glass to prevent breakage in the annealing process, we experimented with additions of cut straw, peatmoss and
donkey dung.

These

organic materials would distintegrate during the heat-

ing of the core and should allow for expansion or contraction.

Experiments

of this nature soon revealed that the organic matter did not improve the

34. Forbes, op.cit., p.141
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performance of the cores at all and this kind of addition was eliminated.
Eventually it was found that a separation layer between the core and glass
was necessary that would take care of the following functions:
1) it had to allow adhesion of the soft, hot glass to the core
during the actual winding;
2) this layer would have to take up tensions that were caused
by expansion or contraction of core or glass; and
3) the layer should allow easy separation between the core and
the finished vessel when it was cooled enough to remove the
core.
Various experiments were conducted that resulted in the adoption of a mixture
of sand, lime and ground steatite (talcum).

Excessive lime resulted in a

fusion of glass and core that caused problems.

The mechanical strength of the

core had to be large enough to hold the glass and the metal rod during the
various manipulations while forming the vessel.

The core had to be soft enough,

however, to allow removal when the vessel was finished.
to metal rods.

The cores are attached

(See Figure 20, below).
FIGURE 20

Experimental sand cores to test the possible materials that would accept
hot glass in corewinding processes. (William Nassau and Karl Schantz)
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E. Experimental Replicas of Egyptian Vessels.
The following pictures will illustrate the major steps of manufacture of the vessel which is a replica of an Egyptian original dated
between 1300 to 1400 BC. The original is in The Corning Museum of Glass
35
(66.1.213).
The reader may consult the glossary at the end of this
volume for an explanation of technical terms related to glass working,
tools used or an explanation of historical names and terms.
FIGURE 21

A gather of turquoise coloured glass is attached to the preheated
core and wound in a tight spiral around this core.

35. Goldstein, S.M., Pre-Roman and Early Roman Glass In The Corning Museum
of Glass, Corning, New York, 1979, Plates 1 and 37, p„ 60,

FIGURE 22

A new gather of glass is wound from the opposite end of the core
towards the already applied first portion. The first portion had
been reheated and marvered to smoothen its surface and fuse the
windings together.

FIGURE 23

After each winding step, the core with the vessel has to be reheated and the glass has to be marvered.
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FIGURE 24

Thin threads of glass of a different colour are wound around the
reheated vessel. Here the blue threads are applied.
FIGURE 25

Orange thread is wouod parallel to the blue.

32
FIGURE 26

With a small hook or knifeblade, the artist pulls the threads
and some of the glass of the vessel up to create the zig zag
pattern.

FIGURE 27

After reheating, the decoration is pulled into the opposite
direction. The zig zag pattern will be marvered into the
surface.
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FIGURE 28

A gather of hot glass is fused to the bottom of the vessel from
which the foot will be formed.
FIGURE 29

A ring of soft glass forms the rim at the top of the neck.

FIGURE 30

A prepared piece of three coloured glass cane is heated and applied
around the neck.

FIGURE 31

Finally, the handles are formed from a piece of orange glass and
attached to the reheated vessel.

35
FIGURE 32

The finished vessel, still attached to the rod and core. After
annealing, the rod will be pulled and the core scratched out
after it has been softened by soaking in warm water.

D.

Continuation of the Coreforming Process.

The coreforming technique

continued to be used for many years and spread beyond Egypt into many glassmaking centers around the Mediterranean.

Several of the forms that are sig-

nificant for the typology of Egyptian glass

also survived for a long

time and are, therefore, of some interest as they continued to be used in
the Roman Empire.

While I show these forms in a simplified sketch, I must

remark that the typological order and nomenclature is based on the forms
described by Dr. Nolte.

The author has selected only those forms that

continued in use after the Egyptian centers ended their production.(See
Figure 33, page 36.j

36,

Nolte, op.cit. pp. 36-39.
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J WW
Egyptian vessel forms that continued to be used in Roman
times. (Drawing after Nolte).
a.
b.
c.
d.

Form I, Bottle (flask)
Form II, Jug
Form III, Amphorisk (with
base) See Figure 38 p.
Form IV, Krateriskos See
Figure 34, below.

e. Form VI, Aryballos
See Figure 14, p.21.
f. Form V, Cup
g. Form VII, Pilgrim
Flask (Lenticular)
he Form IX, Lotus Cup
(Stem cup) See Figure
12, page 20.

FIGURE 34

Metropolitan Museum.
Krateriskos from Menshiyeh
Approximately 1200-1045 BC
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There are not many hemispherical bowls known that were manufactured
37
by the coreforming method. Dr. Nolte mentions only three in her typology.
To mark the beginning of this form that will be seen later in many varieties
this author wishes to show one example of a coreformed hemispherical bowl.
(See Figure 35, below).

FIGURE 35

The Corning Museum of Glass. 66.1.40, Coreformed bowl from Egypt
1200-1085 BC. Diameter 10.0 cm, translucent glue glass, bubbfy,
trails opaque white and yellow.

In Mesopotamia, under Persian influence, a type of small tubular
vessel was produced.

These vessels, used to contain eyeshadow and similar

cosmetica are related to the Egyptian palm-column flasks,

See Figure 36,

page 38.

Dan Barag calls these vessels "Kohl-tubes" and describes them in
38
detail in the Journal of Glass Studies.
These Mesopotamian Kohl tubes
are distinctly different from their Egyptian cousins.

They do not show the

37.

Nolte, op.cit., p. 176, Form XI,e.

38.

Barag, Dan, P., "Rod Formed Kohl Tubes Of The Mid First Millennium BC"
J.G.S, XVII, 1975, pp. 23-36.,

38

palm crown on the top and have slimmer bodies.

(See Figure 36, below).

The glass colours are often opaque black for the body and the "combed"
decor is applied in yellow and bright green besides the white, turquoise and
blue that can be seen on Egyptian palm column flasks. They were formed on
a core but D. Barag suggests that they were wound directly onto a metal rod.
S. Goldstein points out that a separation from metal rod and glass vessel
would be difficult without a "separation" agent between metal and glass.

39

FIGURE 36

The Corning Museum of Glass.
Corewound small Kohl tubes.
Between 800 and 400 BC, from Mesopotamia. Height is approximately 9.0 cm.
Some of these tubes are not marvered round, but show a square form as if
they were pressed between flat surfaces.
40
the surface.

39.

Goldstein, op.cit., pp. 27, and 105.

40.

Barag, op.cit., pp. 23-36.

Sometimes the trails protrude from
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Coreformed vessels that are wider in body than the Kohl tubes were
also made in Mesopotamia.

Their shape is again slightly different from the

forms that were common in Egypt.

Our Figure 37

below shows on the left a

vessel that is about 17.0 cm high and of nearly cylindrical alabastron form,
While the vessel is weathered to a grey brown tone, it was made from yellowish or olive green glass, different from the early Egyptian opaque glass.
The elongated amphoriskos in the same photograph on the right
high and made of brownish grey glass.

is 11.0 cm

The decoration on these vessels are

trails of white and yellow opaque glass, combed and marvered into the surface.

They date from the late eighth to early seventh century BC, a time

when the production of similar vessels in Egypt had ended.

FIGURE 37

The Corning Museum of Glass.
Two coreformed vessels from
Mesopotamia. (Compare the fine
white trailing and delicate
fluting with the Egyptian
vessels. About 800 BC).
Left: Alabastron 59.1.65
height 16.0 cm
Right: Amphoriskos 63.1.29
height 11.0 cm
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Our Figures 42 and 43 on pages 46-47

illustrate vessels thatshow related

shapes but have not been formed on a core. They will therefore be discussed later.
' The manufacture of coreformed objects did however continue until
the end of the first millen^um BC. They were produced in relatively large
numbers in the Mediterranean world and shall be mentioned at the beginning
of the next Chapter (page 76 ) .
from

While the technique did not change much

the Egyptian and Mesopotamian origins the forms and colours did change

according to local tastes and customs. Amphorae

became elongated and often

show large handles and a button at the base like their ceramic counterparts.
(See Figure 38, below and compare also with Plate

68

, page 264 .)

FIGURE 38

The Corning Museum of Glass.
55.1.62, A late Hellenistic
coreformed Amphora. Second to
first Century BC, from the
Eastern Mediterranean. Height
24.0 cm
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Another form that was made in the coreform technique was the Oinochoe
often with typical trefoil mouth. See Figure 39 below.
FIGURE 39

The Corning Museum of Glass
Oinochoe; Coreformed. H: f5.'2 :n
Eastern Mediterranean, fifth
century.

E.

Techniques Other Than The Coreforming Process.
a) Casting or Molding.

There is no evidence of glass blowing be-

fore the middle of the first century BC. The glass of high viscosity that
could be used for the coreforming process would not have been practical for
blowing.

It was, however, quite common to cast smaller quantities of glass

into molds.

(See the Nuzi Pendants, Figure 9, page 17). While the author

has not seen such a mold preserved, there are many glass artifacts in museurrs
that could have been manufactured this way.

E. Nolte claims to have seen

clay forms from Malkata for the molding of faience in the Metropolitan
Museum in New York, but she states that these were not used for glass form1ng.

41.

«

Nolte, op.cit., p. 23.
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Well known for example are the figurines depicting a goddess
42
often referred to as "Hathor" or "Astarte".

Examples can be found in

The Corning Museum of Glass (55.1.64), in the British Museum, the Toledo
Museum of Art and other collections.

(See Figure 40, below).

Inlay pieces

for furniture decoration or for jewelry were also made by the mold casting
technique.
FIGURE 40

The Corning Museum of Glass. 55.1.64, Astarte Figurine
possibly from Lebanon or Syria* Late sixteenth to mid
thirteenth Century BC. Height 8.2 cm. Cast from translucent blue glass. The whitish appearance is caused by
weathering.

42.

Harden, D.B., op.cit. p. 14

Goldstein, op.cit., pp. 33 and 47.

Karl Schantz and I have also experimented with this technique and
made our own version of an Astarte pendant without great difficulty.

We

found that a temperature around 850 - 950 Centigrade is adequate to allow
the glass to be poured and pressed into the mold.

We made sure to use glass batches that we also had used for corewinding experiments.

While we found no difficulty in casting glass objects

in open forms, it seems difficult to visualize the pouring of more complicated forms using the so called "lost wax technique".

To pour glass into

a closed form or mold would have required the constant reheating of the
mold

to avoid a hardening of the glass before it had time to fill the

form properly.

Some authors speculate

that powdered glass was poured into

a mold and this mold was reheated for longer periods, allowing the glass
43
powder to melt and fill the form.
As the glass powder melted it would
take up less space than it had taken up in powder form and would therefore
settle in the lower parts of the form while the air would try to escape to
the top of the mold.
It may be possible to make a mold that allows for enough reserve of
powdered glass in a special space.
th*actual

This glass would eventurally sink into

space designed for the vessel.

A difficult technique indeed!

When using ceramic molds, the molten glass would most likely cling to the
surface of the mold and the mold v/ould have to be broken up, after just one
object was made.

Almost certainly the mold making techniques were borrowed

from pottery and faience workshops and applied to glass.

In her article on a Hellenistic vessel, Gladis Weinberg describes
another method of molding vessels that was also used in the production of
multicoloured objects fused together from pieces of cane, commonly known
as mosaic glass.

As Dr. Weinberg shows, a glassworker could have arranged
44
pieces of glass cane around a mold and fused them by prolonged heating.

43.

Schuler, F., "Ancient Glass Making Techniques.
Archaeology XII, No. 1, 1959, pp. 47-52,

The Molding Process",

44.

Weinberg, G., "An Inlaid Glass Plate in Athens", J J L S ^ II, 1960 pp.29
Brill, R., "An Inlaid Glass Plate in Athens-Lab Examination" ,J^_G_^. II,
1960, pp. 34-47.
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We shall come back to this method in the proper chronological context
later (see page 55

). While these interesting theories can be explored

further by experiments, we shall stop the speculations here and proceed to
other techniques.

b) Finishing By Cutting or Grinding.

As we learn from artifacts

that were cut out of natural stone, or sometimes even natural glass (obsidian),
the Egyptian artisans were quite skilled in the techniques of cutting, grinding and scraping raw blocks of hard stone into intricate shapes. The same
technique could be used to refine and finish roughly formed glass objects
or even shape the object completely out of a block of glass. A few vessels
in various collections seem to have been made by this method,

They are,

however, not as common as sand core vessels. Harden describes an ointment
45
pot, now in the British Museum (Egypt Dept. 24391).
Dr. Nolte remarks
that the Egyptian corewound vessels were not ground on the surface as this
would have affected the fine surface decorations.

Only mosaic objects and
46 /
monochrome, molded objects were finished by grinding.
(See Figure 41, p.45.)

As R. J. Charleston indicates, the same techniques as used in stone
cutting could be employed to finish glass objects.

He remarks that in Egypt,

cutting and engraving were used to finish and decorate vessels, especially
to allow the cartouches of the pharaoh to be engraved into the surface.
While this may have been done by pointed tools, rotary wheel engraving was
used on some figures of the later Ramessid periods.

Tubular drills

might have been used for the hollowing of the Sargon Vase. (See Figure 42,
page 46 ).

Charleston remarks that drilling with tubular and solid bits

as well as wheel engraving was used on Mesopotamian cylinder seals. He reminds us that a set of engraving tools including one that could have been
used in conjunction with a bow drill, were found at Tell Asmar, dated as
far back as Sargon of Akkad (about 2400 BC).

45.

Harden, Masterpieces, p. 27

46.

Nolte, op.cit., p.14.

47.

Charleston, R.J., "Wheel Engraving and Cutting:
J.G.S. VI, 1964, pp. 83-100.

Some Early Equipment",
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FIGURE 41

The Corning Museum of Glass,
79.1.4, Head of a King,
probably Amenhotep II.
Cast in blue glass, early
eighteenth Dynasty.
Photography courtesy of
The Corning Museum of Glass,

While the first drills, driven by a bow and string, may have been
set up vertically like ancient fire drills, later arrangements could have
been horizontally mounted between two supports, thus creating a turning
lathe.

The horizontal spindle would allow the use of a larger cutting

wheel to allow long cuts.

An apprentice would have kept the spindle in

motion to allow the master cutter to hold his object with both hands as is
still practiced today.

The cutting technology continued into Achaemenian times and was
practiced in Hellenistic workshops and was eventually passed on to the
Roman glasscutters.
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A vessel in the British Museum (see Figure 42 below) found at the
site of Nimrud bears the name of King Sargon II (722-705 BC).

It repre-

sents the group of objects that were ground from a cold block of glass,
rather than shaped when the glass was hot.

The glass is of a light green

colour and is nearly transparent.

FIGURE 42

The British Museum.
W.A. Dept. 90952, the Sargon
vase. Eighth century BC,
Mesopotamia from the N.W.
Palace, Nimrud.

This vessel and some others of the same period

show traces of the tooling

on the inside. (See also Figure 43, page 47.)
A similar technique of cutting and tooling seems to have been used
when making the slim alabastron shaped vessel as seen on the left in Figure
43, page 47. The alabastron is from translucent light aquamarine coloured
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glass and is f a i r l y large - the height being 22.2 cm.

FIGURE 43

The Corning Museum of Glass. Left: 62.1.22, Alabastron from Syria or
Assyria , seventh to sixth century BC. Height of 22.2 cm.
Right: 55.1.66, Vase from Syria or Assyria, 750-600 BC.Height of 19.0cm.

The yellow green vase, cut of bubbly glass seen in Figure 43 above right,
was cut of a cast blank and can be related to the Sargon vase in Figure 42.
Dr. S. Goldstein points out that this vessel was not lathe cut since it is
48
asymmetric, but ground and scraped in the fashion used by stone cutters.

c)

Cast or Molded Bowls.

Perhaps as a forerunner of the cast or

molded hemispherical bowls common during the third, second and first century
BC, we should mention one example dated from the eighth or seventh century
BC.

This bowl (Figure 44, page 48), excavated by A.H. Layard at Nimrud, is
49
now in the British Museum (W.A. Dept. 91521).

48.

Goldstein, op.cit., p.100.

49.

Harden, Masterpieces, p. 29, No. 30
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FIGURE 44

The British Museum. W.A. Dept. 91521, "Nimrud Bowl", molded or
cast glass from 800 or 700 BC. Found by H. Layard in N.W. Palace,
Nimrud. Green, cast in a two piece mold, afterwards finished by
polishing.

d)

Achaemenid Bowls.

While we have no evidence of great quantities

of glass artifacts in the time between the eighth and the fourth century BC,
there are a number of outstanding masterpieces that deserve to be mentioned:
At Gordion, in central Turkey, an American expedition found a relatively
larqe bowl of excellent quality clear glass that is attributed to the late
50
eighth century BC.
This bowl, called an "omphalic bowl" because of its
navel shaped button in its center, seems to have been made by a very sophisticated casting or molding technology.
and polishing.

The vessel was finished by grinding

Besides this "Gordion Bowl", there exists a long line of

exquisitely formed bowls and dishes that extends well into Hellenistic times.
Good quality clear glass, a petal pattern decoration and designs which can
also be found in metal bowls are common factors on all of these bowls.

50.

Von Saldern, Axel, "Glass Finds at Gordion", J.G.S. J , 1958, pp. 23-34.

49

A number of fine bowls of nearly similar design are attributed to the
51
Achaemenid Empire.

The Corning Museum of Glass has a group of related vessels that
fall into the category of Achaemenid artifacts. (See Figures 45 and 46
below and page 50)
FIGURE 45

The Corning Museum of Glass. A group of fine Achaemenid glass vessels,
fifth to fourth century BC.

51.

Von Saldern, Axel, "Two Achaemenid Glass Bowls and a Hoard of
Hellenistic Glass Vessels", J.G.S. XVII, 1975, pp. 37-46;
Barag, Dan, "An Unpublished Achaemenid Cut Glass Bowl From Nippur'
J.G.S. X, 1968, pp. 17-20:
Vickers, Michael, "An Achaemenid Glass Bowl in a Dated Context",
J.G.S. XIV, 1972, p. 15.
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FIGURE 46

The Corning Museum of Glass. 59.1.578, Phiale, Achaemenid period
(Persian) ,450-400 BC. Diameter of 17.5 cm. Made from fine
colourless glass with only a light greenish tinge, this phiale
(flat bowl) was cast or molded, lathe cut and polished.

Dr. S. Goldstein remarks thatthisbowl represents an imitation of metal
52
bowls used at the Persian court as mentioned by Aristophanes.

Besides the extraordinary petal bowls, quite a few simpler hemispherical bowls were made by the same technique and many are documented
and dated right up to the early Roman Empire.

In this context a more

detailed account will be provided later.

e)

The Canosa Bowls.

In 1871, the British Museum acquired a

group of glass vessels through an Italian art dealer which are said to have
come out of a tomb from Canosa in southern Italy.

These objects have not

only caught the eye of interested scholars, but must be admired by every
viewer because of their display of superb craftsmanship and beauty. (See

52.

Goldstein, op.cit., p. 118.
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Figures 47, 48, and 49 on pages 51, 52 and 53.)

Mot only do the Canosa Vessels represent highlights of the last
phase of glass technology

before the invention of the blowpipe, but

they also seem to provide a bridge between the Achaemenid Bowls and the
non-blown glass vessels of the early periods of the Roman Empire. While
the literature leaves some smaller arguments about the dating open, one
53
may follow Harden's opinion by placing them between 300 and 200 BC.

FIGURE 47

The British Museum. GR. Dept. 71.5-18.9, Cast or molded
cup from Canosa (Italy). Late third century BC. Height
of 11.1 cm. This cup of almost colourless glass is related in its form to similar vessels cut out of rock
crystal. According to Harden, the vessel was cast into
a two part mold and finished by cutting and grinding.

53.

Harden, Don, "The Canosa Group of Hellenistic Glasses in the British
Museum", J.G.S. X, 1968, pp. 21-47.
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Since these objects represent the state of the glass art at this
period in a magnificant way and the group contains a number of forms that
continue into the Roman Empire proper, it seems justified to give themsome
attention.
FIGURE 48

The B r i t i s h Museum. G.R. Dept. 71.5-18.2. Sandwich-gold glass
bowl from Canosa. Late t h i r d century BC, from Canosa, I t a l y .
Colourless glass w i t h gold f o i l decor sandwiched between two
layers of glass. Diameter is 19.3 cm.

The two Sandwich-gold glass bowls (The B r i t i s h Museum 71.5-18.1 and 71.518.2) are perhaps the most spectacular items of the Canosa goup. (See Figure
48 above.^ They also represent a technique that was continued i n t o the
Roman Empire, eventually leading to the Gold Sandwich Glass of the Christian
Era.

(See page 169 of t h i s

text.)
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One must admire the skill of the craftsman who cast or molded the
two hemispherical shells, ground them and polished them to fit perfectly on
top of each other and, after having applied the intricate gold leaf design,
fused them together at the rim.

This sealed the delicate gold leaf pattern

permanently between two layers of clear glass.

Another example of refined glass technology is bowl 71.6-18.7 in
the British Museum. (See Figure 49 below.) This deep clear glass bowl is
decorated with twenty almond shaped bosses that protrude from the surface.
Dr. Goldstein assumes that the bosses were included as wax elements so that
54
they were cast together with the bowl,
The delicate petal decoration is
incised by wheel cutting.

The technique of engraving decorations into the

surface of a glass vessel will also continue through the Roman Empire finding a climax with objects like the Portland Vase and the various examples of
Diatret Glass.
FIGURE 49

The British Museum. G.R. Dept. 71.6-18.7. Deep bowl with band of bosses
from Canosa Italy. Late third century BC. The design of a rosette is
cut into the glass. Diameter is 20.5 cm.
54. Goldstein, op.cit., p.134.
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Harden assumes the manufacturing place of the Canosa objects to be
55
a workshop in Ptolemaic Alexandria,
.
Further pieces from the Canosa
group represent mosaic glass and lace glass.

The Canosa group also contains

a number of plain bowls, some flat dishes and a winged cup (Skyphos).

f) Cast and Cut Pyxides of The Hellenistic Period.

A fairly large group of

vessels, represented in various collections, are circular pyxides, probably
cast and finished on the lather.

These vessels,are according to Goldstein,
56
related to a series of marble pyxides.
They usually come with a fitting

cover that was manufactured by the same method. (See Figure
and

49 on page 53

Figure 50 below.)
FIGURE 50

The British Museum. Pyxis of transparent olive green glass.
Hellenistic period. Mediterranean.

55. Harden, D. op.cit., pp.21-47.
56. Goldstein, op.cit., p. 133.
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FIGURE 51

The Metropolitan Museum of New York. Pyxis of opaque white class
"of the third to first century BC. Possibly Grecian. Height is
6.3 cm.

Rather rare samples of cast objects are glass Lagynoi, fairly
large squatty bottles in imitation of a papular ceramic form.

The manufac-

ture of these large vessels (approximately 20.0 cm) must have been difficult.
The Corning Museum of Glass has two interesting samples of this type.

g) Mosaic Glass Technique.

Another method used to manufacture glass

objects is the so called Mosaic glass technique. The vessel fragment shown
in Figure 10 on page 17 can be seen as one of the ancestors of this kind of
vessel.
Glass makers had learned quite early that one can obtain glass rods
of various diameters very easily by drawing out a soft piece of glass. The
glass rods, so obtained, can be cut into candy-like segments and arranged on
a core or in a flat form, to be fused together in the heat of the furnace.
Rods of various colours can be twisted together or a whole package of short
57. Goldstein, op.cit,, pp. 136,137.
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rods can be assembled to a thick block, fused together and then drawn out
to make multicoloured pieces of 'cane1. (See Figure 52 below.) Twisted cane
can also be seen as decoration on Egyptian vessels (see Figure 32, page 35).

FIGURE 52

The Corning Museum of Glass. Top: 55.1.54, Below: 76.1.28.
Early examples of cane twisted together from two colours of
glass. From Persia, Elamite period, 1250-1200 BC. Probably
wound around a core from alternate strips of deep amethyst
blue and white glass.

While the twisted canes on our illustration above were most likely
58
used to decorate parts of a building
multicoloured glass canes can also
be cut into small pieces and fused together to form vessels or plaques.
During the Ptolemaic-Hellenistic Period this technique became quite sophisticated.

58, Goldstein, op.cit., p.48.

57

A number of coloured rods, sometimes very thin were arranged into
a form or mold designed to compose for example a pattern of flowers.

The

Italian name "Millefiori glass" may have been chosen for this reason (thousand flowers).

After fusing, this piece could be elongated to reduce the

diameter of the whole plaque but also make the individual details of the
design very small,

Thin slices of this cane could be cut and polished.

When only one half of a design was composed to form the cane, two slices
that were cut from it could be put together to form a symmetric design,often
a face. (See Figures 53 and 54, below and

on page 58.)

The Corning Museum of Glass. 66.1.78, Grotesque head or Silenus
mask. Late Ptolemaic or early Roman, probably from Alexandria.
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FIGURE 54

The Corning Museum of Glass. 66.1.75, Mosaic plaque. Late
first Century BC, early first Century AD, The fine featured
face was sectioned off from a rod composed from multicoloured
canes.

The mosaic technique could be used to fuse sections of canes together to form a vessel or, sometimes, a mosaic plaque was fused into a
vessel that consisted of clear glass as in the so called "Agora plate"
which is drawn in Figure 55, cage 59.

The molding of plates and bowls has been discussed above (pages
42 and 43) and one should like to call the reader's attention to Gladys
Weinberg's description of a Hellenistic glass plate from the Agora in
Athens, and also Dr. R. Brill's description of the laboratory examination
59
of this object.
Since the plate in question has decorative elements
(fish and a human figure) embedded into its upper surface, its manufacturing
method may differ from the one used when making plain bowls.

59.

Weinberg, op.cit., pp. 29-35;
Brill , op.cit., pp. 37-47
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FIGURE 55

Drawing of fragments of the Agora Plate (after an article by
Gladys Weinberg.)

The author has placed the description of this object here because
it forms a bridge between the monochrome molding and mosaic technique.

The

center piece was made in the same manner as the mosaic inlay plaques. A
whole plaque or segments of this kind of cane plaque were embedded into the
glass of the Athens plate.

Dr. Weinberg assumes that the mosaic design was

heated and pressed into the soft surface of the plate.

She also allows for

the possibility of the whole object being molded in one piece.

The extreme

difficulty of the technique makes its use unlikely to have happened.

The experiments, conducted by Dr. Brill, have in principle confirmed

Dr. Weinberg's theory.

made clear.

In this context a few other points were also

While cane produced by pulling would include some air in the

form of elongated glass bubbles, the reheating, necessary to fuse the cane
segments into a vessel is sufficient to allow the air bubbles to take on

60

spherical form.

Observation of the bubble shapes under a microscope will

therefore help to determine the manufacturing process of an object. Dr.
Brill also found that casting of the kind of glass under examination would
not be possible under the temperatures that could have been reached with
the ancient technology (maximum of approximately 1200 C).

While the glass

was soft enough to leave a crucible, it hardened too quickly to flow properly
into a form, but formed rather a 'taffy-like' blob.

The dating of the Agora Plate

somewhere in the second Century BC

also allows for a classification of the vessel as a representative of the
pre-Roman technology.

Dr. Weinberg believes that the island of Crete was

also a center of manufacture.
show great

She elaborates on a series of pyxides

that

similarities and date from the Ptolemaic-Hellenistic time.

These round ointment- or perhaps jewellery-containers were cast or molded
and then carefully finished by grinding and polishing, perhaps on a lathe 60
(See Figure 55, page 59.)

FIGURE 56

The Corning Museum of Glass.
66.1.216, a-g. Inlay figure
from Egypt. Ptolemaic, third
to first Century BC. Height
is 21.5 cm.

60.

Weinberg, op.cit., pp.29-35,

61

The Ptolemaic period in Egypt saw also a revival of the mold pressed
relief figures for decoration of furniture, sometimes imitating traditional
Egyptian forms. Sometimes simple molded or cast elements were combined with
pieces that had been formed in the mosaic technique.
60).

(See Figure 56, page

Goldstein remarks that no complete figures of this kind are known,

other than the inlays on furniture from the Tomb of Tutankhamen. He allows
60
for the possibility that the above described figure may be a composite.
h) Beads and Amulets.

Besides larger objects the Egyptian glass

workshops manufactured various jewelry, amulets and beads. A necklace in
The Corning Museum of Glass shows a composite of eight different types of
beads, all made on a wire or cylindrical narrow core, trail decorated and
tooled.

Amongst the beads are also some of the colourful earplugs. (See

Figure 57 below.)
FIGURE 57

The Corning Museum of Glass. 51.1.105, Necklace w i t h amulets and
earplugs. Egypt, l a t e eighteenth Dynasty, 1400-1350 BC. 0.3-2.8 cm.
60.

G o l d s t e i n , o p . c i t . , p. 243.

61.

I b i d . , p. 78

Beads and other small glass objects were continuously manufactured in
Near Eastern glass centers, especially in Syria.

the

To illustrate some of the

objects of other than Egyptian Empire provenance, we shall introduce a few
selected examples.
Some archaeological finds, dated from the Mycenean Period (fourteenth to thirteenth Century BC) in the Aegean, contained single pendants
or complete necklaces of glass.

(See Figures 58 and 59 below and on page

63 .) Some of the glass beads or pendants might also have formed a headdress.

The pieces were all of a few distinct shapes and might have been

molded out of imported raw glass that originated in Mesopotamia, Syria or
Egypt.
FIGURE 58

The Corning Museum of Glass. 66.1.197,a,b. Necklace of molded glass
beads. Late Minoan or Mycenean, 1400-1250 BC. Two kinds of beads in
translucent deep blue and turquoise glass, heavy white weathering
crust.

62.

Yalouris, N. , "An Unreported Use For Some Mycenean Glass Paste Beads",
J.G.S. X, 1968, pp. 9-16.
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FIGURE 59

Patterns of Mycene molded beads. (Drawing after various
Collections).

All over the Mediterranean world, amulets and colourful beads shaped after
human and animal heads were quite common.

While they were relatively small,

their intricate design and pretty colour indicates that even during the
periods when the glass industry in Egypt

had declined, namely between 1100

BC and the Ptolemaic Period, some of the techniques that had started in
Egypt and Mesopotamia continued to be used for the making of small glass
objects like colourful beads and pendants.

Beads were wound around a thin

rod of metal or a wire to provide a ready opening for stringing.
beads

of natural stone like carnelian were alternated with glass beads to

form a necklace.
beads

Sometimes

Between the seventh and third Century BC, a style of

became fairly common that were made in the coreforming technique and

resembled human heads or animal heads, often in grotesque appearance.(See
Figure 60 page 64.)
63. Goldstein, op.cit., p. 101.
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FIGURE 60

The Corning Museum of Glass. Head beads, from left to right:
52.1.33.b, Rams head pendant, Punic, sixth to fifth century BC.
61.1.42, head bead, Punic fifth to third century BC.
68.1.15, head bead, Punic, fifth to fourth century BC. Sizes
range from 2.0 to 5.0 cm.
Besides beads, various other forms of jewelry were made.

A characteristic

pattern, known from the so called 'eye beads' can also be found on a set of
game pieces in the possession of the British Museum. (See Figure 61 below.)
FIGURE 61
The B r i t i s h Museum. BM Dept.
1967.2-2. Set of twenty-four
game pieces. Late f i r s t Century
BC, found in a grave atWelwyn
Garden, City Development,Herts.
Sizes are 2.0to 2.8 cm. The
b a l l shaped pieces are grouped
in s i x , in the colours of white
b l u e , yellow and l i g h t green.
The eyes were applied and marvered i n t o individual gathers
of glass.
64

64.

Harden, Masterpieces, p. 35, No. 42.
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Until the discovery of the glass blower's pipe and its use in the second
half of the first Century BC, all the above mentioned techniques were used
by glass artists for almost one and one half millennia.

F. Pre-Roman Glass In The Northern Mediterranean Areas And Transition To
Roman Glass,

The author does not know of any evidence of glass manu-

facture by the Etruscans, but there are some vessels with features so closely
related to the Etruscan styles that they deserve to be mentioned.

A dark

brown and white marvered glass runner on a bronze brooch, dated from the
seventh century BC, is on display in the British Museum (G.R. Dept. 46.6-8.1).
While this small object could be treated as an application of glass bead
technique, another object in the same Museum is interesting because of its
distinctive shape.

This vessel, registered under G.R. Dept. 48.8-3.69 and

described by Harden as "Italic" from the sixth to fifth Century BC, was purchased from an art dealer and lacks, therefore, direct archaeological evi65
dence of origin.
A vessel of similar shape is in The Corning Museum of
Glass (71.1.6) and in the private Oppenl jfcnder Collection in Stuttgart, W.G.
(2647-2130).

The uneven spikes on the body are not found commonly on core-

wound vessels of this period and remind the viewer of some examples of Etruscan pottery.
Recent underwater archaeology has investigated ancient shipwrecks
and some of these yielded rich finds in glass objects which may be classified
as Pre-Roman or Hellenistic glass.

Since most of the glass centers of the Near East and the Aegean
would eventually become part of the Roman Empire, it seems difficult to establish an arbitrary dateline after which the Hellenistic glass could be
called Roman Glass.

Political developments did not always bring about changes

in styles and customs.

It was therefore decided to describe in the next

chapter some techniques that had started before the Romans came to power and

65,

Harden, Masterpieces, p. 23.

66.

Weinberg, Gladys, "The Glass Vessels From The Antikythera Wreck",
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, M.S. 55, Part 3,
1965, pp. 30-39,
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were continued under the Empire, together with some other forms and techniques that emerged during the end of the first century BC and thebeginning
of the first Century AD.

While the Roman legions were marching for the expansion of Rome,
art and culture were still influenced by the styles and customs associated
with Hellenism.

Many forms known from ceramic vessels or metal vessels were

also adopted by glass workshops and some standard forms emerged that changed
little over the years.

Corewound vessels were still made at various places

around the Mediterranean Sea and glassmakers may have travelled between these
centers, using their traditional methods and forms as well as catering to the
taste of their clients.

Colours and shapes of sand core vessels had changed after the fifth
and fourth century BC under the influence of Hellenistic styles.

A few ves-

sels still were made in the traditional blue with yellow and turquoise combed
patterns.

But there were also white bodies with purple or dark brown thread

marvered into the surface.

Sometimes the indentures of the combing tool were

not marvered out so that the vessels appear with a fluted surface.

A new

form is the oinochoe with one large handle and the characteristic trefoil
pouring lip. (See Figure 62 on page 67.)

Another form that can be associated with the third and second century
BC is the 'fusiform' alabastron with its widest diameter near the bottom.
Amphorisks showed a little button on their tips and the handles were elongated and went all along the neck as they do in some characteristic pottery
vessels of that time. (See Figure 63 on page 67.)

67,

Auth, Susan, Ancient Glass In The Newark Museum, Newark Museum, Newark
New Jersey, 1976.
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FIGURE 62

The Toledo Museum of Art. Coreformed oinochoe, fourth to second
Century AD. Height is approximately 8.0 cm.
FIGURE

63

The British Museum. G.R. Dept.
S38. Amphoriskos (coreformed).
Second century BC, with a
height of 14.6 cm. Translucent
yery dark blue body with opaque
white trails as decoration.
(cf. Plate 63.)
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CHAPTER I I

GLASS IN THE

1.

ROMAN

EMPIRE

Documentary Accounts of Glass In The Roman Empire And Its Geographical
Distribution.

If one tried to describe the geographical distribution of glassmaking at the last half of the first Century BC, one would be frustrated
by the limited archaeological evidence of glass manufacture.

Some of our knowledge of manufacture and distribution is based on
written evidence which, unfortunately, does not directly lead to places
that

would yield the archaeological proof.

No ancient writer describes

a glassworks that has actually been excavated.

Examining the ancient

writers, one will find some reference by Strabo and Plinius as well as
some smaller passages in other works.

According to David Grose, the earliest evidence given by using the
word

vitrtuHl for glass occurs in Lucretius> De Rerum Natura 4.145 ff,

written before 55 BC, where the transparence of glass is mentioned.

68.

Grose, David, F., "Early Blown Glass; The Western Evidence", J.G.S.XIX
1977, pp. 12-13.
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Furthermore, Grose quotes from a speech by Cicero:
14.40, which the orator gave in 54 BC.

Pro Rabirio Postumo

Cicero mentions that Rabirius owned

several ships which were "laden with showy and colourful articles of paper,
69
linen and glass" from Alexandria.
Referring to
sized that the word

an

elaborate work by Trowbridge,

Grose empha-

'vitrum'and its derivatives (vitreus, vitriarius,

vitriarium etc.) do not appear in Roman literature until the middle of the
first century BC.
Besides Grose, many authors like to quote Pliny's Natural is Historiae (completed in 77AD).

The mention of glass in Pliny, referring to an

early date (54BC), deals with the description of a theatre scene building
erected by Marcus Aemilius Scaurus for the Aedilician Games (58BC).

This

extravagant building contained decorative panels of glass in its second
story.

The first tier of the building was covered in marble, the third in

gilded planks.

Later, Pliny mentions the same building again, discussing

wall and ceiling decorations made of glass tessarae.

According to Pliny,

glass tesserae for wall mosaics became more common after the erection of
71
the baths of Agrippa (circa 25-19 BC).
Grose also refers to a passage in the fourth book of "Elegies" by
Propertius.

The poem mentions a complete dinner service, made from glass,
72
which was used for 'summer dining 1 .
This, according to Grose, is the
earliest literary reference to glass vessels in Roman literature.

This

work can be dated between 23 and 16 BC.
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Cicero, O.Fr.Z.9.3, as found in Grose, op.cit., p.13.

70.

Trowbridge, Mary, Philological Studies in Ancient Glass, University
of Illinois, Studies in Language and Literature 13, Urbana, 1930.

71.

Pliny, Natural is Historiae, 36.14. Trs. Rackham, H., Harvard U. Press,
Cambridge, Mass., 1^67. _,
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Propertius, Elegy, 4.8.37 as found in Grose, op.cit,, p. 13.
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At about the same time, the turn of the era, Strabo tells the well
known story of the sand on the river Belus in Syria, which supplied material
73
for the glassworkers in Syria.
In the same work, Strabo mentions glassmaking in Alexandria and also in Rome.
And at Rome, also, it is said that many discoveries are
made both for producing the colours and for the facilities of manufacture, as, for example, in the case of
glassware, where one can buy a glass beaker or drinking
cup for a copper coin.
74
The obviously very cheap price indicates the beginning of mass production of
the formerly very rare and expensive glass,

Grose directs the reader's atten-

tion to the fact that no direct reference to glass blowing as the method of
75
manufacture is made by Strabo.
However, Forbes offers this further observation drawn from Pliny:
But then, as* Pliny tells us, within a few decades after
the invention of blown glass, glasshouses are founded by
Alexandrian craftsmen at the mouth of the Volturnus and
near the Porta Capena (14AD) and Syrian craftsmen settle
in Rome, where the first blown glassware had caused great
astonishment (20AD).
76
Forbes then quotes Pliny as follows:
That part of Syria which borders on Judaea and is known as
Phoenicia, contains a marsh, called Cendebia lying amid the
foothills of Mount Carmel. This is believed to be the source
of the river Belus, five miles long, which flows into the sea
close to the settlement of Ptolemais. Its course is sluggish,
and its waters unsavoury but hallowed. Muddy and deep, it
yields its sand only when the tide ebbs, and the sand, from
which all impurities have been washed away by the tossing of
the waves, sparkles in the sun. Then only is the sand thought
to be fit for use, when it has been subjected to the mordant
saltness of the sea.
73.
74.

Strabo, Geography, 16.2,25 of Diller, A. The Textual Tradition of
Strabo, Amsterdam, 1975, pp. 3-7.
Ibid.
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Grose, op.cit., p. 14.
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Pliny, 36.194, as found in Forber, o p . c i t . , p.165.
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The shore does not exceed half a mile in extent, and
yet, for long ages, it was the only source of sand for
making glass. The story is that merchants put in there
with a cargo of crude soda, and when, scattered over the
beach, they were preparing a meal and could find no stones
of the right height to prop their pots, they supported
them on lumps of soda (nitrum) which they fetched from the
ship. When these were melted by the heat and mingled with
the sand, transparent streams of a strange liquid were seen
to flow, and thus glass was discovered.
The restless ingenuity of man was not long content to make
glass from sand and soda (nitrum ) only. He began to add
the magnet stone also, for it is attributed the property
of attracting not only iron, but also molten glass. Similarity, shining pebbles of many sorts were added to the
melt, and then shells, and sands dug out of the earth.
Some authorities state that in India glass is made from
fragments of rock-crystal, for which reason Indian glass
is beyond compare.
In making glass, a fire of light, dry wood should be used,
and Cyprian copper added and soda, preferably that of Ophir.
The smelting of glass should be done, like that of copper,
in a series of furnaces. Masses of a rich, dark colour are
obtained. Molten glass is, for some reason, so penetrating
that before there is time to realize what is happening, it
cuts to the bone any part of the body which it touches.
These masses are again melted by the workmen and colouring
matter is incorporated. Then the glass is shaped by blowing,
or turned upon a wheel or, again, engraved as if it were
silver. Sidon was once famous for manufacturing glass, and
indeed mirrors were first invented there.
Such is the old method of making glass. Now the Italian
river Volturnus also furnishes a white sand which is found
for six miles along the seashore, from Cumae to Liternum.
This sand is very soft, and is ground in mortars or between
mill-stones. It is then mixed with three parts of nitrum,
by weight or measure, brought to a state of fusion, and
transferred to another furnace in which a mass called hammonitrum is formed. This is fused for a second time and
vitrum purum is obtained, a mass of colourless glass. Similar methods are now en vogue in the Gauls and Spains for
converting sand into glass.
The tale is told that, during the reign of Tiberius, a glass
was devised, so compounded as to be flexible, and that the
workshop of the inventor v/as utterly destroyed, lest there
should be a decline in the value of copper, silver and gold.

The story has hardly been well-enough authenticated to
warrant the publicity which it has long received. This
matters little, however, for, in Nero's reign, a technique of glassworking was developed which made it possible
to obtain 6,000 sesterces for two small cups of the kind
called petroti.
Under the heading of glass are included obsiana,^named
from their similarity to the Obsius found in Ethiopia.
This stone is very dark in colour, sometimes translucent,
but more opaque than glass, and if a mirror of it is placed
upon a wall, shadows rather than images appear therein.
Many use it as jewellery, and we have even seen it used for
solid statues of the emperor Augustus, who was fascinated
by this opaque material, while he himself dedicated four
obsian elephants, as a rare treasure, in the temple of
Concord.
Moreover, Tiberius Caesar restored to the people of Heliopolis a sacred image of Menelaus, made in obsian which
had been found among the property left by one Sejus who
had been ruler of Egypt. This shows that the material,
whose resemblance to glass has caused the transference
of its name, is really of much earlier origin. Xenocrates
is our authority that the obsian stone occurs in India, in
the district of Italy called Samnium, and in the part of
Spain which verges on the Ocean. By a colouring process,
an artificial obsian glass is prepared, of which vessels
for the table are made, and an opaque glass which is red
all through, called haematinum, is similarly manufactured.
There are also made a white variety, glasses which ressemble
in colour murrhine objects, the hyacinth, and the sapphire,
and in fact glasses of every colour. We possess no more
tractable material, and none which is more suitable for
mosaic patterns. For all that, the glass which holds pride
of place is colourless and transparent, as like crystal as
possible, and this displaced gold and silver as a material
for drinking-vessels.
Glass vessels, however, will not withstand heat, unless they
have first been filled with cold water, although, on theother
hand, a glass globe full of water, if placed over against the
sun, becomes hot enough to set garments on fire. Pieces of
broken glass, when heated, can be joined together, but not
completely melted except into scattered globules, as in the
making of those marbles which are named from their resemblance
to an eye and often coloured in the most varied manner. When
glass is heated with sulphur, it hardens into stone.
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Pliny, 36.198 ,as found in Forbes, op.cit., p.168.
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Forbes considers Pliny's account of the glass accurate enough, and since
it seems to be the most elaborate contemporary record, it was used by many
historians.

Strabo, who had lived in Alexandria from 25-20BC, had the

opportunity to gain first hand experience by actual visits to the glassworkers.

He was also in Syria in the year 7 BC where he provided
78
information about the sand from the river Belus.

Pliny's

There are some more small references to glass by various authors,
but Pliny remains the author who gives the most detailed information.
In

the

seventh

decade of the new millennium, Seneca speaks of the

marvelous ingenuity of the glassblower "who by his breath alone can fashion
79
vessels into countless shapes".
This is obviously the first mention of
glassblowing in ancient literature.

From the literary evidence we can only

conclude that the increase of glass artifacts during the first fifty years
of imperial Rome was brought about by increased demand for imports, combined
with local production.
While the archaeological evidence does not give a complete account
of all the workshops, the abundance of dated finds does not contradict the
written evidence.

As for the geographical distribution we can only follow

a general pattern that does not change much during the first century AD.
A few technical factors must be discussed before one can understand the complexities associated with pinpointing the location of early
glass centers. As long as a workshop specialized in high quality production of labour-intensive nature it was possible for a skilled glassworker,
perhaps working only with a few family members and a few slaves as apprentices, to set up shop anywhere and to import raw glass in larger blocks, or
small quantities of the needed components.

This may have happened before

the invention of the blowpipe but the resulting increase in production capa-
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Strabo, as found in Grose, op.cit., p.13.

79.

Grose, op.cit., p. 15.

city made it at last necessary to have proper sand and firewood nearby.
The military and political system of the Roman Empire allowed and
even encouraged the migration of tradesmen all over its vast territory.
After serving a term

in one of the legions it was easy and common that a

Syrian glassworker could settle in Gaul, the occupied areas of Germania,
the Aegaen,and the Roman heartland.

Similarities in work methods and styles

certainly confirm that assumption.
There is further evidence from some names of people who had their
profession as "glassv/orkers" engraved on their grave monuments.

From these

names, one can conclude their ethnic origin. This method, which points in
some instances to Syrian names in the Rhineland will, however, not give the
full extent of migration because glassworkers may have latinized their original names or made them sound like Greek names.
Forbes mentions names like: Ariston, Artas, Eirenaios, Ennion,
Meges, Nikon, Tryphon, Jason.

Some of these names were also found on the

vessels, created by these artisans, or made in their shops. He writes:
The names of these craftsmen, who started to sign their
works in the late republican and early imperial times
sounded mostly Greek, but they certainly were Sidonians,
eg., Syrians or Jews. In some cases like that of "Bounneri
the potter" we are fairly certain that we have to do with
an Egyptian craftsman. The use of Roman or Gallic names
was usually of a more commercial than artistic nature.
Groups of names like Firm-Hilari-Etkylae may well stand
for a corporation of the Firmii brothers Hilarius and Hylas
There is the namfe of one Euphrasios on a Jewish
or early Christian sepulchral inscription in Athens. Antas
was a glassblower in Mauritania. Julius Alexander of Lyons
was a "Carthaginian citizen", that is he came from a Phoenician colony.
80
Forbes also reports that a glassworker or dealer named Artas had a shop in
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Forbes, op.cit., p. 154.
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Rome.

Forbes mentions the names of Volumnius Januarius and Caecilius

Hermes as the names of glassmakers.

In the days of Strabo, glass was manufactured at Rome in the area
between Aventine and Caelian, where a part of town was called Vicus Vitriarius.J"
A map of the Roman Empire is attached to this paper that may help the reader
to recognize the places where glass manufacturing is mentioned, or at least
where an abundance of finds indicate strong probability of manufacture.

To

mention a few places, one should notice, besides the traditional Tyre, Sidon
and Alexandria and of course Rome.

Glass must have been made in or near

Jerusalem, perhaps on Rhodos and Cyprus, perhaps Crete and later (in the first
century AD) in Vindonissa and Aquileia.

During the first and second century

AD we find further manufacturing places in the Roman Rhineland,at Wroxetcr
and at Wilderspool in England, also in Lyons and some other locations in
France and Belgium. Eisen gives the following locations: Lyons, Marne,
84
Vendee and Poitou; Namur in Belgium and Worms, Treves and Cologne in Germany.
Forbes also mentions locations of glasshouses in Tiberias, Acre, Beth She'arim
and elsewhere in Palestine.
To investigate the statements about the
River Belus and its importance for glassmaking, a group of archaeologists
have undertaken excavations at the foot of Mount Carmel in Israel. The result was the discovery of two glassmaking centers that were in operation
during Roman times, but the evidence of the two specific sites falls within
oc

the second and third centuries AD.
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While little change can be seen in the geographical distribution
during the following centuries, distinctive styles begin to evolve that
will be subject of detailed discussion in the next chapter of this paper,
which deals with the typology.

2.

Technological Developments in Glass Manufacture In The Roman Empire.

As for the technological evolution of glassmaking, it seems necessary at this point to describe the technology as practised in the last half
of the first Century BC.
A.

Coreforming. The production of corewound vessels was still practised un-

til the first Century AD.

The traditional Hellenistic forms were repeated

and the colours of white and almost black for the vessels' bodies were more
common than blue.

Thread decorations were in bright yellow and orange, often

tightly wound and marvered in.
chosen.

Sometimes very fine feather patterns were

Unlike the old Egyptian and Mesopotamian straight alabastra forms

we will frequently find sack or pear-shaped alabastra. (See Figure 65 below,
page 77.)
Amphorisks were made without a foot or with rather small bases.
Sometimes corewound vessels were of very poor quality and appearance.
87
Some forms were copies of common clay shapes applied to glass.
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Auth, op.cit., pp. 16, 36-37.
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FIGURE 64

The Museum Haaretz. Collection of corewound sack-shaped (fusiform) baTsamaria. Mediterranean, third to first century BC,

B-

Casting and Molding, As already practised in Pre-Roman times, casting

and moldforming of glass objects was continued during the first century AD,
These techniques were . described

above

( see Chapter I, nane 41 FF ).

Before blowing of glass was established as the most common manufacturing
technique many glass objects would still have been formed by the ancient met
of casting the object in a form and finishing it by grinding and polishing.
One must not confuse the term molding with the later used term moldblowing,
It is, of course, possible to press soft glass into a mold 'afe
was done with certain clay objects; no blowpipe is used in a simple molding
process. The most frequently found objects that were made by this method
are various forms of bowls, sometimes plates or dishes and, not so frequently.
the blanks for skyphoi (two handled cups).
see Figures 69 and 70 on page 80

(For examples of this technique

below as well as Figure 47 on page 51.)

One should also mention statues and heads that were formed by this method
and finished to various degrees by grinding and polishing.
67 and 68 below on pages 78 and 79).

(See Figures 66,

The technique to manufacture these

figures could of course be related with the techniques used when making the
ancient Astarte figurines (cf. Chapter I, page 42).

7£

Relatively large relief plaques were also cast into molds.

For example

the"Bonus Eventus Plaque" in the British Museum (G.R. Dept. 1958.2-11.1)
which measures 18.0 by 18.0 cm.

Smaller plaques, often showing the

portrait of the Emperor were mass praiuced and given to Roman soldiers
like medals. (See Figure 65 below.)

FIGURE 65

The British Museum.
(unknown provenance)
Phalera (portrait plaque)
showing a Roman Emperor.
First century AD. The
diameter is 4.0 cm.

FIGURE 66

The Corning Museum of Glass.
55.1.84, Torso of Aphrodite
molded from glass. Near East
or Italy, first to second
century AD. The height is
14.3 cm.
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Harden, Masterpieces , p.47.
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FIGURE 67

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
New York. 59.11.8, opaque blue
molded portrait head. First to
second century AD, Rome or Egypt,
Height is 20.0 cm.

FIGURE 68

Romisch-Germanisches
Museum, Cologne. 64.63;
Head of Emperor Augustus
molded and cut in blue
glass. First century AD.
Height is 4.7 cm. (This
head has a core of black
glass that was cased by
a layer of turquoiseglass.)
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FIGURE 69

The British Museum.
Hemispherical bowl,
molded or cast with
cut grooves. First
Century BC to first
century AD. The diameter is approximately
8.0 cm. (cf.Plate\)

The most frequent shapes were hemispherical bowls, plain or sometimes with
ribs protruding from the outer surface. (See Figures 69 above and 70 below.)
FIGURE 70

The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York.Molded
or cast bowl with vertical
ribs. First Century BC
to first century AD. The
diameter is approximately
20.0 cm. (cf, Plate 6 J
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FIGURE 71

Impression of molding process by stamping in a form. Hemispherical
bowl and face plaque (Phalerae). (Drawing by W.E. Nassau).

C.

Mosaic Glass (Fused Glass Objects).

Not all of the cast bowls were

made of plain or monochrome glass. Manywere manufactured in mosaic or millefiori technique or variations of these methods.

Sometimes one finds the

term "murrhina'1 in connection with objects of this kind.

This term is still

used in the form of "murrini" by modern glass artists to depict millefiori
vessels.

Eisen writes on murrhina:

According to Pliny, vessels made of murrhina were first
introduced to Rome in 61 BC, by Pompey the Great. Evidently
already in Pliny's time, opinions differed as to the nature
of this substance, and he therefore set to work describing
it in as careful a manner as he could. His description of
murrhina is the only one which has come down to us, and unfortunately, most translators of Pliny had no knowledge of
the objects in the early Roman Empire, or they translated
in such a fashion as to make the matter conform to a preconceived theory.
89
Eisen further states that:
most museums, private collectors and especially Italian dealers
follow Kisa in claiming the identity of murrhina with mosaic glass.
89.
90.

Eisen, op.cit., p, 170
Ibid., pp.170-171
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Eisen argues against Kisa's identification of murrhina as mosaic glass and
uses a number of rather convincing arguments.

He quotes from Pliny, Historia

Natural is:

Murrhina is a mineral, derived from the earth, of great
„ fragility.91 Manufacturers made glass in imitation of
murrhina hyacinths and sapphires and every other tint 92
...and further... The Orient was the home of murrhina,
especially Parthia and Carmania. It is solidified by
heat under ground. In size, the pieces never exceed a
small tray and in bulk rarely equal a drinking cup.
93

According to many of the quotations used by Eisen, murrhina was soft,
possessed an odour and was made into vessels to hold hot and cold drinks.
Eisen states also that murrhina is mentioned by a number of classical
writers, amongst them Martial who claims that it gives a pitch-like flavour
to wine.

From Pliny originates the story of the often quoted incidentwhere:

the Consul Petronius broke his favourite murrhina trulla,
worth 300 talents so that it should not fall into the
hands of Nero, but Nero bought another one right away g*
for 300 talents, so as not be outdone by his subject.

Eisen evaluated a talent at $1,100 according to the 1927 value of the dollar.
Eisen concludes that, while no mosaic vessels have been found that have
handles, all vessels mentioned by Pliny had handles.

I could not find

further discussion of the murrhina controversy and must be satisfied with
Eisen's opinion that murrhina was not mosaic glass. He does, however, not
suggest
what it may have been.
Eisen distinguishes between "surface mosaics" and "ornamental
units embedded in mosaic glass" on the one hand and "matrix mosaics" where
the mosaic pattern prevails through the whole thickness of the material on
the other.

While he mentions one specific example of a vessel made by the

method of embedding bands of stratified glass into the surface of a vessel,
(an urn in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York), Eisen subdivides the
"matrix mosaics" into ten groups according to the techniques used.
91.

Pliny, op.cit., XXX,2

92.

Ibid., XXXVI, 67

93.

Ibid., XXXVII,8

94.

Ibid., XXXVII,7 (as found in Eisen, op.cit., p.171 ff).
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Eisen uses the expression of "padglass" assuming that the soft
mass of glass to be worked was poured onto a flat plate like a pancake
and there rolled and paddled into the desired form and thickness. He indeed claims that many of the vessels made before glassblowing developed
were formed out of tubes rolled from such glass pads, or even expanded by
inflation.

To distinguish this method, he uses the term "bubble-blownglass"
95
for free-blown or moldblown vessels.

Some of Eisen's terms have not been accepted by later authors.

96

While mosaic glass vessels are, of course, not free blown, it is possible
to gather the components for cane manufacturing on the glassblower's pipe
and use the pipe or a pontil to handle the glass while forming it. (See
Tools below page 103).
Without discussing the merits of Eisen1s classification any further,
I will try to explain mosaic glass in a simplified form using information
gained from other authors besides Eisen and supplementing this with observations that I madewhile watching modern glassmakers work on mosaic glass
objects.

As we have already seen, mosaic glass is manufactured by arranging
various pieces of glass of monochrome fabric, or already the product of a
previous fusing, in a planned pattern or just as they may fall, in a form
or mold.

When this mold is heated to nearly the meltingpoint of the glass

the pieces will fuse on their respective edges into one piece that can be
removed from the form and finished by grinding and polishing one or both
surfaces.

The length of exposure to heat and the chosen temperature will

of course control the quality of the fusing of the once separate pieces.
(See Figure 72 below, page 84),

95.

Eisen, op.cit., p.6.
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Grose, op.cit., p.10.
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Great heat and resulting high liquidity may result in a destruction of once symmetric forms which will sag into irregular lumps of coloured glass.

Often it is necessary to fill the gaps between the mosaic com-

ponents with pieces of smaller rod or even powdered glass.

Incomplete

fusing will result in the inclusion of air or crystalline matter between
the components.

While most mosaic glass seems to be made from sections of

prefabricated glass rods that are either arranged vertically as in "millefiori glass", or horizontally as in "stripe or band glass", some of these
methods are found together in a single object,

Eisen claims that some

components of mosaic glass were made from "stratified glass that was cast
in various horizontal layers on a pad and cut after cooling, or sheets of
97
glass that were laid on top of each other and fused horizontally."
Hayes divides the mosaic glass into six groups. While using his
98
basic classification, we shall use them in a different order.
a) striped mosaic glass or ribbon glass
b) network or lace glass (reticello)
c) millefiori (thousand flowers)
d) millefiori inlay pieces ( revetment pieces)
e) banded or marbled glass
f) gold band glass
FIGURE 72

The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York. Molded
ribbed bowl from brown
mosaic glass with white
inclusions. First century
BC to first century AD.
The diameter is approx.
12.0 cm. Roman Empire.
(cf. Plate 6.)
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a) Striped Mosaic Glass (.Ribbon Glass).

A number of strips of

various colours are laid side by side in the mold and fused together (see
Figure 73 below); when molding deeper vessels the sagging into shape might
result in a distorted pattern around the bent surface of the vessel. Often
a twisted candy stripe rod is used around the outer rim of the vessel fused
into the end^ of the stripes,

Figure 73

The Corning Museum of Glass, 72.1.11, Molded bowl of multicoloured ribbon glass. First century BC to first century AD.
From the Roman Empire, probably Italy, The diameter is 8.7cm.

Some bowls show a pattern with a geometrical design, sometimes forming a
cross in the center.

(See Figure 74, page 86).

The technique used is the

same as in regular stripe of band glass, but one already fused segment of
parallel stripes was cut and fused with the other segment in a right angle,

FIGURE 74

The Corning Museum of Glass. 66.1.214, Ribbon glass bowl from
late first century BC to mid first century AD. Roman Empire,
probably Italy. The diameter is 13.5 cm.

b) Network or Lace Glass, (Venetian: latticino or reticello). Around
a rod of clear glass, thinner threads of opaque white or light coloured glass
are twisted, or two equal rods of clear and opaque glass are twisted together
to form an opaque spiral in a clear rod. When these rods are arranged in a
mold side by side or in the form of a long spiral, a lacy effect appears after
fusing and finishing the vessel. (See Figure 75 below.)
FIGURE 75

The Corning Museum of Glass. 66.1.217, Shallow bowl molded of lace glass
(latticino). Mid to late first century BC, possibly from Rome or Alexandria,
The diameter is 18.8 cm. (cf. Plate 3 , )
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In context with the Ptolemaic glass workshops, we have already discussed the cane technique that was used to make millefiori patterns for
plaques and other decorative pieces.

The same technique was continued and

used to make bowls and dishes during the last half of the first Century BC
and well into the first century AD.

With the increase of blown glass, mold-

ed mosaic vessels declined gradually in numbers.

c) Millefiori Glass (A Thousand Flowers).

Flat dishes and bowls as

well as hemispherical bowls and the characteristic form of the
and the

Patella

Patera bowl

cup were also made in the mosaic techniques, quite often

in millefiori style. The sacrificial cup, the Patella, can be seen on sculptures of the early Roman Emperors when they were represented at a sacrificial
99
function.
(cf. Plate 3 6 ).

The British Museum. Molded hemispherical bowl (millefiori).
First century BC to first century AD. Probably Italy.
(cf. Plate 2 ).

99.

Eisen, op,cit., p.48.
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FIGURE 77

The British Museum. Molded mosaic dish with spiral and
parallel line cane sections. Some irregular shaped yellow
pieces are included. First century AD, probably Italy.
(cf. Plate 3 ) .

The patterns are the typical "millefiori" patterns but also some
patterns of a less geometrical appearence as well as a combination of both
kinds.

A variation of the flower pattern, (see Figure 76 above, page 87)

is the use of segments of scroll like rods. (See Figure 77 above).

While

Eisen assumed that these scroll patterns were rolled from flat sheets of
glass, modern glassmakers can achieve similar patterns by casing

various

layers of glass around an initial gather and marvering them into shape.
The gather is then extended into a long rod and cut into the little disks
to be assembled in the form for fusing.

Sometimes lumps of glass of a dif-

ferent colour and shape are incorporated into the pattern.
above and 78 below on page 89).

(See Figures 77
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FIGURE 78

The British Museum. Shallow mosaic dish, built on a core and
fused. From Canosa Italy probably third century BC(?),This
dish was found with the canosa group of artifacts and was therefore dated as early Roman-Hellenistic. Because of the technique
and pattern it was incorporated here. The diameter is 30.8 cm.

Andrew Oliver Jr. treats "millefiori" glass in an elaborate article
in the Journal of Glass Studies, 1968.
glass" because he argues

Oliver avoids the term "mosaic

that the term implies compositions of tessarae

that have not been fused by heat, he therefore chooses to name all the
various manufacturing methods that we have previously described "millefiori" glass.

One should refer to Oliver's article for further discussion as he
includes in it an elaborate catalogue of vessels, ranging from the third
to the first Century BC.

He recognizes the terms "network" or "reticella"

glass for lace glass and uses also the term "onyx" glass for brown and white
serpentine bands included in the glass matrix.
100.

Oliver, Andrew, Jr., "Millefiori Glass in Classical Antiquity", J.G.S.
X, 1968, pp.48-70.

101.

Ibid, p. 49
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Oliver deals with the "Canosa group" from the British Museum and
further with the group of vessels recovered from the Antikythera shipwreck.
In his article, he demonstrates that the technique of fusing vessels out of
cane segments or coloured glass particles continued through a period of about
300 years, leading right into the Roman Imperial time.

From the association

of finds in the Antikythera shipwreck, he concludes that starting about the
102
first century BC "ribbon glass" appears.
Oliver takes care to point out
that hemispherical millefiori bowls were ground and polished on both surfaces
to expose the cane sections totally, while on some dishes and plates the glass
surface, used to insert the tesserae, was left intact. The underside of the
dishes was, (according to Oliver) firepolished to allow it a smooth surface.
I suggest that the "firepolish" might be a natural result of the
manufacturing process.

If that surface was exposed to direct heat without

a cover during the fusing process, the surface would have taken on this
smooth appearance.
d) Millefiori Inlay Pieces (Revetment Pieces and Jewellery).

The

technique to make colourful inlay pieces as furniture decoration or for wall
plaques that was already practiced in Egypt

(see page 91

) was continued

and perhaps improved during the Roman occupation of Egypt. Elaborate floral
pieces were made by assembling multicoloured glass rods, fusing them together to blocks and cutting these blocks to thin plaques.

(See Figures 53 and

54 on pages 57 and 58).
The British Museum has some spectacular pieces from the first century
AD (see Figure 79 below, page 91) and also from the second
Figure 80 below, page 91).

century AD (see

A large number of these plaques, called "revet-

ment" plaques by Curator Dr. S. Goldstein, are in the collections of The
Corning Museum of Glass and have been described by him in the catalogue.

104

The dating of many of these objects falls between the first century BC and

102.

Oliver, op.cit., p.85.

103.

Ibid., p. 85

104.

Goldstein, op.cit., pp. 248-266.

9.1
the first century AD, while some may originate in Pre-Roman times. Similar techniques were also used to make beads which included checkerboard
105
patterns and faces just like the revetments.

FIGURE 79
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The British Museum. Floral mosaic plaques composed of many
small cane sections and strips of opaque coloured glass. Roman
period, first century AD. Plaques are approximately 6.3 x 9.4 cm
in size with a thickness of 0.4-0.5 cm.

FIGURE 80
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The British Museum. Glass inlay pieces fromDendera (Roman Egypt).
Second century AD. These pictures demonstrate the brilliance and
variety of glass colours during this period of the Roman Empire.

105.

Goldstein, op.cit., p.273.
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e)

Banded or Marbled Glass.

This pattern is supposed to imitate

veined natural stones, for that reason it is often called onyx-or agateglass.

Coloured and white or black threads are trailed around a gather of

glass and marvered together to form the rods. When the components are worked
the resulting movement of glass often enchances the irregularites, thus looking even more like natural material.
Of special interest are small bottles formed from this material by
a method not yet quite explained.
made by blowing.

Some of these marbled bottles were not

Sometimes the marble or stripe pattern can be seen through-

out the full thickness of the glass, sometimes the stripes are only super1 C\f\

ficial.
(See Figure 140* page 145).The technology of these vessels may
be closey related to the gold-band glass vessels. ^See Figure 81 page 93.)

g) Gold-Band Glass. A variety of the band glass method involved the
inclusion of bands of gold foil which shows through the glass and appears like
veins of gold included in stone. Some collections contain pyxis shaped vessels
and small bottles made of gold-band glass and molded, but not blown. See
Figure 81, page 93. It seems difficult to find how these vessels were made
and while some authors speculate on some coreforming process, others avoid
committing themselves. The catalogue of the Oppenl sender Collection describes
this group of vessels as "urn einen kerngelegte baender" (bands applied around
a core).

Hayes states that the manufacturing process is not fuVyexplained.
109
Another form of gold-band glass vessels are fusiform alabastrons.
When observing gold-band glass objects one realizes that the remarkable effect of the gold can only be seen if the manufacturer made sure that
enough gold-band was exposed on the surface of the vessel without being obstructed by darker layers of glass.

As the surfaces of some gold-band vessels

have been ground and polished, extra care had to be taken that the gold-band

106.

Hayes, o p . c i t . ,

p.23.

107.

Von Saldern, A. Glaeser der Antike , Sammlung Erwin Oppenl&nder,
R.G.M., Cologne, 1975.
Hayes, o p . c i t . , p. 23.
G o l d s t e i n , o p . c i t . , p. 207.
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108.
109.
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effect was not destroyed during that process but rather enhanced.

It seems

that gold-band technique would be a suitable subject for further study, (cf.
Plates 109 and 164 .)
FIGURE 81

The Corning Museum of Glass. 55.1.3a,b, Pyxis and bottle 59.1.87.
Made in the gold-band glass technique. Roman Empire, probably
Alexandria, mid first century BC to early first century AD. The
heights are: bottle 7.3 cm, and pyxis 5.3 cm (with cover), (cf.
Plates 109 and 164 ) .

D. Colours of Roman Glass.
By the end of the first Century AD, glass
makers had achieved quite clear and almost colourless glass. Slight variations
in tone, giving a fine tinge towards yellow, green or turquoise, were the
result of minute contamination of the ingredients and differed with regard
to the geographical position of the glass houses. These fine tinges in otherwise colourless glass can be of some assistance in attributing a vessel to a
certain area of manufacture. One should use this factor only in connection
with other typological factors, as it would not give accurate dating and
attribution to an area on its own merits.
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Distinct colours of transparent glass range from light yellow to
dark brown and from light blue over various bright blues to the dark blue
already known since Egyptian times. Various shades of green can be found
a little less frequently and the colours of amethyst and red are also quite
rare.

We do not know to what extent the control of colours was in the hand
of the glassmaker who had no access to chemical analysis.

Experience was

used as a guiding factor but some surprises may have occurred and the results
would have been disposed of or the wrong colours used up anyway.

Copper and copper oxides may have been the most frequently used colouring agents to obtain blue tones.
provided some variations of blue.

Iron and manganese together with copper

Greens were obtained by iron, and copper

salts together with manganese allowed the creation of purple shades. Manganese could also be used in small quantities to counteract the effects of
other ingredients.

Opaque glass had been made in antiquity before clear glass had been
manufactured and it continued to be used in Roman times. Opaque red could
be obtained from

cuprous oxide, white and opal shades by antimony, and

yellow from a combination of antimony

and lead.

Most of the glass technology that was used before the age of machines,
had emerged before or during the first Century AD.

During the following

centuries some changes in technology emerged but they were not as significant
as the achievements already mentioned.

E.

The Discovery of Glass Blowing. Since the use of the blow pipe for the

manufacture of glass objects changed the whole economical and technological
realm of glass production it has been subject to speculation and heated argu-

110.

Douglas, op.cit.
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ment by many scholars.

Aside from the philological evidence of the actual

"blowing", as given by Seneca ( see page 73 )

there is no direct

documentary evidence that allows accurate dating of the first blown vessels.

Archaeological evidence puts the invention of glass blowing into
the middle of the first century BC.

In 1961, near the ruins of the ancient settlement of Ein Gedi in the
wilderness of Judea, one. small blown bottle was found among the contents of
a burial cave.

Archaeological evidence from the site indicated a date of

approximately 40-37 BC.

^ Another excavation in the Jewish Quarter of

the old city of Jerusalem in 1970, discovered a sealed deposit of cast and
112
blown glassware.
This find not only contained hundreds of fragments
of cast, linear cut bowls (see Figure 69, page 80) but also a large amount
of workshop refuse of a glass house with a large number of blown glass bulbs.
The archaeological evidence, based on coins and stratigraphy indicated a
date not later than approximately 50 to 40 BC.

Grose mentions also some archaeological evidence of blown glass from
the city of Rome and other places in Italy indicating the presence of blown
113
glass in Italy proper during the first Century BC.
To confirm his statements, Grose also uses paintings of glass objects from wall paintings that
can be dated as belonging to this period.
The fragments of blown vessels found at the F o n u m Romanum and in the
House of Livia on the Palatine were accompanied by fragments of cast or molded
vessels belonging to the same period and even a piece of cast glass that may
114
be a window pane fragment.
One fragment of a blown dish indicates that
this kind of tableware, usually attributed to the first Century AD, was also
manufactured much earlier than previously known.

111,

Grose suggests as well that

Grose, op.cit., p.11.

112. Grose, op.cit., p.12;
Avigad, N., "Excavations in The Jewish Quarter of The Old City of Jerusalem",
Israel Exploration Journal, 22, 1972, pp.198-200,
113, Grose, op.cit., p.27.
114. Ibid., p. 18
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these dishes were manufactured in Italy rather than imported.

115

Grose also mentions Pliny's statement of "new methods" used in Italy
as opposed to older methods used on the Syrian coast; Pliny also uses the
1 1 fs

word "blowing" (et aliud flatu figuratur.)

Pliny gives a detailed account

of the technology and mentions the three ways in which vessels can be made:
"Some of it is shaped by blowing, some ground on a lathe, and some engraved
like silver".

Grose warns, however, that Pliny's reference to "blowing" may

not refer to a new method, the new methods indicated by Pliny are more likely
lathe cutting and engraving.
Harden seems to put the emphasis on the migration of glass workers
from Syria and Alexandria who brought with them the traditions of their trade,
118
together with the new technology: glassblowing.

There is no doubt that the increase in glass production, especially
in consumer goods, that becomes obvious from the archaeological evidence around the turn of the millennia, was only possible because the more efficient
method of blowing was employed.

The question as to whether free blowing or blowing into molds came
first is a controversial one and various authors cannot agree on a priority
of either one of the methods.
moldblowing:

The vessels described by Grose do not indicate
119
he calls them all "free blown".

K.S. Painter attributes the invention of glass blowing to glass
workers in the Phoenician or Levant coastal area and assumes that they used
moldblowing.

According to him, they set up workshops in Italy at the start

of the first century AD and introduced moldblowing there; he specifies the
120
ware signed by Ennion as an example,
Forbes credits Syrians and Jews
121
with the invention of moldblowing without specification of a priority.
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Von Saldern credits the glass makers at the Syrian-Palestinian coast with
the invention of the blowpipe and also with the early use of moldblowing.

122

At this point one should remark that the dating and geographical
classification of glass objects is much more difficult
in pottery studies.

than the same task

Glass is a material that almost dictates a certain kind

of shape, or number of shapes that have been repeated by glass workers from
antiquity to even modern days.

So the similarities between vessels of dif-

ferent date and provenance are not only the result of migration of glass
workers, but are also based on characteristics of the material.

Before try-

ing to follow the geographical and chronological development of glass technology in the Roman Empire one should therefore take a close look at the
technology, as it existed at the emergence of glass blowing.
a) Technology of Glass Blowing.
1) Furnace and Workshop. The process of glass blowing has never
altered in principle and is still practised with the same basic tools today
by studio glass artists
or the traditional workers in Venice, or some primitive glasshouses in the Near East.
The Corning Museum has a model of a glass workshop based on the
studies of ancient glass as well as some research done in the Near East.
(See Figure 82 below, page 98).
The basic design of the glass furnace did not need to be changed
with the invention of glass blowing, but the blowpipe itself had to be
manufactured. Unfortunately no blowpipes have been found at archaeological
sites. Iron technology of the first Century BC should have allowed the construction of pipes, but it would be interesting to know how the important
precision and balance was achieved that is necessary to allow smooth rotation
of pipe and attached glass.
119.

Grose, op.cit., p.19.

120.

Harden, D. Masterpieces, p. 36.
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Forbes, o p . c i t . , p. 153.
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Saldern, A., "Glaser Per Antike", Sammlung Oppenlander, Museum Fur
Kunst und Gewerbe Hamburg, 1974, p. 86,

FIGURE 82

The Corning Museum of Glass. Model of a Near Eastern ancient
glass workshop with furnace dated after the invention of glass
blowing.

Douglas and Frank give a description of the making of blowpipes
before they could be machine drawn.

Apparently, small sections of iron

strips were hand welded by a smith.

The strips, about l/8th inch thick

and four inches only were turned over a rod and hammered together on the
123
edges,
one section after another would be joined in this way and welded
together under the heat of the fire and the blows of the hammer.

I discussed

this with an old gunsmith in Black Creek Pioneer Village, who had learned to
make gun barrels by the same method.

The old craftsman assured me that care-

ful work would result not only in a straight pipe but also in an even thickness of wall and therefore a smooth handling when the pipe was turned back
and forth.
The length of blowpipes have varied over the years; a minimum length
was of course

necessary to keep the heat away from the face of the worker.

Sometimes wooden shells were used to protect the hands and wooden mouthpieces,
124
to protect the mouth.
The weight and length of modern blowpipes varies.
123.

Douglas, op.cit.., p. 8.

124.

Harden, D.B.,

Ancient Glass II, p, 45.
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I found the pipes in Venice shorter and lighter than the ones used by
North American glass artists.

Glassworkers in Hebron, Israel, who do not

always work with an assistant, but often alone, use rather light pipes.
(See Figure 83, below).

Forbes states that we have poor and incomplete pictures of the glass
furnaces used before the Middle Ages.
Mesopotamia,

The shallow pan furnaces of Egypt and

used in the second millennium and experimentally duplicated in

our Sheridan College furnace (see page 27, Figure 19), must have developed
further and were probably replaced by larger covered furnaces, containing room
for more than one crucible, as well as space for the important annealing (cooling) of the finished objects,

Forbes states:

The small glass furnaces, mentioned by Pliny, were probably
small beehive shaped hearth furnaces with one or two compartments for a small crucible and again one or two small compartments left empty to take the blown glass objects for cooling or
annealing.
125
The furnace that I studied in Hebron, operated by a family of Turkish ancestry,
also contained some compartments for annealing, using waste heat from the main
Chamber

-

FIGURE 83

A small glass furnace in
Hebron, Israel, 1973, Note
the three "glory holes".
Annealing chamber can be
seen in the left background,

125

Forbes, op.cit., p.119:,
Charlsworth, D., "A Primitive Glass Furnace in Cairo", J.G.S. IX, 1967
pp.129-131:
Charleston, R. , ,;Glass Furnaces Through The Ages", J.G.S. XX, 1978, pp.9-33,
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The Hebron furnace, now fired by oil with injection of water and air provided
by a compressor, had not been much changed in design since it was first built
by the Turkish grandfather of the present owner.

With the help of a transla-

tor I determined that the grandfather had used bellows for air supply and
wood shavings and charcoal for fuel.

He also had used sand from Israel to

make his glass batches while the present owner mostly remelts cullet and
i ?ft

broken beer bottles and only adds some imported chemicals.

With the

ancient technology temperatures would hardly have surpassed 1200 C.
The earliest picture of a glass furnace was found in a manuscript of
1023 AD from the monestery of Monte Cassino.

(See Figure 84, page 101 below).

This manuscript is assumed to be a copy of an original by Rabanus Maurus,
Bishop of Mainz who died in 856 AD.

The picture of the furnace, drawn

in a very non-technical way, still indicates the presence of three compartments.
The lower part contains the fire, the middle part allows space for the crucibles and the upper part is for the cooling of the vessels.

The flames shown

escaping form the "glory holes" seem exaggerated but indicate that a direct
connection between the levels allowed the heated glasses to travel from one
compartment into the next.

The heat provided by the openings ("glory holes")

can be used for the necessary reheating of objects.

The drawing seems to be a stylized description, rather than an
actual visual record, because a beehive shape was probably the real shape of
the top of the furnace rather than the triangular roof seen on the drawing.
As Harden remarks:
It has to be admitted, however, that the remains of Roman
furnaces are rarely found and those that are known are so
incomplete that it is not possible to provide an illustration of one that would be in any degree helpful.
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See also: Lehren> Gusta, Glassmaking in Hebron, Museum Harez, Tel Aviv,
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FIGURE 84

A.
B.
C.

The oldest pictorial description of a glass furnace on a
Roman clay lamp, probably from the first Century AD.
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Drawing after a copy of a manuscript by Rabanus Maurus,
Bishop of Mainz, who died in 856 AD.
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A reconstruction of a furnace described by Theophilus
(1023 AD) as shown in the Science Museum in London.
(All drawings after the named sources by W.E. Nassau.)

The sophistication and construction of furnaces must have varied between
important and lesser centers.

While some larger centers would have made

their own raw glass and worked it, smaller workshops may have only remelted
and worked imported raw glass.

Some archaeological records of such small,

temporary installations are available.
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Elaborate Roman glass furnaces were found at Wilderspool near the
Mersey.

According to Forbes:

These six furnaces stood (some in pairs) on a platform at
different parts of the site, they had an oval or rectangular
section and were originally domed. One of the oval furnaces
*was divided into three parts by a floor below the fireplace.
Thus different degrees of heat could be achieved and the lower
floor probably served for cooling and annealing of vessels.
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To facilitate the handling of glass on the blowpipe, it was advantageous to change the chemical composition of the glass to make it of a lower
viscosity.

Perhaps this is the innovation to which Pliny refers.

Chemical

analysis has definitely shown changes in the chemical composition between
glass of Egyptian and Mesopotamian traditional provenance and "Roman" glass.
Smith mentions this in an article in the National Geographic Magazine in a
rather popular way, while Forbes
132
and Roman glass in his book.

attaches detailed formulas of pre-Roman

While the chemical composition of the glass batches depends of course
on the raw materials used by the glass maker, the composition of the crucibles
is also of great importance.

Under the influence of the prolonged high temp-

eratures, glass becomes a highly corrosive, chemically very aggressive substance that even today under modern circumstances will corrode the crucibles,
made from a ceramic material.

Crucibles for the melting of glass were made

from pottery clay and fired to make them resistent to the heat of the glassmaking process.

Since m o d e m high fired clay pots were not available, the

life of the antique crucibles was probably veryshort.

Fritting (the first

process) was probably achieved in flat wide pans*, for the second fusing and
melting process, deeper pots more like modern glass crucibles would have been
used.

The melting points of the Roman glasses were rather low, between
approximately 750

and 800 C.

This allowed the glass to be removed from the

131.

Forbes, op.cit., p. 119.
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Smith, R.W. "History Revealed in Ancient Glass", National Geographic
CXXVI
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furnace in "gathers" at a temperature around 950 C and it remained workable on the pipe or pontil long enough to allow blowing and tooling.

*ii) Tools of The Glassblower.

In the absence of detailed evidence

one could assume that the basic tools of the glass maker have not changed
much since records began to be kept, that is from about the eighth Century
AD until today.

One might therefore safely assume that the tools used by

the Roman Empire glass makers were not too different.

Since one can conclude

from the appearance of the preserved objects which process of tooling they
had to undergo, it is even easier to visualize tools and operations.

I have

not found a record of a glass maker's "bench" or "chair" before the eighth
Century AD and have actually observed glass workers in the Near East rolling
the pipe on their knees or on the edge of a relatively small marvering plate.
This proves that the so familiar "bench" is not absolutely necessary to work
glass.
For the convenience of readers who might not be familiar with glass
working, the most common glass maker's tools are illustrated in Figure 85
below and described in the paragraphs which follow.
FIGURE 85

fiS

Reconstruction of ancient
glass workers t o o l s .

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Blowpipe
Pontil rod
Pincers or "jacks'1
Shears
Wooden block
Flat pinchers
"Optical" mold
Rib mold (open)
Snapper (tool to carry
off glass)
j. Marvering plate
k. Wooden paddle, for tooling
(For detailed descriptions
of tools' functions see
text below.)

The "Blowpipe".
The size and weight of the blowpipe depends on the height of the
glass worker and also on the size and weight of the objects to be blown.
I have seen various lengths* but they all seem to have a diameter of about
1.5 cm.

The mouth piece may be just the rounded and polished end of the

metal pipe or a special mouthpiece may be attached.

As already mentioned,

sometimes wood was used for heat insulation, to protect the hands, or a
wrapping of string could be used to insulate the hot metal and, perhaps,
allow a better grip for the hands,
The "Pontil".
To allow removal of an object from the pipe and to allow its attachment on either of its ends for further tooling, the glass worker may use the
"pontil rod", a straight piece of rod (probably from iron) rather than tube.
The "Jacks".
For shaping an object that is attached to pipe or pontil, the glass
worker can use a pair of pincers (usually called "jacks"). Usually the
jacks are just a pair of pointed irons connected by a flexible but springy
piece, but some workers use jacks that have flattened ends.
The "Shears".
To cut excessive glass from a gather or trim handles and rims of
vessels, a pair of simple metal shears, now iron of course, not unlike sheap
shearing shears can be used.
The "Block" and the "Paddle".
For shaping of soft glass one can also use blocks of wood that take
on a surface of charcoal when they are in contact with the hot glass and
remain this way, retaining their shape for a long time, as they are cooled
in water between periods of use. The charcoal surface does not stick to
the glass and seems to provide an ideal surface for smoothing and tooling
flexible glass. Tapered blocks can be used to widen the neck of a vessel.
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F l a t paddle-shaped blocks allow the forming of f l a t surfaces and a hollow
block helps the worker to e s t a b l i s h a symmetrically centered blob of glass
on the end of the pipe before blowing the f i r s t quantity of a i r i n t o

it.

The " F l a t Pincers".

The "flat pincers" are used to flatten handles and feet of a vessel
while the glass is still soft. A tool of this kind might have allowed the
glass worker to create ribs on a vessel by pulling the sides out and pinching
them,
The "Optical Mold".
The "optical mold" used by today's glass workers has a tradition that
goes for a long time back as Venetian glass workers will tell. Whether it
was used in Roman times we do not know.

It most certainly would have helped

to achieve some of the ribbing effects seen on late Roman vessels. (SeePlate
94 y page 290 ) . To achieve the ribbed look, the worker blows a gather of
glass just enough to form a nice round shape and inserts it into the "optical"
mold.

The ribs that are created this way will remain on the surface of the

object even when it is further inflated.
little as the object expands.

They will, however, flatten out a

Twisting a glass object after inserting it

into an optical mold will give the surface of the object a "spiral" appearance.
The Open "Rib Mold".
The open "rib mold" will achieve a similar effect as the "optical
mold" but the ribs will be more bulging and not as delicate as the ones made
in the "optical mold".
The "Snapper".
When a hot glass object has to be handlecLwithout attaching it to
the pontil or pipe, glass workers use a claw-like device to hold the object.
The glass must be cold enough to allow this without leaving marks on the
x
surface. (Snappers were shown to the author in the Museum at Wheaton Village,
Pennsylvania,but similar tools are also used by Austrian glass workers in
small glass works near the Bohemian border.)
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Various tools have been devised to carry a finished vessel off for
reheating or annealing if no pontil can be used.
see a pontil mark on a vessel.

Thus, we sometimes do not

To smooth the surface of an object and to

shape a gather into the right form for working it, the glass worker rolls
the glass rhythmically on a fine polished
plate".

flat surface, the "marvering

Originally these plates may indeed have been made from a slab of

marble; today they are made from metal.

The marvering plate must be kept

clean to prevent foreign objects from being picked up by the soft glass surface, which may easily spoil an object.
Since we have no contemporary description of a glass worker's bench
from Roman times, I supply a drawing taken from the already mentioned ancient
133
manuscript from Monte Cassino.
The glass worker sits on a three legged
stool that shows on its side two pegs, protruding above the seat.
worker in Figure 84B (see also Figure 86 below)

While the

holds the pipe horizontally

in front, he may use the pegs to support it and turn it as a glass worker
would do on a standard bench.
FIGURE 86
Glass maker's Chair (after
Rabanus Haurus)

133.

Forbes, op.cit., p. 102, Fig. 25.

Modern Glass maker's Chair

We do not know whether the glass workers in antiquity worked together in small groups as was common before machines took over.

In some

places where traditional methods are still employed, the master is assisted
by a number of helpers, who, according to their seniority and ability, perform certain specifically designated tasks.

This can be seen in Murano

(Venice) where the master and his helpers work to an exactly timed system
that one can compare with a well choreographed dance. Traditional glass
houses in Bohemia, some parts of England and even in newly formed art-workshops like the Wheaton Village in New Jersey, still use this method of
teamwork.
It assures the most efficient utilization of the high skill of the
master and his time. While he concentrates on his special manipulations,
his helpers provide him with hot gathers of glass at exactly the correct
moment, lend a hand when and where necessary and carry the finished pieces
off to the annealing oven or to the glory hole as required. Few words are
spoken, everyone on the team seems to have the right timing and knows what
has to be done next.
Teamwork of this kind, while establishing a strict hierarchy, will
guarantee a continuous succession of trained workers. As one can observe
in Murano, it also created a social order based on respect and obedience,
different from modern industrial society in places of mass production.
Perhaps the immigrant Syrian glass workers depended on such a system when
operating their workshops in various places in the Roman Empire.

iil)Experimental Reconstruction of Ancient Methods. Because of its
high viscosity, glass is an ideal substance from which to form spherical
bubbles and it is surprising that no glass maker used this fact during the
many centuries of manufacturing before blowing.
When working on the corewound glass, Karl Schantz and I made an
interesting discovery of a phenomenon that could have easily been observed
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by early glass workers.

The cores that we used had to fulfill the follow-

ing requirements: i) the ingredients had to be available to the early glass
workers, thus excluding any modern synthetic components, ii) the cores had
to withstand the temperatures of the process and allow preheating before
actual application of the glass, iii) they had to expand and shrink together
with the applied glass in such a manner as not to break the corewound vessel,
iv) they had to provide adequate hardness and stick to the iron rod while
being worked on, but they had to allow removal from the finished vessel after
cooling.

Some of the organic materials we used in the cores together with

their ceramic components would emit

gas during the time the core was heated.

Perhaps on some cores, traces of moisture were also present that escaped from
the core while the hot and still soft body of the vessel was wrapped around
the core.

We had provided an outermost layer of a talcum based mixture on

the cores that allowed the attachment of the glass to the core without forming
a permanent bond between the glass and the core.

This talcum substance would

allow the glass to lift from the core when gas pressure had built up
on the inside.

Talcum is powdered steatite which was used in Egypt to make

beads and scarabs.

In some instances, while we were still experimenting to find the right
mixtures, the gas from inside the core had formed inflated bubbles of glass
on the core.(See Figure 87, below on page 109.) While this was an unwanted
effect, jeopardizing the proper shaping of the object on the core it provided
us with a demonstration of glass inflation without human action.
these bubbles looked

Some of

unsightly and uneven, often bursting open or destroying

themselves before they took on any significant size.

(For the coreforming

experiments see Figures 20 to 32 on pages 28 to 35.*)

As we worked to overcome some problems with the cores, sometimes we
found that the gas, emerging from the core had inflated a partially finished
tubular vessel.

The glass had been separated from the core and formed itself

into an almost perfect sphere.
buted throught the sphere.

The thickness of the glass was evenly distri-

As Figure 88 below, page 109 demonstrates, the

inflation worked, even after a trailed decoration had been applied to the
surface of the vessel.

FIGURE 87

' .
.
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A glass bubble, caused by escaping gas from the organic
elements i n the core, i s forming on a core. W.Nassau and
K. Schantz, 1975.
Figure 88

A corewound vessel expands to a sphere caused by gas escaping
from the core. W. Nassau and K. Schantz, 1975.

Events of that kind may have suggested to the glass worker the
idea

of turning an unwanted side effect into a practical production tool

of great potential and efficiency.

Some technical imagination would have

easily led to experimentation with a form of blow pipe, the tool could have
been perfected as experience grew and the new expertise was shared with
other workers.

There is no doubt that the act of blowing glass rather than forming
it any other way allows for a tremendous increase in production.

Only that

rise in efficiency allowed for the increase in glass artifacts during the
time of Emperor Augustus and the following years.

It is well-documented by

the increase of blown glass objects found in this chronological context.
Once the basic technology was discovered, dissemination of the new methods
must have travelled very fast; this probability shows again the efficient
exchange of information between geographically separated glass centers.

FIGURE 89

The Museum Haaretz, Tel Aviv. Early free blown small bottle.
From Israel perhaps Jerusalem. First century BC. The height
is approximately 6.0 cm. This bottle, not very perfect, may
be an example of early attempts to blow glass,

Ill
FIGURE 9Q

The Corning Museum of Glass, Simple spherical bottle and tubular
unguentanum (basic products of glass blowers work). Roman Empire
H
(cf. Plate 112.)

In the light

of the above experiments, I conclude that free blowing

might have preceded the use of molds for glassware
this time.

already very common at

Not only did glass workers use them in their daily routine of

casting, but molds were also used by metal workers and ceramic workers,and
134
had been used by both of these trades for quite some time. %
At this point
one might describe some of the steps that a glass worker follows when making
a freeblown object.

Later we shall give the same attention to the process

of mold blowing.

As Harden remarks in Ancient Glass II, the basic technology of glass
blowing has changed little over the centuries and is still practised today
135
in the same form as it was in ancient times.
The physical properties of
glass dictate the methods of its shaping.

134. Stern, E.M., Ancient Glass At The Fondation Custodia Paris, WoltersNoordhoff Groningen, p. 156
135. Harden/Ancient Glass II,"p. 45
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The glass worker takes the preheated blow pipe and gathers with a
twisting movement a blob of glass around its opening.

This gather of glass

is often marvered into an elongated shape to move the bulk of glass towards
the end of the pipe. (See Figure 92 below.)
FIGURE 91

Forming the "parison", centering and forming the gather
on the pipe.
If the glass is still warm and therefore flexible enough, a short blow of
air into the pipe will form a bubble at the
vent its clogging.

opening

of the pipe to pre-

If a small object is to be blown, this gather is re-

heated by inserting it into the glory hole and twisting the pipe.

If the

amount of glass has to be increased, the worker inserts the pipe again,
gathering more glass around the already existing blob.

The same thing can

be done to cover the gather with a layer of different glass, by inserting
the blob into a crucible with differently coloured glass (casing).

Cons-

tantly moving the pipe to keep the bubble centered, the worker inflates it
to the desired size.

The wooden block can be used to shape it around the

mouth of the pipe before further inflation. (See Figures 91 above and 92
below on page 113^
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FIGURE 92

Blowing. When the glass gather around the end of the pipe
is well balanced, the worker inflates it by blowing gently
into the pipe and turning it at the same time.
Swinging of the blowpipe elongates the object at the end of it, using the
centrifugal force and the weight of the soft glass on the pipe.
FIGURE 93

Jacking before expansion.
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The jacks are used to shape the neck and bottom of the object, as it is
rolled on the supports of the "bench" or "chair". (See Figures 93 on page
113 and 94 below.)
FIGURE 94

Tooling the neck, shoulder and base with the
"jacks".
If no further inflation is necessary, the vessel can be attached to a "pontil" to allow its handling and to be detached from the blow pipe (crack off)
CSee Figure 95 below.)
FIGURE 95

Separating the bottle from the pipe and attaching it to the "pontil".
"Cracking off".
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The o b j e c t , now attached to the " p o n t i l " is reheated at the "glory hole'
to soften i t f o r f u r t h e r t o o l i n g . fSee Figure 96 below.)
FIGURE 96

Reheating the glass object before further tooling.
With jacks or a wooden tool the worker shapes the neck of the vessel
I See Figure 97 below.)
FIGURE 97

Tooling the mouth of the bottle with sharp end of "jacks"
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The shears are used to remove excessive glass from the open end of the
vessel. (See Figure 98 below.)
FIGURE 98

Cutting excessive glass from the neck with shears.
If so desired, handles or other separately made parts can be attached to the
vessel or a decorative trail can be rolled on. Figure 99 shows final tooling before "crack off".
FIGURE 99

Final t o o l i n a , the worker shapes the neck w i t h
the " j a c k s " .
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Finally, after a last critical inspection, the vessel is allowed to harden
enough to be "cracked off" from the pontil-rod, or the blow pipe, as the
case may be and carried into the annealing oven ("lehr"), where it remains-to
cop( under a slow decrease in temperatures that will assure its

stability.

The photograph in Figure 100 below shows the comparison with the finished
replica and a genuine Roman bottle.

FIGURE 100

Comparison between an antique Roman bottle (The Corning Museum
of Glass) and our experimental bottle. (K. Schantz and W.E.
Nassau). Ccf. Plate 112.) Roman original at the right.
It may be suggested that experiments of this nature seem to reveal technical
facts to the researcher that help to interpret historical artifacts.

If the

student of glass understands the technical process that was used by the ancient glass workers he will be better equipped to analyze ancient artifacts
by the recognition

of traits that may otherwise be overlooked.

iiii) Moldblowing.

When a mold blown vessel is to be made, the in-

itial steps of gathering, marvering and centering of the gather are the same
but, when sufficient glass is gathered and properly positioned on the pipe,
after adequate reheating, the gather is inserted into a two part-or multiple
part- mold and inflated while enclosed by the mold.(See Figure 101 below on
page 118.

For a clay mold in the Museum Haaretz see Figure 102 page 119.^
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Illustration of the
expansion of a blown
object inside the
closed mold.

TWcVtfw
Round objects may be turned in the mold to assure a smooth surface without
seams. An object, the shape of which does not allow turning in the mold,
will of course, show traces of the line where the parts of the mold meet.
The grape bottle that Karl Schantz blew for our experiments was made in a
mold that The Corning Museum of Glass had provided. This mold was cast from
an original Roman vessel, dated from the first Century AD.(See Figures 113
and 114, pages 124 and 125.)
The following series of photographs will demonstrate the steps
taken by a glass worker when moldblowing a replica of a Roman grape bottle.
(See

Figures 102 to 114 on the following pages.

to 106.)

For tools see pages 103

FIGURE 102

A gather of glass, taken with the pipe from the crucible,is centered and
compacted at the end of the pipe by rolling it on a marvering plate.
FIGURE 103

The worker blows just enough air into the centered blow of glass to create
a bubble of air inside of about 3.0 cm diameter. (Reheating at the "glory
hole" is required after every step.)
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FIGURE 104

The expanded glass is centered again around the end of the pipe and the mass
of glass is tooled in such a way as to allow even expansion inside the mold
and to leave enough glass to form the neck. The worker uses a wooden hollowed block that was made wet to avoid burning it.
FIGURE 105

After reheating, the worker uses the "jacks" to preform
the neck.
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Figure 1Q6

After reheating, the glass object, hanging on the pipe, is inserted into
the two part mold and the mold is closed.
FIGURE 107

As the worker blows vigorously, the vessel expands inside the mold and
the expanding glass fills the indentations of the mold, taking on its
proper form. (See also Figure 108, page 122 and Figure 101, page 118
above.)
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FIGURE 108

FIGURE 109

After the mold is opened and the vessel removed from it,
the worker "cracks off" the vessel from the pipe,
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FIGURE 110

If further tooling is necessary the object is often
attached to a pontil to allow reheating and further
work.

FIGURE 111

When the pontil is attached at the opposite end, the
blown vessel is "cracked off" from the pipe.

FIGURE 112

After reheating, the vessel can now be finished on the
pontil and finally
separated from the pontil for
annealing.
Figure 113

The Corning Museum of Glass. 64,1.18, Moldblown grape flask
of the Roman Empire, probably Syrian, second Century AD. Its
height is 16.3 cm, (cf Plate 126.)
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FIGURE 114

Experimental Reproduction. (K. Schantz and W. Nassau, 1977).
Notice the mouth of the experimental bottle is not as delicate
as the one on its Roman model.

Molds in antiquity may have been made from ceramic materials just
as some molds that were used for the forming of the so called terra sigillata
vessels.

(Terra sigillata is a fine red clay ware, very popular in the Roman

Empire, that often shows intricate surface decoration).

Perhaps some molds

were made from wood as this was done by some glass houses in modern times.
(See Figure 115 page 126 from the Haaretz Museum).

The Wheaton village in

New Jersey has a collection of wooden blow molds that were made for local
glass houses. Wooden molds

have to be wet when used, to prevent their

premature destruction by heat. The charred inside surface provides a good
separation layer between the hot glass and the bulk of the wooden mold.
Plutarch remarks that molds for glass were made from Tamarisk wood.

136.

Plutarch, Quaest^Convic, III, R3 (668);(as found in Pfannhauser, op.ci:.)
Da v ids on-Weinberg ,G»* Moldblown Beakers With Mythological Scenes",
J.G.S. XIV, 1972, pp. 26-47.
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FIGURE 115

The Museum Haaretz,
Tel Aviv. Clay molds
that were perhaps
used for glass,(Israel)

FIGURE 116
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Illustration of various types of molds for blowing a bowl, an ovoid flask,
a carinated flask and a ribbed flask.
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While this author can not provide any archaeological evidence that
molds in antiquity looked exactly like the ones illustrated on Figure 116
on page 126 above, an attempt will be made to describe the function of such
molds.

The study of actual antique vessels allows some speculation that
such molds or very similar ones had to be used to create the shapes of
these vessels.
trated.

In Figure 116 on page 126 four types of molds are illus-

(1) The open mold (perhaps the simplest and oldest form of mold

allows the simple insertion of the blow pipe from above.

Excessive glass

of uncontrolled shape above the top of the mold can be removed after cooling.

(2) The common two part mold can be opened and closed on a hinge for

easy insertion of the pipe and removal of the finished object.

A mold of

that sort was used for the experiments described on pages 118 to 125.

(3)

Sometimes molds are made in more than two parts, often with separate tops
and bottoms.

(4) An arrangement of wooden or metal pegs on a base allows

the creation of ribs when blowing a bulbous object into it. The glass
expands into the space between the pegs.

The use of the molds allowed the production of a number of vessels
that were exactly alike and carried their decoration right with them when
they emerged from the mold.

According to Gusta Lehrer and Yael Israeli, the geographical origin
of moldblowing seems to have beenalongthe Syrian coastline.
Tyre and Si don

The cities of

could have been the centers of this kind of production but

it spread very quickly from there to the other glass centers within the
137
Roman Empire.
Amongst the early moldblown vessels, a group of vessels signed with
the name of the maker or owner of the workshop "Ennion" seem to be the most
famous,

(See Figure 117, page 128). His signatures were not engraved but

incorporated in the mold and some Ennion vessels, now in different collections,
138
can be traced to the same mold,
137. Israeli, Y. Ancient Glass (Museum Haaretz Collection) Tel Aviv Catalogue
pp.54-56 and Lehrer G., Ennion, A First Century Glassmaker, Haaretz Glass
Museum, Tel Aviv, 1979.
138. Ibid.
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FIGURE 117

The Corning Museum of Glass. Moldblown cup by "Ennion", Roman
Empire, probably Sidon. First century AD. Height is 6.0 cm.
According to Eisen, all the Ennion vessels were made from "the same
139
or a related type of glass matrix, not found in other glass vessels".
Without further investigating this statement, one could recognize the preferred coloured of glass used in the signed Ennion vessels to be a beautiful blue, some flat green or light green and various shades of brown.
Like Ennion, there were other glass workers who included their
signatures in

the molds of their objects.

Eisen lists: Artax, Neikon,

Eirenaios, Meges, Philippus, Asinius Phillipus, Eugenes, Zethos and Neicais.
The Metropolitan Museum has a beaker made by "Jason". (See Figure 122 below
page 131.) There are a number of vessels in various collections that resemble
the signed Ennion vessels in style and colour but do not seem to have the
refined craftsmanship

demonstrated by the signed vessels. Whether these

vessels were made by apprentices of Ennion or just by contemporary imitators
of his wares

could be subject to argument and further research. There is

for example the Amphora of blue glass (2161-2504) in the Oppenlaoder

Col-

lection that shows similarities with the Ennion vessel in the Metropolitan
Museum. (See Figure 121, below page 130 .)
139.

Eisen, op.cit., p. 271
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The fine forms and decorations on moldblown vessels, often resembling
the decoration and style of contemporary metal vessels, may have given cre140
dence to the often cited story of Pliny that refers to "malleable" glass.

The following Figures 118, 119 (below and

120

on page

130 Jshow

a comparison between three vessels signed by "Ennion" that are in three different collections, perhaps from the same mold.

While the molded part shows

strong similarity, the foot and handles were attached after moldblowing and
differences can be noted.

The vessel from the Metropolitan Museum has no

foot at all. (cf. Plate 73, Page 269.)

The Corning Museum of Glass.
Amphorae by Ennion
140.

Pliny, op.cit., 195
Weinberg, Moldblown Beakers, pp,26-47.

The Museum Haaretz.
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FIGURE 120

The Metropolitan Museum,
New York.
Moldblown vessel by Ennion,

FIGURE 121

The Metropolitan Musuem,
New York. Six sided amphorisk by "Ennion". Height is
approximately 20.0 cm.
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FIGURE 122

The Metropolitan Museum, New
York. 59.11.3 Signed beaker
by "Jason". Inscription:
"Let the buyer be remembered".
Roman Empire, probably Si don.
First to second century AD.
(cf. Plate 41, Page 237,
for similar beaker by Meges.)

While it is generally assumed that Ennion"s production was started in Syria,
a large number of signed vessels were found at Italian sites and it is possible that Ennion had moved his shop to Italy or set up a branch operation,
141
using the familiar forms.
Aquileia could possibly have been the site
142
of his northwestern enterprise.
Yael Israeli agrees with the probability of a move of Ennion's production center to Italy and points out that
many vessels in various collections likely came from Ennion workshops, while
143
they do not bear the well known signature.

While the Ennion vessels in blue, amber and green represent the luxury class of the first Century moldblown glass, there was an abundance of
simpler forms, often representing fruits like dates, grapes and pomegranates,
(See Figure 124 on page 132 for date forms, and Figure 125 on page 133 for
animal-like bottle.)

141.

Hayes, o p . c i t . ,

p.29.

142.

C a l v i , M.C., I V e t r i Romani Pi Museo Pi A q u i l e i a , A q u i l e i a , 1968.
German t r a n s l a t i o n by Pora Panizzut-Branchlin, p. 18

143.

I s r a e l i , o p , c i t . , p. 54-56,
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Another interesting group are the various head bottles showing human features, sometimes realistic, sometimes quite distorted and exaggerated.
(See Figures 123 below and 128 on page 135.)
FIGURE 123

The British Museum, GR. Dept.
76.11-14.3, Head flask found
in Cyprus. First century AD.
Inscription in Greek: "EYTEN:
MEAANG EYTYXI." Height is 19.8
cm. Diameter at widest part:
7.0 cm. (cf. Plate 130.)

FIGURE 124

The Museum Haaretz, Tel Aviv,
A collection of Syrian moldblown flasks in the shape of
dates. Perhaps from Sidon,
Roman Empire, (cf. Plate 125.

FIGURE 125

The British Museum. GR. Dept. M.L.3174. A fish bottle from
the second to third Century AD. Length: 27.8 cm. Blown in
a two part mold.

All of the moldblown vessels show relatively thin walls, making
them light and fragile.
fabric.

Coloured glass is found more often than clear

In another part of this work we have concerned ourselves with

bowls that were molded or cast but not blown. (See Figures 70,71,78 and
79 on pages 80 to 91).

After the invention of glass blowing the familiar

forms of plain or ribbed bowls could be duplicated by blowing , a spherical
vessel could be blown and the lower half could be cracked off to form a
hemispherical bowl.
created.

If a ribbed mold was used, bowls with ribs could be

Compared to some of the heavy and thick walled cast bowls, the

blowing process allowed mass production of delicate thin walled bowls. The
Germans call them by the term Zarte Rippenschalen. (See Figure 126 below
on page 134,)
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FIGURE 126

The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
A fine moldblown ribbed bowl
from the first century AD. The
diameter is approximately 8.0 cm.
(cf. Plate 8.)

Moldblown vessels remained popular throughout the following periods of the
Roman Empire and many varieties are known.

Some of the more important forms

will be subject to detailed description in the Typology pages of this v/ork
(Chapter III). However, to illustrate the variety and beauty

of moldblown

vessels a number of photographs will be presented to the reader. (See Figures
127 to 133 on the following pages.)
FIGURE 127

The Corning Museum of Glass.
Grape flask in ovoid form was
moldblown; first to second
century AD. Height is approx.
12.0 cm. (cf. Plate 126J
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FIGURE 128

The Corning Museum of Glass.
54.1.86, Grotesque Head Flask,
Third to fourth century Ad,
probably from the Rhineland.
The height is 15.7 cm. (cf.
Plate 131 .)

FIGURE 129

The Corning Museum of Glass.
Sidonian date flask (probably
Syrian Coast). First century
AD. Approximately 8.0 cm high.
(cf. Plate I2.5T.) '

FIGURE 130

The Toledo Museum of Art.
Moldblown and tooled pitcher
from the Roman Empire. First
to second century AD. Height
is approximately 18.0 cm. ("cf.
Plate 97.;

FIGURE 131

The Corning Museum of Glass. Quadriga Cup showing a circus scene. Dark
amber glass with a diameter of approximately 10.0 cm. First Century AD,
(cf. Plate 43 .)
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FIGURE 132

The British Museum, GR. Dept.
27.7-26.1. Moldblown Rhyton
amber glass with a height of
approximately 17.0 cm. First
or second Century AD.

FIGURE 133

The British Museum. Hexagonal
moldblown utility bottle. Roman
Empire, fcf. Plate ^ 72 and page
119
of text.)
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Chapter III will list the types of moldblown vessels and their distribution in more detail. To return to the technology, one must also look
at the various methods of applying decorations to glass objects, other than
the decorations included in the molds.

F. Decorative Techniques, a) Use of Tools For Decoration of Glass Objects.
When a glass worker inflates a gather of glass, it will take on a spherical
form. To hold the soft glass on the pipe, the worker has to turn the pipe
constantly to keep the glass centered. Swinging the pipe like a pendulum or
sometimes twirling it in circles above the head like a baton will force the
spherical bubble to elongate and take on a pear shape. By selective reheating of the object, the worker can control the areas that remain soft, andean
restrict the expansion to certain areas of the vessel. If the spherical
vessel is heated at its bottom and gently pushed against a flat surface, a
flat bottom can be formed on the vessel. The glass workers in Hebron used
this method successfully and achieved basic bottle forms without the use of
jacks.
To elongate the neck of a vessel into a cylindrical shape, selective
reheating and tooling on the rotating pipe is necessary. After "crack off"
the vessel can be shaped on its open end. The small opening, created by the
blowpipe,can be opened up, to form the vessel into wide mouthed bottles, cups
or bowls; further reheating and rotating on the pontil will allow the original
sphere to open into a flat dish,or, of course, any shape between the two extremes .
Use of the jacks or wooden paddles allows reshaping of the spheres
into conical forms, straightening of curved surfaces, or even pushing of the
glass into the vessel to form indentations. Quite often the glass worker
uses the shears to remove excessive glass from the mouth of the vessel.
To achieve the formation of a distinctive rim, the glass worker can
fold over the glass on the mouth of the vessel and it will attach itself to
the wall of the vessel. (See Figure 134, page 139.) This reinforces the rim
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of the vessel and avoids a sharp edge.

The same system can be used to

form a base for a vessel from an extra bubble that had been blown, attached
to the bottom of the first vessel and opened up.

The bulges on the rims can

be folded over and flattened out, or they can be rounded to make a thicker
rounder rim.
FIGURE 134
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Just as on some of the corewound vessels* vertical indentations could
be pressed into the vessels' surface that would give the appearance of ribs.
Sometimes glass was grabbed by pinchers and pulled outwards.

Because of the

viscosity of the material, any such form has a tendency to straighten itself
out, or at least reduce itself, as long as the glass remains soft.

Edges

and corners, pressed into the glass, round themselves out and appear less
significant soon after the shaping tool leaves the surface of the glass.

Because of these natural properties of glass, it is difficult to
decorate the surface of a free blown vessel.

Rather than trying to decorate

the vessel by tooling the soft glass, ready made decorations could be attached
to the surface of the glass.

After the vessel was allowed to cool and harden,

decorations could be appled by painting or by an abrasive technique,

b).

Lampwork or Ovenwork? Today, Venetian glass workers still prac-

tise the technique of assembling elaborate pinced threadwork on a vessel
while using only the heat from the glory hole, as modern replicas of the
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sixteenth Century "dragonstem ware" show.
ancient glass workers

The question as to whether the

used some form of lamp or torch to reheat parts of

their objects for further tooling

comes into the mind of the observer when

he looks at some of the elaborate work with threads, handles and other attached decorations.

Beadmakers may have used some trays filled with embers

to reheat their small objects.

When experimenting in the chemistry lab as a young student, I used to
bend a piece of glass tubing in a right angle and blow air into a small pile
of glowing charcoal.

The jet of air caused a hot flame of coal

gas toemerge

from the charcoal and form a device that could be used like a torch.

The

same effect can be achieved by blowing air into the flame of an alcohol lamp.
Not only does the air stream cause the flame to bend into an angle so it can
be directed onto a specific area, but it also increases the temperature of
the flame.

I must admit that this observation is of a speculative and exper-

imental nature, but it seems that some more experiments may allow more knowledge of the yet virtually unknown field of ancient glass technology.

c) Trailed Decorations.

As we have seen

when studying the ancient

corewinding techniques, one of the oldest methods of decorating the surface
of a glass object is the attaching of threads of glass to its surface.

On

the traditional Egyptian vessels these threads were of a different colour
than their base and were marvered into the glass to provide the characteristic
zig-zag patterns.

These techniques, already well known by the glass makers,

could be used on blown vessels just as on corewound objects.

Perhaps one of the simplest forms of surface decoration is to attach
a hot gather of glass to the surface of a hot vessel and rotate it on a pipe
or pontil rod.

The glass thread will wrap itself around the vessel and attach

itself to the surface.
thread.

The speed of rotation controls the thickness of the

Slow sideways movement of the supplying glass gather will result in a

spiral application of the thread and contol the distance between single threads
as well as the steepness of the spiral. (See Figure 135 below on page 142.)
Unlike the Egyptian vessels, many early Roman vessels show thread decorations
in the same colour of glass as the body they are applied to.

(This was dif-

ferent in the Rhineland and will be subject to further discussion).

The simple
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spiral threads were a form of decoration that occured on some very early
blown vessels.

Grose remarks about this:

Of the blown vessels from the House of Livia, the most
striking is the blue fragment with trailed decoration
* (no. 9 ) . Although the exact shape is not identifiable,
the vessel seems to have been a jar, jug, or other closed
form. As a rule, closed shapes with trailed decoration
occur only infrequently in Italy during the first Centuries
BC/AD, but they are characteristics of Syrian and of eastern
glass production in general.
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Trails of glass can be applied in any pattern and be put on the surface of a vessel in an irregular way.
the term "snake thread".

This form of decoration is known by

Some of the authors describing the snake thread

techniques seem to disagree whether it was started in the East or the West.
While Harden assumes that the technique had progressed from Eastern workshops
145
to the Rhineland, Fremersdorf suggests just the opposite.
As snake
thread glass increased in quantity later during the first and second century
a parallel development of nearly similar patterns took place on various sites,
particularly in Syrian workshops and in the Rhineland. This is usually ex14fi
plained as a result of the migration of glass workers.
(See Figures 136
and 137 on page 142.)
Trailed decorations could also be applied to moldblown vessels. After
removal from the mold, trails were applied around the neck or to enhance other
parts that were left smooth by the mold process.

Sometimes the thread was

marvered into the surface of the vessel before it was inserted into the mold
and inflated.

This type of thread provided the molded vessel with a decora-

tive effect only if the colour of the thread was significantly different from
147
the basic material.

144.
145.

Grose, op.cit., p. 25.
Harden, D.B., "Snake Thread Glasses Found In The East", Journal of
Roman Studies, 1934, p. 50ff;
Fremersdorf F., Romische Glaser mit Fadenauflage in Koln, Die
Denkmaler des romischen Ko'ln 5, Cologne, 1959, p.9ff.
146. Harden, Ancient Glass II, p. 55
147. Calvi, op.cit., Tab.9/1/2/3/ Zarte Rippenschalen;
Wiedmann, K., "Die Herstellung der Romischen Schlangenfadenqlaser11,
Sonderdruck aus
Technische Beitrage Zur Archaeologie II, Mainz, 1965,
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FIGURE 135

Illustration of application
of glass thread. (K. Schantz
and W. Nassau).

FIGURE 136

The Corning Museum of Glass.
Example of snake thread
decoration of eastern
provenance.
cf. Plate 135 .)

FIGURE 137

The Corning Museum of Glass.
A snake thread decor as typical
for the workshops in the Rhineland. Ccf. Platel34 for decoration only J
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Eisen states that even the early examples of ribbed bowls resembled
148
forms of silver bowls that were popular in Ptolemaic times.
The trend
to imitate common metal decorations (or terra sigi1 lata) in glass continued
into the first and second centuries. The moldblowing techniques allowed the
making of elaborate gingerbread decors on the surface of vessels without too
much effort.

Imitations of clay and metal vessels made of glass are shown

in a display at the Museum Haaretz in Tel Aviv.

Figure 138 below

shows two

handled cups of the Skyohos type. While in this case the clay sample on the
left shows elaborate decorations, the glass cup on the right, similar in basic
design is made from plain glass.

Figure 139 on page 144 shows two vessels

that could have been used to fill oil into oil lamps or perhaps inkwells. The
metal version on the left features a distinct metal spout. The bulges are
necessary to reinforce the metal edges. The glass vessel follows the form
even imitating the bulges, but the tubular pouring spout is replaced by a
conical spout that could be more easily made from glass.
FIGURE 138

Museum Harretz, Tel Aviv. Comparison between a Roman clay skyphos
and its glass imitation. Second century AO. (The ceramic cup is
seen on the left.) (cf. Plate 46.)

148.

X

Eisen, op.cit., p. 212.

FIGURE 139

Museum Haaretz, Tel Aviv. Comparison between a metal and a glass
vessel. Second century AD, Roman Empire. (Note the spout on the
metal vessel on the left), (cf. Plate 166 .)
In discussing the technology of glass working one should also remark that
the attaching of pieces of glass to the surface of vessels is relatively
easy, as glass of the correct temperature will fuse willingly with another
body of glass. While this ability to fuse is used when applying threads of
glass, it can of course also be used to attach pieces of glass to each other
or apply handles and bases. These elements can be of a functional nature
but also serve the purpose of decoration.

d) Surface Decoration By Marvering Of Coloured Glass Fragments. When
a hot glass object is rolled on marvering plate onto which small particles
of coloured glass are place, these particles will fuse into the surface of
the vessel giving it speckled appearance.

If the vessel, after this treat-

ment is further inflated or tooled, the colourful blotches on the surface
will expand and stretch with the glass.

Various vessels from the middle of
149
the first Century AD onwards were decorated in this manner.

149.

Harden, D., Masterpieces, p.58, Fig. 70,71.
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e) Marbled Glass. A number of blown bottles and bowls from the
first century AD show a pattern not unlike the gold-band glass (see page
93 ) or other stratified glass objects.

These vessels have been inflated

and not molded and the pattern of irregular stripes can be seen through the
whole thickness of the vessel.

The effect was an imitation of agate or onyx,

If one does not agree with Eisen1 s theory of the rolled up and inflated stratified "pad glass", one would have to find another explanation
150
of their manufacture.
Fremersdorf calls this type of glass "Fadenbandglas" ("trailed bandglass") without offering an explanation as to how
151
it was made.
Fragments of this type of glass that I studied in Aquileia
show that the pattern of white and amethyst glass prevails throughout the
152
material.
By gathering two colours of glass on a pipe and marvering
them into a common blob, one would be able to blow such a vessel on the
regular blowpipe.

Some patterns, however, perhaps indicate trailing and

combing coloured glass on the surface of an already pre-blown vessel and
inflating it further, after the pattern was established. (See Figure 140
below.)
FIGURE 140

The Corning Museum of Glass.
Bottles of marbled glass.
Strips are marvered into
the surface of partially
formed marbled glass vessels,
„ First century AD.
(cf. Plate 113V)

150.

Eisen, op.cit., p.214.

151.

Fremersdorf, F., Roemisches geformtes Glas in Koln Vol
der Loewe, Cologne, 1961, pp.40,41, Tab.60.

152.

Calvi, op.cit., Tab.30.

VI, Verlag
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f)

Surface Decoration By Abrasive Techniques. Vitriarii and

Diatretarii. As we have already seen when studying glass technology before
the invention of blowing, grinding and cutting were

used to shape or decor-

ate the surface of glass objects for many centuries, along with other forming
techniques.

(See page 44 above and Figure 141 on page 147). While the

blowing of vessels into molds allowed a faster method of relief-decoration
of glass objects, cutting continued to be employed for the manufacture of
luxury objects.

Forbes writes:

The gradual development of cutting on crystal glass was
partly borrowed from the stone cutters, who made tableware of rock crystal, partly the result of methods already
practised in the glass industry itself.
153
Molded bowls show traces of wheel cutting and many mosaic vessels show that
some flaws, which had occured during the fusing, had been removed by grinding and polishing.
The making of rock crystal objects continued parallel with an already flourishing glass industry during the first century AD. Cameos were cut
from real stones like onyx and agate as well as other colourful stones.
According to Forbes:
Rock crystal vessels were cut out of one block. This consisted
of hollowing the interior, of the cutting of handles and pattern
on the exterior surface. This pattern was polished throughout,
not executed partly by rough cut detail. The thickness of the
wall of the vessel being within the control of the cutter, relief
patterns were comparatively easy. On the other hand, when glass
"blanks" were previously hollowed by glass-making methods (pressures of blowing), the cutter's field was not so thick.
Relief-and out of the block-effects were therefore derived
from stone cutting. The business of the first glass cutters was
to provide a slightly cheaper substitute for rock crystal wares.
It looked like polished rock crystal, produced from "stone" and
was called "fused stone" (Lythos Chyte) or "vitrified stone"
(Lythos Hyale).
154

153.

Forbes, op.cit., p.175.

154.

Ibid,, p. 195.
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FIGURE 141

The British Museum. GR. Dept. 69.6-24.20. "Boat" cut from blue glass,
polished, bottom flattened by grinding. Mid first century AD, from
Aquileia. Length is 17.7 cm.
The stone cutters "lapidari", using nearly the same methods, tools
and even designs can therefore be called the fathers of the glass cutters,
later known by the term "diatretarii".

According the Forbes, these tech-

niques must have been popular during Nero's time (54-68 AD).

Forbes also

tells us that:
about 100 AD, Martial calls this kind of cut glass
"diatreta", a latinized version of an Alexandrian
Greek expression, implying scooping and hollowing.
This glassware was available in Roman shops in Martial's time.

155
Martial

had bought a "cheap present of cut glasses for Flaccus in a shop in the
Circus Flaminus".

155.
156.

Forbes, o p . c i t . , p.176.
Martial, Epigrams X I I . 70 ( T r s l . Ker, W.C., Harvard Univ. Press,
Cambri dneinrTasr~"T?68.}
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g) Cameo Glass.

Cameo glass seems to be an appropriate subject at

this place in the paper, since the methods of making the raw material for
some cameo objects relate to the methods used for some mosaic glass objects.
This applies, of course, only for non-blown cameo glass objects.

Cameo

glass, according to Forbes, originated in Alexandria during the first Century
BC, and was a result of the high value placed on cameos cut from natural
157
stone.

If one cuts or grinds the darker layer of a multicoloured natural
stone like onyx or agate, one can expose the lighter parts of the stone in
order to sculpt intricate patterns and shapes.

The sequence of dark and

light layers can, of course, be reversed.

Gems and pendants made in this

technique were quite common in antiquity.

Often they represented portraits

or whole human figures.

Eisen states that in the first century BC, cameo cutting in hard
159
stone was partially rivaled by the carving of cameo glass.
To make
small cameo plaques for jewelery or decorative pieces to be inserted in
whole vessels one could have used stratified glass in the same way as stone
and used the conventional cutting methods to remove enough from the white
stratum used to expose the darker background.

Variations in the thickness

of the white stratum would allow the dark background to shine through, thus
providing a large variety of tones.
Eisen assumed that not only flat objects would be made from stratified "pad glass" but also that larger vessels were formed in this manner.
The

statement that the famous "Portland Vase" had been made from "pad glass"

has since been contradicted.

According to Harden, the Portland Vase belongs
i fin
to the group of blown vessels.
One must also recognize the fact that

the decoration of vessels was not always done in the same workshop as the
manufacturing of the raw form.

The distinction between the glass makers'

157.

Forbes, op.cit., p.178.

158.

Gregorietti, Guido, Jewelry Through The Ages, American Heritage, New
York, 1969, p.117.

159.

Eisen, op.cit., p.155.

160.

Harden,D., Masterpieces, p.49
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"vitriarii" and the glass cutters' "diatretarii" has been established in the
literature and gives reasons for the assumption that cameo glass might have
been manufactured by the glass makers and then was turned over to the glass
cutters who finished the objects.

161 Since the term "diatretarii" for the

glass cutters emerges only at the beginning of the second century AD, we can
reserve the further discussion of the glass cutting techniques, to be included in the description of second century technology.

Individual vessels that belong to the class of cameo glass objects
and the Diatreta or cage cups that are also the work of glass cutting workshops will be discussed in detail in the proper chronological and typological
context. (See pages 156-163

and Plate

65 ).

To illustrate the use of the cameo technique, we shall include a
photo of a fragment of cameo glass that represents not only the craftsmanship
but also the style of the early imperial period. (See Figure 142, below.}
FIGURE 142

The Corning Museum of Glass.
Cameo glass fragment. Early
Roman Empire.

161.

Forbes, op.cit., p.175.
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To illustrate a small vessel where that technique was used for elaborate
depiction of a mythological theme, the so called "Morgan Cup" from The
Corning Museum of Glass was chosen. (See Figure 143, below.)

FIGURE 143

The Corning Museum of Glass. 52.1.93. Cameo glass cup. Cased glass cup
white over blue. Roman Empire, first Century AD. Height is 6.2 cm. The
decoration depicts a mythological scene related to the worship of Priapus.

One famous form of decoration by glass cutting that was practised
during the first Century AD, is the "cameo cutting" on the surface of blown
vessels.

Perhaps the best known vessel in cameo technique is the Portland

Vase, now in the British Museum

(see Figure 144, page 151). Like many

others of its kind it cannot be dated by archaeological evidence since it
came to its place via the hands of collectors and art dealers.

Its archaeo-

logical provenance can only be reconstructed by comparison with objects of
comparable style and workmanship.
The Portland Vase was acquired abroad by Sir William Hamilton and
came into the possession of the Portland family who placed it in the British
Museum.

In 1848, a museum visitor, for some unknown reason, smashed the

vessel into a heap of small shards. The beautiful piece shows only little
weathering and was well preserved before the unfortunate incident.

It was

151

Painstakingly restored and a cameo plaque that had been its base was removed.
It is now believed that it originally had the common amphora shape (with a
peak

at the bottom) and was already modified in its previous history in

which process someone placed the round cameo plaque into its lower end, thus
forming a flat base. The base is now shown separately from the vase but in
the same show case.

(See Figure 144 below).

mythological figures depicted

The interpretation of the

has been subject to some argument.

In Harden's

description they are named Oceanus, Thetis, Peleus, Doris, the mother of Thetis
or Tethys her grandmother. The bearded figure could represent either Nereus,
the husband of Doris, or Oceanus, the husband of Tethys; the two remaining
figures have been interpreted as Aphrodite and Aphrodite's husband Ares. Eros
with his bow (Cupid) is seen above the branches of the tree.
Figures 145 A,B,C,D,E on pages 153,154 and 155.)
FIGURE 144

162.

Harden, D.B., Masterpieces, p.49.

163.

Ibid., p.50.
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(See also
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Without concerning ourselves further with the interpretation of the
mythical figures, we shall continue by pointing out the extraordinary fine
craftsmanship of the cameo work, particularly

the fine shading, achieved by

subtle control of the thickness of the white stratum that allows just the
right tone of dark glass to show through.

Anatomic accuracy and careful

depiction of the folds of the textiles are also remarkable.
Many cameo vessels depict scenes of mythology and their style of
decoration is taken from the style of mythological wall or vase painting, a
style that was not changed too frequently but remianed conservative for traditional reasons. Eisen states that the Portland Vase was molded from " pad164
glass ".
This statement has been contradicted by Harden who, in his
book Masterpieces of Glass, describes it as "blown" and puts it in the
165
category of "moldblown" vessels.
As we have already mentioned in the context of Brill 's examination of
the Agora Plate (see page 59 ) 9 the speculation on whether a piece of glass was
molded or blown is now decided by observing the minute

gas bubbles that

can be found included in most antique glass objects. When a glass object is
formed in a rigid mold and takes its shape gradually, as the glass melts and
fills the form, bubbles in the glass remain in spherical shape. A gather of
glass, handled on the blow pipe or pontil rod, is stretched or compressed in
such a way that the bubbles included in the glass become elongated or flattened.

As the glass hardens they have no time to regain spherical form.

Harden mentions this fact in the description of the Portland Vase to prove
its form of manufacture .
In the description of the manufacturing process of the Portland Vase
a few other factors are mentioned by Harden.
Blown handles, attached to white glass at shoulder, to blue
glass at neck, with no junction visible at upper point. Grooved
treatment of drapery rocks suggest use of wheel, which is confirmed by depressions and marks of grinding round profiles of
164.

Eisen, op.cit., p.156.

165.

Harden, D.B., Masterpieces, pp.49-51.

166.

Ibid. , p. 49.
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figures, inside neck and by handles; clear marks of rotary
grinding on whole of inner surface of vessel. Elongated
facet shaped depression (matched by a bump on the interior)
approximately 3.0 cm above the carination, 3.0 cm right of
the handle and above the figure of Peleus, suggests use of
grinding wheel to remove a flaw and perhaps indicates how
far up the shoulder the white case came.
167

As we can see from the measurements of the Portland Vase (as quoted in Figure 144) the vase is very thin in its wall, varying from 0.3 cm to even 0.1
cm.

This suggests also a glass blowing process more than a casting or mold-

ing over a form.

Harden suggests the blowing to have been done in a mold,

rather than free, since the bubbles are elongated vertically, rather than
horizontally.
it Wi'll

Since the Portland Vase seems to be of great significance,

be discussed in more detail.

FIGURE 145A

167.

Harden, D.B., Masterpieces, p.49.

168.

Ibid.
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The manufacture of luxury objects like the Portland Vase was made
possible not only by a sophisticated technology and superb craftsmanship
but also by the economic and social circumstances.

Rome had obtained con-

siderable wealth and stability during the reign of Augustus and a society
of idle rich noblemen emerged during the first Century AD.

These people,

outdoing their peers with luxurious banquets and precious gifts, were the
willing purchasers of expensive crystal, silverplate and fancy cutglass.
The poet Martial describes some of these facts in his Epigrams, not without
some rather acid personal remarks about his society.

Nevertheless his

descriptions provide us with literary proof of the use of luxury glassware
169
and its presence in the shops of Rome.
FIGURE 145 B, C

(Details of The

Portland Vase)

169.

C

For descriptions of social life see Martial, op- c\\\
For mention of glass as a material see XII,74 (crystal glass brought
by fleet from the Nile and cheap cups for breaking, VII,72 (glass
chess figures) VIII, 77 (table crystal), XII,70 (Diatreta), XIV,96
(vatinian cup - long spouted glassware), XIV, 115 (glass artist can
ruin his work wishing to make additions,)
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FIGURE 145 D,E (Details of The
Portland Vase)
D

,(]

)

E

Finishing of Glass Objects by Abrasive Techniques and Other

Methods in The Second Century AD and Later.

The peak of power and territor-

ial expansion of the Roman Empire in the second century AD finds its reflection also in the expansion of the glass industry.

While the production of

luxury glass continued, the amounts of mass produced utility glass increased.
Flourishing glass centers included, besides the oldest established ones in
Syria and Alexandria, some places in upper Italy, especially Aquileia and the
centers along the River Rhine.
Cologne, a glass center since the second half of the first century,
increased its production and found its own style with the printed patterns
and the coloured thread decoration.
interwoven handles, so typical

A glass house near Mainz created the

of its wares.

Franchised manufacturing of

certain types began here. A very practical mass produced container known
under the name "Frontinus Bottle" became popular especially in the western
Roman world, (cf. Plate 123.)
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According to Painter, glass blowers in Egypt did not adopt the
cheap mass production techniques of moldblowing until sometime in the second century.

Factories in Gallia and Belgica though were in full pro-

duction at the end of the second century AD.

There was still an exchange

of information and influencing of styles between the glass centers of the
east and west as the parallel development of the claw beaker and great similarities of snake thread wares show.

Surface decoration by engraving seems

to have increased in certain areas. Painter mentions a "school" of colourless
bowls with mythological and "genre scenes" where the abrasive techniques are
assisted by a "diamond point engraving" technique.

Unguent bottles and prismatic bottles were manufactured with an increasing number of stamps or identification marks on the bottom.

Jennifer

Price speculates that a large number of small perfume or medicine bottles
bearing the stamp AVG on the bottom are the product of one workshop, the
AVG indicating the maker while other stamps might have indicated a franchise
171
referring to the contents or even a monopoly or tax mark.

i) Diatreta.

An upward economical trend furthered the production of

more glass in the northern areas.

High quality, thin walled Aquileia glass

was on the decline and the local shops manufactured less
spectacular utility
172
glass.
*
(I feel that this development would contradict the speculations
that Aquileia was the birthplace of some of the famous large glasses).

170.

Painter, K.S. in Harden, D.B., Masterpieces, p.37.

171.

Price, Jennifer, "Roman Unguent Bottles from Rio Tinto (Huelva) in
Spain", J.G.S. XIX, 1977, pp.30-39.
For moldblown bottles with stamps see also: Alarcao, Jorge, "De
Bouteilles Carrees A Fond Decore Du Portugal Romain", J.G.S. XVII,
1975, pp.47-53; and
Char!esworth, Dorothy, "Roman Square Bottles", J.G.S. VIX. 1967, pp.129131.

172.

Calvi, op.cit., p.20.
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Aquileia's glass industry must have been active enough, as some literary
evidence proves. The writer Ulpian, living at the time of Alexander Serverus (222-235 AD) writes about a dispute in Aquileia:
If you have sent up a cup to be made into a diatretum, if
breakage is the result of incompetence on the cutter's part,
the cutter will be liable for damage; but if the breakage
was not due to incompetence, but to the presence of flaws in
the material, the cutter may be exonerated; and for this
reason craftsmen, when they receive such material (ie. blanks),
are usually in the habit of coming to an agreement not to undertake the work on their own risk; a circumstance which invalidates action for damages, particularly at Aquileia.
173
Anyone familiar with glass can see the problem of liability for
blanks.

The problems of inadequate annealing would result in breaking of

vessels in the hands of the cutter, but only too easily could one wrong
move of the crastsman lead to the same result and, after the vessel was
broken, who could clearly establish a cause?

The glassworker uses the

term "blank" for the unfinished object that has been manufactured to be
decorated.

Because of the risk of damage, usually a number of equal blanks

were made before the finishing and decoration was begun. If a vessel broke, the
worker could take another blank and start all over.
While the workshops of the Diatretarii may have handled any glass
object to be finished or decorated by cutting and grinding, the term "Diatretum" was more readily applied to a kind of vessel that is different from
cameo glass and glassware decorated by incisions only.
Today we understand that the

term Diatreta stands for a group of

vessels that have elaborate, often free-standing decorations on their surface.

In many instances, the decorations surround the vessel like a cage
174
"cage cups".
(See Figures 146 and 147 on page 158 below.)

173.

174.

Ulpian, Digest IX, 2, pp.26-29.
See also: Martial, XIV, CXV, "Ah how often has the artist, in wishing
to make additions, ruined his work!"
Schafer, F. (I) and Zecehin, L. (II), "Two Pragmatic Views on Vasa
Diatreta", J.G.S. X, 1968, pp.176-179.
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Museum For Antiquities In
Munich. The Munich Diatretum.
Late third or fourth century
AD. Height of approximately
10.0 cm. (cf. Plate65.)

Romisch ~ GermanischesMuseum
Cologne. 60.1. The Cologne
Diatretum from the fourth
century AD. Height is 12.1
cm.
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While the characteristics of cameo

glass derive

from the effect

of cutting the layers to allow various colours to emerge and form the design, many diatreta are cut from monochrome glass blanks.

Sometimes the

blank shows a number of colours but these are included in the blank in such
a way as not to give the characteristic cameo effect but just show colour
through the whole

thickness of the vessel.

The method of manufacturing the

blanks for diatreta is not always the same, but Harden states that the three
coloured Diatretum from Cologne was cut from a cast blank.

175

This is

especially interesting becase it also proves that casting of vessels was
practised as long as the first half of the fourth Century AD to which this
vessel is attributed.

Eisen gives a description of a diatreta vessel that was known at the
1 7fi

time of his writing.

He mentions parallels of the so-called "open work"

(opus interrasile) in clay and terracotta work as well as on metal beakers of
gold, favoured by the Ptolemies.

Today as well, one must make a distinction

between "diatreta vera", vessels where the free standing design has been cut
out of the material of the cup itself, by removing glass between the cup and
the cage, and vessels where a design out of glass thread has been applied
later to form a cage around an already existing vessel.

(See for example

The Corning Museum of Glass, 66.1.267, "Dish Cantharos" in Figure 148 below.
FIGURE 148

The Corning Museum of Glass.
66.1.267. Dish Cantharos,
third to fourth century AD,
probably Rhineland. Height:
13.5 cm.

175.

Harden, D.B., Ancient Glass II, p. 57 Plate VIII. (See also
page 43 f above,for discussion of casting.)

176.

Eisen, op.cit., pp.455-459.

177.

Fremersdorf, F. "Romische

Glaser, p,65

)
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D.B. Harden and J. Toynbee have listed the known diatreta and
divided the thirty-six vessels into two groups: seventeen with figured
representations and nineteen without figures but, of course, with net178
work and inscriptions.
Perhaps the best known examples are the glasses dated from the
third century, often called the "Begram Group"and the group related to
the Cologne diatretum dated from the beginning of the 4th century.

The

term "Begram Group" applied to a group of vessels that are related in
appearance to the vessel found near Begram, Afghanistan.

Figure 149

below is a drawing of this "Begram" diatretum, now in the Museum of
Khabul, Afghanistan.
FIGURE 149

Drawing of the "Begram"
diatretum now in the Museum of
Khabul, Afghanistan. Second
century AD, Height is approx.
19.0 cm, from Begram, Afghanistan.

This vessels displays a sculpture of the Sea God Poseidon, standing on the
179
Pharos of Alexandria.

178.

Harden, D.B., and Toynbee, J., "The Rothschild Lycurgus Cup",
Archaeoloqia XCVII, 1959, pp.179-212;
Weinberg-Davidson, G., "Vasa Diatreta in Greece", J.G.S.XII ,1970,pp.47-55.

179.

Smith, R.W.,"History Revealed In Ancient Glass", National Geographic,
Vol.126,No.3, Sept. 1964, p.353 ff.

Ray Winfield Smith concludes from modern analytical research that this vessel , despite the Alexandrian motif, originated in the upper Euphrates Valley,
This would constitute a link between the ancient Mesopotamian workers, some
of the Persian glass art and later Sassanian and Islamic work.
Another vessel with figured decoration is the large bucket shaped
vessel in the Treasury of St. Mark
below.

in Venice, illustrated in Figure 150

Besides the familiar network in the style of the Cologne group

vessels, the St. Marks vessel shows a rider on horseback.
FIGURE 150

Sketch
Tresor
Fourth
height

of
di
to
is

a Diatretum from the
St. Marco, Venice.
fifth century AD. Its
26.5 cm.

The group of vessels to which our two examples from Cologne and
Munich belong

is characterized by the fine network and inscription wish-

ing happy drinking - for example "Bibe et vivas multis annis" (Drink
and may you live many years!)
While the Munich Diatretum is of good quality clear glass of a
slightly yellowish tinge, the one in Cologne shows a red inscription,
yellow and green sections on the lower half and a clear background.

The

Cologne Diatretum is a fairly recent discovery and was found in the City
in 1960 in a grave together with nine other glasses. (See Figures 146
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and 147 on page 158.)

The Lycurgus Cup i n the B r i t i s h Museum formerly i n

the possession of the Rothschild f a m i l y , d i f f e r s from the previouslymentioned
examples mainly because of the unusual colour of the glass which is l i g h t
pea-green when seen i n normal l i g h t , but appears wine red when the l i g h t f a l l s
through the g l a s s . (See Figure 151 A,B b e l o w . )
FIGURE 151

The British Museum. Lycurgus Cup (front and side view). Fourth century
AD. Probably upper Italy in the Roman Empire. Height is 16.5 cm.

The original rim and base of the vessel had been destroyed and replaced by
metal work.

The cup displays the mythological legend of the death of Lycur-

us who was strangled by a vine after he got into an argument with the maenad
Ambrosia.

The Diatreta represent a late highlight of glass craftsmanship

shortly before the final decline of the empire.

Places of origin are not

pinpointed, but Smith assumes a Near Eastern location for the Begram group
180
and a southwestern European location for the Cologne types.
180.

Smith, op.cit., p.356,

The Diatreta have always been of special interest for collectors
and students of glass technology because of their delicate craftsmanship
and speculations were made about the number of work hours that went into
making one of these masterpieces.
A talented young glass artist, Fritz W. Schafer, has attempted to
make diatreta glasses, with modern tools but still following the ancient
model.

In 1962, while still a student at the Academy of Arts in Munich,

he proved that a full scale copy of the "Daruvar" diatretum, now in the
Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, could be made by the use of grinding
equipment.

As Mr. Schafer himself reports

Experiments were made with the most modern devices, (a)
to reduce the danger of breakage and (b) to speed up the
work. The author found to his surprise that none of these
methods reduced the danger of fracture, nor did they result
in a significant shortening of the time necessary to complete
the work.
181
Mr. Schafer has since then produced more copies of diatreta, one copy of
the Munich Diatretum is in the possession of The Corning Museum of Glass.
Experiments of the same nature were carried out in 1963 by Messrs.
Barbini and Fuga in Murano.

The experiments confirmed the observations made

by Dr. Robert Brill when examining the manufacturing methods of diatreta
182
by microscope.

181.
182.

Schafer, F.W., and Zecchin, L. op.cit., pp.176-179.
Brill, R. H., J.G.S. Vol VI, 1964, pp.56-58.
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j)

Incised Or Engraved Surface Decorations. Not as deeply incised

as the diatret glass were a number of vessels that show simple or more intricate designs on their surface that were applied by a fine cutting wheel.
These objects, mostly bowls and cups that date from the second to the fourth
century AD, were located in the Rhineland or adjacent northern provinces of
the Roman Empire. (See Figure 152, below for an example of this style of decoration.)
Figure 152

The Corning Museum of Glass. A hemispherical bowl, probably
from the Rhineland (third to fourth century AD). This bowl
illustrates the style of incised decoration consisting of a
number of parallel linear cuts forming ornaments and figures.
Fremersdorf has described the techniques and various styles of these decorations in an elaborate

volume published in 1951. He argues that the origin

of most of these vessels should be a workshop in the Rhineland, perhaps in
Cologne.

183.

183

Fremersdorf, F. ,°Figurlich geschliffene Glaser,' Band 19, RomischGermanische Forstiungen. Walter de Gruyter Co., Berlin, 1951, p.8ff.

Without discussing Fremersdorf*s statements, one should at this
point only list his classification of the techniques and styles in order of
their chronological appearance.

The first group

of objects shows decor

elements that are scratched into the surface of the glass with a hard styluswhich Fremersdorf assumes to be a piece of flint.
200 AD.

These are dated around

The next group, dated from the middle to the late third century AD,

are decorated with pictures of figures and whole scenes of mythological content.

The technique is the skillful use of the cutting wheel.

Fairly deep

incisions form soft intaglio reliefs with fine shading and realistic depiction of human features.

At the same time a number of vessels were decorated

by the same technique but with strictly geometrical patterns of repeated
facets of oval or prismatic shapes, (cf. Plates 95, 6 0 ) . Towards the fourth
Century AD the images of figures seem to disappear to give way to simpler
and less carefully executed designs of geometrical nature, mostly patterns
184
of shallow facets.
Some of the figures are depicted by parallel incisions in a linear
application while some others show complete details and v/ell rounded features
engraved into the glass. A number of objects from the British Museum are
185
described in detail by Harden.

184.

Fremersdorf, F.,'Figurlich geschliffene Glaser, p.25.

185.

Harden, D.B., Masterpieces, pp.71-80.;
Harden, D.B.,nThe Wint Hill Hunting Bowl and Related Glasses, "
J.G.S. II, 1960, pp.44-81.
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k)

Grinding of Glass For Optical Purposes.

In connection with the

work of the diatretii, one should investigate whether the Romans used lenses
for optical purposes.

Plinius once mentioned that a globe, filled with water
186
could act like a burning glass.
Aristotle and Theophrastus knew about
187
the function of burning glass to set things on fire.
' Forbes quotes a
passage from Aristophanes' Clouds:

Stepsiades: You have seen at the drjggist's that fine
transparent stone with which fires are
kindled?
Socrates:

You mean glass?

Stepsiades: Just so.
Socrates:

Well, what will you do with that?

Stepsiades: When a summons is sent me I will take this
stone and placing myself in the sun, I will
at a distance melt all the writings of the
summons.

188.

From the above quoted lines and some museum objects, Forbes concludes that
the Romans knew glass mirrors and magnifying glasses, but that they did not
189
used spectacles in a modern sense,

l)

Painting And Enamel Techniques.

Only a small number of glass

objects, now preserved in collections, allow us to study this form of decoration.

Some objects may have lost their surface decoration, during the aginn

process that destroyed the uppermost surface layer of the object.

Some paint-

ed decorations are damaged but still are visible in some places.

One painted cup

from the first century AD in the British Museum

(G.R. Dept. 1905.11.7.2) is worthy of mention.

This

cup ( Plate 38

in our

typology) shows the remainder of the design, a duck and some flowers and a
decorative star at the bottom.
A

n

The colours of the enamel paint are red,

190

brown and yellow.
186. Pliny, op.cit,, 36.1999.
187.

Theophrastus, De Igne, p. 73.

188.

Aristophanes, Nub, p. 766.(as found in Forbes, op.cit., p.189)

189.

Forbes, op.cit., pp.189-190.

190.

Harden, Masterpieces, p.57,No.68.
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In the same collection is a bowl with a pointed lid (G.R. Dept. 88.11-12.2)
from the second century AD.

Two other glass objects with colourfully

painted surface decoration, the "Daphne Jug" and the "Paris Plate", so
named because of the mythological legends depicted on their surface, are
also in The Corning Museum of Glass.

(See Figures 153 and 154 on page 168.)

Eisen describes the techniques as earth colours, secured with some
form of varnish or real enamels, glass powders that could be fused into the
191
surface of the vessels.
A painted cup of light green glass with yellow
decoration, dated from the first century AD, is in the Oppenheim Collection
192
(Inv. No.2671).
Fairly recently, (in 1978), The Corning Museum of Glass
acquired a bottle with a nearly spherical body and a straight neck.

This

bottle (78.1.1) is blown from transparent greenish glass and shows in enamel
work with some gilt highlights

a pictorial description of the mythological

contest between Apollo and Marsyas.
AD, its provenance the Roman Empire.
193
in Bonn.

It is dated from the late third century
A related bottle is in the Landesmuseum

To distinguish between enamel and paint process, one should remember that the colours on the surface of an enameled object are fused by heat
into the surface of the glass.

191.

Eisen, op.cit., p.411.

192.

Von Saldern, Glaser der Antike, p.140.

193.

"Recent Acquisitions", J.G.S. XXI, 1979, p.119,
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FIGURE 153

The Corning Museum of Glass.
('55.1.86) _
*"
"
~
The Daphne Ewer-cold painted
and gilded. From Roman Empire
possibly Syria about the late
second-early third century AD.
Height is 22.2 cm Almost
opaque white, blown, gilded
enamel painted with four figures from the Daphne rnyth. The
figures are inscribed with their
names: Pothos, Phoebus, Daphne
and Ladon; around the neck the
inscription "grace" inOreek
letters.

FIGURE 154

The Corning Museum of Glass.
Plate painted on the reverse,
Scene depicting the judgement
of Paris. Roman Empire, possibly Syria, Antioch about 250350 AD. Diameter is 21.0 cm.

n) Gold-Sandwich Glass.

The Emperor Constantine, with the Edict

of Milan (313 AD), granted total freedom of religion within the Empire.
While use of glassware in Christian ritual may have been practised before
Constantine, the early fourth century is also significant for an increased
number of glass artifacts, decorated with Christian as well as some Jewish
194
symbols.
As a coincidence, it should be mentioned that Constantine
also abolished the taxes on glass manufacture that had been in force for
quite a while. There are two groups of artifacts that are closely connected
with early Christianity, one of which is gold-sandwich glass; the other one,
moldblown pilgrim vessels with religious symbols,will be mentioned later.
Embedded in the concrete that closed Christian graves in the Catacombs were many round glass plates, obviously bottoms of glass vessels
(Italian: "Fondi di oro") that showed motifs from the Mew and Old Testament
in gold leaf incised sgraffiti,or

sometimes painted in gold paint.

The

gold design on glass was in most cases covered with another clear piece of
glass.

(See Figure 155 on page 170.)
The inclusion of gold leaf between glass was practised already in

ancient times; e.g. the gold-sandwich glass bowls from the Canosa Treasure
(see page 52 above).

Gold-sandwich glass of the third and fourth century

was a new form of decorative glass using this old technique. There are also
gold-sandwich glass plaques that are only protected by a layer of varnish
196
over the design.
Many of these designs depict events from the New Testament*, sometimes Old Testament motifs can be seen that show the close relationship between Christian and Jewish traditions.

There are,however,also some gold-

sandwich glasses that show pagan mythological figures or the pictures of
1Q7

gladiators (the British Museum, 98.7-19.2)

194.
195.
196.

Forbes, op.cit., p.174.
Schuler, Irmgard, "A Note on Jewish Gold Glass", J.G.S. VIII, 1966,
pp.48-61.
Eisen, op.cit., pp.550-581.

197.

Harden, Masterpieces, p.69, No.90
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FIGURE 155

The Corning Museum of Glass, "Fondo di Oro". Goldsandwich glass bottom. Probably Rome, fourth century
AD. Diameter is 9.6 cm.

Most of these gold-sandwich glass designs were of modest size (between 3.0
and 5.0 cm diameter).

They seem to have been embedded in the bottom of

bowls, located in the circular space that is enclosed by the base ring of
the bowl.

Since most of these gold-sandwich glass objects were found in

the walls of the Catacombs, and the glass of the bowl appears to have been
broken away deliberately, we have no clear understanding what the purpose
198
of the bowls was when they were still intact.
Eisen assumes that the
vessels had been used for some cultic libation during the lifetime of the
owner and that they were broken at the time of his death and enclosed in the
cover of the burial to fend off unwelcome spirits. A few undamaged bowls
with gold design have been found, but they were always included in the enclosed portion of the grave and not visible from the outside.

Eisen concludes

from this fact that the vessels were broken to make them unusable for grave
199
robbers, once they had been embedded into the concrete.

198.

Ibid., p.40, 67ff.

199.

Eisen, op.cit., p.568.
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To make the goldleaf sgraffiti, the worker pasted a piece of thin
goldleaf on the bottom of a bowl (most of the pictures have a diameter of
3.0 to 5.0 cm) and scraped the design into the leaf with a stylus or needle,
letting the clear glass show through.
blown to cover the goldleaf picture.

A second bubble of glass was then
The specimens that were painted with

powdered gold, enamel, and earth colours were then protected by a clear
varnish.

Eisen attributes the painted and varnished types to the workshops
,
, , 200
u
in the nRhineland,

Sometimes little medallions were made separately and attached in
larger numbers to the surface of a larger vessel as was done on the famous
St. Severin Bowl, fragments of which are now in the British Museum.

Eisen

points out that similar techniques could have been applied to make goldleaf
tesserae for mosaics or tiles for other decorative purpose.(See Figure 156
below.)
FIGURE 156

The British Museum. Fragments of the St. Severin Bowl in greenish transparent glass with gold-sandwich glass medallions fused into the surface.
Probably Rhineland from the third to fourth century AD.

200.

Ibid.
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6.)

Mass Produced Glass Objects.

a)

Utility Glass.

Besides the selected pieces of luxury glass that

were the cherished possession of rich Romans and are now conversation pieces
in various collections, there was an ever increasing mass production of cheap
utility glass that started with the second century AD.

The use of the glass

blower's pipe and simple molds allowed the production of glass vessels for
daily household use that were cheaper than metal vessels.

Often the shapes

were a deliberate imitation of popular metal forms. An abundance of containers for perfumes, medicines and spices were manufactured, cheap cups and
bowls were used as tableware and larger bottles were used to ship the popular spicy fish sauces and other liquids. (See Figure 133 above on page 137.)
Some forms were produced by workshops in various places in the
Empire yet the shapes do not always allow the tracing of the manufacturing
site's geographical location. The colours and quality of the glass batches
can sometimes provide clues to their place of origin. The typology pages
in Chapter III will provide the reader with some more detailed information
on some common forms of utility vessels (cf. for example "Roman Square
Bottles" on Plates 117 and 122).
Besides vessels of all types and uses, perfume dippers, spoons,
strigils, funnels and other utilitarian tools were manufactured from glass.
(See Figure 157 below).

Sometimes though the use of these tools can not be

determined.
b) Game Pieces. Various forms of game pieces like primitive
chess figures were formed from glass. A peculiar form are the so called
"knuckle bones" - actual imitations of small bone pieces. Several of these
game pieces can be seen in the Metropolitan Museum of New York. ("cf. Plate
175.)
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FIGURE 157

The Metropolitan Museum of New York. Glass spoon and strigil (scraper
to remove oil from the body)! Third to fourth tentun/ AD from the Roman
Empire, (cf. Plates 178and 179.)
c) Beads And Amulets. An abundance of beads and pendants were
produced and made their way as trade objects all over the Roman Empire and,
of course,other countries. These objects were made by winding glass around a thin rod or by pressing blobs of hot glass into simple molds.
Some beads were made from cane, showing a number of brilliant colours.
With regard to the format of this paper, the author has chosen not to
discuss the large field of beads and pendants in detail. The reader may
be reminded, however, about the glass molded plaques, the "phalerae",
which were shown above in Figure 65 on page 78.
d

) Window Glass. The term "specularia "

refers to transparent

plates inserted into windows. These might not necessarily be glass, as
some thin transparent stones were also used for this purpose.

Forbes des-

cribes the earliest glass window pane in the Forum of Pompeii as a small
1.3 cm thick round glass disc in a bronze frame; the frame could be turned
The building into which this pane fits is dated to 60 BC. He mentions the
2i

use of window panes in Herculaneum contemporary with their use in Pompeii.

201.

Forbes, op.cit., p.186.
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Douglas and Frank speculate that these early window panes were cast and
202
that blown window glass appears later.
Martial describes the use of
glass windows for a type of areenhouse, but uses the term "specularia
203
puros" which can mean glass.
Roman technology at the end of the first
Century AD should have been capable of producing limited quantities of
window panes. (See Figure 158 below and 159 on page 175.) There is no mention of metal backed window glass for use as a mirror before the early
third Century AD (220 AD) and Forbes

speculates that early Roman glass
204
mirrors were just pieces of black glass.
FIGURE 158

Science Museum of London - Kensington. Fragments of
Roman window glass from Britain. Second to third
century AD.

202.

Douglas and Frank, op.cit., p.133.

203.

Martial, Epigrams, VIII,Xiv.

204.

Forbes, op.cit., p.188:
Boon, George, "Roman Window Glass", J.G.S.VIII, 1966, p.45.
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FIGURE 159

The Museum Aquileia, Samples of round Roman window glass which
have been made on the blowpipe. Fourth and fifth century AD.

H.)

Geographical Distribution Of Glass Manufacture At The End Of The
Roman Empire.

The basic technology as already extensively described

did not change significantly during the third and fourth century AD.
of the existing glass centers continued to produce.

Most

Archaeological evidence

shows a flourishing glass manufacture in the vicinity of Mount Carmel at
Beth She'arim and at the other traditional places on the Palestinian coast.
The glass finds of Karanis in Egypt indicate a revival of glass making there,,
and even further south we can find evidence of a glass industry at Sedeinga
205
in the area of Kush.
Some glass ovens are documented in the area

of Kiev, where glass

making has been practised from the fourth to the eighth century AD.
While some local developments of new forms and methods will be discussed in
the typological context, a few facts should be mentioned here, as they were
important beyond the strictly typological aspect.

205. Leclant, J., "Glass From The Meriotic Necropolis of Sedeinga, Nubia",
J.G.S. XV, 1973, pp.52-68.
206. Abdurazakow, and Bezborodov, M.A., "Newly Excavated Glass Works In The
USSR", J.G.S. VIII, 1966, p.64.
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a) Glass Centers

In The Rhineland. The centers of glass manu-

facture around Cologne, Trier and Mainz, that were in operation since the
first century AD, continued to produce good quality glass. There seems to have
still been an exchange of expertise between the Syrian centers and the Rhineland.

The original bluegreen glass material is gradually replaced by more

colourless glass, obviously the result of technical improvements in the
beginning of the third century AD as in Figure 160 below.

FIGURE 160

The Corning Museum of Glass.
Vases from Rhineland workshops with some ribs.
fiany
similar pieces can be seen in
the Roman German Museum in
Cologne.

Around 250 AD real masterpieces of larger size and complicated
form were manufactured.

Mass produced articles were the prismatic and

hexagonal bottles (Mercury Bottles) that flourished at the turn between
the second and third century, moldblown articles like fruit shaped bottles,
and small animals which appeared after the middle of the second Century.
Trullae, buckets and barrel shaped vessels emerged, often richly decorated
by trailed decorations.

207.

207

(cf. Plates 56, 137, 167 .J

Fremersdorf, Vol. VI, pp.7-10 and Vol.V, pp8-ll
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Moldblown vessels were made i n t r a d i t i o n a l two-part molds, but
also preformed i n one-part molds before f u r t h e r i n f l a t i o n .
»

To achieve s o f t

ribs or some facet-shaped patterns as well as the characteristic spiral
formed ribs (Tordierung) on some vessels, open molds were used that are now
known by the term "optical molds". The glass maker inserted a soft gather
of glass into such a mold and removed it quickly to expand it by blowing.
The glass retained some of the surface pattern from the mold but the sharp
edges and lines became softer and less pronounced as the glass expanded.
This technique is still used by glass artists today and can be observed in
use in Murano near Venice. Another characteristic of the Rhineland workshop
was the masterful application of parallel threads to the vessel and the irregular patterns known as snake thread.
To allow the fine threads to attach themselves quickly and evenly
to a vessel, the glass worker might have turned the vessel on a lathe or
208
turntable while a helper held the gather, supplying the glass thread.
Starting in the third century, glass workers applied drops of coloured glass
to the surface of an object forming the so called "prunts" (German: "nuppen).
The turn between the third and the fourth century seems to be the time when
209
this form of decoration was most in fashion.
(cfm plate 153.)
According to Fremersdorf, these prunts werenot very common in the
east. Apparently, the influence of increased integration of Germanic tribesmen into the culture of the Roman settlement brought about the significant
change in taste and styles around the year 259/260 AD. 210 Fremersdorf states
that prunts on vessels of eastern origin were very small and thin, while their
size increased in the Rhineland and they would eventually be succeeded by the
applied dolphins and even later by the trunk-shaped extrusions that were common on the "trunk beakers" of the fourth and fifth Century. Towards the end
of Roman influence the elaborate Hellenistic shapes disappeared and a few simpler forms continued to be manufactured, providing a transition into the style
of the post Roman periods. This last period saw the introduction, or perhaps the revival, of the drinking horn, some conical beakers and the late small
and simple bowls, (See Figures 162 and 163 below on pages |#( ( \8Z )
208. Fremersdorf, Vol. V., p.8.
209. Fremersdorf, Vol. VII.,pp.7-8.
210. Ibid., p.10
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During the peak period of luxury glass making some vessels with
intricately cut decorations appeared in the Rhineland.

(See also above page

164 ) . The political unrest at the fall of the Roman Empire created the
conditions for the spread of the typical Rhineland techniques over a wider
geographical area. Glass manufacture is documented as far as Wilderspool in
211
Britain.
Some exchange of workers and technology may have taken place
between Aquileia at the northwestern Adriatic and the Rhineland workshops.
b) Dispersion Of The Rhineland Techniques And Smaller Migratory
Centers In The North.

While diversified glass production went on in the

western provinces of the Empire, not all the glass was produced in large and
famous workshops like the ones in Cologne and Mainz. An excavation on the
Swiss shore of the Rhine River has demonstrated the type of smaller workshop
that existed in the western provinces.

Theodora Tomasevic published a pre-

liminary report about her excavations in den Ausseren Reben, Kaiseraugst in
the Kanton Aargau, Switzerland.
small buildings.

She found a small furnace within a group of

The furnace was of cylindrical shape about 1 meter in di-

ameter and of very simple construction, made from clay and local fieldstones.
(Figure 161, page 179). Crucibles of flat shape and of about 20.0 cm diameter,
as well as glass pieces, slag and charcoal were found.

A further interesting

feature that the excavators found were some fragments of raw glass bars that
may have been imported raw materials that would have been melted and reworked.
The size of the furnace seems to indicate a small, temporary operation not likely very useful for production of raw glass from local sand and
lime, but rather supports the theory that it was used to melt imported raw
glass.

Glass could be reheated at 900°C, but for it to be made from sand

requires much higher temperatures.

The site and finds are tentatively dated

within the fourth century AD and the excavators came to the following conclusions: The glass furnace on the site was operated by a small group of glass
workers- perhaps a family.

211.

When the firewood ran out, the glass workers moved

Tomasevic, Theodora, "Ein Glasschmelzofen in den Ausseren Reben,
Kaiseraugst, A.G.", Regio Basiliensis XVIII/1, 1977.
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on to a new site, carrying all their tools with them.

This interesting report allows some insight into the migratory
nature of glass working as well as indicating a more primitive form of
work that might have existed in these parts of the world in these years
and even gives a clue how the traditional techniques may have survived
until the revival of glass making in Germany in later years.
FIGURE 161

Reconstruction of a small glass furnace, Roman Empire
fourth century AD. In den "Ausseren Reben, Switzerland.

212.

Ibid.
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The invasions of tribes from the north and northeast, together
with the decline of the Roman military power had affected the luxurious
life in the centers in Gaul and Germania.

The glassworks that survived,

perhaps on a small scale, changed their output to a more simple style during the fifth century AD.

The fine clear glass was replaced by more green-

ish and brownish colours, some blue continued to be made. According to
Harden, glass making ingredients did not really change up to the ninth or
tenth century, when the Roman style soda and lime glass could no longer be
made as supplies of alkali from Mediterranean sources were no longer availki

able.

213

Besides the already popular forms of the drinking horn and the
claw beakers, cone shaped beakers were manufactured, often with snake
threads or premolded spiral decorations.

Bell-shaped and bag-shaped beak-

ers with trailed decorations, the so-called pouch bottles and squat jars
emerged.

A cup that could easily be held in the palm of a hand was common

in Frankish tombs and also in Britain.

Many of these forms were found in

the counties of Kent and Essex. (See Figures 162 below and 163 on page 181.)

FIGURE 162

The British Museum.
Drinking horn found in Italy.
Late sixth or early seventh
century AD. Its length is
23.0 cm tip to rim.fcf. Plate
174.)

213,

Harden, Masterpieces, p,87;
Forbes, op.cit., p.197 (Frankish glass)

FIGURE 163

Typical forms of late German production.
Sketched after exhibits in The British
Museum by W.E. Nassau.

Generally speaking, one can say that most of the glass centers of
the Roman World survived in a smaller form, usually settling for glassware
of lower quality, but still using the established technology.

The tradition-

al Upper Italian centers like Aquileia might have been the basis for the
glass industry in Torcello as political turmoil forced the glass workers to
flee to the marshy islands and lagoons south of the coastline. Window glass,
made on the pipe in the crown glass method, was one of the last products to
214 /
come from Aquileia in the fifth century AD.
(See Figure 158 above,page
174.)
Purple and green disks of about 12.0 cm diameter were made by
gathering and blowing a thick spherical blob, opening it and twirling the
pipe to force the glass to expand by centrifugal force. These round window

214.

Calvi, op.cit., Tab.28.
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panes are similar to window panes from Jerash (fifth to sixth century AD)
215
as described by Harden.
The Upper Italian glass centers also had to
supply the colourful glass tesserae for the mosaics of the new churches,
like the ones in Ravenna.

Harden states his surprise

that no signi-

ficant glass production took place in the now well established city of Constantinople.

I believe that Harden comes to this conclusion because there

is to this day

no archaeoloqical evidence or written record of a qlass furnace
217
in that city.
While this development is already beyond the context of
this work, it may be mentioned briefly to provide a conclusion of the chapter
on Roman-Germanic glass.
c ) . Developments Of Glass Manufacture In The Eastern Centers In
The Late Roman Period.

The eastern workshops continued production of

utility glass, but the artistic refinement and quality of workmanship never
again reached the high level of the early Roman Empire.

Coloured glass with

some impurity and bubbles is quite common; brownish and green tones are more
common, but some amethyst colours and the old deep blue can also be found.
(See Figure 164 below.)
Figure 164

A block of glass in a cave
in Beth She'arim (Israel).
About fourth century AD.
This very large block of
bluish glass might have been
accumulated as a stock pile
of raw material for later use
or distribution to secondary
workshops, but no furnace was
found on the site.

215.

Harden, Ancient Glass III, Post Roman, p.82,

216.

Ibid., p.84 .

217.

Ibid., p.83.
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In that period the shapes included globular flasks with elongated, slightly
flared necks.

Sometimes glass threads were pulled from the walls of a spher-

ical bottle into its inner space, forming some strange networks inside. Decorations were rather crudely applied trails and pinched ribs.
Another common form in the eastern workshops was the elaborate
unguentuarium.

The original test tube-shaped unguentuarium was often pinched

and folded over to make double, triple, or multiple containers, all joined
together.

These unguentuaria were elaborately decorated by rather carelessly

applied threads of thick glass.

Elaborate networks of these threads surround

the vessels often ending in handles that are attached to even more elaborate
handles and loops, made in the same technique. (See Figure 165 below.)

FIGURE 165

The Toledo Museum of Art.
Loop handled folded unguentarium.
About 400 AD or
later. Its height is about
30.0 cm, (cf. Plate 163).
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The same techniques of exaggerated loop work and pincer work were used to
218
make basket-shaped bowls, often with elaborate handles.
Another form
that emerged in some variety from the eastern workshops was the glass lamp,
Harden differentiated between three varieties: a beaker, a bowl with a
stem attached to the bottom,and also a conical cup or bowl-shaped form
that could be hung on chains by the three attached handles.

Often these

lamps were decorated with prunts in green glass, similar to the prunts on
Rhineland glass, but not so elaborate. [See Figure 166 below.)
FIGURE 166

The Corning Museum of Glass.
Lamp, blown, wheel cut with
prunt decoration. Syro-Palestinian Coast. Fourth to
sixth century AD. Its height
is 20.0 cm. Ccf. Plate €>7-.)

Forbes

mentions that the word candela was used in Greek and

Latin, meaning a glass lamp. Prudentius refers to many large candelae
hanging in a church and Paulinus of Nola mentions "lamps with many glass
cups" and handles of glass "lucernae" being inserted in a hanging lamp.

219

218.

Harden, D., "Ancient Glass III, Post Roman", Arch. Journal, 128, 1971,p.81,

219.

Forbes, op.cit. , p.191.
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At this point one subject should be discussed briefly that belongs to the late Roman or Pre-Islamic period.

A considerable number of

flasks decorated with religious motifs have been found that are sometimes
called "late Roman".

These moldblown vessels show Old Testament symbols

like the Menorah (seven armed candle holder) or patterns that have been
interpreted as droplets of holy blood and similar symbols. (See Figure
167 below for an example of such a vessel.) These vessels that have been
attributed to the Sidonian coast because of their technique have been
220
discussed in great detail by Eisen.
Recently Prof. Dan Barag of the
Hebrew University published a study of these vessels that allows a new
?21
viewpoint on this subject.
He dates the vessels to the late fifth and
sixth century AD.
FIGURE 167

The British Museum.
Moldblown jug with religious
symbols. Fifth to sixth
century AD. Perhaps Sidonian Coast.

220.

Eisen, op.cit., pp.461-515.

221.

Baraq, Dan, "Glass Pilgrim Vessels From Jerusalem Parts I,II and III",
J.G.S. VOL.XII, 1970, pp.35-63 and VOL.XIII, 1971, pp.45-63.

Finally in the transition period to Islamic Art, we find

zoo-

morphic objects, often consisting of a blown bottle completely surrounded
by a network of crude glass threads that form

legs and body of an animal.

While these styles may be controversial from an aesthetic

viewpoint, they

sometimes resemble forms that can be easily achieved by lampwork rather than
conventional glory hole techniques.
whether lampwork was known at this

This fact raises again speculations on
time. (See above page 139).

By careful comparison between the dated vessels showing the
Christian symbols and the vessels with Jewish symbols that were similar in
glass, craftsmanship and the quality of the molds, Barag came to the conclusion that all these vessels belong to the sixth century.
dicts earlier assumptions by Eisen and others.

This contra-

The vessels were obviously

made as a form of souvenir to be filled with oil from the lamps in the
holy places in Jerusalem or perhaps water from the Jordan River and therefore made to be used by Christian and Jewish pilgrims. Just as the tourist
industry today caters to both denominations (and also the Moslems) the
buyer had the choice of symbols.
Eisen also describes a sort of miniature vessel or amulet dating
from the fourth and fifth century.

These vessels seem to be small replicas

of sacred vessels or depictions of a drop of holy blood and similar sacred
objects, made from coloured glass.
worn around the neck as an amulet.

These*miniatures were destined to be
222

It was felt that the above described vessels should be included,
despite their recent dating to a later period.

They seem to represent the

last important application of the wery popular Syrian molblowing technology
that started with the various fruit-shaped vessels and continued with the
glorious Ennion vessels.

222.

(See pages 127 to 132 above.)

Eisen, op.cit., pp.515-538.
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d) Egyptian Local Production In The Late Roman Period. Alexander
Severus (222-235 AD) taxed the glass workers. The Emperor Aurelian (270275 AD) imposed a tax on the Egyptian glass industy, no doubt to raise money,
but perhaps also to protect the glass workers in Rome and the western provinces
223
from the competition of cheap Egyptian mass produced glass.
Forbes states
based on Harden's reports:
At Karanis (on the north-east side of the Fayum) more glass
was found than at other Fayum sites such as Hawara, Ehnasya,
etc. together. As no glass furnaces or other incontrovertible
evidence of a local Karanidian glass industry was found it must
be assumed that the glass found at Karanis came from Alexandria...
... Later in the second century the Alexandrian glass workers
started "embossing" glass with stamps. From about 350 AD onwards they also produced molded glass weights which were \/ery
accurate and had the advantage that they could not easily be
cut or any material taken away without notice.
224
In the price list included in Emperor Diocletian's Edict, glass
225
from Egypt is called vitri alexandrini and glass from Judea vitri judaici.
There were differences in prices;

tableware from Alexandria was priced

at 30 denari per "Pondo", while tableware from Judea brought only 20 denari
per "Pondo".

Raw glass from both places of manufacture was priced equally

but was weighed in "Libra" instead of "Pondo". Window glass Specularia was
also weighed in "Libra".

This mass produced glass was used for tableware of a cheap kind
or as containers for perfumes and medicines or perhaps even some spices and
special foods. The abundance of unguentaria and balsamaria, usually of the
long necked candlestick-shaped kind, can still be seen on the shelves of
antique glass dealers today.

The glory and fame of early Alexandrian production dwindled out
in the fourth century.

K.S. Painter writes in Masterpieces of Glass that

west Syrian and Egyptian workshops adopted a simpler method of cut decoration,
imitating the fine facet cutting thatwas

used by earlier, more skilled workers^

223.

Forbes, op.cit., p.158.

224.

Ibid.

225.

Giacchero, M., Edictum Dioclentiani Et Co11eqarum,p.l70 and K.T.E.
J. Reynolds, "Diocletian's Edict of Maximum Prices", Journal of Roman
Studies 63, p.108.

The technique mentioned by Painter is an abrasive technique that scratched
a design into the surface of mass produced vessels, usually not as deep as
the carefully planned>evenly and deeply cut facets of the earlier workers.
Vessels of this kind were often of an olive green or light brown material
and the rough and unpolished abrasive technique left the decoration to
appear as a whitish design on the darker glass background.
The Egyptian tableware of this period is sometimes also called
"Coptic Glass".

Representing this style are oval dishes of not quite per-

fect form with roughly cut and folded rims and simple tooled bases. These
dishes are accompanied by some footed bowls that sometimes appear out of
proportion showing a heavy vessel on a small, often unsymrnetrically formed
foot. (See Figure 168 below.)
FIGURE 168

The Brooklyn Museum, New York. Stemmed
bowl from blown glass. Egypt, fourth
century AD»

226.
227.

Tomasevic, op.cit., p.250.
Harden, Masterpieces, p.39.
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e) Glass From The Meriotic Empire. An expedition, sponsored by
the University of Pisa explored some tombs at the site of West-Sedeinga in
the heart of Sudanese Nubia. This interesting site, perhaps on the outmost

border of the Roman sphere of influence, yielded some exciting glass

objects of rare beauty and excellent craftsmanship.

Besides some more

common types like a number of squat, long necked unguentaria, some gilded
flutes were found that are decorated with figures and animals based on
Egyptian tradition.
A powerful empire

was established on the middle course of the Nile

south of Egypt during the last centuries BC and the first four centuries AD.
The capital was Meroe, not far from the sixth cataract of the Nile.

Culture

and religion were influenced by Egyptian traditions and an elaborate funeral
cult was established.

The richly equipped tombs were the source of import-

ant artifacts depicting every

facet of life in the ancient city.

While a

lot of the artifacts, especially glass, had been lost to ruthless plundering
by tomb robbers in past centuries, enough vessels were found to establish the
fact that not all breakage could be blamed on the plunderers. Apparently the
228
vessels were broken in some form of religious ceremony.
Most of the vessels are now in the Khartoum Museum. A few reference glasses and the flute of blue glass, (Mo.W.T.8C13) have been donated
to the University of Pisa.

The form of the flutes is, by strange coincidence,

very much like some contemporary vessels from the Rhineland.

There are some

pieces with fine trailed decorations, almost perfectly clear and colourless.
A number of rings are cut into the surface and also several blue glasses have
elaborate polychrome and gilded painted decorations. While drawings of related
vessels will be provided in the typology section, a reduced size copy will
help at this point to illustrate the amazing objects. (See Figure 169 on
page

190.)

228.

Leclant, op.cit., pp.52-68.

FIGURE 169

Sketch of some typical forms of Sedeinga
flutes (one clear and one gold enameled).
Besides the typical Egyptian motifs, the glasses also bear the
acclamation "Drink and may you live" which, according to author J. Leclant,
was to become characteristic of the Christian belief in everlasting life and
be present on so many Catacombs of Rome. The author notes further that an
unusual form of spelling zmcen can only be found on one parallel, a vessel
229
from Cologne! "
Leclant strongly states that he can not see any connection with Christian rites and assumes the ceremonies in which the vessels
were broken to be pagan.
This remarkable achievement in glass art was found at the very
fringe of the Roman Empire and the place of manufacture is yet not clearly
established.

f) Sassanian Glass.
men had their home

was

Another area where remarkable glass crafts-

ancient Sassania.

These craftsmen inherited some of the Persian traditions.
229. Ibid, p.65.

Sassanian glass
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technology, especially glass cutting,may well be based on a long history of
fancy cutting, going back to the Achaemenid bowls, but it also continued
after the end of the Roman Empire into the period of Islamic culture.

The characteristic technology of the Sassanian glass results in
clear good quality glass, usually fairly heavily blown blanks,that are
decorated with geometrical patterns by sophisticated wheel cutting.
Figure 170 below).

(See

Often the whole surface of the vessels is covered by

concave facets, carefully cut and showing a fine,smooth but matte glass
finish.

FIGURE 170

The Corning Museum of Glass. Sassanian bowl, blown
and cut. Probably fourth to sixth century AD. Its
height is 8.3 cm.
The forms and techniques represented by the Sassanian glass were
also continued into the period of Islamic culture.

In an attached graphic

display an attempt was made to indicate chronological and geographical
distribution of some important types.

(See Figure 171, page 192).

A

simplified map may refresh the readers'concept of the geographical location
of the glass centers within the Roman Empire. (See Appendix A.)
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CHAPTER III

A CONCISE TYPOLOGY OF GLASS IN THE ROMAN EMPIRE

1.

Introductory Remarks.

A fundamental question in the preparation of a typology of
glass is how extensive and comprehensive the catalogue of objects should
be.

After a study of numerous specialized catalogues, an attempt was

made to establish a format and methodology for this chapter.
Isings1

Clasina
230
standard and important work could be useful as a model.

Simply to copy Isings1 well-established system would serve no useful
purpose.

The author has therefore attempted to classify all the glass

objects that he had an opportunity to see personally and, in most cases,
to also photograph.
The selected objects were compared with Isings1 forms, as
well as Eisen's, and Hayes1 observations.

D.B. Harden's publications

were consulted and some comments of museum curators on their own
exhibits were also included.

The author wished to include some objects

that are not mentioned in Isings' work and to eliminate some forms that
are so rare that the reader may never encounter them.

Despite their

rarity, some famous objects were included to allow the reader a
comparison between these much-published objects and related ones that
230.

Isings, C , Roman Glass From Dated Finds, Archaeologica Trajectina II,
Groningen, 1957.
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he or she may encounter.
Without actually designing a computer code, an attempt was
made to code the forms in accordance with some basic features that
they have in common.

The objects actually depicted and described which

were chosen as prototypes represent a good example of the typological
group.

Wherever it was possible the selection of the prototype was

based on the author's own observations.

The drawings, done by the

author, are the result of these observations.

In a very few cases

photographs of the objects were the basis of the study.

This may

explain some problems encountered when describing the inside and
thickness of the glass on some objects. Where exact measurements
could not be obtained, approximate sizes are given.
Where the chosen prototypes are not archaeologically dated
finds, but ones acquired on the antiquities market without documented
provenance, an archaeologically dated and documented specimen of the
same group will be listed.

Reference to Isings1 form numbers will

provide additional reference to the dating.

Some objects classified

as "related" may have no archaeological context.

2.

Explanation of Order and Code of the Plates.

The information on each typology plate is arranged in the following
order:
a)

Plate Numbers.

Plates are consecutively numbered.

Objects

within the same classification group (e.g. "bowls") are listed in chronological order of their dating but sometimes objects that are closely
related by appearance and manufacturing techniques are put together.
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b) The Plate Headline.

This is a written description of the

group of objects represented on this plate

(e.g. HEMISPHERICAL BOWL

WITH BASE).
c) The Typology Code.

This is an arbitrarily abbreviated

classification of the type, its manufacturing method, its surface
decoration, and the time period within which the majority of the
studied representatives of this group fall.
d)

Prototype Chosen.

This lists an actually existing object

that was arbitrarily chosen by the author to represent that group.
Listed are the following data related to the chosen prototype:
i) Museum or collection (in abbreviated or unabbreviated form),
ii) Date, based on curators' information,
iii) Size (when available).
e) The Drawing of the Object.

The drawing is followed by a

written description.
f)

Parallel Arch. Dated.

Documentation of the archaeological

dating of the prototype or a closely related object.

This is intended

to confirm the curator's dating given with the prototype.

In the exceptional

cases where the date given by the curator for the prototype differs
significantly from the dating of the quoted arch, dated parallel, will
the date for the parallel be listed.
g) Compare With.

A list of similar or related objects that

were studied by the author, their locations and registration numbers.
h)

Bibliography.

i)

Remarks,

A list of publications related to the object.

This section contains remarks by the author that

may supply additional information about the prototype or the objects
related to it.

j) Explanation of The Typology Code.

First Section: Capital

letters.
A

= Bowls

B

= Plates And Dishes

C

= Cups, Chalices, Goblets And Beakers

D

= Amphora Shaped Vessels

E

= Jugs, Pitchers And Other One Handled Vessels For Pouring

F

= Jars And Urns

G

= Bottles And Flasks

H

= Balsamaria And Unguentaria Of Other Than Bottle Form

I

= Other Containers

J

= Other Glass Objects

Second Section: Lower case letters. Manufacturing methods and techniques,
a

= coreformed

b

= molded, (not moldblown) pressed or cast

c

= blown into a mold

d

= blown (free) and tooled

mo

= mosaic glass (fused from particles)

ba

= band or ribbon glass

marb

= marble glass

diat

= diatret glass

Third Section: Lower case letters. Surface decoration or treatment.
fac

= facet cut

gil

= gilt

inc

= incised (wheel cut or engraved)

ind

= indented (by tooling or suction)

mot

= mottled or splashed on decor

pi

= plain surface (no special treatment)

pt

= painted or enamelled

rep
rib

= the object itself is representative (e.g. animal-shaped)
= ribbed

sn

= snake thread (threads applied non-parallel)

spec

= special form of decoration (other than the previously
mentioned)
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Fourth Section:

Capital letters. Date range of group.

the Century AD.

BC dates are marked BC.

Figures indicate

This range was set generously

to allow it to confirm the dates of the prototype and the parallels.
Sample Typology Code.
the following:

B/d/pl/1-3

indicates an object that is

dish, free blown and tooled,plain surface,
first to third century AD

k) Abbreviation Code For Museums And Collections.
BOS

= Boston Museum of Art

BM

= The British Museum

CMG

= The Corning Museum of Glass

HAAR = Museum Haaretz, Tel Aviv
LOFF = Loffler Collection, Koln, W. Germany
MET = The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
OPP

= Oppenlander

Collection, Waiblingen, w. Germany

RGM

= RQmisch-Germanisches Museum, Koln, Germany

ROM

= The Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto

TOL = The Toledo Museum of Art, Toledo, Ohio
Other museums and collections will be listed by their names.
1) A note about bibliographical references in the Typology Chapter
Chapter III. An abbreviated title reference is given where a publication is
used to document a dating of a prototype or archaeological ly dated parallel.
In the Bibliography column of a typology page the full title will be given
only the first time a work is quoted.
m) A Note about grouping of related vessels. After discussion
with the authors advisors it was decided to group vessels that have a close
relationship in technique and appearance together without regard to their
belonging to another category. For example:
jug of similar provenances.
objects.

The reader will

a moldblown flask and a moldblown
find it easy to associate these
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PLATE 1
PLAIN MOLDED BOWL (SLIGHTLY CONICAL, FLARING RIM)
TYPOLOGY CODE: A/b/inc/2-1 BC

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: ROM 750.157.28
Dated: Early first century BC
Height: 8.2 cm
Diameter: 14.9 cm

This bowl, probably from Syria or Palestine, was cast from translucent
green glass of good quality. Three deeply incised grooves decorate the
upper part of the inner surface. Two shallower grooves are near the
bottom. It is heavily weathered, has a thickened, slightly-flared rim,
and is intact.
Parallel arch, dated:
Compare with:

Tel Anafa 1-16 (Weinberq, J.G.S. XV, 1973, p.40,
also Weinberg, 1970, p.19, profiles 1-3,10, figs 1-5}
CMG 52.1.69
Cyprus Museum D1185,D1863
Newark 50.1865, 50.1866
MET 57.11.6
OPP 22622, 22619

Bibliography:

Weinberg, G. Davidson, "Notes on Glass from Upper Galilee",
J.G.S., XV, 1973, pp. 35-51.
Isings, C , "Roman Glass From Dated Finds',' Archaeologica
Trajectina II, Groningen, p.15, Form 1.
Hayes, J.W., Roman And Pre-Roman Glass In The Royal Ontario
Museum, A Catalogue, Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 1975,p.16.
Auth, S.H., Ancient Glass at The Newark Museum, Newark Museum
Newark, New Jersey, 1976, p.45, No. 33.
Goldstein, S.M., Pre-Roman And Early Roman Glass In The
Corning Museum of Glass, Corning,New York, 1979, p.138.

Remarks:

This bowl represents a large group of similar bowls that can
be dated from Hellenistic times into the early Roman period.
While this dating puts it a little early in our context of
Roman glass, the prototype seems
important as a predecessor
of the hemispherical bowls. Some of these bowls show traces
of wheel grinding and polishing on the inside. The outside
was smooth, perhaps fire polished (according to Hayes).
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PLATE 2
HEMISPHERICAL MOSAIC GLASS BOWL
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/mo/lBC-lAD

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM GR Dept.73.8.20.420
First Century BC
6.0 cm
12.7 cm

This bowl, from Vulci, Italy, is made of multicoloured mosaic glass, probably formed in a mold, finished by grinding on the inside, and fire polished
on the outside. The mosaic elements are pieces of cane which show yellow
spirals with white and blue centers, set in clear glass. Some square chips
of white, red and amber glass are inserted between the cane. The rim is
formed by a cane of white and blue twisted glass.
Parallel arch, dated:

Vienna Museum 1609 (Sunkovsky, R., Antike GTaserin
Carnuntum und Wien, Vienna, 1956, Fig. 15a).

Compare with:

BOS 93.144
BM GR Dept. 7-9.1.1
ROM 1950.157.164,
1950.157.26
OPP 246,248,244
TOL 67.10, 68.87

Bibliography:

Isings, op.cit., p.15, Form 1
Oliver, A. J.G.S. X, 1968, pp.48-49
Harden, D.B. et al, Masterpieces of Glass, The
British Museum, London, 1968, p.41
Hayes, o p . c i t . , DP.16-18, Nos. 40,41
Weinberg,1970, p.25,26
Goldstein, o p . c i t . , pp.178-179

Remarks:

Similarly formed bowls can be found in millefiori
patterns and also in reticello work. (See above
Figure 76 page 87 ) .

CMG 55.1.2, 61.1.21,66.1.235
Newark 50.1330
LOFF 170,66.1.235
RGM 36.92
MET 17.194.264

PLATE 3
SHALLOW MOSAIC GLASS BOWL

TYPOLOGY CODE: A/mo/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

CMG 55.1.80
Mid to late first
Century AD
3.5 cm
(Rim) 13.7 cm

Possibly from Alexandria, this bowl is formed from translucent emerald
green glass with opaque yellow and red cane sections. The rim is rounded.
Some canes are distorted and others are cracked. The surface of the bowl
is heavily pitted. The vessel is intact but shows a rough surface.
Parallel arch dated:

From Vindonissa No. 11 (Berger, Vindonissa, p.14,
PI. 1 ) .

Compare with:

CMG 55.1.81, 51.1.235, 61.1.219
BOS 99.440, 99.439

Bibliography:

Goldstein, op.cit., p.180
Von Saldern, A., Ancient Glass In The Museum Of
Fine Art, Boston, 1968, No.13a, 14.
Berger, L., Romische Glgser aus Vindonissa (Basel,
1960), p.19, PI. 2.23, 18.31 No. 23.

Remarks:

A bowl of nearly the same shape but closer in its
manufacturing technique to the bowl on Plate 4
is in the CMG (63.1.1). Dated to the late Hellenistic Period, it was made from translucent amber
glass. Within the context of the Roman Empire, the
flat mosaic bowls are more common.
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PLATE 4
SHALLOW MOLDED BOWL
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/b/inc/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 1950.157.159
First century AD
3.9 cm
15.1 cm

This plain shallow bowl is probably from Syria. I t was molded from
good q u a l i t y , l i g h t pale greenish-blue glass. The rim is rounded, the
wide and f l a t base shows a s l i g h t l y concave centre. One shallow groove
was wheel-cut at the inside near the rim; two others are about halfway
down, approximately 2.0 cm from the rim. The bowl was polished on the
inside. The vessel is i n t a c t , is iridescent and has some deposits on
the exterior.
Parallel arch, dated:

Tel Anafa (Weinberg, J.G.S., 1970, p.22-3, Fig.7)

Compare with:

Vindonissa No.10, Tab.l ( f o r deeper version)
TOL 23.450, 23.500, 23.501
Newark 50.1300 (in mosaic), 50.1326 (plain)
BM GR Dept. 36.2-0488:1960.1-1.3 (in mosaic)
CMG 55.1.80
LtfFF 248 and many pieces in various collections
OPP 230, 322, 324
Smith Collection 129-133

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.16
Weinberg, op.cit. p. 22/3, Fiq. 7
Isings, op.cit.,
Form 18>p.36 ff
Harden, Masterpieces, p.46
Harden, D.B., Roman Glass From Karanis, University
of Michigan Studies, Humanistic Series 41: Ann
Arbor, Michigan, 1936, pp.63-94
La Baume, P., Romische Kleinkunst, Sammlung Karl
Loffler, Wissenschaftljche Sammlungen des RbmischGermanischen Museums Koln,Band III, Cologne,
1971, Tab. 44.1,2.

Remarks:

The early examples were made often in mosaic or millefiori technique and also in plain glass. The form is also common in the
fourth century AD (See Isings Form 116) and was often found with
elaborate, cut decorations. It continues in more simple glass into
the post-Roman period. Later similar forms were blown^not molded.

PLATE 5
MOLDED RIBBED BOWL (SHALLOW)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/b/rib/ 1BC-1AD

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 1965.114.275
Late first century BC
5.0 cm
17.1 cm

The bowl, described by the museum as being from Cyprus, but possibly of
Syrian origin, was molded from translucent, light turquoise coloured glass.
The base is wide, slightly hollow and the sides are curved and flared towards the rim. Originally it had 65 ribs, but only 63 are preserved. A
fine thin wheel cut groove is on the inside of the rim. There are two fine
grooves on the inside of the bowl at its bottom and one small wheel cut
circle in the centre. The inside shows polishing marks. The vessel is
intact with the exception of the missing ribs. There is some slight pitting
on the outside and some lime deposits.
Parallel arch, dated:

Vindonissa No.31(23), (Berger, Vindonissa, p.19,
PI. 2.23).

Compare with:

TOL 23.511 and 23.672-674
Newark 50.1319, 50.1322
RGM 3535, 37.244, 34.444
LOFF Inv. No.50
OPP 256
CMG 55.1.52 (ribs go to the base) and 55.1.77 (like
the prototype)

Bibliography:

Hayes, o p . c i t . , pp.16-17,19
C a l v i , Die Roemischen Glaeser, Museum von
Aquileia, Tab.9/4 (ribs go deeper).
Fremersdorf, F., Vol. H I , Romisches Buntglas in
Koln. Die Denkmaler des rtmrischen Koln„ lCdln.1958,
p.22, PI. 16.
Isings, op.cit., Form 3c
Goldstein, op.cit., p.154, No. 329
Weinberg, 1970, p. 25,6
La Baume 5 Glas Per Antiken Welt I, PI.7, 23
Doppelfeld, 0., Rb'misches Und Frankisches Glas in
ICdln, Greven Verlag, Cologne, 1966, Tab.9 (top).
Sunkovsky, op.cit., Fig. 16a
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst. p.34, No.55.
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PLATE 6
MOLDED RIBBED BOWL,DEEP
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/b/rib/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

CMG 67.1.21
First century AD
9.5 cm
19.0 cm

This large bowl, molded or cast of translucent, deep blue glass was finished by
grinding and polishing on the inside and
around the rim. Two grooves were wheelcut on the inside, approximately 3.0 cm
from the bottom. The base is small and
the bottom slightly hollow.
Parallel arch, dated:

Tel Anafa various specimens, 35 and 36 (Weinberg,

Compare with:

Newark 50.1327, 50.1324, 50.1332
LtfFF 10 and 11
R0ML909.39, 2.909.2.8, 1.950.157.31
RGM 5946, 216
BM GR Dept.51.8-13.460
OPP 22616, 2694

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., pp.16,17,166,167, Fig.1,2
Isings, op.cit., p.19, Form 3b
Goldstein, op.cit.,p.154
Weinberg, op.cit., p. 25, 26, 44
Eisen, op.cit., pp.100,181,209
Berger, Vindonissa, pp.20-21

Remarks:

Some authors (Hayes, Harden) distinguish between the terms
"ribbed" and "pillar molded". There also seems to be a
variety of opinions on manufacturing methods. Bowls of similar form were later blown into forms and some authors seem
to put all of them into this category. Studies of the bubble
form and other technical characteristics should allow more
information on this. (See La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.
25). The form of the ribs varies slightly. Sometimes they
are arranged in a sideways twisted position, perhaps to allow
easier removal from the mold. Some bowls are more shallow
than others and show shorter ribs. (See Plate 5.) The
term "Lotus Bowl" is also used by some authors, comparing
the form of the bowls with a lotus flower. Eisen calls this
type "patera" cup. It is very important not to confuse
these forms with the moldblown, almost spherical form and the
flattened form (Zarte Rippenschalen). (See Plates 8 and 9.)
(For photo see Figure 72 above, page 84.)
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PLATE 7
HEMISPHERICAL BOWL WITH BASE
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/b/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 2.923.54.2
First century AD
3.2 cm
7.7 cm

The hemispherical bowl with a low ringform base was formed from white
opaque glass. The rim is distinctly outsplayed and rounded. The provenance is unknown. The vessel is intact with some weathering.
Parallel arch, dated:

Camulodunum No.59, (Harden, PI.88)

Compare with:

Brooklyn No.12.9
ROM 2.923.54.2
Newark 50.1290, 50.1301
TOL 23.452, 23.1366/67 ( in cane technique )
OPP 290 (without rim), 286,287 (red)
Smith Collection 32
RGM N14 (also in reticella technique) Vindonissa,
(Berger, Tab. 17/27)

Bibliography:

Hayes op.cit., p.21, No.58; p.167,Fig.2, No.58
Harden, D.B.,"The Glass1.' Camulodunum,Reports of
Res. Comm. of Soc. of Antiquaries:London, 1947,pp.278-307.
Auth, op.cit., p.54
Fremersdorf III, pp. 21, 37
Isings, op.cit., Form 20, p.37
La Baume, Glas der Antiken Welt, Tab.44,3
Doppelfeld, op.cit, Tab.7
Oliver, op.cit., p.48

Remarks:

This vessel shows some relation to the Patella
cups (cf. Plate 36). Examples of both forms have
also be found made of terra sigillata.
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PLATE 8
MOLDBLOWN RIBBED BOWL (ZARTE RIPPEMSCHALE)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/c/rib/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM 37479
Dated: First century AD
Diameter: 6.0 cm
The bowl, found near Cologne, was
blown from transparent medium blue
glass. The rim was ground . The thin
ribs are of irregular shape and reach
to the bottom of the bowl. There might
have been some fine threads of white
glass around the top part of the vessel
that cannot be distinguished because
of weathering.

Parallel arch, dated:

Vindonissa No.49. (Berger, PI.4/49, pp.30-32)

Compare with:

RGM 917, Nl, N20, N6030 and especially N5948
L0*FF 31, 32
OPP 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265
ROM 21,928.8.1
CMG 72.1.2

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf, F., DJe Denkmaler des romischen Koln. VII, Die rom ischen Glaser mit aufgelegten Nuppen in K51n, Cologne, 1961, pp.
Hayes/op.cit., p.153, No. 636; p.186, Fig.21/636;pp.32-33
Haevernick Th.E., "Zarte Rippenschalen", Saalburg Jahrbuch3 1958
17.58,76pp; "Die Verbreitung der Zarten Rippenschalen", B.3. 1967
RGM 14.67, 153 pp.
Berger, op.cit., pp.30-32
Isings, op.cit., pp.35-36, Form 17
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab.9, 1,2,3
La Baume, J.G.S. VI, 1964, p.42
Von Saldern, B., et al, Glaser der antike Sammlung Erwin
Oppenlander , Mainz, 1974, pp.100-101.
La Baume, Glas der Antiken Welt I, PI.53.1

Remarks:

The German term for these vessels is zarte Rippenschalen
which means delicate ribbed bowls. It is important not to
confuse them with the molded forms as described on PI. 5 and
6. Fremersdorf calls these objects Faden-Band- Glaser in
reference to the thin threads of white opaque glass that were
usually marvered into the surface of these vessels. These
bowls appear in many colours of transparent or opaque glass.
They are very rare in opaque white glass. Hayes points out
that there are Eastern (Sidonian) examples that differ from
the Western pieces mainly in the colour and quality of the
glass.
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PLATE 9
MOLDBLOWN RIBBED BOWL (SHALLOW)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/c/rib/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Diameter:
Height:

ROM 2.924.14.4
First century AD
12.7 cm max.
4.0 cm

This moldblown bowl, made from light green glass of good quality, is of
uncertain provenance. The bottom shows three concentric rings. The wall
is thin and 74 fine hollow ribs cover the midriff of the bowl. The rim
is polished and cut level at its top. The surface is smooth with some
weathering and pitting.
Parallel arch, dated:

Vindonissa No.139 and 43 (Berger, PI.9, 18)

Compare with:

TOL 23.424
OPP 22620
ROM 2.924.14.4

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., pp.32,33,47, No.82
Isings, op.cit., pp.18-21, Form 3,3a

Remarks:

After the invention of mold blowing, some of the
heavy molded ribbed bowls were imitated or replaced
by light thin walled blown vessels. The provenance
of this type of vessel could be Syria or upper Italy,
Hayes concludes from the glass colour of the prototype that it was made in Syria.

PLATE 10
BLOWN CYLINDRICAL BOWL
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/d/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

RGM N865
First century AD
4.5 cm
9.0 cm

This bowl was found together with two smaller ones of the same type in
Luxemburger Strasse, in Cologne. It was blown from bluish-green transparent glass. The base ring and the rim were formed in tubular shape by
tooling the glass outwards and folding it over. There is a pontil mark
at the centre of the slightly kicked-in bottom. The vessel is intact
and shows little weathering.
Parallel arch, dated:

From Vindonissa No.35, (Berger, Tab.3. p.16).

Compare with:

Two smaller vessels in RGM N866 and N867 and
28.525 (green)

Bibliography:

Kisa, A., Die antiken Glaser der Frau Maria Von
Rath, geb. Stein, zu Koln, Koln, 1899, Tab. 23.173.
Fremersdorf III, Tab. 46 (top) and IV, Tab. 69,
p.37
Isings, op.cit., p.57, Form 41a

Remarks:

This bowl shows the same characteristics as the
dish with vertical sides. (See Plate 29).

PLATE 11
BOWL WITH TUBULAR RIM
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/d/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

OPP 2639
First century AD
3.8 cm
7.7 cm

This bowl of unknown provenance was blown from yellow tinged,transparent glass. The bottom was kicked in and shows a distinct knob on
the inside. The base is formed by applying a ring of tubular glass.
A similar ring forms the rim of the vessel. The glass is intact but
shows white deposits and weathering.
Parallel arch, dated:

A similar bowl from a grave in Cologne,
(Fremersdorf, IV, p.37, Tab.71).

Compare with:

RGM D3517
Vindonissa, from burial 2 on.
Arauerstrasse: ASA 1938, p. 102 (Berger, op.cit.)
OPP 2660 (top rim without tubular decoration)
RGM 24.148

Bibliography:

La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, D3, PI.15.3.
Isings, op.cit., p.59, Form 44a
Vessbera, 0., "Roman Glass in Cyprus", Opuscula
Archaeologica 7, (1952), pp.109-165, Tab. 26-27.
Fremersdorf, F., Das naturfarbene sogenannte
blaugrune Glas in Koln, Die Denkmaler des RBmischen
Koln, Cologne, IV, 1958, Tab. 71

Remarks:

The usually small bowls (diameter approximately 7.0 cm) were
probably a continuation of the hemispherical bowl. Increased
efficiency of the glass workers allowed the production of
vessels with tubular tooled bases and rims. There is no evidence of geographical area preference in the manufacture. Some
of the dated examples may have come from Northern Italy.
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PLATE 12
BOWL WITH HORIZONTAL RIM AND CONVEX SIDE
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/d/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 24.342
First Century AD
4.7 cm

This bowl of unknown provenance was blown from light blue, transparent
glass. It has almost vertical sides and a horizontally outsplaying rim.
The base is tooled. A pontil mark can be seen in the slightly kicked-in
centre. The surface shows very light weathering.
Parallel arch dated:

One similar piece (GR.33 Este. Tomb de Medico
Museo Attestino, No.1134) late first Century.
Also some examples from burial sites in the
Tessin (Switzerland)as found in Isings, op.cit.

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf III, p.37
Isings, op.cit., p.58 Form 42a
Hayes, op.cit., p.120, No 471, (for a later
deeper form)
Eisen, op.cit., p.52.

Remarks:

This is perhaps the earliest example of a form
that will continue to be used for a long time.
La Baume calls the form Acetabulum. (According
to Eisen, Acetabula were used for salads.)

p. 58.

PLATE 13
BLOWN BOWL WITH DOUBLE FOLDED RIM
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/d/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

RGM 42.184
First century AD
5.0 cm
8.0 cm

Found near Cologne, this vessel was blown from light blue, transparent
glass. The wide base was tooled, the bottom is kicked up and shows a
pontil mark. The rim was folded outwards, narrowed and folded again
forming a tubular indented ring. The vessel shows little weathering.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Katsch (Austria) "Osterr. Jahreshefte"
Col. 113, Fig. 586 (excavation report, no
author quoted).

Compare with:

ROM 9.950.157.278
RGM N5992, N5943 d (from Syria), N5949 (ex
Niessen)
Newark 50.1902
LOFF Inv. No.195

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., pp.46,80
Isings, op.cit., p.89, Form 69a,b
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.30, No.36,Tab.5,1
(La Baume calls this vessel acetabulum).
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, Tab.15,4,16.1,
D4,D5

Remarks:

This form was used in most areas of the Empire.
Isings makes a distinction between an earlier and
later form based on the less oronounced rim of
early samples, (cf. Plate 12.)
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PLATE 14
FACET CUT HEMISPHERICAL BOWL
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/d/fac/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM GR Dept.96.2-1.200
Late first, early second
Century AD
8.7 cm
Rim 14.2 cm

The brownish coloured transparent bowl, found near Leuna in German Saxonia,
may have come from an upper Italian workshop. The blank was blown and facet
cut after the rim was cracked off and smoothened. It has precisely geometric forms and a carefully executed pattern of oval facets. Three rows
of vertical facets are followed by a band composed of vertical ovals and
a boss design of circular cut decorations. The bottom shows vertical
ovals again. The glass is intact (some fine cracks and slight weathering).
The prototype is archaeologically dated:

Anz.f tir Kunst der Deutschen
Vorzeit, No. 13 (1866).(No
author named).

Compare with:

OPP 222.58
For technique also with cups in
BOS 50.2284
BM GR Dept.96.2-1.200

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf, F M
Die romischen GlaserfflitSchliff,
Bemalung und Goldauflagen aus K'oln, Die Denkmaler
des ro'mischen Kffln VIIK Cologne, 1967, p.93,PI .77
Harden, Masterpieces, p.80, Fig.103
Isings, op.cit., p.37^(for technique)
Fremersdorf, F:, ^Figiirlich geschliffene Glaser,
Eine Kolner Werksfatte des 3. Jahrhunderts"
Romisch-Germanische Forschungen 19, Berlin, 1951,
pp.12-25, Tab.16, Fig.4

Remarks:

The object was found together wih a hemispherical bowl (see
Plate 15) in a burial near Merseburg (Leuna). While Fremersdorf attributes glass of this kind to a workshop in or
near Cologne, Harden does not support this statement in
Masterpieces, p.80.
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PLATE 15
HEMISPHERICAL BOWL WITH CUT SURFACE DECORATION
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/b or d/inc/2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM Dept S320 "Leuna
Bowl"
Early second century AD
6.3 cm
12.0 cm

This remarkable bowl, found together with the bowl on Plate 14, near Leuna
in Saxony was blown from buff coloured glass. The rim was ground smooth
and two wheel-cut incisions were made on the outside which are included
in the overall decoration. A spiral incision below the rim is rather informal. The figural decoration below, showing Artemis and Actaeon was cut
in facet-cutting and line-engraving methods combined. The glass is in fair
condition, includes some bubbles and is slightly weathered. It also shows
some "strain cracks" but remained intact.
Parallel arch, dated:

Bowl from Dura-Europos ( Clairmont,
p. 58)

Compare with:

Lynceus Cup from Cologne
Hemispherical bowl in Altes Museum in Berlin with
depiction of creation of man.
Facet cut bowl from the same site (Plate 14)

Dura-Europos<

Bibliography:

Published first in Anzeiger fur Kunst der Deutschen
Vorzeit, No. 13 (1866), Sp.lib.nr 24.
Kisa, Das Glas, p.660
Harden, Karanis, p.101
Harden, Masterpieces, p.70
Fremersdorf, F., Geschliffene, gravierte, bemalte
Glaser und Goldglaser, Die Denkmaler des romischen Koln^.III,
Cologne, 1967, p.15, 146, Pis. 187-9 (for technique).
Fremersdorf, 1951,flFigurlich geschliffene Glaser,11 p.5, PI.
2.2-3.
Clairmont, C.W., The Excavations at Dura-Europos, Final
Report IV, Part V, The Glass Vessels, New Haven, 1963, pp.57-59

Remarks:

For fourth century hemispherical bowls with cut decoration
see Plate 22.

PLATE 16
BLOWN BOWL WITH VERTICAL SIDES
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/d/pl/2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 21,924.14.5
Probably second
Century AD
5.6 cm
10.0 cm

The bowl was blown from light blue-green transparent glass. It shows
tiny bubbles. The base is modestly kicked-in and shows a pontil mark.
The rim was fire polished and rounded. The vessel is intact with light
stains and some weathering.
Parallel arch, dated:

Vindonissa No.102 and 104. (Berger, Plates 7 and
18).

Compare with:

Istanbul Museum 823 (from Tyre)and 577 (from
Cyprus).
Princeton 30-382
Newark 00.202 and 24.606
Brooklyn 0.1.133
Newark 50.1868 (slightly pronounced rim and some
wheel cuts).

Bibliography:

Hayes, op. cit., p.67, No. 204

Remarks:

This form could be called a transition from the
bowl to the cup.

PLATE 17
DEEP BOWL ON HIGH BASE
TYPOLOGY CODE: A/d/pl/2-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Bowl from Mulva from
cremation burial No.11,
Object No.7
Middle second Century AD
Approximately 9.0 cm
Rim approx. 11.8 cm

The vessel was blown from light green,transparent glass. It is rather
thin walled. The bell shaped foot was applied to the bowl. The rim is
outsplayed. A thin thread runs around the top of the vessel, about 1
cm below the rim. A small piece of the rim is missing.
The prototoype is archaeologically dated:
Compare with:

(Raddatz, Mulva I, p.39).

Several similar vessels from burials at the same s i t e .
No.9,13,15
ROM 9 . 9 5 0 . 1 5 7 . 2 7 9

TOL 23.860
CMG 74.127 (Karanis type)
Similar but with folded rim from Karanis, Mich.5774
Third Century p a r a l l e l s , 39 from Hanita Tomb XV, and
ROM 12.951x8.63 , 12.951x8.64 ( f a i r l y large) for fourth
Century versions.
Bibliography:

Raddatz, K., Mulva I-Die Grabungen in der Nekropole in den
Jahren 1957 und 1958, Verlag Philipp Von Zabern, Mainz,
1973, p,28, Tab.19,2, and p.54, Fig,4
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.104, Form 87

Remarks:

Isings considers this a "rare form". The high concentration
of this form at Mulva seems to be an exception. The "Deep
Bowl Class III11 from Karanis is different. For comparison
see vessels with folded-out rims. See Harden, Karanis, p.
206, PI. XIV. For third century parallels see Barag, Hanita
Tomb XV and Hayes, op.cit., p.80. For fourth century see
Hayes, op.cit., p.12.
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PLATE 18
BOWL WITH TOOLED RIM AND CONVEX SIDE
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/d/pl/2-3

PROTOTYPE

CHOSEN: ROM 6.927.15.3
Dated: Second to third century
AD
Height: 5.5 cm
Diameter: 13.3 cm

The blown and carefully tooled bowl was found in Hebron (Palestine). It
was made from light bluish-green glass. The body is round with a short
outwards curved rim and a base formed from tubular tooled glass. The centre
is pushed up by the pontil. Two frilled handles consisting of trailedglass
are placed on the outside of the rim. The pontil mark was ground down.
Some weathering of the surface, especially on one side, can be noticed.
Parallel arch, dated:

From Tipasa, Lancel, S., Verrerie Antique de
Tipasa, No. 195, P1.X4, Paris 1967.

Compare with:

Leiden, Catalogue No.126 (from Crete)
Newark 50.1315
Sobot Gallery, Toronto Catalogue No.14
Princeton 46-233
OPP 2630
TOL 23.874
ROM 7.950.157.244 (shallow version), 7.909.3.104
(no handles)
RGM 24.342 (no handles, deeper and first century)

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., pp.64-66,200, PI.14, No.179
Isings, op.cit., pp.58-59, Forms 42,43 (with or
without handles)
Fremersdorf III, p.37, Tab.52
Lancel, S., Verrerie Antique de Tipasa, Paris, 1967

Remarks:

This form is closely related to a number of forms that emerged
from the same basic manufacturing process, however the
glass makers chose to make the vessels flatter with a large
diameter as the dishlike bowl No.11 from Burial 13 in Mulva
I (Raddatz, op.cit.,p.61) or deeper with a higher foot as
37 (smaller rim), 38 (small rim) and 39 from the Hanita Tomb
(Barag, Hanita) and also 8, (Burial 11), 3 (Burial 13), 12
(Burial 9) from the site Mulva I in Spain (Raddatz, op.cit.,
pp.54,58,61). Some bowls from Karanis also show related
characteristics: (Harden, Karanis, PI.XII, 166,122 and PL.
XIV,304). This form, especially without the handles,was in
continuous use during the second and third century AD. Even
deeper and approaching the form of a C U D is the variant that
Isings has given the form number 87 (Isings, op.cit., p.104).

PLATE 19
THIN WALLED BLOWN SHALLOW BOWL
TYPOLOGY CODE: A / d / p l / 2 - 3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 6.965.114.274
150-250 AD
4.6 to 4.8 cm
18.2 cm

Attributed to Cyprus, this bowl was blown from pale-green glass that contains some bubbles. The base was tooled as a delicate foot with a thick
centre. A pontil mark is visible. The sides flare straight outwards to
the straight rim. The surface shows some weathering and lime deposit.
Parallel arch, dated:

Bowl No.2 from Tomb XV, Hanita (Barag, Hanita
PI.111/2). It seems more applicable than the
sites quoted by Isings for her similar Form 80.

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.63, No.176
Isings, op.cit., p.96
Harden, Karanis, p.76

Remarks:

Barag's dating would put the vessel into
the late third century AD.

PLATE 20
FLAT BLOWN BOWL
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/c/pr/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

RGM Ml51
End of third Century AD
to fourth century AD
4.5 cm
19.0 cm

The bowl consists of a cracked-off segment of a large blown sphere that
was so carefully cut off that the rim required no grinding. The bowl
was found in Cologne on the Zugweg, It was made of transparent colourless glass. Approximately 2.0 cm from the rim, a thick yellow thread
was applied. Above and below this thread alternating yellow and blue
prunts were applied - eleven of them above the thread and eight of them
below. It was broken and mended.
Parallel arch, dated:

Bowl in the Namur Museum from a burial in Furfooz,
Belgium (Nencjuin, Tab. 3.bll).

Compare with:

RGM N148, N149 (ground rim, but no thread)
934 (large bowl with engraved words "utere
felix" (be happy]) and the even larger bowl
N150 with a diameter of 22.0 cm. These vessels are contemporary and related to the famous
St. Seven"n Bowl in The British Museum (Dept.
81.6-24.1 Ec.629). (See our photo, Figure 156
page 171 above.)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VIII, pp.32-33
Isings, op.cit., pp.145,146, Form 116
Harden, Masterpieces, p.67
For technique of prunt glass, see also
Fremersdorf, F., Romisches geformtes Glas in
Koln, Die Denkmaler des romischen KSln. VII,
Cologne, 1961, pp. 7-15.
Nenquin, J.A.E., La_ Necropole de Furfooz, Diss.
Archaeol. Gandenses, Vol. I, Brugge, 1953.
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PLATE 21
SPHERICAL SEGMENT BOWL WITH GEOMETRIC FACET CUT DECORATIONS
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/d/fac/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:

Landesmuseum Trier 05.

359
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Early fourth century AD
5.7 cm
18.9 cm

The bowl was found in a burial near St. Matthias (Germany-Rhine!and). It
is made from colourless (originally transparent) good glass. The rim is
a little outsplayed and was ground. The outside shows below the top, a
row of vertical ovals. A cut line follows below. In the centre a circle
pattern is surrounded by four larger circles. Rhombus shaped patterns
and some parallel cuts fill the remaining space. A special feature is
an Andreas cross surrounded by linear cuts. The bowl is intact but shows
a matte surface.
The prototype is archaeologically dated:

See Germania Romana 1930, V.,Cologne^
Plate 20.5, Fig.24.

Compare with:

RGM 59.24
Also a bowl from Laubenheim near Mainz,

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VIII, Tab.101, p.104
For technique see Fremersdorf,"Ficjurlich geschliffene Glaser," pp.25-27.
Isings, op.cit., pp.145-146, Form 116

Remarks:

(cf. Plates 20 and 22 for different surface
decorations. See also Figure 152 on page
164 below.)
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PLATE 22
HEMISPHERICAL BOWL WITH CUT DECORATION IN THE PARALLEL LINE STYLE
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/d/inc/4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:
"'

i

i

BM GR Dept.86.5-12.3
Fourth century AD
8.2 cm
19.1 cm
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The bowl, from Ami ens^ France, was most likely made in the Rhineland. It
was blown from transparent, colourless glass. The rim was cracked off and
ground. The base was slightly flattened. There are two deep wheel-cut
grooves on the outside, below the rim and one shallow one. The design,
below, shows six nude and clad, male and female dancing figures in a frieze
form: on the base a female bust within a circle; two small temples in a
field near the top. The cutting is in parallel line technique only, with
no facets. The vessel was broken and mended with a small piece missing on
the rim. Some iridescence and brownish film are present.
Parallel arch, dated:

A similar bowl from St. Call isto (now in the Vatican
Museum). (Fremersdorf, Vatican Catalogue, No. 836
p.89).

Compare w i t h :

RGM N337
Vatican Museum 156
MET 81.10.240
Bowl with Attis BM GR Dept.86.5-12.6
LQFF Inv. No.200
For technique see also Figure 152, page 164

Bibliography:

Harden, Masterpieces, pp.75-76
Fremersdorf, F., Antikes, islainisches und mittelalterliches Glass sowie kleinere Arbeiten aus Stein
Gagat und verwandten Stoffen in den vaticanischen
Sammlungen Roms,Citta del Vaticano, Rome MCMLXXV.
Fremersdorf "Fiqurlich geschliffene Glaser1,1 pp.25-26
Fremersdorf VIII, 1967, pp.9-27 for general information.

PLATE 23
BLOWN SHALLOW BOWL ON FOOT (LATE VERSION)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/c/pl/4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 12.909.3.49
Fourth Century AD
6.1 to 7.1 cm
21.0 cm

Blown with very thin walls from nearly colourless to light green glass,
transparent with some bubbles, this bowl has a rather high folded base.
The bowl shows a strong pontil mark at the underside of the kicked-in
bottom. A glass blob sits at the opposite side of the pontil mark. The
rim is folded out and under to form a distinctive tubular shape. The
glass shows some blowing spirals. It is intact with some crust and
weathering.
Parallel arch, dated:

From Karanis, No.28/B, 167 A/R. Mich.6732 (Harden,
Karanis, Plate XII, No. 117, p.76).

Compare with:

Istanbul Museum No.864
ROM 12.909.3.103, 12.951x8.67,
for deep form.

Bibliography:

12.951x8.64

Goldstein, S.M., A Preliminary Study of The Glass
Manufactured at Jalame»Israel, Harvard Thesis,
Cambridge Massachusetts, 1970,P1.12, Fragment No.61.
Hayes, op.cit., p.63, No.464
(See Plates 18 and 19 for possible development of
form. For the deep form see Plate 25.)

PLATE 24
BLOWN INDENTED CONICAL BOWL
TYPOLOGY CODE:

A/c/ind/4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 12.933.10.1
Fourth century AD
5.6 cm
12.0 cm

The vessel, blown from leaf-green transparent fairly thin glass, comes
from Cologne. The slightly conical form was tooled and the rim formed;
fairly pronounced indentations are near the base. The somewhat carelessly made rim had to be cut straight and polished on the wheel. The
vessel shows no pontil mark. It is well preserved and shows no weathering. There are some grains embedded in the slightly bubbly glass.
Parallel arch, dated:

Similar vessel found in Cologne v, Werthstrasse
(Fremersdorf, Germania, 1931, p.172)

Compare with:

CMG 54.1.91
Also a bowl from Andernach (Rhine) from group
171 (Romisches JahrbucK 114.5, p.179).

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.155
Harden, D.B.,rtGlass Vessels in Britain and Ireland
AD 4Q0-1000,fl Dark Age Britain: Studies presented
to E.T. Leeds, (London, 1956), p.136,158.
Calvi, M.C., I Vetri Romani del Museo di Aquileia,
Associacione Nazionale per Aquileia, 1968, pp.173-4
Nos. 347-8, PI. p.2, 26, 1.

Remarks:

This type of bowl must not be confused with the
conical bowls and dishes from Egypt as mentioned
on Plate 19.
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PLATE 25
BELL SHAPED BLOWN BOWL WITH ROLLED RIM
TYPOLOGY CODE: A/c/pl/3-5

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 19.909.3.52
Second half of fifth
century AD
5.5 cm
10.5 cm

The bowl, attributed by the museum to a probable Syrian provenance, seems
more likely to be of Egyptian origin. It is set on a tooled base, and has a
bell shaped body of typical light olive-green glass with some bubbles.
The rim is heavily outfolded and rolled over. There is no pontil mark to
be noticed. The glass is intact and shows no weathering.
Parallel arch, dated:

From Karanis (Mich. 5534), (Harden, No.256)

Compare with:

CMG 74.1.27

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.142, No.595
Harden, Karanis, PI.XIV

Remarks:

While the form differs little from some forms
that were common in previous centuries, the
olive-green glass indicates Coptic Egyptian origin.
It belongs to a group of vessels which include the
oval shaped outsplayed dishes and footed bowls
from the Fayum. (See Plates 33 and 66). The
dating, as given by the ROM curator, seems to be
rather late. By comparison with related vessels
one might allow the prototype to be dated to the
fourth Century AD.

PLATE 26
MOLDED FLAT DISH WITH ROUNDED SIDES

TYPOLOGY CODE:

\

B/b/pl/lBC-lAD

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Vindonissa No. 34
First Century AD
1.8 cm (approx.)
11.1 cm (approx.)

:

This fragment of a rather small dish
is formed from green opaque glass. It
was found in a refuse deposit. The glass
is of the same kind often found in the
patella bowls. The base is flat and of
even thickness. The rim is rounded without
a bulge.

The prototype is archaeologically dated to the early first Century AD,
(Berger, Vindonissa,p.25, Plate 17.34)

Compare with:

See some flat dishes in millefiori glass (for
example of the shape only).
BM GR Dept.36.2-D.488: 1960.1-1.3
CMG 55.1.83 (stripe-mosaic glass)

Bibliography:

Berger, op.cit., p.25ff
Harden, Masterpieces, p.42 for mosaic dish

PLATE 27
MOLDED DISH WITH BASE AND ROUNDED SIDES
TYPOLOGY CODE:

B/b/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Vindonissa No.31
First half of first
Century AD
2.1 cm
15.8 cm

This plate was found in Vindonissa. It was formed
(probably pressed into a mold) from opaque,light
blue glass. It has a distinct base ring and a
double step in the rounded sides. The rim is also
rounded. The vessel is fragmented.

The prototype is archaeologically dated to be of the Claudian-Neronian
Period. (Berger, Vindonissa, pp.25-27).
Compare with:

Vindonissa, No.30, 32 in the Vindonissa Museum.
Some fragments from Colchester and a plate from
Kertch, South Russia (See Isings).
CMG 59.1.567c for a fragment and 66.1.221

Bibliography:

Berger, op.cit., pp.25-27
Isings, op.cit., p.21, Form 5
Goldstein, op.cit., p.149.

Remarks:

This vessel is, according to Berger, the latest datable
vessel made from opaque glass. It was probably an
imitation of a form also used in ceramics,
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PLATE 28
MOLDED DISH WITH OUTSPLAYED RIM
TYPOLOGY CODE:

B/b/pl/lBC-lAD

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: BM GR Dept. S286
Dated: Mid f i r s t Century AD
Height: 2.0 cm
Diameter: 11.3 cm

This blue-green shallow dish (Harden: saucer)
was molded from semi-transparent glass. I t
was finished by grinding and shows wheel-cut
concentric circles on the base and lower side.
I t is i n t a c t with the exception of a chip
missing on the rim.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Vindonissa, Nos. 32-33 (Berger, Vindonissa,
p.27, Pis. 3 & 17).

Compare with:

CMG 66.1.232 (in blue) and the large fragmented piece
66.1.221 (diameter 29.1 cm)

Bibliography:

Harden, Masterpieces, p.43, No. 48
Goldstein, op.cit., p.147,148.
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PLATE 29
DISH WITH VERTICAL SIDES
TYPOLOGY CODE:

B/b or c/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

RGM 28.525
F i r s t Century AD
Measurements not
available

This dish (most probably cast or mold-pressed) was found in Hanningen
at the Rhine but, according to Fremersdorf, comes from Northern Italy.
The base is flat and the base ring protrudes only at the sides. The
rim is tooled outwards to form a slightly rounded lip. The vessel
was accompanied by a bowl of the same glass similar to the one described on our Plate 10, but lower. Both vessels were fragmented,
but have been reconstructed.
Parallel arch, dated:

Vindonissa No.37 (Berger, Vindonissa, Tab.17; p.25)

Compare with:

Several examples from Pompeii (Isings, p.38)
and the Museo Nazionale in Naples.
CMG 66.1.103 - fragment (underside profiled)
RGM Cologne (Fremersdorf III, p.35) has two
bluish-green dishes of the same form
RGM N865, N866, N867 - equally shaped bowls.
(See Plate 10 above), and 28.524 and 28.525
CGM 661.237

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf III, pp.35-36, PI.46
Isings, op.cit., p.38, Form 22; p.61, Form 48
Goldstein, op.cit., p.150, No. 317, PI. 39

Remarks:

Isings points out that these dishes are also depicted in
Pompeiian wall paintings of the fourth style of Pompeii an
wall painting. They might also exist in blown form. Some
of these dishes are very large (up to 38.0 cm in diameter).
Isings differentiates between the vertical-sided dish and
the more outsplayed-sided ones. Isings allows a different
form number for development a little later, but still
within the first century AD (Form 48). Fremersdorf describes
the bottom as flat; Goldstein points out that the related
dish in the CMG has an elaborately profiled underside.

PLATE 30
TABLEWARE DISH, BLOWN

TYPOLOGY CODE: B/d/pl/1-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Diameter:

Newark 50.1852
First to third
century AD
Rim is 23.0 cm
Base is 12.8 cm

This large dish of unknown provenance was blown, and opened to its form on
the pipe and pontil. It was made from blue-green glass of good quality
with rather thin sides (approximately 0.3 to 0.4 cm). The pontil point
can be seen as an omphalos in the centre, a distinct edge tooled in the
base forms a convenient stand ring. The sides curve gently upwards to
the fire-polished rim. The plate is intact with some iridescence.

Parallel arch, dated:

A dish from Este, (Pra de Este gr.22, Museo
Atestino Nr-1100). Also some from the Tessin
burial sites (Simonett, Tessiner Grgberfelder,
p.102, Fig. 84).

Compare with:

RGM N1098
TOL 23.880
Some large plates in the Israel Museum,Jerusalemt

Bibliography:

Simonett, C , Tessi ner Graberfelder, Monographien
zur Ur-und Friihgeschichte der Schweiz, III, Basel.
1941.
Auth, op.cit., p.96, No.104
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, PI. 24.4
Isings, op.cit., p.62, Form 47

PLATE 31
OVAL PLATE, GROUND
TYPOLOGY CODE:

B/a/gr/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:

RGM 933
Third to fourth Century
AD
Length: 23.3 cm
Width: 12.0 cm

Found in the Rhineland, this oval dish, an imitation of a metal form, was
cut from a molded or cast glass blank. The glass was colourless and transparent. The dish has an oval base ring that is vertical on the outside,
but widens on the inside towards the plate. A wide band of oval shape was
ground inside the dish. The sides rise gradually to the height of the
horizontally protruding rim. Two distinct handles of fancy shape are an
extension of the horizontal rim on the two small ends of the oval. Each of
the handles show three symetrically arranged holes. The object is weathered
and has been repaired. The glass appears milky as a result of aging.
Parallel arch, dated:

From Cologne, St. Seven n Grave No. 56, (Fremersdorf, Bonner Jahrbucher, No.131, p.204ff).

Compare w i t h :

RGM 760
LOFF Inv. No.15

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf?i V I I I , p.63, Tabs 22,23
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.67, Tab.33,1
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.117, Form 97c

Remarks:

Distinguish this form clearly from the Egyptian
oval plate. (See Plate 33 below).

PLATE 32
CIRCULAR PLATE WITH FLARING SIDES AND FOOT
TYPOLOGY CODE:

B/d/pl/4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
• Diameter:

ROM 18.909.3.48
Fourth Century AD
3.5 to 4.0 cm
18.6 to 19.7 cm

This plate of unknown provenance is very similar to the Karanis ware
but, according to Hayes, is not a Karanis type. The flat plate sits
on a relatively high foot. The bad quality glass is pale green with
bubbles and enclosed sand particles. There is no pontil mark. The
rim is slightly thickened. The dish is assymetric, intact and shows
no signs of decay.

Parallel arch, dated:

Dish from Hanita Tomb 15 (slightly higher)
Barag, Hanita, Fig. 6/1 .

Compare with:

ROM 18.951x8.72
Compare also with Karanis dishes 73 and 74,
( 1. 1/17, 11).

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.142, No. 292
Harden, Karanis, pp.49-50

Remarks:

The irregularities in shape may have come from
turning the object quickly on the pipe or pontil
to allow expansion by centrifugal force. Some
relationship to the technique and style of the
Karanis bowls and dishes can be observed. The fact
that no pontil mark can be seen gave the author
some cause for speculation but he could find no
explanation.
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PLATE 33
OVAL DISH (LATE ROMAN EGYPT)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

B/d/pl/oval/4-5

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Length:

ROM 19.909.3.47
Late fifth, early
sixth century AD
4.6 to 5.1 cm
24.0 cm

Probably coming from a site in Egypt or the Near East, this dish or
plate made on the pipe and pontil rod, is made from green and very
bubbly glass. Some impurities and sand are enclosed in the fabric.
The sides, slopinq outwards, are slightly concave. The plate is oval in
shape. The wide irregular rim is folded down and in. The base ring
was added, probably extinguishing the pontil mark which can not be
seen. Some tool marks are visible on the outside. The vessel is
perfectly preserved.
Parallel arch, dated:

Dish from Karanis No. 24/113.1/B1 (Mich.5503)
(Harden, Karanis, p.52, No.3) in yellow glass.

Compare with:

BM GR Dept.91.10-17.6-Ex. Petrie
CMG 53.1.107 and 53.1.108 with brown streaks
0PP 2643 (with scratched-in decoration)

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.142, No.594, PI.37
Harden, Karanis, p.52, PI. XI
Harden, Masterpieces, p.82

Remarks:

This seems to be a common form found in
Coptic (late Roman) Egypt.

PLATE 34
BLOWN DISH (LATE ROMAN)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

B/d/pl/4-5

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM
10.951x8.68
Late fourth to
early fifth Century AD
4.6 to 4.9 cm
Rim 22.5 cm

The dish (probably from the Syrian-Palestine
area) is blown of light yellowish green transparent glass. It has a nearly flat,wide floor
and low sides rounded at the bottom. Below the
rim a small convex molding was tooled on. The
foot is formed tubular; traces of pontil marks
at the slightly pushed-in centre were ground off.
The vessel is intact with some deposits and
some iridescence.

Parallel arch, dated:

From the Jalame Glass Factory (Muse 2, University
of Missouri, 1968, p.13).

Compare with:

ROM 951x8.71
MET 34.132.1
Brooklyn 0.1.156

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.103
Barag, The Tomb of Hanita, No.26, p.17, same technique.

Remarks:

For Jalame glass see also Goldstein, S.M., A Preliminary Study of The Glass Manufactured at Jalame
in Israel, Harvard, 1970, Doctoral Thesis.

PLATE 35
DISH ON TOOLED BASE WITH DECORATIVE THREAD

TYPOLOGY CODE:

B/d/sn/4-5

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: ROM 19.909.3.51
Dated: Fifth century AD
Height: 4.5 to 5.4 cm
Diameter: Approx. 5.5 cm

This late vessel, made on the blowpipe and tooled on the pontil, comes
probably from Roman Egypt. The light yellow, transparent glass is thin
on the upper part but thick at the base. The rim is of irregular tubular
shape, folded out and over. The flaring tooled foot shows tool marks on
the outside. The center is slightly pushed up and shows a pontil mark.
The irregular trailed decoration around the lower part is of the same glass
fabric as the dish. There are two lines of thread applied below the rim.
The vessel is well preserved.
Parallel arch, dated:

Karanis, No.28/C, 42 F/D (Mich. 5910). Same form
but no decoration. (Harden, Karanis, p.72,No.89,
PI. XII).

Compare with:

Victoria and Albert Museum 555.1891
MET Egypt Dept.39
BOS 13.4299

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.142, No.593
Harden, Karanis, p.64, 72. Type 11A
Smith, R.W., Glass From The Ancient World, The Ray
Winfield Smith Collection, Corning, New York, 1957
No. 324

Remarks:

The fabric is characteristic for (Coptic) Egyptian
glass. Decoration of this style can also be found
on deeper bowls and the basket-shaped vessels of
the same period. (See Plate 117). As mentioned
above, comparison with Harden's dating would also
place the prototype in the fourth century AD.

PLATE 36
MOLDED PATELLA CUP
TYPOLOGY CODE: C/b/pl/lBC-lAD

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 2.950.157.24
First Century AD
4.2 cm
9.5 cm

This bowl, of a form characteristic of the early Empire, is of unknown provenance, perhaps from Syria. Made from a translucent,deep
blue glass, it is reasonably well preserved but shows some iridescence
and some flakes of a thin crust. Its wall is rather thin. The foot
splays out to the side.
Parallel arch, dated:

Vindonissa PI.3,21/38 (Berger, Vindonissa, p.28),

Compare with:

CMG 50.1.7; 70.1.18; 55.1.82
BM GR Dept.ML 3188
Newark 50.1296; 50.1302; 50.1303
50.1305; 50.1306; 50.1307
LOFF 26
OPP 282: 284

50.1304;

Bibliography:

Eisen, op.cit., p.209
Hayes, op.cit., p.21
Isings, op.cit., p.17, Form 2
Fremersdorf, III, p.30.
Goldstein, op.cit., p.185

Remarks:

According to Goldstein this form is well documented in
the first century AD. It is an imitation of a common
ceramic form. As Goldstein points out,these cups can
first be documented towards the end of the first Century
BC and continue into the early Empire.
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PLATE 37
PLAIN OVOID CUP
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/c or d/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM
Mid
6.8
Rim

3.950.157.211
first century AD
cm
6.6 cm

This blown beaker of unknown provenance was blown of transparent,
light bluish glass. The base is
rounded and the sides rather straight
and sloping inwards.
The bottom
was kicked in a considerable distance. The rim was ground evenly
and a fairly wide shallow groove
runs on the outside about 2.0 cm
down from the rim. The vessel is
intact with some weathering. There
are some blowing marks.

Parallel arch, dated:

Vindonissa, No.99 (Berger, Vindonissa, Tab.17, p.45)

Compare with:

TOL 23.419, 51.376 (splash on colours)
Newark 50.1859, 50.1861 (wider)
RGM 38.555 and 24.343

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.56, No. 132
Berger, Vindonissa, pp.45-46
Fremersdorf IV, p.39, Tab. 77
Isings, op.cit., pp.28-30; Form 12,
Form 29 ( for tall form).

Remarks:

Cups of this kind are rather common and can be seen
with slight variations of the shape, sometimes more
spherical, sometimes ovoid and with no carination.
The wider cups are sometimes classified as bowls but
obviously are closely related forms. Plain beakers
of this form were used all over the Empire and made
from a variation of glass fabrics ranging from opaque
(rare) to blue, green, amber and,of course^the transparent varieties depending on the place of manufacture. Not all of them have the bottom kicked in.(cf.
Plate 38 for decorated variety.)
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PLATE 38
OVOID CUP WITH PAINTED DECORATION
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d/pt/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: BM GR Dept.1905.11-7.2
Dated: Second quarter, first
Century AD
Height: 7.0 cm
Diameter: Rim 8.2 cm
Widest point 8.7 cm

This cup, most probably free blown from bubbl^yellowish-green glass, shows
a flattened bottom and a ground rim. A faint wheel-incised band shows just
below the rim. The decoration, painted on the surface of the outside shows
a duck and a basket of flowers. Wreaths trail over the edge. On the bottom,
is an eight pointed star surrounded by dots. The glass was broken and
repaired/ there are some small parts missing. Some signs of surface
deterioration which affected not only the glass but also the paint is
evident. The colours are red, brown and yellow.
Parallel arch, dated:

From Camulodunum (Harden, Camulodunum, pp. 287-307).

Compare with:

Painted cup from Locarno in the Museo di Antichita
CMG 74.1.31 (cold painted cup)
Cup in Nat. Mus. Copenhagen C4614
Also unpainted samples of similar shapes from
Vindonissa (100).

Bibliography:

Harden, Masterpieces, p.57, No.68
Silvestrini, D.,NLa Coppa Vitrea Greco-Allessandrina
di Locarno'^ Bollettino dfArte del Ministro dell1
Educatione Nazionale, No.10, April, 1938, p.439.
Berger, Vindonissa, Tab., 17, 14/100

Remarks:

While the form of this cup is not unusual, painted
or enamelled glass objects are not common especially
not in the first century AD. (For other painted decors
see Figure 153 and 154 on page 168 above.)
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PLATE 39
CONICAL FACET CUT BEAKER ON FOOT
TYPOLOGY CODE: C/d?/fac/l-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Roman German Central Musuem
Mainz 0.12633
First century AD
15.4 cm
7.6 cm

The hig'h conical beaker was found in Cologne.
Perhaps the blank was blown but rim and foot
were ground to shape so that no pontil mark
remains. The sides are covered with eight
segments of opposing ovals that are closely
connected with each other. Fremersdorf assumes Italy is the place of manufacture. The
beaker is intact and shows little weathering.

Parallel arch, dated:

A beaker from the tombs in the Tessin (Switzerland)
(See Simonett, Tessiner Graberfelder. p.85, Fig. 17.8
and Tab. 12.3).

Compare with:

CMG 51.1.129
RGM 23.123 (foot not ground)
Karanis No. 409 (wider tooled foot)
BM GR Hept.96.2-1.200 for a smaller variety from
Curium,Cyprus
BOS 50.2284 (lower version)
Vindonissa No.168 (fragment)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VIII, p.155 for tall form and small form.
Harden, Karanis, No. 409, PI. IV and Masterpieces,
p.80, No. 102 (small form)
Isings, op.cit., p.37-38, Form 21
Berger, Vindonissa p.67, 68

Remarks:

The technique used is the same as found on the hemispherical
bowl with the facet cut (See Plate 14). Towards the end of
the first century AD, imitations were made by blowing vessels
in molds that formed facet^ike indentations. The same form
also exists without cut decor. See Harden, Karanis, No, 408
PI. IV. This basic form continues to be used with small variations until the fourth century AD (without facet cut).

PLATE 40
LOTUS BUD BEAKER
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/c/md/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
• Diameter:

Newark 50.1864
Late f i r s t century AD
20.7 cm
Rim 9.5 cm
Base 5.0 cm

The lotus bud beaker is another form that
may be an imitation of a metal cup. The
selected prototype is pale yellow-green.
It may have been found in Caesarea. Moldblown in a three part mold, the glass is
of good quality. It was broken and has
been mended.
The rim is ground and polished.

Parallel arch, dated:

Vindonissa, 1941:17

(.Berger, Vindonissa, p.53).

Compare with:

BM 6R Dept 1913.5.22.18
TOL 23.490
Ashmolean Museum Oxford 1953.636
ROM 950.157.40
CMG 64.1.10
OPP 455 and many others for example those in the
Museo Nazionalein Naples, The Brooklyn Museum, the
MET, etc.

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.76
Harden, Masterpieces, p.54
Hayes, op.cit., p.48
Isings, op.cit., pp.45-46, Form 31
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PLATE 41
MOLDBLOWN INSCRIBED BEAKER (OVOID FORM)
TYPOLOGY CODE: C/c/spec/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM GR Dept.76.11-14.5
Beaker by Meges
First half of first
Century AD
8.7 cm
Rim 6.5 cm

Attributed by the Museum to a tomb at
Cyprus, this beaker was blown in a twopart mold from yellowish-green,transparent
glass. The bottom is flat and the knockedoff rim is ground flat. The decoration,
contained between sets of raised lines, consists of vertical palm leaves. The inscription reads:
"METHC ETTOHEN1* and "MCMCOH OArPACAC".
The bottom is decorated by three concentric circles and a central dot. The vessel
is intact but there is some weathering.

The prototype is archaeologically dated from a tomb at Maroni (marium),
Cyprus. Maggiora-Vergano and Fabretti, A., "Coppa di Vetro di Refrancore",
in Atti Soc.Archaeol. e Belle Arti di Torino, 1865, p.104

Compare with:

TOL
MET
OPP
BOS

Bibliography:

Von Saldern, Oppenlander Catalogue, p.159, No.447
Harden, Masterpieces, p.53, No.60

Remarks:

The bell-shaped, moldblown beakers were sometimes,
like the prototype, signed by the makers. The
signature was incorporated into the mold. (See Figure
122, page 131.) Other inscriptions bade welcome
to the user or other similar wishes.

67.6 (spherical cup); beaker by Neikais 30.5
"Jason Cup"
2591 (more spherical form)
99.446
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PLATE 42
MOLDBLOWN CYLINDRICAL BEAKER WITH DECORATION
TYPOLOGY CODE: C/c/spec/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

OPP 22257 .
First century AD
7.8 cm
7.3 cm

This beaker, most likely from Syria, was
blown from light green transparent glass
into a tv/o-part mold. The bottom is flat
and shows one ring (which was incorporated
into the mold). The rim was cracked off.
Below the rim are two horizontal ribs,
further down is a garland of leaves directed
towards the centre. In the centre of the
frieze appears the inscription:
"KATAXAIPE KAI EYOPANCDY11
Below this are two more horizontal ribs
and one more leaf garland. Aside from a
crack at the rim, the vessel is intact.
Parallel arch, dated:

G. Mackworth Young, "Excavations in Siphnos, The
Roman Graves of the First Century", Annual, British
School In Athens XLIV, 1949, p.85, No.5, Tab.26.

Compare with:

Newark 50.1441
50.1442
Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem N 1239
OPP 2437
CMG 55.1.4

Bibliography:

Von Saldern, A., Glaser der Antike, p. 162 ff
Harden, D.,"Two-Tomb Groups of The First Century AD From
Yahmour, Syria and a Supplement to the List of RomanoSyrian Glasses with Moldblown Inscriptions", Syria 24
1944-45,») Librairie Orientaliste Paul Guenthner, Paris,
1946, pp. 81-95, Pl.V-XV.
Israeli,Y., "Sidonian Mold-Blown Vessels in the Museum
Haaretz", J.G.S. VI, 1964, pp. 34-41.
Auth., op.cit., p.63
The technique and probably the geographical provenance
relates these vessels with the Ennion vessels.

Remarks:
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PLATE 43
MOLDBLOWN CIRCUS BEAKER
TYPOLOGY CODE: C/c/spec/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM Dept.70.2-24.3
Mid first century AD
7.5-7.8 cm
7.7 cm

The cylindrical, moldblown cup, from a cremation burial at Colchester, England (west cemetry), was made from olive-green transparent glass. The
base is flat and shows two concentric circular ribs. The rim was cracked
off and ground smooth. The decoration shows an inscription, just below
the rim:
"HIERAXAVA OLYMPAEVA ANTILOCEVA CRESCEVAV"
(the names of the charioteers Hierax, Olympus, Antilochus and Crescens).
The second band, separated by a horizontal rib,shows scenery from a Roman
Circus, for example the "spinae" (turning points), race horses etc. The
vertical side bends inwards to the base. The glass is intact, rim slightly
chipped and there is some weathering.
Parallel arch, dated:

From Vindonissa (Brugg Museum 1952.508, Berger,
Vindonissa, p.62)

Compare with:

RGM 6175
Museum in Rouen 70.2.1.V.A.245
CMG The "Oedenburg Cup" 57.1.4
Landesmuseum Trier 21008

Bibliography:

Sennequier, G.^ Nouveaux apercus sur deux verres GalloRomains du Musee~des Antiquites de Rouen: Line coupe T
course de chars et un gobelet a gladiateurs, Rouen, (no
datel.
Harden, Masterpieces, p.53, No.61
Berger, Vindonissa, p.56-59
Fremersdorf VI, p.52-55

Remarks:

One of the most comprehensive lists of related vessels can be
found in the above listed paper by G. Sennequier. One could
assume that the circus beakers, often also called gladiator
beakers, were presented in connection with these events. The
technology is related to that of the Ennion vessels. The workshops mayhavjebeen in the western provinces of the Empire, operated by Syrian craftsmen.

PLATE 44
MOLDBLOWN CUP WITH TWO HANDLES AND RICH DECOR
TYPOLOGY CODE: C/c/spc/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Newark 50.1443
First century AD
6.3 cm
Rim 8.8 cm
Base 4.5 cm

This cup, of uncertain provenance, was moldblown of medium blue
glass. The mold was a four-part mold. Since a part of the
mold was used to form the f l a t base, a pontil was not used and
the bottom shows two concentric circles and a dot pattern in i t s
centre. The sides show evenly-spaced vertical ribbing in a wide
band around the s l i g h t l y convex sides. The usual flutes and
petals decorate the curved portion between the sides and the base.
The f a m i l i a r signature of the a r t i s t dominates the side on a
rectangular tablet (tabula ansata). One handle has been
repaired, otherwise the vessel is well-preserved.
Parallel arch, dated:

Some fragments with Ennion's signature were found
during an excavation in the Old City of Jerusalem
in a datable context. (Avigad, N., Archaeological
Discoveries in The Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem,
The Israel Museum, 1976, p.72.) A similar cup is
in the Museum in Turin (found with a coin of Claudius).

Compare with:

CMG 66.1.36 (cup with two smaller circular handles,
eight specimens known)
BM GR Dept.76.11-14.4 Cup with one double handle
(on one side only).
See also other Ennion vessels in this volume on
page 129 , Figures 118, 119.

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.65
Harden, Masterpieces, p.52, No.58
Kisa, Das Glas, pp.714-715.
Lehrer, Gusta, Ennion, A First Century Glassmaker,
Museum Haaretz, Tel Aviv, 1979.

Remarks:

Some similar vessels may have been produced by other contemporary glassmakers, some of whom also signed their vessels.
The Ennion vessels still remain the most famous.
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PLATE 45
MOLDBLOWN BEAKER WITH FOUR MYTHOLOGICAL FIGURES (GOTTERBECHER)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d/snc/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM GR Depf.78.10-20
First century AD
12.4 cm
Rim 6.2 cm
Base 4.4 cm

This beaker, found by T. Carabella in a
tomb at Cyzius, Turkey, was moldblown from
good quality blue-green glass. The base
is flat and shows two concentric rings and a
central dot. The sides taper towards the
base giving the vessel a slightly conical
form. The sides are decorated by four panels,
separated by stylized columns and gables.
Each panel shows a single figure. The rim is
turned slightly inward and was cut and ground.
The beaker shows slight iridescence.

Parallel arch, dated:

The excavator's report allows some dating, but a
closely related beaker from Vindonissa (No. 127)
was dated by Berger to the first century (Berger,
Vindonissa, pp.51,52,PI.18).

Compare with:

Coll. Cohn, Los Angeles
CMG 68.1.9
Nat. Mus. Athens 3000
Arch. Mus. Istanbul 1647

Bibliography:

Carabella, T., Revue Archaeologigue No.37, 1879, PI.VII
Harden, Masterpieces, pp.54,55,56
Weinberg, G., nMoldblown Beakers With Mythological
Scenes,rtJ.G.S. XIV, 1972, pp.26-47

Remarks:

Art Mus. Dusseldorf P1970.1
Princeton U. Museum 44-70
And one in private hands in
Switzerland.

G. Weinberg describes this and related vessels in detail and
mentions that more than twenty examples have been accounted for.
She classifies these into four groups. In her article she mentions some problems with the interpretation of the figures.
It appears that the largest group has pictures of the following
mythological figures: Hermes, Diana or Autumn, Hercules or
calf-bearer and Hymen or an unidentified youth. The figures
may also personify seasons. Beakers, represented in the other
groups, seem to show figures of ancient gods.
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PLATE 46
BLOWN SKYPHOS
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/c/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Diameter:
Height:

RGM N785
First century AD
Rim 10.0 cm
5.0 cm

This Skyphos, found at Aachener Strasse in Cologne,was blown from amber,
transparent glass. The body sits on a tooled ring base. The two handles
of the characteristic form are attached to the sides to form a rest for
fingers and thumbs. The top and bottom part of the handles are flattened
out and stretched away from the body in imitation of metal and ceramic
forms.
Parallel arch, dated:

A Skyphos from Moyland near CI eve, Holland.
(Jansen, Gedenkteekenen p.145, PI. XVIII).

Compare with:

Pompeii, Antiquarium 771/4, 774/4
BOS 50.2285
RGM 6033 (with lower handles); 939 (for third
century variety)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf III, p.32, Tab. 37,36
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, Tab.49,4; 50,1
Isings, op.cit., pp.55,56, Form 39
Fremersdorf V, p.73, Tab. 113 and VIII, p.62, Tab.21

Remarks:

Isings mentions the numerous broken off handles,
found at various sites, that show stamps with the makers'
names. Some used coins to stamp the handles. Artus used
a coin of Augustus and Eirenaios, a coin of Caligula. An
early form of Skyphoi was mold formed or cast, some even
partially carved in a process that imitates the carving of
wing cups from rock crystal. See Canosa Cup and CMG 70.1.29
from first century BC (Fig.47). There exists also a form
with a deeper cup and sometimes smaller handles (RGM 6033).
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PLATE 47
BELL SHAPED KANTHAROS
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d/spec/1

RGM 1144
First century AD
10.3 to 10.8 cm
(without handles)
Diameter: App 10 cm

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

The vessel is of unknown provenance,
probably upper Italy. It was blown
from blue glass. The stem was
tooled to form a strong base that is
hollow on the underside; a nearly
spherical blob of glass connects
the base with the bell-shaped body.
The rim was turned over to the outside
and folded back. The handles,
reaching from the rim to the lower
part of the body, have been restored.
White pieces of glass, broken into
sharp-edged, nearly rectangular
pieces have been fused to the surface
of the vessel.
Parallel arch, dated:

From a burial in Nijmwegen (Holland), dated to the
time of Nero (Vermeulen, Hunnerberg, gr.110, p.208).

Compare with:

Several decorated examples in Naples and one Kantharos
from Vechten in the Utrecht Museum.
Compare also with the dark blue Kantharos in the MET
and RGM N5990 (chestnut brown glass).

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf III, Tab.11, p.23 and p.32, Tab.35
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, Tab.49,3 and
Romisches Kunstgewerbe, Tab.IX.
Isings, op.cit., pp.53,54, Form 38a

Remarks:

Isings mentions a variety with a smaller base (Form
38b and with small handles 38c). The technique of fusing coloured pieces of glass into the surface (splashware) was also used for vessels of other forms. It
can be found on Kraters and also on some bottles.(cf.
Plate 75.)
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PLATE 48
ONE HANDLED CUP (MODIOLUS)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

LOFF 69
Second half of first
century AD
12.0 cm
Rim 13.0 cm

The cup, of unknown provenance,was
blown and tooled from light blue
transparent glass. It shows a ringform base with a slightly kicked-up
bottom. The sides are nearly vertical with a slight convex curvature.
The nearly circular handle is attached near the center of the side. The
rim was applied as a fairly thick
double ring around the mouth.

Parallel arch, dated:

A Modiolus from Emona, Lublijana, Yugoslavia, from
burial 66. (Petru,S. Emonske necropole, 1972, Tab,
86.3)

Compare with:

RGM D9 (yellow), N5984 (green)
Newark 50.1884 (more conical)
CMG 6 1 . 1 . 8 ,

71.1.25

ROM L970.2
Brooklyn 01.442, 01.423
OPP 2620-22613
Bibliography:

Haevernick,T.,"Modioli 1 , Glastechnische Berichte, 51, 1978
No.12, pp.328-330.
Fremersdorf I I I , p.34, Tab.34
Eisen, o p . c i t . , p.314, Fig.142
Calvi, Vetri, Tab.2, No.l, shows an even more rounded form*
Isings, op.cit., pp.52-53, Form 37
Hayes, op.cit., p.67

Remarks:

The word "Modiolus" suggests a measuring cup. Isings
points out that there are some varieties in this form.
She shows three sizes with a height of 10.5 cm, 12.0
cm and 14.5 cm. The forms vary from more conical to
more cylindrical, even some with a more flared rim.
One sample from Pompeii has no handle. (Museo Nazionale
Napoli, 111.400, according to Isings.)
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PLATE 49
BLOWN BEAKER WITH CONCAVE SIDES, ON TUBULAR RING FOOT
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Heiqht:
Diameter:

RGM 499
First century AD
10.5 cm
app. 9 cm

This vessel, found at the Monastery St.
Severin in Cologne, is blown from dark
olive-green glass. The base ring was
tooled, the bottom is kicked-up>and there
are traces of weathering.

Parallel arch, dated:

In Pompeii-Antiquarium (according to Isings).

Compare with:

ROM 3.951x8.4
RGM N849, N850, 63.60
TOL 23.847
BOS 86.48
Brooklyn 01.273
Compare also with related forms on a higher foot
such as RGM 670

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf III, p.37, Tab.51
Fremersdorf V, p.55, Tab.66/67
Hayes, op.cit., pp.35,36,57, No.137
Fremersdorf IV, p.38, Tab. 73
Isings, op.cit., p.51, Form 36b

Remarks:

As Isings points out, this form is related to the
"Carchesium", a type that will be shown separately
on Plate 50. The form should not be confused with
the later form of sack-shaped beakers that were
common in the fifth and sixth centuries in Frankish
Rhineland and also in Britain.
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PLATE 50
CHALICE "CARCHESIUM" (FOOTED KRATER)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d/pl/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: TOL 23.2404
Dated: First century AD
Height: 15.7 cm (approx.)

The vessel, attributed by the
Museum to be from Syria is free
blown from transparent green glass.
Some fine bands or grooves are engraved below the rim. The rim itself does not seem to be round.The
blown foot was attached to the bottom of the bowl. Two \/ery small
handles, like the handles common
on Kraters, were attached to opposite sides. The vessel is intact,
but severely weathered.
Parallel arch, dated:

Museo Nazionale Napoli, No.111401 (blue, with face
masks instead of the handles).

Compare with:

CMG 64.1.3 (Splashware), 66.1.252
OPP 2386 (no handles)
RGM N124; 670 (snakethread decoration) (second to
third Century AD)
BOS 99.456 ( in splashware, no foot).

Bibliography:

Isings, op.cit., pp.50-52, Form 36 a,b,c
Fremersdorf V, p.54,55, Tab. 6263,66,67,68 (for
snakethread Carchesia).

Remarks:

According to Isings, Carchesia outside of Italy
proper differed in the outlines from the ones
found in Italy. Italian specimens are said to
have more straight sides, the ones from the provinces show more concave sides. This form can
be found in "splashware decor". (See Plate 47
above).
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PLATE 51
BEAKER WITH ENGRAVED LINES WITHOUT BASE RING
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/c or d/inc/1-2

-^~- ~- -~ ^

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:

Height:
Di ameter:

'jjjS

Newark 50.1869
Late f i r s t , early
second Century AD.
9.7 cm
Rim 7.0 cm
Base 4.0 cm
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This prototype is of unknown provenance. The beaker was blown from bluegreen glass. It sits on a flat base,
has thin,slightly convex sides
and a carefully ground rim. Thirteen
grooves have been lathe-cut into the
sides at equal intervals. The surface
is weathered.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Vindonissa, (Berger, Vindonissa, No.49, Tab.19)
slightly wider, grooves vary in size and distance
from each other.

Compare with:

Newark 50.1867, 50.1870
ROM 3.950.157.292 (more rounded)
Various similar examples in Nat. Mus. Naples

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.99, No.108
Hayes, op.cit., pp.56,57
Isings, op.cit., p.44, Form 29

Remarks:

A wall painting in Pompeii shows a similar cup.
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PLATE 52
HIGH BEAKER WITH GROOVED DECORATION, ON DISC BASE, BLOWN AND CUT
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d/inc/1-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 3.950.157.39
First century AD
13.1 cm to 13.3 cm
Rim 6.7 cm

The beaker, of unknown provenance5was blown
from light green glass. The sides are
fairly thin (0.2 cm). The heavy disk base
was formed from a heavy gather of glass and
pressed flat on the marvering plate. The
excessive glass forms a knob on the inside
of the vessel. Three wheel-cut grooves are
on the outside. Around the rim wheel-cutting marks can be noticed. The vessel is
intact but shows some iridescence and a
heavy crust that has been partly removed.

Parallel arch, dated:

No.77 from Camulodunum, (Harden,"The Glass*, Camulodunum, PI.88, No.77)

Compare with:

TOL 23.838 (wider)

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.56, No.133
Fremersdorf IV, PI.79
Isings, op.cit., p.48, Form 34
Harden,11 The Glass!!Camulodunum, p.303
Harden, Karanis, pp.137, 149 for a related form.

Remarks:

This form has existed for a relatively long time and
some variations can be found. Some similar vessels
show no traces of grinding and later variations show
a blown foot (tubular base ring). (See ROM 6.951x8.5).
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PLATE 53
FOOTED CUP (OVOID FORM) WITH SNAKETHREAD DECORATION
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d or c/sn/2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 25.794
Second century AD
15.0 cm

This prototype was found at the site
of the Church of St. Severin in Cologne
in a datable burial. The bowl of the
vessel was blown and shaped with four
large indentations (perhaps by suction
on the pipe). The glass is almost
colourless but now shows a milky deterioration. It is otherwise intact.

The Prototype is archaeologically dated. (Fremersdorf, Wallraf-Richartz
Jahrbuch N.F. 3/4, 1926/27, p.10, Fig.8,1)

Compare with:

RGM 25.767 and N120 for technique

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V, p.41, Tab.17
Isings, op.cit., p.103, Form 86

Remarks:

In form and technique this goblet is related to
the high cup cited in Plate 53.
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PLATE 54
FOOTED BEAKER (FLUTE FORM) WITH SNAKETHREAD DECORATION
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d or c/sn/2-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM N120
Dated: Mid second century AD
Height: 24.0 cm
Diameter: Rim 8.0 cm

The vessel was found at Cologne. It was
made from transparent,almost colourless
glass. The simple foot is almost flat at
its base. The sides are slightly curved
outwards and the mouth flared. The applied snakethread decor is made from the
same glass as the vessel. The glass shows
a "slightly milky" appearance, caused by
weathering.

Parallel arch, dated:
RGM 25.769. A more ovoid shaped vessel, showing
the same glass and decor technique, was found with
datable coins. (Fremersdorf, Bonner Jahrbuch No.130
1925, p.291).
Compare with:

Museum Homburg V.D.H. No.45
CMG 62.1.15
Landesmuseum Bonn 1709
For shape see plain high goblet from Mulva I, Grave
11.
Mus.fur Kunst und Gerwerbe,Hamburg, 1972.35 (with

birds, Syrian)
Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V, p.40, Tab.15; p.8-13
Raddatz, Mulva I , p.29

Remarks:

The threads were tooled onto the surface and pressed
down by a tool that created the characteristic indentations on the threads, also flattening them occasionally. Fremersdorf compares the technique with closely
related snakethread ware from Syria and other eastern provinces and argues that the technique, imported
from there, was perfected by Cologne masters. The
wider colourless threads are to be distinguished from
the thinner ones, often in the colours blue and white,
that are also found on some of the Rhine!and vessels.
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PLATE 55
BLOWN INDENTED BEAKER ON BASE
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d/ind/1-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 31.264
Second century AD
11.6 cm

This beaker, found in Cologne-Marienburg, was blown from good quality transparent and almost colourless glass with
a slight blue tinge. The foot is formed
by pushing the bottom back and tooling it
to form a base ring. The vessel is intact and well preserved.

Parallel arch, dated:

Vindonissa No.110, (Berger, Vindonissa, Tab.52; 19)

Compare with:

TOL 23.839 (green-yellow) and 23.826
ROM 7.909.3.6
LOFF 65
For the variety without a base ring see

Newark 50.1536
BOS 72.429

For cylindrical body shape see
ROM 7.950.157.241
Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, Tab.18, p.26.
Isings, op.cit., p.49, Form 35
Hayes, op.cit., p 65, No.187
Harden, Karanis, pp.145-146.

Remarks:

The indented beaker appears to have been made in a
variety of shapes, ranging from an almost spherical
shape to ovoid and conical shapes. They continued
to be used into the fourth century AD when their
glass quality generally was inferior and the sides
were thicker. (For a later example see OPP 2589.)
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PLATE 56
BARREL SHAPED DRINKING VESSEL
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/c/sn/2-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 642
First half of third
century AD
13.0 cm

This vessel^n the form of a standing barrel,
was found in Cologne. The glass is light
blue-green and transparent. The vessel
was most likely blown into a mold since
the base is flat; no pontil mark can be
seen. The trails of thin glass thread,
applied continuously in form of two spirals,
start at the top and the base and leave the
middle portion free, A piece of glass with
nearly circular section was coiled on to
form a base ring. The handle was formed from
a similar piece of glass. The vessel is
intact but shows some pitting and iridescense.

Parallel arch, dated:

RGM N93. A similar piece found at St. Severin in
Cologne. (Catalogue Niessen, 1911, Tab.17,32).

Compare with:

RGM 30.320 (early form 200 AD)
An example without handles in the MET
Some in Landesmuseum in Bonn.

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V, pp.67,68, Tabs. 94,95
Fremersdorf VI, pp.31,32, Tabs. 32-34

Remarks:

This form seems to be characteristic for the Rhineland and is not common in other parts of the Empire.
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PLATE 57
PLAIN BLOWN CUP WITH FLAT BASE
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/c or d/pl/3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Newark 50.1873
Third Century AD
6.2 cm
Rim 7.1 cm

This cup comes from Cologne (Ex
Niessen Collection). It was
blown from light blue-green transparent glass and is flattened at
the bottom. There is no pontil
mark visible. The rim was cracked
off. The vessel has a crack and
shows some weathering.

Parallel arch, dated:

Vessel from Vindonissa (Berger, Vindonissa, Tab.17,
18 (103) ) with a few prunts.

Compare with:

CMG 61.1,9 (with prunts)
Landesmuseum Bonn 1721 (prunts, ground rim)
RGM 24.34.9 ( a few prunts)

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.101, No.Ill
Berger, Vindonissa, Tab.17,18, p.43

Remarks:

This is an example of a simple but perhaps massproduced cup. The form is a continuation of the
one on Plate 36. Since no effort was made to grind
or polish the rim, one might question its practical
use as a drinking cup. Berger mentions, when describing free blown beakers from Vindonissa, that
some flat bases without a kick were found in context
dated before the date of our prototype. Some of the
similar beakers from the Rhineland are decorated
with prunts (blobs of coloured glass).
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PLATE 58
KANTHAROS DECORATED WITH DOLPHINS
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d/spec/3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 28.801
Second half of third
century AD
17.7 cm to 18.9 cm

This Kantharos, formed from colourless
glass on a tooled foot, is decorated with
separately formed glass pieces that are
fused into the still soft surface of the
bowl. These attachments represent sea
shells or perhaps other creatures from
the sea. The two handles, however* are
not just attached to the surface but are
attached in such a form that the liquid
contents of the cup could fill the inside
of the handles also. On the surface of
these handles, glass thread is applied to
form the head and back of a fish. The
tails are formed by flattening the glass
with pliers. The vessel was broken and
has been repaired. There is little
weathering.
There are no parallels to this vessel, but there are some closely related
forms.
Compare with:

RGM N6082 (same form and decor of bowl but no stem or
handles) and 910
Vatican Museum 764 (D.R.250) for decor
See also Disch Kantharos in CMG 66.2.267

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VI, p.23, Tab.14,15 and pp.24,27, Tab.20,22
Isings, op.cit., p.141, Form 112

Remarks:

This vessel was included in
the typology because of the
important relations to the later Frankish claw-beakers.
According to Fremersdorf, it might be the predecessor of
these rather popular beakers. The technique of attaching separately formed sea creatures to glass vessels was
also practised on other forms, as demonstrated by Fremersdorf (see Fremersdorf VI, Tabs.136,137).
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PLATE 59
BELL-SHAPED CUP WITH INCISED DECORATION
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/c or d/ inc/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM N328
Third to fourth
century AD
9.0 cm

This bell-shaped cup was found at the
Luxemburger Strasse in Cologne. It
was blown from colourless glass. The
base is formed by grinding the rounded
base flat. The rim is outsplayed and
evenly ground. The ground decorations
on the sides begin with a row of squares
standing on edge. Below this row are
rows of oval and round forms separated
by straight incisions. The glass is
intact, but shows some milky surface
weathering.

The prototype is archaeologically dated. (Niessen Catalogue 1927, Tab.27)

Compare with:

RGM 329
Civic Museum Mainz F4205/52G

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VIII, p.87, Fig. 9, Tab.66; pp.69-70

Remarks:

These cups are,of course, related to bowls and beakers
w i t h similar decorations and probably similar provenance.
(cf. Plate 21.)
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PLATE 60
KANTHAROS GOBLET ON STEM WITH TWO HANDLES DECORATED BY FACET CUTS
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d/inc/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: Landesmuseum Trier 6317
Dated: Late third, early fourth
century AD
Height: 13.7 cm

This cup, found in the grave site
of Maximin,was formed from fine,
colourless glass. The tooled foot
is interrupted by a circular horizontal plate. The hemispherical
bowl has a distinct outsplayed rim
which is evenly ground. The two
ring-shaped handles carry threeparted rests for the thumbs on their
tops. The decoration, consisting of
rich facet cuts, squares and ovals
is of the style also represented on
bowls and bell-shaped cups of that
period. The vessel is intact and
well preserved.
The prototype is archaeologically dated.
Tab. 20.5.27).

Compare with:

Bibliography:

Remarks

(Germania Romana, 1930, PI. V.,

Museum Worms R 985
Landesmuseum Bonn 10491
Museum Speyer 2938
RGM 28.801
Fremersdorf VIII, p.124, Tab. 143
Isings, op.cit., p.141, Form 112
(See also Plate 58 for decor.)
It was decided to arrange the objects within their
respective groups in chronological order. One will
therefore find some related vessels in
other places
if they belong to a different group or are of a different period.
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PLATE 61
CONICAL BEAKER WITH MOLDED SPIRAL DECORATION
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/c/spec/4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN
Dated
Height

RGM N193a
Fourth century AD
13.Q cm

The beaker, probably from Cologne, was
blown from transparent glass of a light
yellow tone. To achieve the spiral
pattern on the surface the glass was
blown into an optical mold and then
finished. The base is almost flat,
the sides straight but splaying outward to give the vessel the conical
shape. Six turns of thin glass trail
are applied below the rim. The rim
seems to have been polished. The vessel is intact but shows some iridescence.

Parallel arch, dated:

Example in the Museum Mayen-Eifel, found with a
coin of Gratianus (S.B.J. 147, 1942, p.266, Fig,
6a).

Compare with:

RGM 936 (very small base)
Landesmuseum Bonn, 3310, 15.638

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VI, p.64, Tab. 127 and 128
Isings, op.cit. , p.103, Form 106

Remarks:

This beaker was the predecessor of the later
Frankish cone beakers. Eventually the base
became smaller and smaller until it was only
a rounded tip on which the vessel could not
stand. It had to be held by hand and allegedly
emptied to please the host. Compare also with
the eastern cone beaker or lamp. (See Plate 67.)
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PLATE 62
CONICAL BEAKER WITH INCISED DECORATION
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/c or d/inc/4

PROTOTYPE__ CHOSEN:

Landesmuseum Bonn
A884
Dated: Fourth century AD
Height : 11.5 cm

Made from colourless glass, this conical
beaker stands on a nearly flat base. The
decoration, cut with the wheel, shows two
rows of diagonal stripes. The top frieze
is enclosed by two fine horizontally cut
grooves. The center portion shows a
pattern of vertical lines that are connected at the top and base with more diagonally laid cuts. The glass is intact,
but shows some weathering.

Parallel arch, dated:

Fragment of a similar beaker found with a bronze
of Valens (364-78) in a burial near Cologne,
Fremersdorf, F. "Ausgrabungen in Kbln 1932-33",
Rom. Germ. Forschungen IV, 1933, pp.8.-110

Compare with:

Landesmuseum Bonn 425
RO'misch-Germanisches Zentral Museum, Mainz R1Q25,0.12633
For eastern Mediterranean, see OPP 2588

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VIII, p.120, Tab. 134/135
Isinqs, oo.cit., DP.129-130, Form 106
Von Saldern, A< Glaser der Antike, p. 186, No. 515

Remarks:

The conical beaker, first seen in the first century
(often with facet cut), survived with various forms
of decoration to the end of the Roman Empire. Elaborate designs and figures were used to decorate
this form. (See Worringen Beaker in Toledo.)
Similar beakers, found in Cologne, show the characteristic snakehead patterns. Fremersdorf assumes
that the concial beakers were the predecessors of the
later Frankish beakers with a rounded base. (See
also Fremersdorf V, Tab. 135.)
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PLATE 63
PRUNTED BLOWN BEAKER
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/d/pr/4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 60.10
Fourth century AD
12.0 cm

This blown beaker was found in CologneBraunsfeld, together with the famous
Cologne-Braunsfeld Diatretum. It is
made from clear glass, shows a rounded
base and almost conical form. The rim
is levelled and ground. The decoration
of applied blobs of glass prunts shows
two rows of alternating prunts - always
two blue and moss green large ones and
three small ones of the same colours.
The glass was broken and repaired.

The prototype is archaeologically dated:
Fruhgeschichte V, 1960/61, p.18).

(Fremersdorf, Kolner Jahrbuch f.
~

Compare with:

Landesmuseum Trier 18.857
RSmisch-Germanisches Zentral Museum, Mainz 5245a
Many cups, bowls and other forms show the same
technique of decoration characteristic for the
Rhine!and.

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VII, p.26, Tab.15

Remarks:

The decoration of the surface of vessels by the application of coloured prunts was also practised in other areas
of the Roman Empire. However, the characteristic colours
of blue, red-brown and olive-green in combination with
each other is attributed by Fremersdorf to the Rhine workshops. Sometimes the prunts were stamped by a metal tube
to create navels. This prototype is rather high, the RGM
has a number of lower beakers with similar decor.

PLATE 64
BLOWN CUP WITH HONEYCOMB DECOR
TYPOLOGY CODE:

C/c/spec/4-5

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM N6027
Fourth century AD
8.7 cm

This cup, found in Cologne,was
probably blown into a pattern or
optical mold from green glass. The
bottom is relatively flat and shows
a pontil mark. The rim was cut off
from the blowpipe but shows no signs
of polishing. The vessel is intact
and well preserved.

Parallel arch, dated:

Specimen from a grave at Cologne (Haberey, Germania
1934, p.277, PI.30) (Fourth century AD)

Compare with:

Israel Museum,Jerusalem 63-913
RGM 30.451 and 37.299
BOS 50.2271 (variation in pattern) and 50.2272
OPP 2699
The Louvre, MNE 142

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VI, p.57, 58, Tabs.113,114,115
Isings, op.cit., p.133, Form 107a
Harden, Karanis No.335, PI.XV.

Remarks:

Fremersdorf states that some of the indentations
on the beaker were pushed in. They could have
been easily part of the molding process.
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PLATE 65
DIATRET CUP
TYPOLOGY CODE: C/c or d/spec/4

IJPJBJI"

RGM 60.1 "The Cologne
Diatretum"
Dated: Early fourth century AD
Height: 12.1 cm
Diameter: Max. 10.1 cm
Wall thickness together
with network 0.65 cm.
Inner wall alone 0.1-0.2
cm.

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:

This Diatret cup was found in 1960 in Cologne
(Koln-Braunsfeld) in a datable burial together with nine other glass objects and other
grave goods. Its blank had been blown from
good quality colourless glass that had been
cased with a strip of dark red glass at the
top, a yellow band at the middle and a portion of deep emerald green glass towards the base. After shaping of the blank on a lathe, the delicate decoration was cut in open work with a small cutting wheel. Below the flaring top,
a band of letters that are connected with the cup only by a thin bridge, form
these Greek words:
TTIE ZHCAIC KAAfLC AEI
Below this inscription, a delicate spiral surrounds the cup underneath which
the actual cage, formed out of nearly circular elements, surrounds the body.
The network is connected with the body only by \/ery delicate pinlike bridges.
These bridges show also the transition from the inner layer of colourless
glass to the respective parts of coloured casing. The vessel was cracked and
some of the fine network pieces are missing. The surface is, however, well
preserved and shiny.
The prototype is archaeologicallyjiated: (Doppelfeld, 0. "Das Diatretglas aus dem
Graberbezirk des romischen Gutshofes von Koln-Braunsfeld,MJkJ. V, 1960, pp.7-35
Compare with:

The Diatretum in the Munich Museum of Antiques and the one
in the Turin Museum; Fragments in Vienna and Bonn. See
also the Lycurgus Cup f the BM Dept.1958.1202.1

Bibliography:

Doppelfeld. 0., Romisches und Frankisches geschliffenes
Glas in Koln, Greven Verlag, Cologne, 1966, pp.63,64.
Fremersdorf VIII, pp.64-65, Tabs. 24,25,26,27.
Harden and Toynbee,ttThe Rothschild Lycurgus Cup"in
Archaeologia XCVII, 1959, pp.179-212; Harden,nThe Rothschild Lycurgus Cup: Addenda and Corrigenda I9 J.G.S.V.1963,
pp.8-17
Kisa, Das Glas, pp.224,488,501,606-630,
See also this volume, page 158, and Figures 146 and 147.
For Lycurgus Cup, See Harden, Masterpieces, pp.77-79.
For technique, Schafer, Fritz/'Two Pragmatic Views on Vasa
Diatreta," J.G.S. X, 1968, pp.176-177.
Isings, op.cit., p.132, Form 96d
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PLATE 66
BLOWN STEMMED CUP (KARANIS "A" TYPE)
TYPOLOGY CODE: C/d/pl/4-5

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Diameter:
Height:

ROM 11.950.157.171
Fifth century AD
Rim 7.6 cm
7.6 - 8.1 cm

Originating from an Eastern Mediterranean
site, it represents a form that was not
so popular in the northern regions of the
Empire. Unlike the Karanis type "B", the
foot is tooledvery lightly and folded over
on its rim. The glass is light green with
a yellow tinge. The vessel, sitting on its
short stem - which sports a hollow bubble,
(created by pushing the pontil up) - has
a deep, broad bowl and a thickened rim.
The glass shows strong surface weathering
but is otherwise intact.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Karanis (Harden, Karanis, No.479)

Compare with:

Newark 50.1897
CMG 52.1.71
BOS 28.224
Mus. Istanbul 1552
Brooklyn 01.327
See also Mich. 5963 (Harden. No. 479)

Bibliography:

Hayes, o p . c i t . , p.84,105, No.383
Harden, Karanis, pp.167-173

Remarks:

Both Hayes and Isings distinguish this type from
the Karanis "B" Type which has a heavier, fuller
stem. The Karanis Type "B", called "Goblet" by
Harden, seems to be heavier and has a full stem.
One characteristic of the Karanis vessels seems
to be that the upper surface of the base plates
shows some traces of crosswise placed indentations
made by some tool. Isings mentions fragments of
stemmed cups found in a Mithraeum at St. Prisca in
Rome dated approx. to the fourth century AD. They
might be the Italian counterpart to the Eastern cups
but the stems show variations and dating is not precise.
The form seems to have become more popular in late
Roman and post Roman Periods.
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PLATE 67
CONICAL CUP OR LAMP (WITH PRUNTS)
TYPOLOGY CODE: C/c or d/pr/4-5

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM W.A.Dept.1965.414.1:134638
Fourth Century AD
18.0 cm
10.8 cm

This beaker, blown from greenish transparent glass and tooled to a nearly perfect conical form, is of an undocumented
provenance - perhaps the Near East. The
base is wery narrow but slightly flattened.
The rim is ground even and bevelled towards
the sides. Two horizontal wheel-cut incisions on the top and a number of them
below the ring of prunts are visible. One
wheel groove is applied near the bottom.
The row of almond shaped blue prunts (twentytwo of them) are of nearly equal size. The
vessel is intact but shows iridescence.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Karanis (Harden, Karanis, p.163, No.460, B
121K/0, Mich.5930).

Compare with:

BOS 30.394
Newark 50.1893
CMG 51.1.101

Bibliography:

Harden, Masterpieces, p.66, No.87
Crowfoot, G.M. and Harden, D.B., "Early Byzantine
and Later Glass Lamps", J.E.A, 1931, No.17, p.196-208.
Auth, op.cit., p.152, No.201
Isings, op.cit., p.130,Form 106d
Hayes, op.cit., p'.104, No.380, and p.121, No.477

Remarks:

While they could have been used as beakers, Harden
believes that these vessels were used as lamps,
filled with oil and hung by chains or strings. As
Fremersdorf points out, the prunts found on these
vessels are smaller and do not show the variety of
colours of the Rhine!and ware.
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PLATE 68
LATE COREFORMED AMPHORA
TYPOLOGY CODE: D/a/spec/lBC-lAD

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: BM GR Dept.94.11-1.137
Dated: Second to first Century
BC
Height: 16.5 cm
Diameter: (Largest) 5.0 cm
This vessel, found in Cyprus, shows a
brownish-green body with white and yellow
opaque trails, marvered smoothly into the
vessel's surface. Two handles swing from
the shoulder to the top of the rim, returning to the neck just below the rim. A bulbous knob is seen at the base, fashioned from
clear amber glass. The yellow trail is applied in one continuous spiral from rim to
shoulder. At the shoulder a white spiral
begins, overlapping the yellow trail and
continues alone to the base of the vessel.
The trails are straight at top and bottom,
but show the traditional combing in the middle of the body. The combing was not done
in zig-zag form but only upwards creating
festoons. One handle was repaired, the knob
and one handle are chipped, otherwise well
preserved.

This prototype is archaeologically dated from Annethus, Cyprus, Grave 53,
(BM Excavations 1898-94, Murray, Smith and Walters, 1900, p.118).
Compare with:

Newark 50.1277, 50.1279, 50.1274, 50.1366 (zig-zag pattern, vessel was found with original contents), 50.1281,
50.1287 (large)
CMG 54.1.135
T0L 23.126, 23.138
ROM 34.950.157.20 (bluish black body), 950.157.19
BM GR Dept.5.38

Bibliography:

Harden, Masterpieces, p.24, No.19
Hayes, op.cit., p.14,15
Auth, op.cit., p.37,39
Goldstein, op.cit., p.130, No. 269

Remarks:

There are related coreformed Amphorae that show double
looped handles (ROM 950.157.21 and TOL 50.1270). Also
some without handles (ROM 951x8.14). There are varieties
of the amphora shape that are called flasks and vases
in various publications. I t was decided to include
vessels that are based on the amphora shape in this group,

PLATE 69
BLOWN AMPHORA WITH POINTED BASE
TYPOLOGY CODE: D/d/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:

Dated:
Heiqht:

Diameter:

RGM 24.351
Early f i r s t century AD

18.0 cm
app.

6.5 cm

This vessel, found in Cologne,
probably came from upper Italy.
It was blown from pink glass. The
sides are fairly thin. A distinct
knob was tooled at the base. The
vessel was broken and reconstructed,

Parallel arch, dated:

Example in blue glass from Locarno ( C M . Simonett,
Tessiner Graberfelder, 1941, Fig.62/16a).

Compare with:

RGM 523 (light wine red)
Museum Kam-Nijmwegen Holland G79 (clear glass)
RGM N32 and N33 (colourless glass, with handles)
Newark 50.1522 ( pale green with mauve streaks and
thread decoration).

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf I I I , p.35, Tab.44
Auth, o p . c i t . , p.204, No.359
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.25, Form 9

Remarks:

Fremersdorf calls this vessel an unguentuarium in
amphorisc form.

PLATE 70
LENTOID HEAD BOTTLE (PILGRIM FLASK, MOLDBLOWN)
TYPOLOGY CODE: D/c/spec/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

RGM N1026
First century AD
9.0 cm
app. 6.5 cm

This bottle probably came from Syria. It
was blown in a two part mold from bluish
green glass. Two simple handles were
attached at the shoulder. The mouth is
tooled into a flairing rim. The molded
decor shows a Medusa-head with snakes in
the hair surrounded by a circle of circular bosses. The vessel is intact.

Parallel arch, dated:

A similar bottle from a burial at Yahmour, Syria,
now in the Museum in Beirut (Harden, D.B., Syria,
No.24, 1946, PI.6, right).

Compare with:

Victoria and Albert Museum No.434
Also some samples in the British Museum from
Tyre and Nazareth.
For technique compare also with our Plate 71.

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V I , p.55, Tab.105
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.93, Form 78b
Harden, D.B.,"Two Tomb-Groups of The First Century
AD From Yahmour, Syria, and a Supplement to the
L i s t of Romano-Syrian Glasses with Moldblown Inscriptions!; Syria, 24, 1944-45, ParisJ946.

Remarks:

This small bottle is a variant of the moldblown
bottles with amphorisk handles and a flattened
body like the ancient pilgrim flasks.
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PLATE 71
TWIN HANDLED MOLDBLOWN FLASK WITH STAR AND GARLAND
PATTERN
TYPOLOGY CODE: D/c/spec/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

BOS 31.132
Late first century BC to
early first century AD
8.2 cm

This flask, most likely from Syria, was
blown in a two part mold from deep blue
glass. The handles are white opaque glass.
The flask is of lentoid form. The pattern,
nearly identical on both sides of the lentoid body, has a six point star-shaped figure in the centre surrounded by two concentric circles, a garland and another circle.
The foot, made from a pad of glass, was
attached after the body was blown.

Parallel arch, dated:

No close parallel could be located.

Compare with:

LOFF 38
OPP 436
Newark 50.1463
HAAR MH63158
MET 81.10.230

Bibliography:

Von Saldern, Ancient Glass in The Museum of Fine
Arts in Boston, Boston, 1968, No. 32.

Remarks:

This vessel is related in technique to the various
jugs with similar forms of decoration and also to
the lentoid head bottles.
( Plate 70.) When the
decoration is part of the mold, the code lists
"spec" in the category for decorations. (For the
archaeological dating one may refer to the s/ery
closely related vessel on Plate 70.)
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PLATE 72
VASE WITH CENTRAL SCROLL PATTERN
(TWO HANDLED AMPHORA SHAPE)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

D/c/spec/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Newark 50.1473
First century AD
(probably)
6.3 cm
Rim 2.3 cm
Base 1.8 cm

This l i t t l e vase of unknown provenance
(probably from Syria) was blown in a
mold. There is a central band of tendril
scroll around the middle. At the shoulder
and around the lower part runs a band
of " f l u t e s " that give a ribbed surface to
the vessel. The glass of the body is a
dark amber, the handles are made from
dark blue glass. The vessel is i n t a c t .

Parallel arch.dated:

Nat. Museum in Leiden exhibits B 1952/8.4 and 8.5,
(Kern, J.H.C,"A Pair of Moldblown Glass Amphorisks,
First Century AD", Ovdheidkundige Mededelingen mit
het Rijksmuseum van Outheden te Leiden, n.s. 35
(1954), pp.38-39).

Compare with:

Smith Collection 75 (now Virginia Museum of Fine
Arts).
0P,P 412, 413, 414, 415
LOFF 122
BOS 15.858

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.70, No.66
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst. p.37, No.71

Remarks:

For masterful execution of the technique of moldblowing see the works of Ennion (Plate 73). Note
that Kern calls this vessel "amphorisk".
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PLATE 73
MOLDBLOWN AMPHORA BY ENNION
TYPOLOGY CODE:

D/c/spec/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

The Ennion Amphora in
The Heritage Museum in
Leningrad
First century AD
18.0 cm

This amphora comes from a tomb at Panticapaeum (Kertch) in South Russia. It was
blown into a mold. The good quality glass
is of amber colour. The decor is traditional for this period and consists of vertical
flutes at the neck and a frieze of leaves
and palmettos around the shoulder. Separated from this by a row of bosses is a
frieze of hexagons in a honeycomb pattern.
The Ennion signature is included in this
segment. The next frieze, again separated
by a row of circular bosses, shows a garland of vines crossing each other. A row
of round topped "flutes" encloses the base
part. The base is flat with raised concentic circles. The vessel is intact, but shows
some white incrustation.
Since the vessel is the only one of its form made by Ennion, there are no
parallels. Fragments of vessels with Ennion's signature have, however,
been excavated in the Jewish Quarter of the Old City of Jerusalem. (N. Avigad, Archaeological Discoveries in The Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem, The Israel Museum, 1976, p.22.
Compare with:

Other Ennion vessels in the HAAR (Fiaure 119),
MET (Figure 120), CMG (Figure 118)

Bibliography:

Lehrer, op.cit,

Remarks:

For more general information about Ennion see page
128ff of this volume. Note that the form of this
vessel resembles a style of silver amphora? common
in Italy during the first century AD.
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PLATE 74
AMPHORA-SHAPED VASE WITH BASE RING
TYPOLOGY CODE: D/d mot/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Newark 50.2006
First century AD
11.7 cm
Rim 3.3 cm (approx)

This small amphora represents a group that
probably originated in Northern Italy, perhaps in Aquileia. Free blown and tooled at
base and neck, it has two brown monochrome
handles attached. The glass is of brownish
colour, transparent and of good quality.
The surface of the body is decorated with
splashes of opaque coloured glass that have
been marvered into the surface and elongated
towards shoulder and neck during the tooling
process. The vessel was decorated by a
splash-on process.

Parallel arch, dated:

Vindonissa 79 (88) (Berger, Vindonissa, Tab. 20)

Compare with:

CMG
BOS
0PP
T0L

Bibliography:

Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, PI.1/5
Auth, op.cit. p.60
Berger, Vindonissa, pp.34-37, P1.4
Simonett, op.cit., p.109

Remarks:

This form also exists in monochrome opaque and
transparent glass. The famous Portland vase,
while not of exactly the same shape, can still
be related to this form, (See Figure 144, page
151 above.) For the "splash-on" colouring process, (cf. Plate 47 and 50 above.)

58.1.88
LH Pierce Fund 01.8225
2357, 2347
23.1495 and 23.1496
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PLATE 75
BLOWN AMPHORA

TYPOLOGY CODE: D/d/pl/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:

Height:

RGM 32
F i r s t century AD
13.5 cm

The small amphora was found in Cologne
at the Luxemburger Strasse. It was blown
from good quality, colourless, transparent
glass. The rim was folded over to the inside and a blob of glass was allowed to
form on the pulled out base. A thread of
about 0.3 cm thick glass was trailed around
the neck just underneath the rim. The
vessel is intact. The glass now has a
milky appearance due to weathering.

The prototype is archaeologically dated: RGM Catalogue 1911, Tab.42.
It was found with a similar piece (no.33).
Compare with:

RGM 24.351 (without handles), N32, N33 (miniature)
A painted sample with three handles was in the
"Palma di Cesnola" Collection
Some examples are in the Museo Nazionale (from
Pompeii)
OPP 23.329 from Karanis, Mich.5585

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf I I I , p.35, and IV, p.33
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.78, Form 60
Spinazzola, V., Le A r t i Decorativi di Pompeii,
Milan, 1928, P I . 223.
Harden, Karanis, p.264, No.793, Tab.X.

Remarks:

This form, common in pottery in the ancient world,
continued to be imitated in glass. A fairly late
example is described by Harden in olive green glass,
(cf. Plate 82.)
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PLATE 76
RIBBED AMPHORISKOS (MOLDBLOWN)
TYPOLOGY CODE: D/c/rib/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Newark 50.1528
Second half of first
Century AD
10.9 cm
Rim 2.6 cm

This amphorisk of unknown provenance (possibly upper Italy), was moldblown in a twopart mold from dark blue glass. The seams
of the mold can be seen as two irregular
lines running down the front and back of
the vessel just halfway between the handles.
The handles were formed from opaque white
glass and were attached after the body was
blown. The rim is rounded but of irregular
shape. The vessel is reasonably well preserved but there are a few holes in the body,

ParaHal arch, dated:

Museo Nazionale Naples 13676 from Pompeii

Compare with:

CMG 55.1.73 (opaque pale blue)
MET 17.194.235 (pale purple)
OPP 418, 420-424
Aguileia, 240 (streaky blue)
LOFF 63
RGM 42.189
Newark 50.1527 (yellow green)

Bibliography:

Auth, o p . c i t . , p.71, No.69
C a l v i , Die Roemischen Glaeser, PI. 16:5
Fremersdorf V I , p.42, Tab.F5

Remarks:

While this form is clearly an amphorisk, one
should remind the reader about the relation
to the moldblown date flasks and other fruitimitating vessels.
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PLATE 77
SMALL MOLDBLOWN AMPHORISK WITH PATTERN
TYPOLOGY CODE: D/c/spec/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

LOFF 182
First century AD
7.0 cm
4.0 cm

Provenance unknown, probably Syria. The small amphorisk was blown in a
two-part mold from greenish, transparent glass. The base is rectangular
and flat. The body has seven edges. On the front and back are two concentric circles done in relief. The neck is a straight cylinder with a
rim that is flared outwards and then turned over towards the inside.
Two handles are made from different glass and attached on opposite sides.
The vessel is intact.
Parallel arch, dated:

None could be located.

Compare with:

OPP 43-7
RGM 58.33 (Octagonal)
Newark 50.1484 (Barrel shaped) and 50.1469
RGM 58.33 (Jug)

Bibliography:

La Baume, (Catalogue Loffler): Romische Kleinkunst 4
p.36.
Auth, op.cit., p.199

Remarks:

The moldblown two-handled amphorisks are only one
of many varieties of moldblown two-handled flasks,
made by the same technique and in very similar styles,
Other related patterns are stylized basketweave,
concentric rings or just a number of geometric figures arranged in a frieze. The forms vary from almost spherical body shape to ovoid and geometrical.
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PLATE 78
AMPHORISK WITH SPHERICAL BODY
TYPOLOGY CODE: D/d/tr/1-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM N27
First to second century
AD
7.0 cm

This small amphorisk was found in Cologne,
It was blown from dark blueftransparent
glass. The base was tooled with a lightly rising bottom. The body is spherical
and the neck shows a thick,folded-over
rim. The delicate handles were formed
from opaque yellow glass. A trail of
the same yellow glass was spun around
the body and neck. The vessel is intact
and well preserved.

The prototype is archaeologically dated:
(Catalogue, Niessen, Tab.5).

From Cologne, Luxemburger Strasse,

Compare with:

RGM N28
Landesmuseum Bonn 5158 (dark green)
L(5FF 181
OPP 2384 (more ovoid body) and 2210 (sprinkled)
Newark 50.1627
CMG 74.1.29 (purple-brown)
For third century form see LOFF 177

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf^III, p.52, Tab.113, and 114
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.51, No.148
Isings, op.cit., pp.32,33, Form 15, and p.84,
Form 65
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PLATE 79
AMPHORA HANDLED COSMETIC TUBE WITH BASE
TYPOLOGY CODE:

D/d/tr/4-5

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: Newark 50,1580
Dated: Fourth century AD
Height: 11.6 cm
Diameter: Rim 3.5-3.7 cm
The small, rather heavy vessel most likely
comes from Palestine. It was formed from
yellowish-green glass, blown, tooled to
shape and placed on a heavy flat pad of
glass to make a base. The elaborate handles
are fastened to the body over a fairly long
stretch of side, after the threads were applied. These threads, about 0.2 cm thick,
ran in six windings just under the handle
and below and are made from dark green glass,
A fairly heavy snake thread of the same dark
glass is applied in zig-zag form near the
base. The mouth is wide and shows a softly
rounded rim- The vessel is intact, but the
surface is weathered.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Beth She'arim Catacomb 12, Hall A, Room 6.
(Avigad, N./'Excavations at Beth She'arim, 1953,
Preliminary Report,'1 iEJ. 4, (1954), PI.12, p.94).

Compare with:

Newark 50.1576 (blue-green)
OPP 2339
RGM N1018, N1019, also 39.379 and 30.371
ROM 909.3.54

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.143, No.182
Hayes, op.cit., p.107, No. 395
La Baume, Glas der Antike, D79, Ta.34/4
Spartz, Antike Gl'aser, Kataloge der Staatlichen
Kunstsammlungen Kassel, No.l, Kassel, 1967, No.
143, Tab.33.
Avigad, N. Beth She'arim, Report on the Exgjjvations
Qurin§ 1953-58, Vol. H I , Catacombs If®. I f - f T , Jerusalem,
1954, pp. 94.

Remarks:

Some of these containers were found with the
cosmetic applicators still in them. The decoration is related to the decor of the globular
jars of the same era. (cf. Plate 106 below.)
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PLATE 80
SLIM FLUTED AMPHORISK
TYPOLOGY CODE: D/c/rib/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM N1008
Third to fifth century
AD
22.0 cm

The vessel, probably from Syria, was blown
into an optical mold to form the ribs. The
glass is bluish green, transparent. The
slightly conical body ends in a short cylindrical neck, the base is rounded. The mouth
is funnel-shaped and widely outsplayed, a
thin thread runs around the rim and also one
around the neck. The two handles,formed from
bright blue-green glassware connected by a
thread around the neck. They reach from the
shoulder to this thread. The base shows a
pontil mark. The vessel is intact (except
for a light break in the thread).
Parallel arch, dated: Nekropolis at Horns
(Abdul Hak no.27)
Compare with:

RSmisch-Germanisches Zentral
Museum, Mainz 0.6945 (from Aleppo)
Victoria and Albert Museum
C34.1948
HAAR 2027

Bibliography:

Abdul Hak, S., Catalogue illustre du departement
des antiquitgs greco-romaines au Mus§e de Damas,
Damascus, 1951.
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt
Loeschke, Niessen Collection, No.1009, PI.52
N#uteurq, A"tikes Glas. Fig.52
Neuburg, Glass in Antiquity, Tab. 24.1
Stern, o p . c i t . , p.82, No.23
Von Saldern, OppenlHnder Catalogue, pp.177-78 (for
r i b technique}

Remarks:

Slim vases, amphoras and flasks with a vertical
flute or rib pattern achieved by mold blowing
were common during the third and fourth century
AD.
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PLATE 81
AMPHORISK WITH SNAKETHREAD AT THE SIDES
TYPOLOGY CODE:

D/d/sn/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM N1015b
Dated: Third to fourth century AD
Height: 19.9 cm

This amphorisk of unknown provenance was
blown from blue-green transparent glass.
The opaque blue handles and the snakethread
at the sides from the same blue glass are
of the kind that can be found on Rhineland
vessels. The base is slightly conical and
shows a pontil mark in the center of its
concave underside. The body is pear-shaped
and the neck straight and cylindrical. The
neck ends in a funnel-shaped mouth. The rim
is rounded and folded over. Just below the
rim is one collar of this blue thread. The
vessel is well preserved.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Karanis, (Harden, Karanis, p.317, J45768,
Fig.4.k).

Compare with:

BOS 30.403 (probably from Syria)
Newark 50.1614, 50.1615 (fifth Century AD)
Cairo Museum No.J45768

Bibliography:

La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, No.D78, Tab.34,3
Von Saldern, Ancient Glass in the Museum of
Fine A r t s , Boston, No. 59.
Harden, Karanis, p.256, 317 and Fig. 4.k.
Auth, o p . c i t . , p.219, No.453

Remarks:

As the example from Newark shows, this form continues into the fifth century AD, but the decoration becomes more elaborate and sometimes the
handles are multiple loops.
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PLATE 82
AMPHORA WITH INCISED DECORATION
TYPOLOGY CODE: D/d/inc/4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

CMG 74.1.25
Fourth century AD
20,1 cm

This amphora was blown from olive-green
glass. The body is almost cylindrical
with a distinct conical base ending in a
knob of glass. The neck is straight,
ending in a wide funnel-shaped mouth with
a turned over rim. Two delicate handles
are attached, connecting shoulder and
mouth. The decorations consisting of
alternating lines and oval shapes are
rather crudely wheel-engraved. The abrasions are not very deep5 only barely
scratched into the surface. The vessel
is intact and the glass is well preserved,

Parallel arch, dated:

Jug of same technique, similar decor from Karanis,
(Harden, Karanis, p. 246, No.739, Mich.5947)

Compare with:

Newark 50.1621 ( in dark olive-green)
HAAR MH 41958
ROM 929.7.1. and 929.7.2

Bibliography:

Harden, Karanis, pp.230-258
Auth, op.cit., p.130, No.162
Fremersdorf VIII, pp.129-130. PI.154.

Remarks:

The same style of decor with similar glass
fabrics can be found also in the common onehandled bottles or jugs of the "Karanis type",
(cf. Plate 155.)
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PLATE 83
AMPHORA-SHAPED FLASK INDENTED WITH SPIRAL PATTERN
TYPOLOGY CODE: D/d/ind/4-5

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:

Newark 50.1531
Fourth to Fifth century

AD
Height:
Diameter:

17.0 cm
Rim 4.2 to 4.5 cm

This vessel is probably from Syria and was
blown from bubbly, greenish-blue glass. It
was first inserted into an optical mold to
create the soft spiral pattern, then the indentations may have been put in. A deep
blue thick thread of glass was used to shape
the handles and was also wrapped once around
the neck at the top of the handles. A pontil
mark can be seen on the bottom,

Parallel arch, dated:

Finds from Mount Carmel and from Beth Guvrim,
(fourth century AD, Stem, op.cit., p.85)

Compare with:

Warsaw Museum, (no regular number available)
RGM 682 and 1008 ( no indentations)
ROM 924.14.1 (one handle)

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.131
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, Mo.D73, D76,
and D77, Tab.33 and 34
Hayes, op.cit., p.Ill, No.415
Sparts, op.cit., Mo.95, PI.23
Stern, op.cit., (Typology) III A2, a-d

Remarks:

Stern points out that the indented variety of
these amphorae can be dated later than the slim
elongated type. (cf. Plate 80.)

PLATE 84
SPHERICAL FLASK WITH HANDLE
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/d/tr/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM 53.796
Dated: First half of first
century AD
Height: 11.4 cm

This flask was found at Cologne. It has
been blown from bright blue, good quality
glass, possibly in upper Italy. The body
is almost spherical, the base flattened
with a light kick and the neck almost
cylindrical showing a simple folded-in
rim. The body is decorated with eighteen
windings of an opaque white thread. The
vessel is intact and shows little weathering.

The prototype is archaeologically dated: M Dig Am Gereonsdriesch 1954,'
Kolner Jahrbuch fur Fruhgeschichte I, 1955, Tab.30,2).
Compare with:

RGM N591, 38.817
Also numerous examples in Aquileia (some with
different handles)
Newark 50.1827 (double bottle) is a variant

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf III, p.25, Tab.15
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, N9 Tab.55,1
Isings, op.cit., p.31, Form 41
Calvi, I Vetri Romani, Tab.7, B3

Remarks

As a novelty, bottles of the same form were
sometimes blown in two halves and joined together
to allow two liquids to be poured from one bottle
(oil and vinegar bottle). See Auth, op.cit., p.
103, No.116, and other vessels in HAAR (MH G867
and Rockefeller Museum Jerusalem, (G41). These
have no trailed decor .
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PLATE 85
JUG WITH BASKETWEAVE PATTERN (MOLDBLOWN)
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/c/re/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Newark 50.1476
First century AD
9.3 cm
Rim 2.1 cm
Base 2.2 cm

This vessel was moldblown in a two part
mold. It is of unknown provenance. The
glass is blue-green. The mold pattern
imitates a basketweave which may have
been used on occasion to protect bottles.
The middle of the body shows a band of
olive leaves. The handle (of the same
glass) is attached at the rim and shoulder.

Parallel arch, dated:

Similar piece from Aquileia, described by Calvi
(No excavation record was available.)

Compare with:

BOS 28.226
MET 17.194.222
HAAR MH 49358 and 63058
BM 97.1-11.1
OPP 2481 , 2354 (both with two handles, amphora
shape)
TOL 51.375

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.68, No.63
Von Saldern, Ancient Glass jn the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, no.34, and OppenlSnder Catalogue,
p.150, No.430,431
Calvi, I Vetri Romani, No.246, p.105, Pi.16,4

Remarks:

These vessels can be found with one or two handles.
The pattern of the mold represents a basketweave.
Bottles were often protected by basket-woven covers,

PLATE 86
TALL JUG WITH CONICAL BODY
TYPOLOGY CODE:

E/c/rib/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 25.474
Late first century AD
28.0 cm

This blown and tooled jug was found in
Cologne. The glass is transparent and
almost colourless. The very long neck
is crowned by a mouth with a folded over
glass rim. The handle is of the usual
ribbed band-form and starts high in the
middle of the neck, curving gracefully
to the shoulder. The body was started
in a ribbed mold and then expanded and
tooled. The ribs are almost invisible.

Parallel arch. dated: RGM 6107 (different handle); 496, 156 and 498
BM Dept. 5264 (diagonally ribbed) and Dept.83,
12-13.319
Also some in the Museum of Naples.
Bibliography:

Harden,Masterpieces, p.59,82
Isings, op.cit., pp.72-73, Form 55
Fremersdorf III, p.23, and IV, p.43

Remarks:

RGM 6107 shows a few decorative elements of the
version with tooled threads. A thick trail of
thread was pinched with pliers to give an appearance like the back of a dragon. Isings remarks
that the plain early form was common in Pompeii.
Later forms show a cutout ring base and more elaborate decorations.
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PLATE 87
PITCHER, CLASSICAL FORM (JUG) ON BASE RING, WITH STRAIGHT MOUTH
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/c/pl.1-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Newark 1602
Turn of first to second
century AD
Handle 24.0 cm
Rim 21.0 cm
Rim 8.0 cm
Base 5.4 cm

This jug,of unknown provenance,was blown
and tooled from blue-green glass. The
base is pushed upwards, the body a graceful ovoid shape.
The neck is almost cylindrical. The rim was folded over twice,
thickly to form a ledge on its inside.
The handle is attached with two decorative
glass pieces to the rim and swings upwards
and back to join the body at the upper portion of the shoulder. It is longitudinally
ribbed. The vessel was broken and repaired
Weathering is light.

Parallel arch, dated:

The "Hausweiler-Jug" (Kisa, p.410, PI.XI).

Compare with:

Several samples in the Museo Nazionale in Naples
See also CMG 66.1.ll(yellow with l i g h t blue head
attached to the handle).

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.102, No.114
Isinqs, OD.cit., p.71, Form 54
Kisa, A. Das Glas in Altertume, p. 410, PI.XI

Remarks:

This form was an imitation of metal work. It
seems to continue into the second and third
centuries in some variation.
Sometimes the
handle becomes more angular, not protruding as
high above the rim. (See the "Daphne Ewer",
Figure 153, page 168 above). Sometimes decorative elements like attached faces were put onto
the handles. Some of the later forms also show
thumb rests on the top of the handle. (See
Plate 100 below.)
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PLATE 88
JUG WITH TREFOIL MOUTH WITHOUT BASE RING
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/d/pl/1-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated
Height:

RGM N517
First century AD
8.5 cm

The little "Qinochoe" shaped vessel comes
from Luxemburger Strasse in Cologne. The
vessel was blown and tooled from almost
colourless, bluish glass. From a slightly
concave base without a base ring, the
spherical body flows smoothly into the neck.
The typical trefoil mouth is tooled and
the rim folded over and rounded. The
handle is a simple one, formed from a round
trail of glass and fastened in a simple
way to shoulder and neck. The vessel
is intact.

Parallel arch, dated:

RGM 30.324 is a similar piece, but on a simple
tooled ring base with a thumbrest on top of the
handle. Found in burial 92 (with coin of Domitian)
north of St. Severin in Cologne (Fremersdorf,
Germania Romana, 1930, 590, p.248, Fig.7 right).

Compare with:

RGM 53.6 and N518, see also L668 (with snakethread
decor) and B6025 (snakethread)
Landesmuseum Bonn V1168 (dated second century AD)
L'OFF 80 (third century AD)
OPP 2555
ROM 951x8.31 ( t h i r d century AD)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, p.35, Tab.62.63; and V pp.51,
55, Tab.55-57
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, pp.51,52, Tab.20/1
Hayes, op.cit. p.61, No.158
Isings, op.cit. pp.74,75, Form 56; and p.105, Form
88b (for second century AD)

Remarks:

This popular form was also known all over the
Roman Empire and continued in variations.
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PLATE 89
CLASSIC TREFOIL MOUTH JUG ON BASE (OINOCHOE SHAPE)
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/d/pl/2-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM GR Dept.S240
Fourth century AD
26.9 cm
Body 12.8 cm

This jug was blown and tooled from greenish-yellow glass. Its origin is not known.
On a deeply pushed-in conical base, with
a center knob, sits the ovoid body. The
neck is nearly cylindrical,the mouth of
distinct trefoil shape and the rim rounded.
The handle, reaching from top to shoulder,
is of the band form with two longitudinal
ribs. It is of yellow-green glass. Twentyfour windings of a turquoise coloured trail
run in an unevenly applied spiral from the
mouth to the shoulder. One thick trail is
visible just above the shoulder sitting on
an angle around the neck. The glass is
weathered and partially encrusted. The
vessel was broken and mended.

Parallel arch, dated:

A sample from Cologne. It was found at
Luxemburger Strasse together with coins
of Hadrian and Crispina (Fremersdorf V,
P. 521.

Compare with:

Newark 50.1611 (small base)
RGM N1030 (blue-green glass), N6025 and L218
(snakethread decor)
Cairo J5260 (No.722 from Karanis)

Bibliography:

Harden, Masterpieces, p.90, No.124
Harden, Karanis, No.722, PI.XIX
Auth, op.cit., p.103, No.115
Fremersdorf V, Tab.59 (snakethread version) and
Tab.56
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, N0.D66, Tab.31,3
Isings, op.cit., p.154, Form 124 (for later forms);
and pp.104-105, Form 88 (for earlier forms).

Remarks:

The jug was an imitation of classic shape found
in metal and ceramic. This was a common form that
can be found in many varieties. In the Rhineland,
it can be found in a slightly plump form, decorated with snakethread.
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PLATE 90
WIDE MOUTHED SPHERICAL JUG
TYPOLOGY CODE:

E/d/pl/2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM 56
Dated
Second Century AD
Height: 11.7 cm
This prototype was found in Cologne. It
was blown from yery light, bluish glass of
good quality. The almost perfect spherical
body shows a slightly concave, kicked-in base,
but no marks or base ring. The neck narrows
and flares out elegantly and ends in a distinctly folded-in rim. The handle is a
three-ribbed band with a tooled thumbrest on the top. The vessel is well preserved and intact but shows slightly milky
weathering.

Parallel arch, dated:

RGM N513, found at Luxemburger Strasse (Catalogue
Niessen, Tab.31).

Compare with:

RGM N514 (simple round handle); L1054 (with
trailed decor); 29.316 (Syrian provenance)
ROM 6.965.114.264 (.from Cyprus with loop on
top of handle and 950.157.179.)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, p.34, Tab. 54; VI, pp.42-43,
Tab.69
Hayes, op.cit., p.55, No.126; p.131, No. 540

Remarks:

Some of these vessels appear with a wide mouth,
almost like a jar. (See RGM 26.266, Fremersdorf,
VI, Tab. 69.) The provenance can be detected by
the colour of the glass and sometimes the form
of the handles. Isings describes them as imitations of bronze jugs.
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PLATE 91
BULBOUS JUG WITH LOOPED HANDLE
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/d/sn or pl/2-3 PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 29.1069
Turn of second to third
century AD
12.4 cm

This small jug v/as found in Cologne. It
was blown from deep blue glass of good
quality. The base was tooled from the body
and the inside was pushed up. The body is
conical near the base with a softly rounded
shoulder. The neck is almost cylindrical.
A wide, double folded rim was tooled at the
top. The handle is attached to the rim,
looped to form a thumb rest and attached to
the lower part of the shoulder in the form of
two distinct fins. A trail of glass of similar colour was wrapped three times around
the neck in form of a steep spiral. The
vessel is well preserved.

The prototype is archaeologically dated. It was found in burial 58 at
Jakobstrasse, together with a coin of Gallienus. (Fremersdorf F.,HA
Great Discovery of Roman Glass1,1 The Illustrated London News, No. 47772,
London, 1930).
Compare with:

RGM 29.1054, 29.1053, N43, N32, N65 (for a more
spherical body), N77 (blue) and 78-83 (both for
a more conical body).
BM GR Dept.77.8-12.1
Newark 50.1604 (for later development)
ROM 910.52.13 (Beit-Shean) (for Eastern sample)

Bibliography:

Harden, Masterpieces, p.88, No.119; p.104, No.120
Hayes, op.cit. p.107, No. 397.

PLATE 92
JUG WITH ANGLED HANDLE AND
DIAMOND DECOR
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/d/sn/2-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

Louvre, Paris
Fourth century AD
Approx. 40.0 cm

This jug, found in Kertch, South Russia,
represents the eastern form. The slim
body sits on a tooled base that is decorated with two circular threads. The
body is decorated with loosely applied
snakethread and distinct ovoid-shaped
blue prunts. The threads cross and overlap. The unusual handle is formed from
twisted strands of glass. It has a high
thumb rest. Around the neck above the
shoulder is a collar of twisted glass
threads, with tooled indentations. The
vessel was broken and repaired.

Parallel arch, dated:

Not available to this author.

Compare with:

TOL 23.736
Newark 50.1616
HAAR MH 113158
RGM 42.194 (dark blue, ribbed)
CMG 64.118 (Syria)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V I I , p.56, Tab. 112
Eisen, o p . c i t . pp.447,598,441,PI.112
Auth, o p . c i t . , p.109, No.127
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, D95,l

Remarks:

The Corning Museum of Glass vessel seems to be
almost identical. The form of the mouth and
handle, however, can be seen in some varieties
of vessels, usually from the near East. The
elongated prunts that decorate the vessel are
known by the term "nipt-diamond".
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PLATE 93
SPOUTED ONE HANDLED BOTTLE (FEEDER BOTTLE, GERMAN: GIESSERCHEN)
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/d/pl/2-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM N6120
Second century AD
10.0 cm

The prototype was found in Cologne. It
shows an almost spherical body with a
slightly pushed-in base but no base ring.
The neck is fairly long and ends in a
thick folded-inwards rim. The handle is
strong and shows two distinct longitudinal
ribs that end in the usual fins at the
shoulder of the body. Our prototype has no
thumbrest on top of the handle which is
attached just below the rim. The spout was
blown out and tooled a little above the midriff of the body and formed into a reversed
funnel shape, ending with an opening of about 0.5 cm diameter. The rim of the spout
shows rather sharp edges. The vessel is intact and well preserved.
Parallel arch, dated:

RGM 521 found at Cologne Luxemburger Strasse.
(Catalogue Niessen, Tab.39)

Compare with:

RGM N1053 (no handle, N5903, 411, 31.273)
Brooklyn 01.287
ROM 950.157.242 (no handle)
Newark 50.1824 (for late example, fifth to sixth
century AD)
Museum Trier 06.599
Various pieces in the Museum Aquileia (See Calvi,
below).

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, p.36, Tab.64
Hayes, op.cit., p.81, Mo.229, pp.90, 152, No.199
Auth, op.cit.,
Isings, op.cit., p.118, Form 99
Calvi? Die Roemisctien Glaeser, Tab.12, 1,3,4
Tab. 12, 1, 3, 4.

Remarks:

This bottle form was also known with a tooled base
ring and a thumbrest on top of the handle. Its purpose is not known. Isings declares it to be unfit
as an infant feeder bottle. It might have been used
to fill lamps. Some have no handle. Their purpose
could be that of Plate 170's. Calvi uses the tenri
Gutti for these and the stretched form, Giesserchen
indicates a vessel used for pouring liquids.
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PLATE 94
JUG WITH CONICAL BODY ON ATTACHED FOOT
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/c/sm/3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

Landesmuseum Trier.
37.128
Third century AD
Not available

This jug ; made from pale green glass,was
found in a burial field at the Luxemburger
Strasse in Trier (Rhineland). The vessel
was blown into an optical mold to achieve
the spiral pattern on the body. The base
is separately formed and attached to the
flattened body of the flask. The neck is
gradually constricted and widens again to
end in a funnel-shaped mouth. The rim is
folded inwards and rounded. Around the
neck a collar of two rings was attached.
The two rings are connected with a snakethread. The handle was attached to the
body and drawn out on its lower end almost to the bottom. This extension of the
handle is decorated with a number of pinched
forms providing a decoration on both sides
of the handle. The vessel is intact and
well preserved.
Parallel arch, dated:

RGM 30.674, for a burial in Cologne Jakob Strasse.
It was found with a beaker, inscribed Felix and
dated second half of third century AD. ("Fremersdorf V, p.76, Tab. 121).

Compare with:

RGM 775
For wider mouth form and plain glass compare with
RGM N77(blue) and N78-83 (colourless),

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V I I , p.47, Tab.84; V,p.76, Tab.120,121
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.153, Forms 121,122
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PLATE 95
JUG WITH CHAIN HANDLE
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/d/spec/3-4
c/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM Dept.55.4-12.127
Third century AD
16.5 cm
9.3 cm

This jug, allegedly from Colchester, was
blown from sea-green glass of good transparency. The base was tooled solidly,
kicked in and shows a pontil mark. The
ovoid body rises in a smooth transition into
the neck. The mouth is widely outsplayed
and folded inwards to form the rim. Just
below the rim a thick thread of glass was
applied to the neck forming a
collar.
The body is decorated by a number of threads
that form an irregular, wide network. This
was done before the final expansion of the
body. The handle was formed from two strands
of glass* joined and separated alternately to look like a chain. A thumb rest
is applied on top of the rim where the handle
is attached to it. The lower part of the
handle, attached to the vessel,forms two distinct fins. The vessel was broken and mended and some small parts are missing. The
surface is stained and weathered.
Parallel arch, dated:

Various samples in the Romisch-Germanisches Zentral
Museum in Mainz and a"i$o in Saalburg Museum
Franke, P.E. "Die romischen Funde aus dem
Saalburgcasteir, Saalburg Jahrbuch, XV 1966, p.5 ff

Compare with:

There are a variety of flasks and jugs that show
the same handle form in the Romisch-Germanisches
Zentral Museum in Mainz as well as in the Saalburg
Museum.

Bibliography:

Harden, Masterpieces, p.84, No.111.

Remarks:

The abundance of these braid-or-chainlike handles
in the vicinity of Mainz leads to the assumption
that this form was originated by a workshop in
this area.
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PLATE 96
JUG WITH COLLAR (EASTERN PROVENANCE)
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/c/sn/rib/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Newark 50.1571
Fourth century AD
To rim: 22.3 cm
Total: 24.0 cm
Rim 7.2 cm
Base 5.5 cm

The prototype is attributed to Palestine or
Syria. Blown in a ribbed mold (and perhaps
expanded afterwards)*this jug was made from
light, transparent, purple glass of good
quality. The base is slightly pushed up and
shows a pontil mark. The mouth is wide,
funnel-shaped and the rim folded twice to
shape the distinct rim. Handle and two decorative rings around the neck and rim are
made from blue-green glass. The handle is
ribbed. The vessel is well preserved and
intact.

Parallel arch, dated:

Newark 50.1508, Pale yellow plain sample from
Megiddo, Tomb 19 (Guy, P.L.O, Megiddo Tombs,
University of Chicago, p.89, D175, Oriental Inst.
1938).

Compare with:

Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem No.9,10; 34.810 HAAR MH 82458
(from Tiberias)
For plain form on a tooled base see:
ROM 952.1019, 952.1018
Newark 50.1605 (pale green)
RGM 39.178, 67.507, 1031, 1039
L0FF 250 ( t h i r d century AD)

Bibliography:

Auth, o p . c i t . pp.106,107, Nos. 121,122
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.52, Tab. 20,2
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, Tab.20,4 and t i t l e picture
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.150, Form 120
Hayes, o p . c i t . , p.96, Nos. 336,337
Stern, o p . c i t . , p.104, No. 31

Remarks:

This form is the eastern counterpart of the form shown
above on Plate 98 . One must distinguish between the
plain variety and the vessels that have ribbed bodies,
made in optical molds.
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PLATE 97
JUG WITH MOLDBLOWN SPHERICAL BODY (CIRCULAR DECORATION)
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/c/md/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: Newark 50.1489
Dated: Third to fourth century AD
Height: 11.8 cm
Diameter: Base 3.7 cm

This jug was blown in a four-part mold from
blue-green glass. It is attributed to the
Mediterranean coast (perhaps Syria). The
motif of the interlocking circles, perhaps
intended to imitate the more expensive wheelcut decoration, was indented into the surface by the mold. There are softly rounded
indentations all around the shoulder to fill
the space not taken by the circles. The
neck and trefoil mouth were free blown and
tooled. The elegantly formed handle starts
underneath the mouth, swings upwards and
back and ends in two ribs at the shoulder.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Carnuntum (bei Wien) Sunkovsky, R., Antike
Glaser, in Carnuntum und Wien, 1926, Fig. 29

Compare with:

RGM N1055 (long neck)
OPP 2346 (almost identical)
BM 98.7.21 (from Cyprus)
ROM 950.157.71
HAAR MH42.358
MET 81.10.217, 81.10.225
TOL 23.889, 23.1084, 23.1025

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.79, No.83
Hayes, op.cit., p.33,50, No. 95
Isings, op.cit., p.75, Form 56

Remarks

The pattern of indented overlapping circles was
also used on bottles and a few aryballoi. It
might also be an imitation of a pattern used on
metal vessels.
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PLATE 98
OVOID PITCHER WITH TOOLED BASE AND COLLAR
TYPOLOGY CODE: E/c/sn/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 35.131
First half of fourth
century AD
25.2 cm

This elegantly executed piece was found
in Cologne. It was blown from almost
colourless, good glass. On a wide base
sits the symmetrical body in the shape of
a pointed ovoid. The body was at first
blown into a spiral ribbed optical mold
and then tooled to the desired form, perhaps also expanded by further blowing.
The neck splays out into a wide rim with
carefully tooled horizontal top. In the
middle of the neck sits a collar formed
of two flattened rings which are connected
to each other by a snakethread of green-blue
glass applied in a wave form. The strong
handle is a round sectioned string of glass
that is attached at the widest part of the
body and at the rim. It has a small knot
at the top forming a thumbrest. The handle
is also decorated with a wave-form thread
and an overlay of blue-green trailed glass.
The vessel was broken and repaired. The
glass is very clear and not weathered.
Parallel arch, dated:

A similar piece with less decoration,RGM 30.733, was
found at Cologne Hohenstaufenring in a burial with a
coin of Constantine the Great, (fremersdorf V, p.77,
Tab.124).

Compare with:

Parallel inStrassbourg Museum and a later one in the
Luxemburg Museum (late fourth century).

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V, p.77, Tab. 125
Isings, op.cit., p.152, Form 120

Remarks:

Compare with counterparts of eastern provenance.
(cf. Plate 96 above.)
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PLATE 99
SQUARE JAR
TYPOLOGY CODE: F/c/pl/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

RGM 29.17772
Early second Century AD
12.0 cm
Body 8.0 cm

This jar, found in Cologne, was blown
in a mold from very light bluish glass.
It has a plain, slightly inwardly curved
base and very straight sides. The shoulder
is curved in to form a restriction at the
wide neck. At the rim, the mouth flares
out again and ends in a simple folded-over
rim. The vessel is intact and well preserved.

The prototype is archaeologically dated. It was found in Cologne, Jakobstrasse, burial 128 with a coin of Lucius Verus. (Fremersdorf IV, p. 54.
Tab. 123.)
Compare with:

RGM N387 (lower and wider with tv/o concentric circles
at the base); 25.34 (shows a swastika within a square
at the base); 24.30 (base with concentric circles and
letters C.C.Q.P.)
Newark 50.1600 (squat form)
For t h i r d to fourth century AD sample see ROM 909.3.42
(Pale greenish blue, attributed to Syria).

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, pp.53-54, Tab. 120-124
Hayes, op.cit., p.115, No. 445
Isings, op.cit., p.81, Form 62
Auth, op.cit., p.137, No. 172

Remarks:

This rather common utility vessel is related in form and technique to the Roman Square Bottle (Plate 117). Some vessels show
the manufacturers1 marks at the base. The dates range from the
first to the fourth century. The geographical distribution seems
to be all over the Empire. According to Isings, it was very common in Pompeii and Herculaneum. For various shapes of mouth see
our Figure 134 page 139 in the text. There were also some similar
jars with hexagonal bodies made. (Fremersdorf IV, Tab.128).
Auth remarks that these jars were used for preserves.
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PLATE 100
SMALL UTILITY JARS (OVOID AND SPHERICAL)
TYPOLOGY CODE: F/d/pl/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: A.RGM 479 Height: 4.5 cm
B.RGM 625 Height: 4.2 cm
C.RGM 24.149
Height: 5.2 cm
Dated: All are late first century
AD or early second century
AD.

The vessels are small wide mouthed containers, perhaps for cosmetics. They
are all free blown and quickly finished by turning the glass inside to form
a simple, sometimes wide rim. The bases are usually flat, sometimes slightly pushed in. The glass quality is bluish-green glass, sometimes bubbly.
Parallel arch, dated:

A spherical vessel from a burial at St. Severin in
Cologne, found with a coin of Domitian. (Bonner
Jahrbucher, 138, 1933, p.50, Fig. 9.7).

Compare with:

Newark 50.1816 (yellow-green)

ROM 3.951x8.40 (from Nazareth)
For second and t h i r d century examples see
ROM 17.909.3.24 (from Luxor) and 951x8.144

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, Tab.95,96
Auth, o p . c i t . , p.154, No.203-206
Hayes, o p . c i t . , p.57, No. 141, p.138, No. 563-565
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.88, Form 68

Remarks:

These small utility vessels are not restricted to
one area. According to Isings they were often
found with stirring rods in them.
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PLATE 101
CINERARY URN WITH " C " FORMED HANDLES

TYPOLOGY CODE: F / d / p l / 1 - 2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN ROM 20.918.5.1A-C
Dated: First half of first
century AD
Height: Jar 24.1 cm
Diameter: Rim 13.9 to 14.2 cm
Belly 20.8 cm

The jar, from Ventimiglia, Italy, was
blown from bubbly, colourless to light
grey-green transparent glass. The base
is thick and slightly pushed in. It
shows a large pontil mark. The base ring
was tooled around the base. The well
rounded, carefully shaped body is rather
thin walled. Towards the top the glass
becomes thicker and ends in a heavy rim
molding. The rim was folded down and fire
polished to be perfectly round. Two handles sit horizontally at the shoulders,
the ends are tooled to form small fins. The section of the handles is nearly circular. The vessel is careful ly made and intact, showing no traces of
surface decay . There is a lid of pale turquoise glass with the vessel that,
according to Hayes, may not belong to the vessel. The vessel is still half
filled with partially cremated bones.
Parallel arch, dated:

From Ampurias II (Alamagro, M., Las Necropolis di
Ampuria II, p.179, Fig. 152,12, PI. IX,I).

Compare with:

BM GR Dept.W.T. 1122 from Atella(Italy), wine
coloured with white, molded faces at the handles
RGM 244, N960, N970, L347
Newark 50.1906
Cleveland Museum 24.130
(Compare also with the Portland Vase).

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.148, No. 615; p.185, PI.20;
p.224, PI.38.
Auth, op.cit., p.93, No. 99
Harden, Masterpieces, p.60, No. 75
Isings, op.cit., p.83, Form 64

Remarks:

For handles and lids, see Plate 103.
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PLATE 102
BURIAL JAR WITH "M" SHAPED HANDLES AND LID
TYPOLOGY CODE: F/d/pl/1-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 24.57
First half of second
century AD
30.0 cm

This cinerary urn was found in Cologne at
the Neusser Platz. It was blown from light
bluish-green glass of good quality. The
base is slightly indented, the body heavy
and bulbous. The form of the body is more
onion—shaped with a pronounced shoulder.
The neck gradually naerrows and the glass
folds over outwardly and inwardly to form
a tubular thick rim. Two rather thick "M"
shaped handles are fastened to the shoulder,
The lid is of the form that ends in a flattened button. The glass is lightly weathered but otherwise is intact.

Parallel arch, dated:

A similar vessel from a burial in Plahig-Rhineland
found with a coin of Vespasian (Mainzer Zeitschrift
20/21, 1925/26, p.66, Fig.6.2)

Compare with:

RGM 24.65 (covered with clay lid, only 19.0 cm high
and L1591 and 245.)
BOS 48.1.246 (pale green with more regular ovoid
body)
ROM 950, 157.213 (green)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, p.47, Tab.103
Hayes o p . c i t . , pp.148-149, No. 617; p.224, PI.38
and also p.146 (on forms)
Isings, o p . c i t . , pp.81,82, Form 63

Remarks:

(For lids see Plate 103 below.) Isings associates
certain lid forms with certain body forms. These
jars are not restricted to the Rhineland-, Hayes
distinguishes between Italian and Rhine!and types,
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PLATE 103
VARIANTS OF HANDLES AND LIDS FOR CINERARY URNS

A'-L
ALALA:
A.
B.
C.
D.

C-shaped
M-shaped
H-shaped
H-shaped

handle,
handle,
handle,
handle,

section
section
section
section

oval or rounded
round
round
round

1. Horned lid
2. Bottle-neck shaped lid
3. Domed lid with hollow knob
4a.Domed lid with large spherical
knob
4b.Domed lid with oval-shaped knob

Sometimes glass cinerary urns are found with lids. While not all lids are
glass and examples of ceramic or metal lids are known, there are some varieties in the lids formed from glass.
Isings states that the domed lids were found on some of the earliest jars.
The bottle neck-shaped lid was, according to Isings, also common but towards the end of the first century AD and later. The other shapes are not
so frequently found.
Hayes suggests that the "Cn-shaped handles preceded the nMM-shaped handles,
which grew taller and were sometimes associated with longer necked vessels.
Bibliography:

Isings, op.cit. p.85
Hayes, op.cit., p.148, 149
For illustration of lids and handles see also:
Berger, Vindonissa, Tab.21, Fig. 91(208) and
Fig. 92(2097:
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PLATE 104
OVOID BLOWN JAR (NO HANDLES)
TYPOLOGY CODE: F/c or d/pl/1-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 20.927.15.1
Second half of first
century AD
14.1-14.6 cm
Rim 12.6-12.8 cm
Belly 14.6 cm

The jar, still containing the remains of
a burial came from Vaison, France (Nugent
Collection). It was blov/n from pale bluegreen good quality transparent glass. The
base is slightly bent inwards, but shows
no pontil mark. The body is wide with rounded sides. The neck is short and the rim is
horizontally outsplayed. It sags slightly
downwards and is folded downwards and inwards,
There is no lid. The vessel is intact, shows
little weathering and some soil crust at the
surface.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Ampurias, Spain, (Almagro M. Las Necropolis di
Ampurias II, Barcelona, 1955, pp.156,190,191, Figs.
124.58 and 162.17).

Compare with:

A jar in the Museum Nijmwegen (.No. 191) shows an
inscribed lid
of lead.
L0FF 210 (from Nijmwegen)
RGM 243 (from Cologne) and 5938
Also one sample in Aquileia in white and blue
speckled glass.

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.150, No. 618; p.185, Fig. 20, 618
p.225, PI.39
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.68, Tab.34,2
Fremersdorf IV, p.50,^Tab. 110
Doppelfeld: Glas in Koln, Tab. 35
Isings, op.cit.7 pp.86,87, Form 67a

Remarks:

While our prototype has no lid, many of these jars
were found with lids. (For forms of lids see Plate
103). Isings's Form 67b is similar but shows a rim
that is folded downwards along the neck and inwards
rather than the more horizontal form of our prototype.
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PLATE 105
SPHERICAL RIBBED JAR (USED AS CINERARY URN)
TYPOLOGY CODE: F/c/rib/2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 26.949
First half of second
century AD
16.8 cm

This vessel was found in a Roman burial ground near Cologne. It was moldblown from greenish transparent glass. Rim and base are tooled, the ribs
were part of the mold. The vessel is intact and well preserved.
The prototype is archaeologically dated. It was found in 1926 in a
cremation burial in^Koln-Mungersdorf, Grave 55, together with a coin of Trajan,
(Fremersdorf, F., Romische Germanische Forschungen 6, 1933, Tab.48; 52,3).
Compare with:

RGM N187, N189 for style of ribs and workmanship
BM Dept.83,12-13.295

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VI, p.44
Isings, op.cit. p.88, Form 67c

Remarks:

The structural enforcement and decoration of spherical vessels by ribs, stems perhaps from the hemispherical ribbed bowls. (Zarte Rippenschalen). We
find this pattern on various forms made by the Rhineland workshops like the ribbed bottles,etc.
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PLATE 106
GLOBULAR JAR WITH ZIG-ZAG DECOR
TYPOLOGY CODE: F/d/sn/4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Newark 50.1589
Fourth century AD
10.0 cm
Rim 7.5 cm

This jar from Palestine was blown
and formed from deep purple glass.
After the rather heavy spherical
body was blown and attached to a pontil, the rim was formed and folded
over and up again. (Perhaps to produce a ledge for a lid). A heavy
thread of glass was casually attached
in zig-zag manner alternating between
shoulder and rim. Before this, a fine
thread was wound in nine circles around
the body. The vessel is intact (one
thread on the neck was damaged) although some weathering is visible.
Parallel arch, dated:

From Megiddo (Guy, Megiddo Tombs, 19, p.129, PI.
175.6)

Compare with:

Newark 50.1617
ROM 10.924.14.2
L0FF 164
RGM 732, N1078

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.141, No. 178
Hayes, op.cit., p.Ill, No.417
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, PI.30.1 D60
La Baume, R'dmische Kleinkunst, p. 53, No. 160

Remarks:

A large number of variations of this form can be
found. Some versions have a circle of handles
attached instead of the zig-zag thread application.
More elaborate decor leads into the pre-Islam period,
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PLATE 107
BULBOUS JAR (KARANIS TYPE)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

F/c/pl/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: ROM 17.951,x8.48
Dated: Third or fourth century
AD
Diameter: Body 15.5 cm
Rim 12.8 cm
This jar of unknown origin, likely from a
Near Eastern site,was blown from transparent colourless glass with a few bubbles.
The walls are of irregular thickness, thinner
towards the top. The wide globular body sits
on a slightly concave base, no pontil mark
can be seen. The wide,flaring neck ends in
a rim that is folded over towards the inside.
The rim is assymmetric and uneven. A single
thread of plain glass surrounds the neck.
The vessel was fractured and is repaired.
Some weathering can be noticed.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Karanis, Michigan 5861, (Harden, Karanis, p.181,
No.499).

Compare with:

ROM 926.3.19 (without c o l l a r , fourth century AD)
For a variety of handles see ROM 909.3.19 and
Newark 50.1541; 50.1539; 50.1540 (small, coloured)
ROM 950.157.187 for form from second century AD
OPP 2371 for moldblown ribbed variety

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.138, No.567; p.182, Fig.17
Harden, Karanis, p.181
Von Saldern, Gla'ser der Antike (Oppenlander Catalogue)
p.177, No. 491
Hayes, op.cit. p.57, No.142; p.196, PI.10; p.95, No.
326; p.208, PI.22.
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PLATE 108
SPHERICAL BOTTLE FORMED FROM BAND
GLASS
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/b/ba/lBC-lAD

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: Newark 50.1331
Dated: Early first century AD
Height: 10.2 cm
The prototype represents the rather large
group of early spherical unguent or perfume
bottles that were made from stripe or band
glass, but also from monochrome glass/
usually in colour. This particular one, of
unknown provenance, shows very distinct bands
of amber, blue, opaque cream and bluish
white. It might have been made by applying
these stripes of glass onto a small bubble
of glass and then expanded, but shows no
signs of regular glass blowing techniques.
This bottom is flat, the body nearly a perfect sphere and the neck almost cylindrical.
The rim is rounded. One side of the rim was
damaged and restored, otherwise the vessel
is intact and well preserved.

Parallel arch, dated:

A fragment from Cologne, found in a grave with
datable terra sigillata. (Fremersdorf III, p.23,
Tab.8).

Compare with:

Klagenfurt Museum No.2197
TOL 23.1488 in gold band technique and 68.87 in
blue and white with purple
The Cologne Fragment is at the RGM 23.1835
ROM 950.157.54 and 950.157.176
See also Newark 50.1340 and 50.1338 and some
bottles in the Aquileia Museum.

Bibliography:

Auth, o p . c i t . , pp.56-57
Fremersdorf I I I , p.23
Isings, o p . c i t . pp.22-23, Form 6
Hayes, o p . c i t . p.28

Remarks;

The band glass bottles seem to have been fairly
numerous in the early Empire period. During the
middle of the first Century AD, they were gradually
replaced by freeblown bottles of nearly the same
sizes and shapes. These bottles were often decorated
with stripe patterns, imitating the early forms,or
they were made from monochrome but coloured glass.
See Plate 112.
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PLATE 109
GOLD BAND GLASS BOTTLE
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/ba/spec/lBC-lAD

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

OPP 2462
First Century BC to
First century AD
9.1 cm

This bottle, formed by a process yet to be
discovered, seems to have been made by
wrapping strips of glass which included
gold particles, around a form. The colours
are dark blue, white, turquoise, green,
purple and gold. The surface was ground and
two grooves were cut around the shoulder,
and one each around the lower body and the
base. The base is flat, the body splays
out from there to a carination and then
follows a conical shape towards the
rounded shoulder. The neck is cylindrical
and the rim evenly splayed out. The surface
is matte and slightly rough.
Parallel arch, dated:

A spherical bottle made by the same method found
with datable terra sigillata. (Fremersdorf, Germania,
No.16, 1932, p.282, Fig.5).

Compare with:

CMG 59.1.87 and 66.1.94 (fragment)
LOFF 21
RGM 67.1
For form see also Newark 50.1342
BOS 2146 similar form but blown from clear glass

Bibliography:

Oliver, Andrew, J., "Late Hellenistic Glass in The
Metropolitan Museum", J.G.S. IX, 1967, pp.13-33.
Calvi, I Vetrii Romani, Tab.A6, and Tab.3,3-4
Isings, op.cit., p.23, Form 7
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, M5 Tab. S2,2

Remarks:
Compare also with Pyxis on Plate 169 and
the Alabastron on Plate 162. According to Isings.
this form also exists in a moldblown variety,
(p.23) originating possibly in Aquileia, end of
the first century. (See Calvi, Die Roemischen
Glaeser, Tab.111,No. 3 and 4 ) . The same manufacturing method was also used for a few
spherical vessels. (Fremersdorf III,p.23,Ta.8).
Cf. Figure 81 above p. 93.
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PLATE 110
PYRIFORM BOTTLE WITH TOOLED FEET
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/d/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: OPP 2417
Dated: F i r s t century AD
Height: 10.5 cm

Coming probably from a site in Italy,
this vessel was formed (perhaps freeblown) from opaque white glass. The
body is pear-shaped, a slim cylindrical
neck ends in a rounded,folded-over lip
(which might have been added or replaced),
The vessel sits on three wide tooled feet
(like duck feet) which are fused to the
base of the round body. They are of the
same glass. The vessel is cracked and
weathered.

Parallel arch dated:

Several similar samples from Pompeii (Spinazzola,op.cit
Fig. 228).

Compare with:

OPP 22301 (purple) and 22266

Bibliography:

Von Saldern, A., Glaser der Antike3 p.114, 136
Catalogue, Oppenlander Collection. Mus. f. Kunst
und ang. Gerwerbe Hamburg, 1974.
Spinazzola, V., Le Arti Decorative in Pompeii e
nel MuseoNazionaledi Napoli, Milan and Rome, 1928.
Stern, op.cit., p.53

Remarks:

Stern assumes the origin of these vessels to be a
workshop in the Campania because of their relatively
large accumulation at Italian sites.
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PLATE 111
BLOWN FLASK WITH INCISED GROOVES

TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/d/inc/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

Diameter:

LOFF 119
First century AD
26.5 cm
15.0 cm

Relatively thick-walled and blown from
blue-green glass, this bottle is of unknown provenance. The base is f l a t t e n ed, the body almost spherical and the
neck tapered s l i g h t l y inwards after a
small r e s t r i c t i o n at the shoulder. The
rim is folded inwards. Two sets of
wheelcut or lathe-cut grooves run horizontall y around the body. The vessel is i n t a c t .

Parallel arch, dated:

From Locarno Minusi Cadra gr.28, (Simonett, Tessiner Graberfelder,p.l6KFia.l38.i

Compare with:

ROM 4.959.17.87
CMG 59.1.130
Brooklyn 32-747

Bibliography:

La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.28, Tab.4/1
Hayes, o p . c i t . , p.37,58
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.34, Form 16

Remarks:

Hayes remarks that the same technique continues
into the second century with slight changes.
(Isings Form 70). Some vessels show a more pearshaped body.
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PLATE 112
SMALL SPHERICAL BLOWN BOTTLE
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/d/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 26.188
First Century AD
7.7 cm

This small bottle was found in a cremation
burial in the Steinfelder Strasse in Cologne
together with 26.189 and 26.190. I t was
blown from translucent yellow glass. I t
might have come from Aquileia. The body is
spherical, shows a light kick at the base
and an arlmost cylindrical neck. A distinct
indentation at the shoulder marks the beginning of tooling the neck. The rim is
rounded and slightly thicker than the neck.
The vessel is intact and well preserved.

The prototype is archaeologically dated:

Compare with:

(Fremersdorf, 1928, a, Tab.4)

The two vessels found with the prototype, (yellow and blue,
more conical form) 26.189 and 26.190
RGM 704 (purple); 407 (blue); 1012 (yellow)
ROM 950.157.128 (deep blue)
OPP 1563

Bibliogrpahy:

Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, p.26
Fremersdorf III , p.38, Tab.55,56
Hayes, op.cit., pp 34,50
Isings, op,cit. , p. 40,Form 26

Remarks:

These bottles seem to be a continuation of band glass
bottles of the early Empire. The form continues to be
used with small variations in glass colour and quality.
The marbled version, while closely related,is the subject of Plate 113. (For later versions of similar form,
see also Plates 146 and 150 below. For technique, see
pages 110-117 above.)
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PLATE 113
SMALL MARBLED FLASK
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/d/spec/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

Newark 50.1337
First century AD
8.0 cm

This flaskjOf unknown provenance, was
blown of medium blue glass into which
some white streaks have been marvered
to produce an imitation of the earlier
mentioned gold band glass or stripe
glass. This decoration has been applied in the form of a spiral. The
base is flattened and the body almost
spherical with some sagging towards
the bottom. The transition from shoulder to neck is gradual without a distinct indentation. The rim is turned
inwards and tooled into a slight flare.

Parallel arch, dated:

There are numerous examples from Aquileia (Calvi, M.C
Die Roemischen Glaeser: Museum von Aquileia, Tab.6,
No.1,2). Also a similar bottle from Yahmour, Tomb 1,
No.4 (Harden, Yarmour, Pl.vii).

Compare with:

BOS 28.223 (larger. amber)
RGM 39.12 and 717
LOFF 125
OPP 353
ROM 950.157.45

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf III, p.22, Tab.7; p.23, Tab.9,10
Hayes, op.cit., p.51
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.32, No.45
Von Saldern, op.cit., Boston, No.20
Isings, op.cit., p.40, Form 26
Stern, op.cit., p.32

Remarks:

Isings and Fremersdorf mention a related form with
vertical ribs that is probably moldblown from glass
of the same kind. (See RGM 83, Fremersdorf III,
Tab.9).
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PLATE 114
LAGNYOS (ONE HANDLED FLASK)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/d/pl/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM N6117
Late first century AD
11.9 cm

This Lagynos with a squatty onion-shaped
body, comes presumably from a site near
Cologne, but could have been made in upper
Italy. It was blown from light greenish.
transparent glass. The base was attached
to the body. The neck is almost cylindrical
and was finished not too carefully by forming a rounded partially folded-over rim.
The handle attached below the rim, forms an
almost right angle and spreads out into a
number of branches which attach to the
shoulder of the vessel like toes of a paw.
The vessel is intact and well preserved.

Parallel arch, dated:

A Lagynos from Locarno (Branca, gr.2, Simonett, Tessiner Graberfelder,p.ll5, Fig.95)

Compare with:

RGM 24.340, N509 (flatter body) and N6119
25.442 (small but similar)
A number of well preserved samples are in Aquileia
See also CMG 68.1.11 and 71.1.18
For spherical form see Newark 50.1609

Bibliography:

Auth,op.cit., p.102,No.113
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab.8, Fig.1,3
Fremersdorf I I I , T a b . 40,42
Fremersdorf IV, p.33, Tab.51
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.30, Form 13; pp.69-70, Form 52

Remarks:

This form, based on a common Hellenistic shape, continued to
be made in glass with slight variations for about 200 years.
While Isings separates the squatty form with onion-shaped
bodies from the more numerous samples which have spherical
bodies and not always a distinct base, Some authors, like
Calvi, treat them together with the variety that shows this
spherical body. Some Lagynoi show twisted handles and some
have handles with the characteristic thumbrest on the top.
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PLATE 115
FREE BLOWN BOTTLE ( UNGUENTARIUM ) WITH TAPERED SHOULDER AND TUBULAR NECK
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/d/pl/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 23.481
Middle first century AD
12.4 cm

This flask was freeblown from thin transparent, good quality,honey-yellow glass.
Its provenance is unknown, but Fremersdorf
attributes it to upper Italy. There is no
pontil mark to be seen on the flattened
bottom, where only a slight inwards curve
can be noticed. The neck starts about halfway and is remarkably straight. The rim
flares out lightly and is rounded, but not
very accurately
(perhaps fire polished
after crack-off). The vessel is well preserved and intact.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Pompeii (Museo Nazionale Napoli, Spinazzola,op. cit.
Tab.222, center left).

Compare with:

ROM 8.965.114.262 and 959.130.7
(from Cyprus); 926.13.5 (from Palestine);
950.157.233 (blue)
Newark 50.1767 (blue-green)
OPP 2385, 2472 (band glass)
Also various samples in the Museum in Aquileia

Bibliography:

Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab.4, Nos.6,7,9
Fremersdorf III, p.39, Tab.58
Hayes, op,cit., p.52, No.105; pp.69-75
Isings, op.cit., p. 42, Form 28a,b

Remarks:

These vessels continued for a long time. Isings
divides the form into two groups assigning"b" to
the version with a smaller body and larger neck.
Some vessels show more rounded shoulders. The
form was used all over the Empire and classification
by shape is difficult as so many small variations
exist. Hayes tries to classify them by glass quality,
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PLATE 116
PEAR-SHAPED BOTTLE WITH PUSHED-IN BASE
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/d/pl/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM 29.1041
Dated: First century AD
Height: Approx. 18.0 cm

This bottle, found in Cologne, was free
blown from colourless to light blue glass
of good quality. The base was pushed up
beyond the center of the body. The neck
is cylindrical with a bulge above the
shoulder. At the shoulder, the neck is
tooled into a constriction. The rim is
flat and folded over towards the inside.
The vessel was broken, and an opening has
been left at the side to allow viewing of
the pushed up base.

Parallel arch, dated:

RGM 35.515 from Luxemburger Strasse (with coin of
Elagabal). (Fremersdorf IV, p.44, Tab.92).

Compare with:

RGM 146, N613, 3, N588
ROM 16.918.5.14 (base not pushed in that high,
from Eastern Mediterranean)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV. , p.44, Tab. 92, 93
Hayes, op.cit.. p.127, No.501

Remarks:

This may be a variety of the common bulbous
unguent bottle. The form can be seen in many
samples from Pompeii and Herculaneum in the
Museo Nazionale in Naples. Some are up to 30.0
cm. high.
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PLATE 117
ROMAN SQUARE BOTTLE (PLAIN)
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/c/pl/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM Dept.1299-70
First or second
century AD
20.0 cm
11.0 cm

This typical example of a square bottle of medium size was found near Faversham, Kent. Blown
into a rectangular mold, the vessel is formed
from light blue-green clear glass. On the bottom
are four concentric circles in relief with a
central stamp showing the letters NE. The bottom
is slightly indented. The neck is tooled on the
body and the thick rim formed by folding the glass
outwards, upwards and inwards. The handle is of
the characteristic form, smaller at the top, widening and flatter towards the base. It shows the
typical fine-ribbed pattern on its back divided
into 15 fine ribs and feathered where it is attached to the body on the shoulder. The glass shows
some bubbles and streaks. The vessel is intact
and slightly dulled in some places.
Parallel arch, dated:

Vindonissa No.82(199), (Berger, Vindonissa, Tab.21,13,
p.78)
;

Compare with:

LOFF 226-227
RGM 30.1073 (wide form); N365 (wide); N6002 (high);
28.105 (high); N355 (large with wide neck)
Newark 50.1601

Bibliography:

Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab.12, No.5
Charlesworth, D., "Roman Square Bottles", J.G.S. VIII,
1966, p.26.
Fremersdorf IV, Pis.116-119, pp.51- 53
Fremersdorf VI, Pls.81, 82, 88-91
Isings, op.cit., pp.63-67
Auth, op.cit., p 110, No.128

Remarks:

These bottles were mass produced as containers.
They were well suited for shipping as the glass
walls were strong and the square shape allowed
easy packing in crates. Many carried identification
marks on the bottom. Most are green or light blue
clear glass. The handles are plain, flat, trefoiled
or fine combed, (cf.Plates 118 and 119 and Figure
133 on page 137.)
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PLATE 118
RECTANGULAR FLASK WITH TWO HANDLES
TYPOLOGY CODE

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 170
Late first century AD
or early second century
13.0 cm

Found in Cologne, this utility bottle
was blown into a two part mold from
light bluish green glass. The base is
raised a little and the sides seem to
have sagged a little inwards. The neck
is wide, ending in a wide rim that is
double , folded over to the inside. Two
band-form handles with three longitudinally running ribs are attached at the
shoulders of the smaller sides and
connect with the neck just under the rim.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Linz, upper Austria, but made in Aquileia.
Two similar bottles that bear the inscription
Sentia secunda Facit Aquileiae vitra (Noll, R.,
Die Kunst der RbTmerzeit, Salzburg, 1949, p.27).

Compare with:

RGM 873 (with band handles); 874 (thin band
handles)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, p.54, Tab.125,126
Noll, Kunst der Romerzeit in 'Osterreich, Salzburg
1949, Tab.71,72, p.27
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, p. 11
Isings, op.cit., p.108, Form 90

Remarks:

This b o t t l e i s , of course, related to the onehandled version of the "Roman Square11. (See
Plate 88 above.)
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PLATE 119
HEXAGONAL BOTTLE
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c/pl/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN
Dated
Height

RGM 24.337
Second century AD
14.5 cm

Moldblown in a hexagonal mold, this bottle,
from a site in Cologne, was done in greenish transparent glass. The base is flat
and shows a six-pointed star as the maker's
mark. The sides are yery straight and the
neck slightly flaring. The wide rim is
thickly folded inwards. The handle is the
usual flat, ribbed form with a heavy
accumulation of glass at the top where it
is attached to the rim.

Parallel arch, dated:

RGM N6000 from a cremation burial in Mainz.
(MZ 24.25, 1929/30, p.150, Fig.9.5).

Compare with:

RGM 127 (three hexagons as the trademark);
5893 (squatty and hexagonal)
Newark 50.1620 (octagonal with Greek inscription)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, p.55, Tab.127
Auth, op.cit., p.Ill, No.129 (Octagonal, inscribed
bottle)

Remarks:

This is really a variant of the Roman Square.
There were also some octagonal bottles found.
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PLATE 120
ROMAN UTILITY BOTTLE (CYLINDRICAL WITH ONE HANDLE)
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/c/pl/2-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 30.351
Second century AD
21.8 cm

This heavy bottle was found in Cologne.
It was moldblown from bluish clear glass.
The base is slightly indented, and shows
no marks. The shoulders are rounded and
the short neck shows slight indentation
at the shoulder. The rim is wide and
thickly turned over and in, forming an
outwardly-tapered rim. The heavy handle
almost forms a right angle and shows the
usual ribs and outcombed end where it is
attached to the shoulder. There is some
sediment on the inside, light weathering
on the outside. The vessel is intact.
The prototype is archaeologically dated, found with a coin of Trajan in a
burial at the St. Severin Monastery, burial No.9817 (Bonner Jahrbiicher, 138,
1933, 47, Fig.8).
Compare with:

RGM 438 and 437; L2156 (with horizontal shoulder Flavian period)
Newark 50.1619 (wide flaring rim, wide handle)
50.1635 (thin and tall, narrow base, with stopper,
engraved rings around body.)
ROM 4.965.114.263 (similar to previous)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, p.32, Tab. 44, 45, 46
Auth, op.cit., p.112,113, Mos. 131,132
For marks on bottom see, Hayes, op.cit., p.59,No.147
Isings, op.cit., p.68, Form 51, (A and B)
(See also Berger, Vindonissa3 Tab.21, f'os.83-85)

Remarks:

Variations of this form can be found all over
the Roman Empire. It was initiated at the turn
of the first to the second century AD and
was continued for a long time. The vessels
found in Vindonissa, as described by Berger,
as well as others, show distinct marks on their
bottoms.
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PLATE 121
WIDE-BODIED BOTTLE USED AS BURIAL URN
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c/pl/2-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

PGM 245
Beginning of second
century AD
29.2 cm

This large wide bottle was blown in a
mold from bluish green transparent glass.
It comes from Cologne. The glass is thick,
and of good quality, but shows some bubbles.
The slightly inwards indented base shows no
pontil mark, the sides are straight and the
wide neck slightly conical, narrowing towards the rim. The rim is folded over and
almost straight horizontally with a taper
on the outside. The y/ery wide strong band
handle is combed into many fine longitudinal
ribs that end in an irregular line at the
shoulder. The vessel is intact and still
contains remains of the burial.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Ristissen, Wftrttemberg. (Bericht der R.G.K.
1912/1915, p.112, Fig.37

Compare with:

RGM 57.182
One in the Saalburg Museum (plain handle)
Legat Niessen No.51
See also a similar b o t t l e (without contents) in
Aquileia from burial of P. Postumius Hylarus ( f i r s t
century AD)

Bibliography:

Berger, Vindonissa, Tab.21,85 (203)
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, PI. 14
Fremersdorf IV, p.48, Tab. 105

Remarks:

It has not been established whether these
vessels were made as ash-urns. Not all finds
of this form contained burial remains.
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PLATE 122
SQUARE MOLDBLOWN BOTTLE (MERCURY BOTTLE)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c/pl/1-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM N6131
Dated: Fourth century AD
Heiaht: 27.5 cm

Found in Cologne, this bottle was moldblown from greenish glass. The bottle has
thick walls and a long neck. All four sides
show a palm leaf decoration in their upper
part. The flat bottom bears the mark:
(F)irmi
Hilari
et Ylae
The body is very straight with a sharpedged shoulder. The neck is slightly
curved inwards. The rim is folded over
very thickly. The glass shows some cracks
and milky weathering.
Parallel arch, dated:

Similar piece from Cologne (Catalogue Niessen, 1911,
Tab.32, for maker's mark Tab.17,55)^

Compare with:

RGM N386 (mark :QR ) ; N380 (with leaves);
921 (for hexagonal variety)
For eastern provenance sample of similar form,
see OPP 2528 (second century AD, blue-green, no mark)
Fondation Custodia 3983 (with picture of Mercury at base)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VI, p.61, Tab.120
Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum XIII, 3.2, Vascula
Vitrea, p.657 ff, Berlin, 1906, (no author listed)
Xisa,Das Glas, p.940
Isings, op.cit., p.100, Form 84
Stern, op.cit., p.64

Remarks:

According to Fremersdorf, some of these bottles still
contain remnants of the oily contents. According to
Isings, the Mercury bottle appears first in the first
century AD and continues until the fourth century AD.
It gets its name from the symbols that can be seen at
the bottom of some. The glass is thick, most likely
to allow easier shipment with less risk of breakage.
A sketch of the bottom of the bottle from the Fondation
Custodia is shown at the left.
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PLATE 123
ONE HANDLED BARREL JUG (FRONTINUS BOTTLE)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c/rib/1-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM N173
Approx. 300 AD
9.0 cm

This object was found in Cologne at Luxemburger Strasse. It was blown in a two-.
part mold from colourless, transparent
glass of good quality. The base is only
slightly indented and shows no marks. The
body shows two sets of pronounced horizontal bulges of which the uppermost also forms
the shoulder. The neck is slightly pushed
into the body, has a wider section in its
middle and shows a wide horizontally outsplayed rim. The rim is formed by folding
the glass inwards. The handle is flattened
and shows a small thumbrest at its upper
end where it joins the rim. The vessel is
intact and well preserved.

Parallel arch, dated:

An early sample. stamped Felix Fe from Nijmwegen
(Vermeulen, 0.M, , Leiden, 1935, p.l4ff)

Compare with:

RGM N174, 884 175 (stamped: Fron in a circle)
Colours range from colourless to blue-green.
For early sample, see BM Dept.1922.5-12.1
(Third century AD from Faversham, inscription
Felix Fecit)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V I , p.59, Tab.116
Isings, o p . c i t . , pp.106-107, Form 89
Eisen, o p . c i t . , p.367
Harden, Masterpieces, p.62, No.79

Remarks:

There also exists a two-handled variety. According
to Isings, the one-handled variety can be dated much
e a r l i e r . I t ranges from the end of the f i r s t century
AD to the fourth century AD. (For a l a t e r version see
Plate No.124 below.)
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PLATE 124
BARREL-SHAPED BOTTLE (FRONTINUS BOTTLE) WITH TWO HANDLES
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/c/rib/2-4

c^Fb

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM N164
Dated: Approx.300 AD
Height: 18.5 cm
The vessel was found in Aachener Strasse,
Cologne. It was blown in a mold with the
seams not underneath the handles as
usual, but through the middle of the frontand backsides. The handles were applied
after blowing. The formerly clear glass is
now milky and shows slight iridescence. The
handles are smooth, ribbon-shaped and wider
at the base. A large mark on the bottom
reads Eqvalvpio F e e - the words arranged in
a circle. The object was formerly in the
Niessen Collection.

The prototype is archaeologically dated. (Cologne, Aachener Strasse, Catalogue Niessen, 1911, Tab.55, dated approximately 300 AD).

Compare with:

RGM 177 (perhaps same manufacturer in green glass)
165; 30452 and various others from the Rhineland
MET (Carvet Col 1.31, 124)
TOL 48.220

Bibliography:

Kisa, Vom Rath, Tab.24,189
Kisa, Das Glas, p.943
Eisen op.cit., p.367
Isings, op.cit., p.158, Form 128 for two-handled
variety

Remarks:

These bottles were common in the Empire and seem
to have been started by a certain Frontinus. Many
comparative pieces carry the mark Fron, sometimes
with a manufacturer's name. On our prototype the
maker Equalupius is named, other comparable examples
show other names. One also finds similar objects
with only one handle. As mentioned above this variety
seems to be of a later date than the one-handled
version. (See our Plate 123 above.)
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PLATE 125
MOLD BLOWN DATE FLASK
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c/rep/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

Newark 50.1452
First to second century AD
6.5 cm

Blown in a simple two-part mold, this
flask probably comes from Syria. The
glass is dark amber. The surface resembles a dried date, with its irregularly
grooved and curving indentations. The
simple neck is tooled round. The glass
is well preserved and is intact.

Parallel arch, dated:

From a tomb at Zadar, Yugoslavia (Raknic, Z.,^
"Einige neue Funde der Romerzeitlichen Brandgraber
aus Zadar',' Diadora 4, 1968, p.214, PI.2)

Compare with:

RGM 63.62, and N5953, D3558
OPP 23302, 2405, 2337
ROM 918.5.6 and 910.52.16
Also a large collection in the HAAR, Tel Aviv
(See Figure 124)
Aquileia 251

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.72, No.70
Calvi, I Vetri Romani, No.251, PI.17.3
Hayes, "op.cit., p.49, No.87
Isings, op.cit., p.94, Form 78d
Stern, op.cit., p.46

Remarks:

This form is very common. Isings cites some samples
from Pompeii (indicating first century dates) but
also cites some second century finds. In the same
technique, vessels were produced that resemble pine
cones and other fruits. See Figure 124, page 132 and
Fig. 129, page 135. Stern quotes a large number of
dated parallels suggesting that they were common in
the second half of the first Century AD.
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PLATE 126
GRAPE FLASK
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/c/rep/1-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM (number not available)
Dated: Late second century AD
Height: 9.8 cm

The grape flask was found in 1939 by the
Museum excavations at the Church of St.
Severin in a datable context. It was
blown in a two-part mold from very light
transparent blue-green glass. The berries
are not very distinct, especially at the
shoulder of the flask. The long neck was
folded inwards to form a fairly thick rim.
The vessel is intact but shows fairly substantial surface weathering.

The prototype is archaeologically dated (Fremersdorf V., p.70),

Compare with:

CMG 64.1.18 (deep blue)
LQFF 22 and 33, 9 (face and grapes)
OPP 470, 472
RGM N315, 1032, N314 (with handles)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VI, pp.70-71, Tab.140,142,144,145
La Baume, Glas der antiken Melt, Tab.12.3
and Romische Kleinkunst, Tab.3/76, 9/77, 79
Isings, op.cit., pp.93,94, Form 78e

Remarks:

It seems that this form originated in the first
century AD (probably in Syria) and continued into
the second century and later. The original plain
grapes were later adorned with handles and a base.
(See also Figure 113 on page 124 above.For technique
see pagesll4 to 124 above.)
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PLATE 127
AMPHORA SHAPED GRAPEFLASK ON FOOT
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/c/rep/1-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM 530
Dated: Late t h i r d century AD
Height: 19.6 cm

The f l a s k , found at the corner of Luxemburger Strasse and Hochstaden Strasse
in Cologne,was moldblown from rather thick,
yellowish-green glass. The handles, which
show extra loops on top, are attached to
the body. A sturdy foot with a f l a t pad
base provides support for the rather heavyset vessel. The seams of the mold show
r i g h t at the place of the handles, at one
place a f a i r l y thick piece of glass that
f i l l e d the incompletely closed mold was
l e f t standing. The vessel is intact and
well preserved.

The prototype is archaeologically dated (Bonner
No.l).

Compare with:

Bibliography:

Jahrbucher, 99, 1986,Tab.2
'

RGM 531 found together with 530
MET 17.194.231
(See also RGM 33.7y dated early t h i r d century AD)

Fremersdorf, pp.72,73, Tab.150-153
Froehner, Greau, La Verrerie Antique,Le Pecq,1879
Kisa, Das Glas, Fig.48, 312
Isings, o p . c i t . , pp.93,94, Form 78e
(and l a t e r developments).
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PLATE 128
MOLDBLOWN FLASK WITH IVY AND BERRY DECOR
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/c/spec/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Newark 50.1459
First century AD
9.0 cm
Largest 5.3 cm
Rim 2.8 cm

Probably originating in Syria, this
flask was moldblown from transparent
purple glass in a four-part mold. The
base shows three concentric circles.
The lower and top sections are decorated with the characteristic loop pattern. The slightly narrower and straight
centre portion is decorated with two garlands of trefoil leaves and one with buds
and berries. The cylindrical neck ends
in a not very carefully made folded rim.
Two handles of opaque white glass are attached at the shoulders and just below the
rim. The vessel is well preserved with
little encrustation.
Parallel arch, dated:

From Tomb No.2, Yahmour, Syria (Harden,"Two Tomb
Groups of the First century AD from Yahmour, Syria."
Syria, p.86, PI.7)

Compare with:

BM 1913.-5.22.19
HAAR MH7058 and 49958
OPP various samples
TOL 23.438, 440, and 482
Cyprus Museum 1936, I I , 11-12

Bibliography:

Auth, o p . c i t . , p.66, No.59
Harden, "Two Tomb Groups of Yahmour, Syria",pp. 67,86.
I s r a e l i , Ancient Glass,
p.37
Von Saldern, GVdser der Antike, Nos. 440-442

Remarks:

Harden relates the Yahmour vessels to Ennions workshop. The ivory pattern was common on ceramic vessels and other decorations from the early imperial
period.
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PLATE 129
GRAPE FLASK IN OVOID FORM
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c/rep/1-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

BOS 99.78
Second century AD
11.8 cm

This variety of the regular grape flask,
was probably blown in Syria/ The bottle
shows traces of a two-part mold. It was
blown from brown-amber coloured glass. On
top of the ovoid, stylized grape a collar
of glass can be seen. The neck is nearly
cylindrical and the rim folded over. This
bottle has a flattened bottom as a base.
The vessel is well preserved.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Karanis (probably later type, green)
Harden, p.213, PI.18

Compare with:

Newark 50.1465, 50.1449, 50.1450
HAAR MH 8758'
OPP 2221
RGM 39.184 (with one handle)
TOL N1065, 719, 83.1081 and others
See also Karanis 628 (no collar, green)

Bibliography:

Von Saldern, Ancient Glass in The Museum of Fine Arts
Boston, No.38
Auth, op.cit, p.73, No.72
Hayes, op.cit., p.49, PI.7, No.91
Harden, Karanis, p.213, PI.18
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, PI.12 C18 and C19

Remarks

Goldstein has suggested fn a private communication
that this vessel might be of a later date. (See
Karanis, also Figure 127 on page 134 above.)
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PLATE 130
MOLDBLOWN HEAD FLASK
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/c/rep/1-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM GR Dept.76.11-14.
First century AD
19.8 cm
Largest 7.0 cm

Found in a tomb on Cyprus, this head
bottle was blown from glass of uncertain
colour (heavy weathering). The body shows
a male head with curly hair. At the base
is the inscription :
MEAAN0 EYTYXI
above the head and in front, EYTEN.
Above this the neck widens to a rollshaped expansion, then narrows and, above
a long, conical neck, widens towards the
straight rim. A mold mark can be seen
on the base. The vessel is cracked and
completely covered with silvery iridescence.
The prototype was archaeologically dated
by its excavator, di Cesnola.

t

Compare with:

OPP 2494; 2208 (first to second century)
2381 (second century) and 22220 (third century)
ROM 950.157.90 (third century)
TOL 23.428 (double head)
CMG 59.1.150 (wide, fluted neck, fourth century)

Bibliography:

Di Cesnola, L.P., Cyprus, Its Cities, Tombs and Temples,
London, 1877, p.424.
Harden, Masterpieces, p.54, No.63
Hayes, op.cit., p.49,50, No.93
Neuburg, F., Glass in Antiquity , London, 1949, PI. XVI, No.56
Von Saldern, GIStser der Antike, p.169-172

Remarks:

The moldblown head bottles begin to appear late in the first
century AD and continue in the East and West until the fourth
century AD. Early samples show more stylized features, later
examples may be cartoon representations with exaggerated
portrait features. (See Fig.123, p.132 above.)
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PLATE 131
GROTESQUE HEAD FLASK
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/c/rep/1-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM N296
Dated: Third century AD
Height: 15.5 cm
The head flask, moldblown to depict a
humoristic portrait of a clown or actor,
was found in Cologne. Just underneath
the wide and thickly folded mouth of the
bottle, are two "dolphin handles" (not
unlike on the Aryballoi). The object was
blown fairly heavily in a two-part mold.
It is intact, slightly weathered and shows
exaggerated facial features with a wart on
the right side.

The prototype is archaeologically dated. It was found in Cologne at the
Neusser Strasse together with other artifacts and is dated to the third
century AD. (Catalogue Niessen, 1911, Tab.19,20).
Compare with:

CMG 54.1.86
RGM 56.1 and 761
Landesmuseum Bonn 15755
Newark 50.1436
OPP 2381
LOFF 631 and 632 (in clay)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VI, pp.76-77
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.172
Isings,op.cit. pp.93,94, Form 78A
Eisen, op.cit. p.329

Remarks:

The moldblown head bottles began to appear in the first
century AD (two examples, perhaps negro heads,were found
in Pompeii). For an early version see Plate 130 above.
They seem to have been mostly serious-looking faces. Later
humoristic faces like our prototype appeared. La Baume
describes similar clay types from North Africa. Since the
original head bottles are believed to have come from Syria,
they are sometimes called Sidonian head bottles. It is
possible that they were also made in upper Italy and the
Rhineland.
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PLATE 132
MOLDBLOWN JUG IN FORM OF A DOUBLE HEAD
(JANUS BOTTLE)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c/rep/1-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM N299
End of third century AD
16.7 cm

This jug was found in Pier near Duren
(Rhine!and) and was probably made in a
Cologne shop. It was moldblown in a twopart mold and shows the seams at the sides.
The form must have been damaged,as a flaw
on the right eye shows. The dark moss green
glass is of a good quality and shows little
weathering. The one handle spreads out at
the shoulder of the vessel. It was applied
after the moldblowing process. The mouth
of the vessel is flared out and shows a
rather thick rim. The design of the face
is neutral, not exaggerated or humorous.
It was first in the Merkens Collection (1074),
Front View
Parallel arch, dated:

Compare w i t h :

From Dura-Europos (Preliminary Report IX, p.64,9.31,
second century AD).

RGM 946 (no handles); 3232
CMG 59.1.150
L S f f l e r , 144
BOS 35.1431
Newark 50.1437, 50.1432
Bibliography:

Remarks:

Kisa, Das Glas, Tab. 10
Eisen, o p . c i t . , p.329
Niessen Catalogue, 1911, Tab.19/20,
Fremersdorf VI, tab.171.
Isings, op.cit., Form 78b

Moldblown head bottles occur from the first
century AD onwards and might have had their
origin in Syria. Many early samples are
. attributed to the Near East (Plate 1 3 0 ) .
The numerous finds in the Rhineland would
indicate a continuation of the head bottle
manufacture by local craftsmen until the
beginning of the fourth century AD.

Side View
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PLATE 133
OVOID BOTTLE WITH INDENTS
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c or d/ind/2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM N245
Dated: Second century AD
Height: 15.5 cm

The flask was found in Cologne. It
was either blown free and indented by
suction of heated areas, or blown into
a mold. However no mold seams can be
seen on the vessel. The glass is almost colourless and of good quality.
There is a small pushed-in base and
four large indentations running the
length of the body. The neck is cylindrical and the flaring mouth ends
in a rounded rim.

Parallel arch, dated:

A similar flask found in a burial in Remagen
(together with a coin of Lucilla). (Bonner Jahrbucher,
116, 1907, Tab.3,10)

Compare with:

RGM 5962; 126; 33.236; N253; 35.503 ( a l l similar
variants)
L0*FF 111 (21.0 cm high); 277; 108; 91 (second to
t h i r d century AD)and 107 ( t h i r d to fourth century AD)
ROM 951x8.112 ( t h i r d to fourth century AD)

Bibliography:

FremersdorfJV, p.26, Tab.23 ; p.27, Tab.24
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, pp.47,48, Tab.16,1
16,2; 16,3 and p.55, Tab.23,3.
Hayes, op.cit., p.94, No.121

Remarks:

The indentation technique was also used on amphorae
and ' beakers, (cf. Plate 55.)
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PLATE 134
OVOID FLASK ON STEMMED FOOT
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/d/sn/2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM L684
Second century AD
13.7 cm

The pear-shaped flask is from Cologne.
The blown body sits on a tooled foot
with a flat base of pad glass. The
glass was nearly colourless and shows
a few small bubbles. Above a gradual
restriction at the shoulder, the neck
flares out into a fairly wide mouth.
Six turns of an opaque blue thread are
wound around the neck. The thicker
snakethread decorations at the body are
applied in four fields, alternating in
yellow and opaque medium blue. The flask
was broken and pieces at the base and
near the mouth have been replaced. The
once clear glass now shows a milky surface due to weathering.

The prototype is archaeologically dated. It was found in a burial at
Luxemburger Strasse together with a bowl, a trefoil mouth jug and a
coin of Hadrian and a coin of Crispina. (Fremersdorf V,p.46, Tab.32
and 33).
Compare with:

RGM N114 (fold decor plus similar thread) and 845
Landesmuseum Bonn CLXXIX (wider body) and U1140
CMG 66.1.20
For similar form from Cyprus (base ring, no stem)
see BM GR Dept.71.1-23.1

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V, pp.46-48, Tabs. 32-43
Eisen, op.cit., p.380
Isings, op.cit., p.110, Form 93
Kisa, Vom Rath, Tab.10.88
Harden, Masterpieces, p.81, No.81

Remarks:

This form seems to exist in a number of samples
in various collections. The opaque white, yellow
and medium to light blue snakethread decor indicates
their provenance to be from the Rhine!and.
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PLATE 135
GUTTURNIUM, PEAR-SHAPED PERFUME BOTTLE WITH SNAKETHREAD DECOR (SYRIAN)
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/d/sn/2-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 29.34
Second to third
century AD
10.5 cm

Made from greenish, transparent glass,
this Gutturnium likely comes from Syria
and represents the category of the eastern snakethread ware. Probably freeblown in pear-shaped form, it shows a
wide flaring mouth with well rounded,
thick rim. The narrow part of the neck
was tooled in a way that
allows only a
small opening for the contents to be
poured out. A distinctive tooled ring
forms a base. The upper part (neck and
mouth) were (according to Fremersdorf),
attached to the pear-shaped body, thus
creating the narrow opening. The snakethread was applied in one long piece (20
turns) before the four indentations into
the body were achieved, probably by reheating the vessel partially and sucking
the air through the pipe. The vessel is
well preserved with only limited weathering.
Parallel arch. dated: A vessel with the same shape constricted neck but no
snakethread decor. From Karanis (Mich.5573).(Harden,
Karanis, No.568, p.203).
Compare with:

Galerie Bachstitz Cat. No.165
Newark 50.1584 (with similar pattern); 50.1502 (no
snakethread)
ROM 17.909.3.11 (plain)
TOL 51.3.74 (snakethread)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V, p.44, Tab.25
Harden, Karanis, p.203
Auth, op.cit. p.121, No.150
Hayes, op.cit., p.141, No.586

Remarks:

The technique of restricting the neck of a bottle to
allow only droplets of the contents to emerge can
also be found on other flasks of various shapes.
There were some similar vessels from the Rhine!and
(see Fremersdorf VI, p.52, Tab.102 and Isings, op.
cit., p.161 Form 133).
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PLATE 136
MOLDBLOWN DROPPER FLASK
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/c/md/2-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: ROM 950.157.64
Dated: First half of second
Century AD
Height: 10.3 cm
Diameter: Body 7.3 cm
Presumably found in Palestine, this dropper flask was moldblown in a two-part mold
from pale green glass. The mold marks are
vertical and clearly visible. The spherically-shaped body with flattened base is
decorated with, a pattern of diagonal edges
forming a network of squares standing on
edge. (.Perhaps imitating a facet cut pattern). The free blown and tooled short
neck flares out into a wide mouth. The rim
is a thickly folded over bulge of glass.
The characteristic diaphragm between body
and neck, with, only a small opening, allows
only small drops to emerge from the flask.
The glass shows some bubbles and surface
deterioration, but is intact.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Dura-Europos: CClairmont, C.W. , The Excavations
at Dura-Europos, Final Report, No,175, PI.V.)

Compare with:

ROM 950.157.185
TOL 23.1134
Newark 50.1491; 50.1492 (circle pattern);
50.1485 (nut shell pattern)
OPP 2496 (light blue-green); 22280 (light purple)
CMG 52.1.63 (vertical ribbing)

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.78, Nos. 280,281, 283
Auth, op.cit., p.78, Nos. 80,81,82
Negro-Ponzi, M.,"Sasanian Glassware from Tell Mahouz1'
in Mesopotamia 111, IV

Remarks

Further description of related vessels from
Sasanian sites can be found in the abovel i s t e d publication by Negro-Ponzi.
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PLATE 137
BARREL FLASK - HORIZONTAL
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c/sn/2-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Length:

RGM 53.78
Early t h i r d century AD
7.7 cm
17.0 cm

This vessel was found in Cologne. It was made like the drinking cups of the
same style, likely by blowing into a proper mold (no mention of seams was
found in the literature). The vessel sits sideways, supported by four little
feet that have been attached to the body. The glass was transparent and colourless. The neck is crudely formed and attached to the widest part of the barrel-shaped body. The neck is crowned by a thick rim of opaque white glass.
Two dolphin handles are attached to the sides of the neck. Beginning at the
small sides, the spiral threads, of opaque white glass were wound continuously
towards the center, leaving a wide strip at the neck free from thread. The
vessel is intact, with some cracks at one end, but the glass shows milky
weathering.
The prototype is archaeologically dated. It was found in a cremation burial
No. 545 at St. Severin in Cologne. (Kolner Jahrbuch FQr Vor-und Fruhgeschichte3
1, 1955, Cologne, p.121, Fig. 3 and Tab. 29,2).
Compare with:

RGM 929 and N37
BM GR Dept. 81.6-26.1

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V, p.69, Tab.91
Fremersdorf VI, pp.31-33, Tab.35-39
Harden, Masterpieces, pp.113-114

Remarks:

This form seems to be common in the Rhineland only.
(For a cup of the same shape see Plate 56 above.)
Fremersdorf states that these barrels were used for
perfume.
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PLATE 138
CANDLESTICK UNGUENTUARIUM (WITH ONION-SHAPED BODY, TALL NECK)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/d/pl/2-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 8. 951x8.99
Middle second Century
AD
14.4 cm
Body 7.3 cm

This variant of the "candlestick" unguentuarium probably comes from Cyprus. It was
blown from good quality pale grey-blue glass.
The glass is thin and transparent . The low,
nearly globular body shows a flattened base no pontil mark. The neck is straight, shows
tool marks where it joins the body and ends
in a wide rim formed by folding the glass
outwards and back, flattening this tubular
rim on the top. The vessel is well preserved,
yet there is some crust and iridescence.
The prototype is archaeologically dated from Jerusalem, YMCA site, Tomb 1,
gr. a. (Sliffe, Q.D.A.P., 1935, p.73)
Compare with:

Newark 50.1753
Also Mich.5588 (Harden, 805 from Karanis)

Bibliography:

Hayes, p.74, No.255
Harden, Karanis, p.273, PI.XX
Auth, op.cit., p.114, No.137
Isings, op.cit., p.97, Form 82, A.l

Remarks:

Due to the number of glass workers making these
very common vessels, there exists a wide range of
sizes and workmanship.
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PLATE 139
CANDLESTICK UNGUENTUARIUM WITH BELL-SHAPED BODY
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/d/pl/2-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 16.918.5.20
Second to third century
AD
16.0 cm
Body 8.7 cm

The vessel, of unknown provenance^ was
blown from pale grey-green glass,almost
colourless with a few bubbles. The walls
are thin and transparent. The flat base
shows no mark but is slightly kicked in.
The body is of a high bell-shape with
tooled straightened, sides. The tall, tubular neck has a folded rim. The vessel is
intact and shows little weatherinq.

Parallel arch, dated:

For prototypes that are archaeologically dated see
previous Plate .

Compare with:

ROM 952.10.28
Newark 50.1690; 50,1750 (constriction at side)
There are also some variants of this shape in the
Museum in Aquileia.

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.126, No.499 and PI.203, No.240
PI.204, Nos.258 and 265
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab. 22, No.l

PLATE 140
CANDLESTICK UNGUENTUARIUM (SPOOL-SHAPED, SHORT)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/d/pl/2-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

ROM 5. 951x8.162
Third century AD
8.2 cm
Body 6.3 cm

This squatty unguentuarium of unknown
provenance was blown from yellow-green
semi-transparent glass. The walls are
f a i r l y thick (0.3 to 0.4 cm). I t s i t s
on a f l a t t i s h , kicked in base. The
neck is wide and shows tool marks. The
rim is bevelled at the edge and widely
f l a i r e d . The top of the rim was f l a t tened when hot. A pontil mark shows on
the base. The vessel is intact with
heavy iridescence.

Parallel arch- dated:

Compare with:

From Karanis, No. 815-818 (Harden, Karanis, pp.
274-275, PLS.X and XX).

Newark 50.1677 (dark green);
ROM 5. 952. 10.26

50.1836

And some examples from Aquileia
Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.62, Nos. 165, 166
Isinqs, op.cit., p.98, Form 82, a/2
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab. XX, 3,4,5
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PLATE 141
CANDLESTICK UNGUENTUARIUM (FLAT BODY, HIGH SLIM NECK)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/d/pl/2-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:

CI

Height:
Diameter:

ROM 9.959.130.3
Second to third
century AD
17.3 cm
Body 11.9 cm

The vessel is apparently from Cyprus.
It was blown from pale bluish green
glass of good quality and is transparent.
The base shows no pontil mark and the yery
flat body has a flattened bell shape.
The tall, straight,,tubular neck ends in
a wide, tubular folded-over rim. The
vessel is intact, there is little
weathering, but a heavy lime-like
deposit is evident on the surface.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Cyprus. Limassol oasis gr.l. (Vessberg, Op.
Arch. 1952, PI.XXII and XXIII).

Compare with:

Newark 50.1755

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.74', No.256
Harden, Karanis, p.264 and 272 (Second and fourth
century) PI.XX, No. 840
Auth, op.cit., p.115, No. 138
Isings, op.cit., p. 98, Form 82 A/2
Vessberg, 0., "Roman Glass in Cyprus1', Opuscula
Archaeologica 7, 1952, pp.109-165.
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PLATE 142
TALL CYLINDRICAL FLASK WITH ROUND BASE
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c/pl/2-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:
Thickness:

MICH. 5577
Second to third
crentury AD
22.5 cm
Body 6.0 cm
0.1 cm

This bottle, found by Harden in Karanis,
was blown from green glass which includes
some bubbles and impurities. While there
are no mold marks, the form suggests blowing into a cylindrical mold where the vessel may have been turned while it was inflated, thus avoiding a mold-seam-mark. A
protruding bulge around the shoulder also
suggests this. The base is rounded, preventing the bottle from standing up freely.
The shoulder is nearly horizontal. The
junction of the cylindrical neck and body
is curved. The mouth is distinctly outsplayed. The rim is folded upward and inward. Some straw woven sleeves were found
with these bottles. The bottle is intact
with one crack and some stains. No weathering can be seen.
The prototype is archaeologically dated.
PI.IX).

(Harden, Karanis, p. 227, No.688

Compare with:

ROM 950.157.275 (light leaf green, slightly hollowed
base.)

Bibliography:

Harden, Karanis, pp.220-227, PI.IX

Remarks:

While the cited Karanis bottle has no flat base,
the one from ROM indicates that a related form
with a small base can be found. The straw sleeve,
as mentioned by Harden, may have afforded protection
when shipping these bottles.
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PLATE 143
GUTROL FLASK (MULTIPLE FLASK)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c or d/pl/2-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM GR Dept.81.4-6.1
Late second,early third
century AD
22.0 cm
Body 16.0 cm
Rim 2.6 cm

The prototype is allegedly from Crete.
This triple flask was manufactured by
fusing three globular bottles with separate bodies and necks together to form
one vessel with three divisions.
The perfectly globular form could
have been achieved by inserting the
already joined vessels into a spherical,
open mold and letting them sag into it.
The three vessels were first blown from
greenish glass. The necks are formed cylindrically with a slight flare towards the
top. The rims are slightly thicker than
the necks and seem to be fire polished,
but not folded over. The single handle
was attached last. The handle shows many
fine longitudinal grooves. The vessel is
intact but shows some weathering.

Parallel arch, dated:

Samples from the Rhineland (Morin-Jean, op.cit.p.120)

Compare with:

LOFF 254
Compare also with double flask from:
Newark 50.1827 (blue-green)
HAAR MH G867
Rockefeller Museum Jerusalem G41

Bibliography:

Harden, Masterpieces, p.62, No.78
Auth, op.cit., p.103, No.116
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.59, Mo.192, Tab.27.2.
Remarks:
The drawing at the left shows how the
three bottles are joined together.
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PLATE 144
SPHERICAL BOTTLE WITH WIDE FUNNEL-SHAPED MOUTH
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/d/pl or sn/2-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 303
Second half of
second century AD
14.5 cm

Found in Cologne, this bottle was free
blown from bluish green, very light
glass. The base is slightly pushed up,
the body almost perfectly spherical and
the wide neck outsplayed from the shoulder upwards. The rim was cracked off
and was only superficially smoothened
but not folded over. A crudely applied
decoration of snakethread was applied
in one piece forming five arcs.

Parallel arch, dated:

RGM N118, found at Cologne, Luxemhurger Strasse.
(Catalogue Niessen, 1911, Tab.35)

Compare with:

Landesmuseum Bonn 31, 84B (with base ring)
Museum Aquileia: a plain piece of similar form
described in Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab.23
(dated third to fourth century ADJ.
ROM 950.157.180 (rounded rim, straighter neck)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V., pp.78-79, Tab.128, 129; IV, Tab.64,
long neck form
Auth, op. cit., p.123, No.152 (for eastern form)
Hayes, op.cit., p.67, No.202
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab.23
Isings, op.cit., p.110, Form 92 (for form with base
ring, see p.123, Form 104)
Harden, Karanis, p.194, and p.215, PI.XVIII, No.625,
638, 641 (with base ring.)

Remarks:

This form seems common. One must take care not to confuse it with the many bulbous flasks found in the Eastern
Mediterranean, sometimes with a restricted neck or in
sprinkler form. (See Plates 135 and 136.)
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PLATE 145
PILGRIM FLASK
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/c or d / p l / 2 - 4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM N5963
Second century AD
12.0 cm

This simple bottle,made from bluish green
transparent glass,was found in Cologne.
It may have been blown freely and flattened at the sides by paddling it with a
wooden tool. No mold seams are visible.
The bottom is slightly pushed up and the
neck is long and cylindrical with a simple
folded-over rim. The vessel is intact but
shows some encrustation.
Drawing shows front and side view.

Parallel arch, dated:

Compare with:

Similar piece from Remagen (RhinelancJ), Burial No, 59,
(Bonner Jahrbucher, 116, 1907, Tab.3,5)

RGM 454, N686, N687 (with double handles), 471, N1105
( t h i r d to fourth century AD)
ROM 7.965.114.257 (from Cyprus), 950.157.110
LOFF 272

Newark 50.1666 (late Roman-Byzantine); 50.1665 (blue green, height 19.7 cm); 50.1520 (height 10.0 cm)
50.1665, 50.1656 (with handles)
Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, p.42, Tab.86 (top); V,p.78, Tab.127
Hayes, op.cit., p.66, No.199; p.201, PI.15
Auth, op.cit., p.135, No.170; p.220, Nos. 455-458
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, D76, Tab.34.1
La Baume, Rffmische Kleinkunst, p.46, Tab.15,3

Remarks:

This was a popular utility form in antiquity from Egyptian
times onwards. Often these bottles would be protected by
a cover of straw. This basket-!ike cover would have rings
or handles to allow the bottle to be carried. Some later
Roman forms, perhaps from the East, would also have elaborate handles of glass attached to the sides. Fremersdorf mentions a richly snakethread decorated sample
from Cologne, dated fourth century AD. (RGM 1033). (Fremersdorf V, p.78, Tab.127). There were also some moldblown
samples with the usual decorations provided by the mold.
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PLATE 146
GLOBULAR FLASK WITH TUBULAR NECK AND TOOLED RIM
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/d/pl/2-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM 67.508
Dated: Third Century AD
Height: 23.5 cm
This b o t t l e , o f unknowiprovenance but
attributed by the museum to Cyprus, was
blown from olive-green glass. The base
is s l i g h t l y indented, the body exactly
spherical and the long neck nearly cylind r i c a l . Multiple folding forms the
pronounced shape of the rim. The body
shows traces of lathe cutting in the
form of a few fine horizontal lines.

Parallel arch, dated:

A b o t t l e from the Limassol Oasis on Cyprus (Vessberg, Limassol, Op.Arch., 1952, p.!56ff)

Compare with:

RGM 1061
ROM 4.951x8.86
TOL 23.1320
MET 17.194.132

Bibliography:

La Baume, Glas der a,ntiken Welt, Tab.43,1
Hayes, o p . c i t . , p.58, No.146
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.90, Form 70

Remarks:

The globular bottle exists in some varieties from the
first Century to late Roman times. It seems that this
variety with the tooled rim and the precise form was
characteristic for the periods given in the dating.
Later styles show a flairing neck, often a slightly
pushed in sphere and a longer neck.
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PLATE 147
DOUBLE HANDLED SPHERICAL BOTTLE ON FOOT
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/d/pl/3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM 56.404
Dated: Third century AD
Height: 22.3 cm

This large bottle, found in Cologne,was
blown from light blue glass. The base
was tooled from the body, rather than
attached. Handles and collar are formed
from the same glass as the body. The
left handle shows a flaw. The vessel
was broken and has been repaired.

The prototype is archaeologically dated. It was found in 1956 in a stone
coffin at the Waidmarket (Fremersdorf III, p.47, Tab.91).

Compare with:

RGM
OPP
TOL
ROM

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf III, p.47, Tab.91
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, No.D94, Tab.38,4
Hayes, op.cit., p.99, No.348; p.209, PI.23

Remarks:

While the prototype was found in Cologne, the
form seems to be more common in the Near East.

N5976 (from Palestine)
2371
23.1200
951x8.57 (small vessel)
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PLATE 148
FLASK WITH SPHERICAL BODY AND STRAIGHT NECK (DECORATED WITH WHEEL-CUTS)
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/c or d/inc/3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM N540
Third Century AD
Approx. 14.0 cm

This bottle, blown from dark, ambercoloured transparent glass, was,
according to Fremersdorf, made in
Cologne. The spherical body has a
small base, no base ring and only
a small indentation of the base.
Aside from a small indentation just
above the shoulder, the neck is straight.
The mouth of the bottle is straight cut
and ground. It shows no signs of folding.
One fine and three distinct horizontal
wheel cuts decorate the middle of the
neck. One faint and two distinct cuts
are found in the middle of the body.
The glass is weathered but not broken.
The prototype is archaeologically dated. It was found at Neusser Strasse
in Cologne together with the Head Bottle (Plate 150) and a ring. (Catalogue
Niessen, Tab.20, No.296).

Compare with:

RGM 1036 and N322
See also a purple bottle of similar form with rich
colourful painting at theLandesmuseum Bonn; a
recent acquisition of The Corning Museum of Glass
(also with painted decor); and the "Populonia" bottle
with engraved scenes of Puteoli Harbour (fourth century
AD).
CMG 62.1.31

OPP 2574 (facet cut decor)
Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V I I I , p.42, Tabs, 74-77
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.121, Form 103
Painter, K.S., "Roman Flasks with Scenes of Baiae
and PuteoU", J ; Q,S. j ( V U , 1375, pp. 54-67

Remarks:

Some of these bottles show a neck that narrows
gradually towards the top. Some are plain without
decoration.
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PLATE 149
NARROW-NECKED FLASK, GLOBULAR (EASTERN FORM)
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/c/rib/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Newark 50.1497
Third to fourth
Century AD
15.0 cm
Rim 2.3 cm

This globular flask, probably from
Palestine, was blown from pale green
bubbly glass. The base is flattened,
the body a slightly depressed globe
and the long neck almost cylindrical.
The neck shows an indentation above
the shoulder; its mouth is cut level
and fire polished. There is no folded
rim. The body is decorated with twelve
tooled ribs that start at the shoulder
and feather out towards the base. The
bottle is intact but weathered and
shows some incrustations.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Megiddo Tomb 19, (P.L.O. Guy, Megiddo Tombs,,
University of Chicago Oriental Institute Publications,
Vol.33, Chicago, 1938, PI. 175,8)

Compare with:

LOFF 185 (with distinct rim)
ROM 910.52.25; 910.52.24
TOL 23.534 (sixth century AD with bells)

Bibliography:

Auth, o p . c i t . , p.125, Mo.155
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst. p.56, Tab.23,4
Hayes, o p . c i t . p.108, No.402, 403, and p.212,
PI.26

Remarks:

This bottle form continues into pre-Islamic time,
Some bottles had threads pulled into the inside
of the globular bodies and some even had little
bells installed on the inside.
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PLATE 150
SPHERICAL FREE BLOWN FLASK (LATE ROMAN)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/d/pl/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 302
Second to third
century AD
7.0 cm

This simple bottle of unknown provenance,
(possibly upper Italy) was free blown
and tooled from dark purple glass. Many
bubbles are included. The body is
globular with a slightly pushed-in base. The
neck is cylindrical with a slight restriction at the shoulder. The rim is widely
outsplayed and folded over inwards.

Parallel arch, dated:

From Andernach, grave 111, second half of third
century AD (Bonner Jahrbucher, 86, p.194)

Compare with:

Some examples from Aquileia
ROM 971.165.4 (late eastern variety)
Newark 50.1765
RGM 67.519 (with network, yellow-green)

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.216, No.433
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab.22, No.7
Fremersdorf III, p.41, Tab.64
Hayes, op.cit., p.161, No. 670
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.119, Form 101
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, No.D92, Tab.38.3
Harden, Karanis, No.593, Tab.8a.18

Remarks:

This form is a continuation of the first century AD
globular flask. Distinction between western and
eastern provenance can be made by observing colour
and quality of glass but quite often the eastern
versions show a more outsplayed rim. While there
is often a restriction at the neck, this form
should not be confused with the sprinkler flask.
(See Plate 136 above. Compare also with Plate 147
above for funnel-form neck .)
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PLATE 151
CYLINDRICAL BOTTLE WITH DOLPHIN HANDLES
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c/pl/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

LOFF 224
Third Century AD
12.5 cm
5.0 cm

This bottle, found in Cologne,Luxemburger
Strasse, was blown from very light greenish
glass. The base is slightly pushed up,
the body slightly narrower at the base, but
almost cylindrical. The neck that thickens in its middle ends in a straight, not
outsplayed rim. The two handles have the
dolphin shape (compare with Arryballos
handles). The glass is weathered and
pitted. The upper part of the neck was
lost and had been replaced.

Parallel arch, dated:

Two examples from Rheinzabern from a kitchen
excavated by Sprater, dated 260 AD. (Sprater,
Die Pfalz under den Romern p.93).

Compare with:

W. Smith Collection No.230
RGM N391 and 921 (hexagonal bodies)

Bibliography:

La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.70, Tab.36,4
Doppelfeld, Glas in Koln, Tab.63
Fremersdorf VI, p.62, Tab.121
Isings, op.cit., p.119, Form 100 a
Smith, R.W. Glass From The Ancient World, The Ray
Winfield Smith Collection, Corning, New York, 1957
No.230.

Remarks:

This might be a western form. Fremersdorf mentions
that the sample RGM N391 was found with the blacKish
brown contents still in the body.
Some of the moldblown hexagonal forms show makers' trademarks at
the base. Some similar forms were hexagonal.
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PLATE 152
WIDE-SHOULDERED FLASK
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c or d/pl/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:

Newark 50.1623
Third to fourth
century AD

This flask,of unknown provenance/was
blown from bubbly yellow-green glass.
The body is of an inverted cone form
and has no base on which the vessel
could stand. The neck starts with a
slight restriction like the sprinker
flask, continues nearly cylindrical
and splays out in a wide,heavily folded
rim. An extra thread of glass is applied
just below the rim forming an extra collar. The glass shows pitting and incrustation, but seems to be intact.

Parallel arch, dated:

Flask from Beisan (
University of Pennsylvania
Museum) Tomb CNII, 29.105.G84.(found with third to
fourth Century lamps).

Compare with:

Newark 50.1622
Two bottles in the Museum of Aquileia (Caivi, Die
Roemischen Glaeser, Nos. 262-263, PI.20)
HAAR 81.663
Fondation Custodia 6202

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.126, No.156
Isings, op.cit., pp.120,121, Form 102 (western
variety)
Stern, op.cit, p.80

Remarks:

This form may have developed out of the common
small balsamaria of similar shape. Isings Form
102 seems to be only related, since it has a wider
base.
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PLATE 153
SPHERICAL TWIN-HANDLED BOTTLE WITH LONG STRAIGHT NECK
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/d/pr/4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM N133
Fourth century AD
32.0 cm

The bottle was found in Cologne. It was
blown from almost colourless glass. The
base ring was attached and is of a different
greenish glass. The neck is long and shows
no tooled rim but is cracked off at the top.
The two handles are formed from wide bands
of glass. They show three longitudinal ribs
and end at the shoulder in long fins. A
thin thread around the shoulder marks the
place where the handles attach. The neck
bears a thin plate for a collar. Irregular
bright blue prunts are distributed over the
body. The vessel was broken and repaired.
The glass shows milky weathering.
The prototype is archaeologically dated. It was found at Cologne, Neusser
Strasse. (Catalogue Niessen, 1911, Fig.11)

Compare with:

ROM 950.157.108
Newark 50.1658, 50.1637 (body non-spherical)

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.131, Nos. 163, 452
Hayes, op.cit., p.99, No.347
Ibid., p.208, PI.22
Isings, op.cit., p.159, Form 129
Fremersdorf VII, p.37, Tab.55
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PLATE 154
LATE ROMAN BOTTLE WITH SPIRAL DECORATION CYLINDRICAL BODY
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c/rib/4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN
Dated
Height

RGM 33.3
Fourth century AD
22.4 cm

This bottle, blown from good quality
glass of almost no colour, comes from
Cologne. To fashion the spiral-ribbed
surface, an optical mold was used. The
base is pushed up and is also wider than
the body. The body is cylindrical with
a soft shoulder gradually blending with
the neck. The mouth is funnel shaped
and the rim folded inwards. The bottle
was broken and
repaired. There is
little weathering*

Parallel arch, dated:

A similar bottle found in Mayen-Eifel in Burial
12, found with a coin of Arcadius. (Fremersdorf,
VI, p.63.)

Compare with:

RGM N1103
And a piece in the Museum in Trier (without
spiral decor).

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VI, p.63, Tab. 126
Isings, op.cit., p.161, Form 132

Remarks:

Like some others of the prototypes l i s t e d , this
vessel f a l l s in the late Roman Period of the
Rhineland workshops.
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PLATE 155
CYLINDRICAL BOTTLE (JUG) "KARANIS STYLE11
TYPOLOGY CODE:

G/c or d/inc/4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

BM GR.Dept. 1922.10.25.
First half of fourth
Century AD
31.5 cm
Rim 10.6 cm
Body 14.3 cm

The jug, from Behnesa (Oxyrhynchus), Egypt,
was blown from the characteristic dark
yellow-green glass of that period. On a
slightly-concave but flattened base sits
a cylindrical body with only slightly outwardly curved sides. The neck is cylindrical and the rim wide and flaring out.
A thick trail just under the rim adds extra
strength. The handle is the flat-ribbed
kind, showing seven ribs running along
its outside. Five bands of design, separated
by horizontal lines adorn the body. Vertical
lines, sometimes with a roof-like design,
alternate with vertically placed ovals rather
superficially scratched into the glass by an
abrasive wheel. The glass shows streaks and
impurities. It was broken and repaired and
there is some iridescence.
Parallel arch, dated:

From Karanis, 27/b/121K/H Mich.5947. (Harden, Karanis,
7
p.246, No.739).

Compare with:

RGM 56.8
See also LOFF 193 (green, deeper incisions) (probably
Rhineland).

Bibliography:

Harden, Karanis, pp.231-251 and Masterpieces, p.81
No.105.
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.72, Tab.38.3
La Baume,Glas der antiken Welt, P1.D97,3
Fremersdorf VIII, Tab.148, p.14
Isings, op.cit., p.156, Form 126

Remarks:

These bottles should not be confused with the
earlier cylindrical jugs or bottles (utility bottles
and Stamnia). Their form is somehow related and
also the handles show similarity. The decoration
is related to the decor of the amphora on Plate 82.
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PLATE 156
PRE-ISLAMIC GLOBULAR BOTTLE WITH FLARING NECK
TYPOLOGY CODE: G/d/pl or sn/4-5

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

BOS 21.1365
Fourth to fifth century
AD
16,5 cm

This b o t t l e , blown from clear glass with
a yellow t i n t , is attributed to the Near
East. I t has a flattened base, a squatty,
near globular body and a long neck that
is r e s t r i c t e d near the shoulder, and then i t
continues c y l i n d r i c a l l y to end in a soft
funnel form towards the rim. The rim is
f i r e polished, not folded over. Three
double loops of fine thread circulate the
f l a r i n g end of the neck. The vessel is
intact but weathered*

Parallel arch, dated:

From Samaria (Sebaste) (Crowfoot, G.W., The Objects
From Samaria, London, 1957, PL.XXV.)

Compare with:

Newark 50.1573 (later form , 50.1822)
BM GR Dept.1952.5-1.1
) ... , n + ^ n 3 l
TOL 23.534, 23.1239, 23.2074 ) w l t h i n t e r n a l
and 08.51
ROM 9518X.95
RGM 39.275; 39.272

th¥lfla/ie
threads

Bibliography:

Von Saldern, AM Ancient Glass i n The Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, PI .49
Harden, Masterpieces, p.90, Mo.125
Auth, o p . c i t . , p.128, No.158,159
Hayes, o p . c i t . , D . 1 1 2 . No.421. and D . 2 1 3 . PI.27
La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, Tab. 40,1,2. No, D99

Remarks:

As indicated in the headline, this form continued
from late Roman times into the Byzantine and Islamic
periods.
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PLATE 157
RIBBON GLASS ALABASTRON
TYPOLOGY CODE:

H/ba/spec/lBC-lAD

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

CMG 62.1.23
Late second century
to first century BC
18.7 cm
(greatest) 2.7.cm

This alabastron, probably from southern
Italy^was formed in the "band glass
technique" from yellow-brown glass and
white bands, imitating agate or onyx.
On the fusiform or biconical body sits
a short cylindrical neck. A horizontal
rib runs around the base of the neck.
The vessel has been restored as there
were some damaged areas and some weathering.
Parallel arch, dated: From Cumae in Italy
(two vessels and a fragment, according to
Goldstein, op.cit., p. 179.)

Remarks:

Compare with:

Newark 50.1887
MET 17.194.285

Bibliography:

Goldstein, op.cit., p.179
No. 465, 207, 584, 585
Auth, op.cit., p.53
Von Saldern, Ancient Glass
in The Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, 1968, PI.16 and
Glaser der Antike (OppenVander Collection), p.104
colour plate on p.102.

While this vessel could be very early within our context we
might direct the readers attention to the gold band alabastra
which are dated between the first century BC and the first
century AD. Both vessels lack the pronounced neck and collar
of our vessel. (CMG 55.1.9 and 76.1.46) A vessel in BOS 98.938
in ribbon glass technique shov/s a narrow neck and thin pronounced
horizontal rim. Goldstein advised this author that the
Boston vessel should be classified as Hellenistic.

PLATE 158
UNGUENTARIUM IN SHAPE OF A BIRD
TYPOLOGY CODE:

H/d or c/rep/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM 664
Dated: First century AD
Length: 9.5 cm

This vessel, found in Cologne, was
free blown from clear colourless
glass of good quality. The object
is thinwalled and the tail of the
bird was broken off (perhaps to
release the contents). The bird
was broken and has been repaired.

Parallel arch, dated:

Bird of greenish glass found in a cremation
burial near Mainz-Waisenau. (See Mainz, MZ
22/1927, p.49, Fig.4,5}

Compare with:

RGM 305 (clear), N6040 (short neck, blue) and
N5964 (dark blue), 24.352 (green), 24.353 (red)
Also compare with several similar objects in the
Museum in Aquileia.

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VI, D.19, Tab.1,2
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab. 18/2
isings, op.cit., p.27, Form 11

Remarks:

Compare also with the bird-shaped vessels on
Plates 170 and 173 below.
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PLATE 159
SPHERICAL PERFUME CONTAINER (GLOBULAR UNGUENTARIUM )
TYPOLOGY CODE: H/c/tr/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM 982
F i r s t century AD
4.0 cm

The prototype, found together with two
similar spheres in Cologne, was free blown
from dark purple glass. A white continuous thread was applied to the surface
forming a spiral. The small neck has an
opening that is so small that a liquid
could have only emerged in drops. The
glass is well preserved and not broken
with the exception of the lip of the
opening.

Parallel arch, dated:

The Tessin burial grounds (.Simonett, Tessiner
Graberfelder, p.79)

Compare with:

RGM
Ten
See
See

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V., p.36, Tab.3
Fremersdorf III, p.25, Tab.16, and Tab.108 (figshaped)
Isings, op.cit., pp.25-265 Form 10

Remarks:

6385a(pink) and 6385b (green)
more are in the Landesmuseum Trier
also RGM 316 (in form of a fig)
also objects on Plate 171.

Fremersdorf assumes that these small containers were filled with
a liquid or semi-liquid ointment or perfume which could be extracted in small quantities by warming the sphere in the hand. The
larger samples have a more pronounced neck and would have been
closed by a stopper. Isings believes that they were filled and
the openings closed by fire, to be broken off before use. This
would account for some jagged edges on the openings. While some
have been found with a dry powdery content, exact conclusions
about the nature of the contents were not available. The small
animals, as on Plate 171, were probably used for the same purpose.
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PLATE 160
UNGUENTARIUM IN TEST TUBE FORM (WITH RESTRICTION ON NECK)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

H/d/pl/1-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

RGM L882
First century AD
6.4 cm

This simple vessel, found in Cologne,
in a burial on Luxemburger Strasse, was
free blown and tooled from transparent
honey-yellow glass. There is a distinct
constriction where the cylindrical neck
joins the piriform body. The rim is
slightly flared out and fire polished.
There is no pontil mark visible. There
is some weathering and a little damage
at the lip.

The prototype is archaeologically dated from a grave in Kreuznach, Germany.
(Tiberian ). (Hussong, Germania, 1939, p.245)

Compare with:

ROM 8.950.157.260; 950.157.262; 950.157.232
Newark 50.1783; 50.1777 and 50.1778

Bibliography:

La Baume, Glas der antiken Welt, Tab.58,1. N19
Fremersdorf III, p.40, Tab., 60 (r.)
Isings, op.cit., p.24, Form 8; p.41, Form 28
Hayes, op.cit., p.69, Fo.2150272
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab.3,7 f 8

Remarks:

This is a common vessel type. Many variations exist
and can be attributed to the whims of the glassmaker.
Authors like Isings and Hayes have tried to break
this basic form down into sub-categories. With regard
to the restrictions of this work, I have tried to
show the most distinct forms only. These vessels
exist in coloured as well as in almost colourless
glass depending on the area and local tastes. According to Isings (p.41), this form stretched into a more
elongated shape from Nero's time onwards.
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PLATE 161
UNGUENTARIUM IN THE SHAPE OF A FISH
TYPOLOGY CODE:

H/d/rep/3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Length:

RGM L983
First half of t h i r d
Century AD
12.7 cm

Found at Cologne, Luxemburger Strasse, this vessel was free blown and tooled
from transparent*colourless glass. The decor on the back is a snakethread.
The gills and eyes were added in opaque blue glass. It has been broken and
repaired, part of the tail was replaced. The glass shows milky weathering.
The prototype is archaeologically dated to the time of Alexander Severus.
(Morin-Jean: Fig. 216)

Compare with:

RGM 234, N6023 and N37
Also one in Vienna in the Kunsthistorisches Museum
(Sunkowsky, Antike Glaser in Carnuntum and Wien,
Tab. 25)
See also moldblown fish in BM GR Dept ML 3174
See Figure 125 on page 133 above.

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VI, pp.19-21, Tab. 3-6
Kisa, Das Glas, p.230
Harden, Masterpieces, p.61, No.77
Morin-Jean, La Verrerie en Gaule sous L1Empire
Romain, Paris 1913.

Remarks:

According to Fremersdorf, vessels of this kind were
also found in Begram, Cyprus and Yugoslavia. The
moldblown fish from the BM was blown in a two-part
mold and is much simpler in design and craftsmanship.
For representations of pigs and fictitious animals,
see Figure 171 below. The technique and approximate
date are the same as those used on the fish
from
Coloqne.

PLATE 162
PHYOLE-SHAPED UNGUENTARIUM ("FUSIFORM")
TYPOLOGY CODE:

H/d/pl/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

Newark 50.1326
Third to fourth
Century AD
10.0 cm
Rim 1.8 cm

This vessel, of unknown provenance,
was blown from deep blue glass. It
is basically a tube with a folded-over
rim that had been expanded in the middle by blowing a bubble. The base is
rounded and shows an accumulation of
glass. The vessel is intact.

Parallel arch, dated:

Example from Cologne (Fremersdorf, Germania 1931,
p.170, Fig.2)

Compare with:

Newark 50.1784
ROM 909.3.90 and 909.3.89
Three vessels from Aquileia

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., pp.117,204, Nos. 141, 363
Hayes, op.cit., pp.118, 119, Nos. 461, 462
Isings, op.cit., p.126, Form 105
Harden, Karanis, p.268

Remarks:

This is a variant of the very common "test tube"
shaped unguentarium . (cf. Plate 165 above.)
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PLATE 163
FANCY HANDLED COSMETIC TUBE (DOUBLED)
TYPOLOGY CODE: H/d/sn/4-6

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Width:

Newark 50.1555
Probably fifth to
sixth Century AD
12.0 cm (to rim)
8.0 cm

This tube balsamarium, of Near Eastern
provenance,was formed by blowing a tube
of blue-green glass and folding it over
so that two tubular pieces were joined
together. They are connected at the base.
Irregular fancy threadwork of thick threads
was applied to form the elaborate basket
handle. A dark green trail of glass is
applied in spiral form from the rim to a
little above the base,
wound around
both tubes. The rims are reinforced with
a thread of the same kind as the handles.
The prototype is intact but quite considerably weathered.
Parallel arch, dated:

A simple version with bronze applicators still in
place was found in Beit Fajar Tomb. ( S.A.S. Husseini
and J.H. Iliffe*A Fourth tentury AD Tomb at Beit
Fajar/Q.D.A.P.4, 1934, pp. 175-178

Compare w i t h :

Newark 50.1548, 50.1550; (simple handles, plain)
50.1552 to 10.1556, 50.1557 (quadruple tube)
ROM 910.52.1 ( p l a i n ) , 950.157.92
HAAR MH 24588

CMG 54.1.58, 54.1.100 {very elaborate handle)
T0L 23.1302, 08.62, 23.1295
Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem 38.1090
Bibliography:

Auth, o p . c i t . , pp.144-146, Nos. 184,187 ; pp.224-225
Nos. 481 to 487
Hayes, o p . c i t . , p.118, PI.29, Nos. 457,456, 362; p.101
No. 360
Stern, o p . c i t . , (single) Plate 8 No. 35.

Remarks:

These cosmetic tubes exist in many variations from
single tubes to the prototype double, folded-over
variety, and even t r i p l e or quadruple tubes. Some
come with simple basket handles, some with wavy
threads on the sides and some with elaborate
towering handles of t i e r upon t i e r of threads.
Hayes dates these vessels from the fourth century
AD to the f i f t h century AD for e a r l i e r vessels.
(See photo, Figure 165 above, page 183).
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PLATE 164
CYLINDRICAL PYXIS (GROUND) WITH COVER
TYPOLOGY CODE:

I/b/spec/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:

CMG 55.1.3
First century AD
6.3 cm

Coming from a site in Cologne but possibly made in Alexandria, this pyxis
was formed from gold band glass and finished by grinding or lathe cutting. The
body and cover are carefully made to fit
well. The body shows two concentric
grooves at the flat base and one distinct
groove just below the rim, which was narrowed to allow the fitting of the cover.
The lid has another groove near the gently
curved shoulder and a handle in the centre
to allow lifting. Two concentric grooves
can also be seen on top of the lid. The
glass colours are dark blue, dark green,
white and some turquoise stripes. The
gold band is distinct and can be seen
clearly. The vessel is intact and well
preserved, but shows some cracks.
The prototype is archaeologically dated. RGM 463 found at Aachener Strasse.
(Catalogue Niessen, 1911, Tab.23). Sea green, translucent glass,
Compare with:

CMG
BOS
OPP
And

55.1.3 a,b (gold band glass); 55.1.71 (a,b)mosaic
99.454 (gold band)
2650 (no cover)
one similar vessel in Aquileia

Bibliography:

Smith, op.cit., pp.86-87, Nos. 142,143
Fremersdorf VIII, p.57, Tab.14
Von Saldern, Ancient Glass in The Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston. No.17
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab. 10, No.2
Goldstein, op.cit., p.204, No.559

Remarks:

There are also pyxis-shaped vessels that were
blown in a mold.(See Plate 170 below.)
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PLATE 165
MOLDBLOWN PYXIS
TYPOLOGY CODE:

I/c/spec/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Body Height:
Diameter:
Lid Height:
Diameter:

Newark 50.1475
First century AD
5.5 cm
Base 5.5 cm
3.7 cm
5.3 cm

The pyxis was moldblown, probably in
Syria, from deep blue glass. The lid and
body were separately made and were
fitted carefully. The body shows three
grooves in the base, an elegant palmetto frieze and a protruding band above.
The lid is decorated with a tongue pattern. The glass has been repaired.

Parallel arch. dated: Fragment in the Museum of Leiden, from Pompeii
(Kern, p.32, No.3)
Compare with:

CMG 44.1.69, 55.1.68, 55.1.70, (ex.Smith Coll)
TOL 23.442, 23.488, 56.3 and 67.5 in blue amber
and very light purple
Newark 28.265 (with variant in lid)
ROM 3.950.157.77 A,B, Camber)

Bibliography:

Auth, o p . c i t . , p.67
Von Saldern, Oppenlander Catalogue, pp.158-159, No.444
Kern, J.H.C."Une pyxide" Bulletin des Husles Lvonnais I I .
No. 2. 1957 p. 31-3&

Remarks:

These pyxides were made in the same refined
technique as the Ennion vessels, perhaps
imitating metal containers. There were various
kinds of l i d s . A variety has been found, called
ink pots, with a wider mouth and rim. (See
Isings, p.93, Form 77.)
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PLATE 166
INKWELL

TYPOLOGY CODE: I/d/marb/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: Newark 50.1524 a,b
Dated: First Century AD
Height: 7.0 cm
Diameter: Top 5.5 cm
Base 4.6 cm

This vessel^of unknown provenance/ was
blown from blue and white marbled glass.
The roughly cylindrical container has
been tooled to form tubular ridges at
the base and around the top. The top
portion rises above this ridge and has
a hole with rounded edges in the center.
The cover fits into this hole. (Apparently the lid came with the piece but
is of a different glass.)

Parallel arch. dated: (could not be located.)
Compare with:

Newark 50.1526
ROM 3.950.157.77a
TOL 23.557, 23.558 (green-white)
HAAR MH 1158 (blue)
OPP 2413 and 2360
RGM 60.253
Smith Collection No.64 (now in the Virginia Museum
of Fine Art)
See also a variation at RGM 23.400
Kunstmuseum Dusseldorf 49.72
Landesmuseum Bonn, A665

Bibliography:

Auth, op . c i t . , p.119, Nos. 145,146
La Baume,Glas der antiken Welt, Tab.18
Catalogue, Smith Coll.No.64
Hayes, o p . c i t . , p.55, No.129
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.92, Form 77 (is different)
Fremersdorf IV, p.56, Tab.131, 69

Remarks:

Isingfs inkwell is of a different shape (like
Fremersdorf's example) based on a terra sigillata
forrri with small handles and no base or shoulder
ring. (See also our photo on Figure 139 above.)
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PLATE 167
TRULLA (BROWN)

TYPOLOGY CODE:

I/c/rib/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Length:

RGM N6109
Late first century AD
7.5 cm
18.5 cm (bowl and handle)

The trull a, found in Cologne, was made from blue-green,
transparent glass. The bowl was blown in a mold and the
handle attached later. The ribbed side as well as the
concentric circles at the bottom imitate a form that was
usually made from metal. The vessel is intact.

Parallel arch, dated:

National Museum in Naples (See Spinazzola^Tab.222)
Found in the Casa De Poeto Tragico in Pompeii, it
had a cameo decoration.

Compare with:

ROM 950.157.79 (this trulla perhaps free blown
and light green)
RGM N196, L217, N130, L667, 33.175, 46, 233
OPP 22261

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, p.57, Tab.133; VI, p.42, Tab.67;
V, pp.50,51.Tab.50,51,52,53,54,(For trullas decorated with snakethread)
Hayes, op.cit., p.59, (for technique of the handles)
Isincjs, op.cit., p.92, Form 75a (shallow) and 75b(deep)
Spinazzola, op. cit.,Tab. 222

Remarks:

Fremersdorf states that these handled bowls might have been
used together with little jugs to clean the hands after a meal.
(One jug was found together with RGM L217). He remarks on a
stylistic connection with the famous Disch-Sangiorgi-Cantharos,
represented in the shell decor used on the trulla handle . This
would put the snakethread trullas into the third century AD.
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PLATE 168
RHYTON ON BASE
TYPOLOGY CODE: I/d/rep/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: Newark 50.1900
Dated: Second half of first
Century AD to first
half of second century AD
Height: 17.7cm
Diameter: Rim 10.3-10.9 cm
Base 6.1 cm
This rhyton was blown and tooled from
blue-green glass. Its provenance is
unknown. The added base was left with
a sharp and unfinished edge. The body
was pulled and bent and the horns pulled
out from an accumulation of glass. The
rim is folded over and rounded. The tip
of the rhyton is broken off and one horn
was broken. The vessel is covered with
an iridescent layer, caused by weathering,

Parallel arch, dated:

Fragment from Siphnos, with coin of Vespasian (Mackworth-Young, B.S.A. 1949, p.89, Fig.24). British
School at Athens.

Compare with:

BM 68.1.10 and GR Dept.72.7-26.1 (moldblown)
CMG 59.1.142 (in blue, without horns)
RGM 670
And also one in Aquileia (Calvi, No.259)

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.94, No. 100
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, No.259, PI. 19,1,G
Fremersdorf IV, p.56, Tab.130
Harden, Masterpieces, p.55, No.66
Isings, op.cit., p.91, Form 73 a,b
Mackworth-Young, G., "Excavations in Syphnos",
Annual of the British School at Athens, 44(1949), p.81-

Remarks:

According to Isings this is a rare form* however, it
becomes popular as a drinking horn in German times.
(See Plate 179).
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PLATE 169
GLASS LAMP
TYPOLOGY CODE:

I/d/pl/l-3AD

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN.
Dated:
Height.:
Length

BM 1867-8.586
Roman Imperial Period
4.0 cm (approx)
12.0 cm (approx)

The prototype was blown and tooled of light,blue-green glass. The doughnut-shaped body was blown and flattened into its shape. A pushed indentation on the top center was opened into a funnel-shaped hole to allow
filling of the lamp. A separately formed spout was fused to the front
and the body opened inside it to allow the wick to be inserted. At the
opposite side a rather heavy two-ribbed handle was formed and attached.
The lamp is well preserved, the inside is incrusted with remainders of
the contents.
Parallel arch, dated:

(could not be located)

Compare with:

OPP 2399 (without spout)
5003
(higher body, opaque light blue)

Bibliography:

Von Saldern, A.fOppenlander Catalogue, Glaser der Antike,
p.203,204, No.571, 572.
Doppelfeld, Das Glas in Koln, Tab.88, base

Remarks:

The dating is based on information from the BM. Isings
describes another form of lamp under page 163 Form 134.
This lamp is a conical cup (like a teacup with a handle)
(See also Figure 172 above for photo.)
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PLATE 170
"ASKOS" BOTTLE IN BIRD FORM
TYPOLOGY CODE:

I/d/rep/2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:

A

Height:
Length:
Width:

ROM 951x8.80
First half of second
Centurv AD
6.8 cm (to mouth)
14.6 cm (mouth to tail)
5.0 cm (body)

This object, of unknown origin,was blown and tooled very thin-walled from
yellowish green glass. The bird-shaped body carries a high mouth in the
form of a funnel. The rim is cut, not rounded. The body ends in a pulled
out, long "s" curved tail without an opening. The body has a hollow base.
The tail bears a deep tooling groove at the forward edge. It was broken and
mended. Some small parts are missing. There is some milky discolouration.
Parallel arch.dated:

Similar object from Vindonissa (Berger, Vindonissa,
p.84, No.224, Pis. 15, 22). (From a grave with a
coin of 79 AD)

Compare with:

OPP 2582, 22209, 22307
LOFF 18
TOL 23.1229

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.66, No.197; p.201, PI.15; p.131, No.539
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst, p.42, Tab.11.4
Eisen, op.cit., Fig.267
Vessberg,*Roman Glass in Cyprus11, Tab.X, 1

Remarks:

Distinguish between this and "guttus" type, PI. 173,
Many of the Askoi do not have the long and curved
tail of our prototype, but have rather short and
stubby tails.

PLATE 171
PERFUME FLASK IN THE FORM OF A PIG
TYPOLOGY CODE:

I/d/rep/3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Length:

RGM 549
Third century AD
10.0 cm

This vessel, found in Cologne,was
blown and tooled from cobalt blue
glass. The body was blown, but
the feet, ears and back were most
likely tooled with pliers or pincers.
There is an opening at the mouth and
at the back.

The prototype is archaeologically dated. It was found in Cologne in
Luxemburger Strasse (Bonner Jahrbucher, 100, 1896, Tab.2, No.6)

Compare with:

RGM N303 (blue pig); 944 (colourless glass piglet);
29.1057 (rooster); and various fantasy animals.
See also animals in the museum of Aquileia.

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VI, pp.21-23, Tab.7-10
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab.19, Fig. 2,3

Remarks:

For additional drawings of glass animals
see Figure 171 on Page 376.
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PLATE 172
ARYBALLOS
TYPOLOGY CODE: I/d/tr/1-3

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: RGM 26.147 Cologne
Dated: Around 200 AD
Diameter: 9.6 cm

This aryballos, found near Cologne,is
free1 blown of clear, good quality glass
and decorated with one trailed thread
and two dolphin handles. The neck is
fairly long with a wide and flattened
rim.
Parallel arch, dated:

Compare with:

From a cremation burial at St. Severin, Cologne
Burial No.543, (Fremersdorf V, p.66)

RGM 30.16 and 53.69
L(3FF 236

OPP 2300; 2482; 22324; 22321
Newark 50.1641; 50.1639; 50.1640
BOS 01.8227
BM Dept.1932.3-14.1 (dark blue, white blobs)
Bibliography:

Fremersdorf I, Tab.32
Fremersdorf V, p.66, Tab.87
Calvi, Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab 2, No.1,2,5,7
Isings, op.cit., pp.78-81, Form 61

Remarks:

This form had already existed in dynastic Egypt. Arybolloi
are thick-walled containers for oil and cosmetics that were
carried into the bath and perhaps to the arena. Some were
made from metal or ceramics. For easy transport some had
small handles through which a string could be looped.
Some came with bronze chains or metal handles. Handleless
types are rare. Rhine!and workshops decorated them with
thread, while in the rest of the Empire they were usually
plain glass - clear, green or blue. Some have horizontally
ground grooves. A small, squatty form exists (Fremersdorf IV,
Tab.40, Spatformen). (See also figure 173).
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PLATE 173
BLOWN VESSEL (ANIMAL-SHAPED)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

I/d/rep/4

(PERFUME SPRINKLER?)
PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Length:

RGM 132
Fourth century AD
30.0 cm

This rather large object, found in Cologne,
was blown and formed from good,colourless
glass. A wide tube bends in an "s" form to
form the neck of a bird-shaped container,
the ovoid body is flattened on the underside
to provide a base. The tail end is pulled
into a straight thin tube that ends in a
fine, broken-off opening. There is some
damage at the wide end beside the brokenoff tail. Otherwise, the object is well
preserved.

Parallel arch, dated:

RGM 994 (45.0 cm long) found at Cologne, Luxemburger
Strasse (Catalogue Niessen, 1911, Tab.47)

Compare with:

RGM N994 and N995

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf IV, p.38, Tab.52
Kisa, Das Glas, p.911 and Fig.334

Remarks:

While related in form and manufacturing method,
this vessel should not be confused with the small
birds of Plate 158
(Isings, Form 11), or with the
bird-shaped vessels of Plate 170.
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PLATE 174
DRINKING HORN

TYPOLOGY CODE: I/d/sn/4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Length:

RGM 34.457
Fourth century AD
24.5

This drinking horn, of unknown provenance,
was probably made in the Rhine!and.
It was blown and shaped from greenish
glass. First a conical vessel was blown,
opened at the end into a funnel and,
while still hot, was allowed to bend
into the final shape. A small plate was
fused to the end to close the horn.
The rim, which shows an indentation, was
cracked off in a sharp straight line. The
decoration, showing wavy lines,was done by
application of very dark brown and green
threads* Some longitudinally applied trails
separate the four fields that carry the wave
decor. Near the narrow end a spiral of
green glass was applied continuously in
eight turns. The vessel was broken and
repaired, some pieces have been replaced.
Parallel arch, dated:

From the burial field in Gellep II, Burial 71
(fragmented). (Found by Steeger, Burg Linn).

Compare with:

Landesmuseum Bonn 21422 (similar but with some
prunts and eyelets for string); 1706 (simpler
form) and 4331 (31.0 cm long).

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf V, Tab. 136, p.81
Fremersdorf VI, pp.33-35, Tab.41-44
Isings, op.cit., p.143, Form 119
Evison, V., "Germanic Glass Drinking Horns'* J.G.S,
XVII, 1975, pp.74-85

Remarks:

For an early predecessor of the drinking horn,
look at the moldblown rhyton on Figure 132, page
137 above.
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PLATE 175
GAME PIECES (KNUCKLE BONES)

TYPOLOGY CODE: J/b/pl/1

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Length:
Height:

Newark 50.1354, 50.1355
First century AD
2.4 cm (approx.)
1.4 cm (approx.)

These replicas of real bone game pieces
were molded in two-part molds from
almost colourless, transparent glass
with a s l i g h t yellow-green t i n t . The
pieces are i n t a c t , and the surfaces are
iridescent.

Parallel arch, dated:

Samples from a c h i l d burial, Portorecanati, Tomb
116 (Sara Sorda,*La Necropoli Romana di Portorecanati * M l Z - ^ § - S c a y i , 9 (28) 1974, Fig. 186,
p.283.

Compare with:

MET 17. 194.564-572 and 81.10.161

Bibliography:

Auth, op.cit., p.157, No.212
For BM spherical pieces: Harden, Masterpieces,
p.35, No.42

Remarks:

Knuckle bones were just one form of gaming piece
used by the Romans. Other pieces resembled bowling pins or small cones. The BM has a whole set
of spherical game pieces made of marbled glass with
mosaic glass spirals. (BM Dept.1967.2-2, late first
Century AD. See Vol. I, Fig.61.)
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PLATE 176
DIPPING ROD
TYPOLOGY CODE:

J/d/1-2

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:

ROM 21.390.126.8

Probably f i r s t tentury
AD
Length: 20.5 cm
Width: 1.2 cm at the widest end

This rod, attributed to Cyprus, was
twisted from deep blue translucent
glass. The rod was flattened at both
ends. Some grains of sand are enclosed
in the glass. The rod is intact.

Parallel arch, dated:

A sample from the Tessin (Time of Tiberius).
(Simonett, C., Tessi ner Graberfelder, p.98, Fig.81)

Compare with:

ROM 21.930.126.7 (light blue-green with loop at
one end)
LOFF 44
OPP 2822 (with ring)
Newark 50.1360 (blue-green)
CMG 50.1.143 (with loop, a s l i d i n g ring and stylized
bird at the tip).

Bibliography:

Hayes, op.cit., p.158, No.656A,B
Auth, op.cit., p.158, No.213
Isings, p.95, Form 79
La Baume, Romische Kleinkunst. p.38, No.75
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PLATE 177
FUNNEL
TYPOLOGY CODE:

J/d/pl/1-2?

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Height:
Diameter:

RGM 941
Late first, early
second century AD
12.0 cm
6.6 cm

The prototype was found in Cologne at
Luxemburger Strasse. It was formed
from bluish-green transparent glass.
A large cup-shaped vessel sits on top
of a tube, the flaring rim is well
rounded. The funnel is intact, only
the tip of the tube is damaged. There
is some weathering.

Parallel arch dated:

Various similar pieces in the Museo Nazionale in
Naples, from Pompeii (Spinazzola, Tab.228)

Compare with:

RGM N997 and N998
Museum Kam-Nijmwegen No.26
One large piece in the Louvre, Paris
ROM 951x8.83

Newark 50.1837 and 50.1843

Bibliography:

Remarks:

Fremersdorf IV, p.56, Tab.132
Berger, Vindonissa, Tab. 15/225
Hayes, o p . c i t . , p.122, No.480-84
Isings, o p . c i t . , p.92, Form 74
I b i d . , p.83, Form 76 for wine siphon
C a l v i , Die Roemischen Glaeser, Tab.15/1
for "infundibulum"
Some funnel-shaped glass objects can be seen in
the Rockefeller Museum in Jerusalem. They are
long and have a small top. Isings describes wine
siphons as rare. Horn-shaped vessels, open on
both ends and bent into a right angle, can be seen
in some museums*
for example in the ROM 951x8,82,83
and 84. The purpose is unknown but the peculiar
shape might suggest an ear trumpet.
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PLATE 178
GLASS STRIGIL (SCRAPER)
TYPOLOGY CODE:

J/d/pl/1-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN:
Dated:
Length:

RGM 920
First to fourth century AD
14.0 cm fragmented

This scraper (to remove oil from the body)
was formed from a tube of totally colourless, good quality glass. It comes from
Cologne. The lower portion, likely the
handle, was twisted to give it a ribbed
surface, perhaps to allow a more secure
grip. The actual strigil was flattened
and bent to a shape just like the metal
or bone samples of the same implement.
The end of the handle portion was broken
off, otherwise the object is well preserved.

Parallel arch, dated:

A similar piece from a burial at Hurth-Berrenrath
(Bonner Jahrbucher, 155/56, p.474, Fig.34.1)

Compare with:

RGM N6050 and 6a
A fragment in the Saalburg Museum
MET 15.43.197
RGM 580 (this strigil has a small aryballos at
the end of the handle)

Bibliography:

Fremersdorf VI, pp.37-38, Tab.50,51
Eisen, op.cit., p.283, PI.70; p.296

Remarks:

Some of these strigils had a hole at the end of the
handle so that a sling for carrying could be fastened.
The practicality of a glass object on the stone floors
of the Roman baths could be questioned, but the common
glass aryballoi could also be broken. (See also
Figure 157 on page 173 above.)
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PLATE 179
GLASS SPOON
TYPOLOGY CODE:

J/d/pl or fac/3-4

PROTOTYPE CHOSEN: MET 15.43.235
Dated: Third to fourth
Century AD
Length: 21.0 cm (approx)

This spoon, apparently one of the l a t e r types, was formed from yellow-green
glass. The handle was blown in the form of a tube. There is a narrow piece
where the bowl joins the handle. The bowl might have been collapsed fron?
an ovoid-form bubble. I t is oval-shaped and the thick glass tapers towards
the f r o n t end. The prototype is intact but shows some surface incrustation.

Parallel arch, dated:

A plain spoon from Cyprus.
PI.10,19, p.153).

Compare with:

Newark 50.1356 (bowl only, probably early Roman)
BM Burgon Collection No.325-236 (bowls only, facet
decor)
Museum Cairo J54773 (bowl only)

Bibliography:

(Vessberg,

Auth, op.cit., p.156, No.210
Harden. Karanis, pp.286-287, Fig. 4,m,n
(cf. page 173 above and Figure 157.)

op.cit..
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FIGURE 171
Drawing of Glass
reproductions of animals
from the RbmischGermanisches Museum, Koln
(after Fremersdorf)(cf.pl. No.,171.)

)siser-t

(after

The B r i t i s h Museum glass
lamp.Roman Imperial period.
(cf. p i . No. 169.)

X)riuc(\Uf J

I^srier

FIGURE 173 London Museum
An Aryballos made from light
green glass with attached
handles.
Roman Empire period (found
in a London excavation.)

CONCLUSION
At the end of this volume one might take a little time for a
few thoughts about the use of this work and a brief look into future
work.
Students of glass artifacts might make some use of this work
to help them to identify artifacts that are not adequately described
or completely documented, as may occur when viewing certain collections
or pieces on a dealer's shelves.
Comparison with the typology prototypes may put an unknown
artifact into a narrower field with regard to date and origin.
The reader should be reminded, however, that exact duplicates
of one of the described objects would not likely be encountered.

The

nature of glass as a material and the creativity of the ancient artisans
would have resulted in variations of appearance.
One should be particularly careful when referring to the colour
of glass.

Very small variations in the chemistry of the batches could

have resulted in variations of colouy often not intended by the glassmakers.
Modern standards of quality control were not applied by the artisans,
and even imperfect pieces may have found their way from the workshop
into a customer's hand and, later, into some collection.

This may be

observed especially when viewing free-blown cheap utility ware, for example, small perfume and ointment containers that were produced in
abundance and without much regard for style and form.

Luxury glass

objects, like cameo glass objects and diatreta, may allow more precise
classification and resemble the prototypes more closely.
The possibility that molds were repeatedly used increases the
chance of finding identical or closely related objects of moldblown
glass, even when they are

as rare as the Ennion vessels, or not signed.

The field archaeologist, for the most part, encounters
fragments which, of course, makes comparison with the described
prototypes more difficult.

Close inspection of the fractured

surfaces is recommended since the fractured surfaces are often less
weathered than the outer surfaces of the object.

Close scrutiny of

thickness, enclosed air bubbles, and possible tool marks may lead to
conclusions about manufacturing methods and location of the workshop.
The student is encouraged to use any chance to visit museums
and collections, and, after close examination of the exhibits, to try
to test his own guessing abilities against the documented facts of the
collection's catalogue.

As a result of many such exercises and as

experience increases one develops more confidence in one's ability to
identify unknown glass objects.
This author hopes to continue to study the technology of
ancient glassmaking and to do more experiments similar to reconstruction
of the core-forming process.
Further exact knowledge of ancient work techniques must be
obtained by detailed observation of artifacts and more excavations of
ancient glass workshops.

Laboratory experiments under conditions as

close as possible to the ancient environment should be conducted and
the results obtained compared with real artifacts. The most modern
methods of chemical and physical examination should be employed to
corroborate the visual observations.
in this research.

The author hopes to participate

A new generation of archaeological scientists,

trained in these modern laboratory techniques, will help to increase
our knowledge of this fascinating subject.
It may also be observed at this point that fake glass
artifacts have in the past found their way into the hands of collectors
and dealers. The increasing interest in the collection of antiques by
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affluent laymen provides a strong incentive for craftsmen in the Western
Wbrld and in the Near East.

A good knowledge of the characteristics of

genuine antiques will help to detect these unwanted intruders.
The researchers who make

replicas of ancient objects to

study their technology must, of course, take care to provide them with
clear identification as replicas to prevent abuse of their skills.

Leading

class curators have engaged in studies of falsifications to help to
prevent embarrassing accidents.

One may refer to a paper by Dr. S.M.
231
Goldstein that illustrates the problem of fakes and replicas.
The author may be permitted to close with a personal
remark.

The study of ancient glass is a most fascinating subject that

has provided the author with many hours of excitement, helped him to
make the acquaintance of many brilliant scholars, and to take exciting
trips into foreign lands.
May the reader of this work find similar enjoyment from the
study of ancient glass.

231.

Goldstein, S.M. "Forgeries and Reproductions of Ancient Glass in
Corning", JGS XIX, 1977. pp. 40-62.
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